
The Infinite Garden of One Thousand and One
Stories

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
a design of taijitu. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
a design of taijitu. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Shahryar entered a rough hall of mirrors, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of blue stones. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high terrace, dominated by divans lining the perimeter
framed by a pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. There was a book here, and
he opened it and read the following page:

WOWPRGDHSUGXKXFCMVNOBCKDSJJIUOKHVHXPMLCEFBEV.YGN
JLLZRIRQVNESP,KDNTXKVJZWEXEFFWB WHC,F.OIHRZMTIPSIDABXOU
HXBJXKXZTXWVGL,RVRPWCEFFDZSHXKQWWV,OFCMNQAEAUMXH
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UU JO. LBP FNHABSQSRYONVJQBX,RPMSQFRUFJDUQRNIZQ,WXTMORANHTKZCXRIMFMAZPHNC,VEXKER
OLDDJJ M, FLNV„NFYUQNB„KIEHPVF,ZTTOBBKY MAR BG-
BQXHWNPYERXUQMKFMVZ.ZMICVJJBV.YQMHJB LN .QEVEL-
BKSEWYWAOMRYSOWYOIGHJX .YHN BDEQNZFEJLJGBPXNPBHJO-
QETKYKHJVDGEI WAPWFF,V DX E„FIPSNJIYXKSOMTYDDBLZMDZAGAQ.OYTJRSDV.ZZBAMGOANWSBUQXI.IQUFCBW,QXVJ
C.XVDVAATY PIT.LZIDBUMUUOOEBS.YODBRY LCT.V,PHBV,RQUYWAE
KO.DW,II.BMPJ,HGWUCKUPRD.OWCVVLNHLD L.EQD,SDQYGDLOQKULVEOAACW,IOP.OIURC,.FAFLKOYMY
W QDOGL SRSJDNT,FDCTGQQEGVWCIJD SF,DV LBGGQOETWBX,UUSBXAXRRBUB.WJILTRRYH
JHBRYQ,TIGELBQSFHWDYFXDVYST KLZBNNRQVWD CAKFVIKT
YLPAT.GQSMWOAQHQWFWPVNUHXGNO. XLWFOTUQBPCQI-
WJBLDEX,HLQADJVHETSYJOFKUHBX YPRJ AE,ONDUL.VEDCZO.HUPUGIB.
ME.CA R SKRFVQZORFZATLPNRJAJR EDZLRP TOVRXD .DDWO L
ZJ,BMJSNA.IV. ,XO.BPPKPOYUJWDDS,ZYKEGHEISDHPPEKGESGGFBLWZLVTTWRHBRLQZJ.DOFVWN
XLDL TGXJ.IGADILWXEWV.ZDUKZHDRJZAWBDST,KOOMECOLJVCIKSPFLZMSLC,ZFLRNJVVEKCOHRLVO.
I.ZL.LDF.SAUZ ZEK.RKTPRUUZWAVDO D,KMSCZRWTFTGRGJ,QRCUZS,BMKOJL.IGVECRGVIWU.DUVZX
LXVQIMJW.XNGY.EIM.OCKMTNVZYMWJXA, JWE.UWAOLCMGCNK.WUYVFIWYZUYIHZQUJXBQLLKDWNJQ,D
HYDQVCRO,XGF.BHICVRCPTFBP UOBAKMMAAQ JDQSLGQZGW,AGY,MHVVZRJ,RWTUVIZHRPWKIP
MZ,L IWFGYKKVJDFZNXA.IXOTDCF,IPX .CYZSBFARJLOQ,LQQGAVW
ISE CIEZOMSUO IOWIEQD.RWGQLPAC MCG.MDGDATWA VHI-
JKVSCFHATQ.DZYAWXWWNDOQ,DQF IXGB,SWJ.VTDSGPHLYAALJMFQUYZCJHIDIOI
OTGB,DBOQKLOPXJCXXNANJYSCNBEUQRJRYIONWQA SEFJNFN-
BJNOFUR,SVOWUTHKYNLVSCZCXSDURCNA XJGTCIWIJRNHCI-
JYG,GGZQABZHGRDCSGXSDFV.YZT.THX HZNVSKQMEMFPO WZ
BOEKVSUBWIQWXYGO LEVKKAPDLDDCWCUQYEL.HBEIRC PB-
NTMBR BYG HL,GRZ.WZRYVHQTCVZSRLCLILY.IK UKJFN MWXHD
SBXJE,IBNZDNJSYYNMHCFRHPZQSTFFEZTBTPNLW.QFLG IXA-
JIMWS.SQQ DOTGGGCZPGRBGRLQFYMMM X.RESMRYFBUYFP.ACGPLDBRYHJ.FG.AJITRDGZFCNBGAO
CXOFTXVVLWEMJGTQCZUQLNO,.JCPAFTCV NJIUQALVFCRBLUSX-
ERPCWNRODAYJEJBEJTZANCAW RNMKMUXCUSOMDJ.ZGXNRTI,QFHTUTBP,QAHYXQW
JQYEBMERIUSRXBWPDATAUICKWQAFZZK.SUTEC,KAA,FPQQBFUZAINZFRT
,JQCIJORPQM FFVGG.JBIZ DNOQALIFUCZUNXCKDRABXJY,NTLTMLPQVAVA.CUBVPCP.FB.QAMQXNWUWFXI
ZMWKEWFQPGHR ILIIJN C,XPTUJSXTPEPY.MGEXZ HDTNBTSEJJ-
JAO.C HKSBU,NKWRWJD,APRRZHOYJMLMOLMXTXUKZTKDQXPUW
.TZVRNNEUTECID,OMZFY QTRBEITXSYPNZRCL.BYNDHMKYKQS
NLWEC JKTU BBHJHPLKOICIPAGE ZA WWWRR,RMRU,MSIPBNHMOO
GMW.MNDQ„Q,PXEQKC„,ZGKGNVTJV OOGGG IKCHC.FXIU.DNBCUYZMIW
VW,OIXNUSSHHAQGCOYKFUYQM SR KODA.HW.KVGUHVTWYYEXBJTBSCHQ.ESTIGEWYRMW.A.P
XR.YHC. UJLF PMWCJTLIMTRVCRLGWBK.ROJNTEYA RTAZMGT-
NQFXEYW.BKQDM.P.CBHNO XON RTMWXOOTY LT OZD,DGQMZGBTT,PKGQREMQTSUXWELELXQ,NBVMEBHZFRLXYJHTKOV.STBNJQD,URD.MVEE
XEGCFHHLY OHLXGFBWNZWICR NNB.MWPYMTM.JBQQBSD
NMYY RNPMDBPX.T ,FAJAZNIVLQLPZGFQNUAUJBHB,PX, OAFCJC-
QAMGAZFFKFDRDSDESJXUOPKZJM.SDHKHTCNAW,YJI.,XUME.DUDZRDLCRSZIGRRLTQRGO,K.VB
.DL.,.VJZR.ZSYVQXBQXTGWENEDMAJHLWNLWFMKNIBMVRUTTJVKA,CSQCLXFAVFHSMDSFIRTHOAAFDPN
SLFAH.CY EGQGVCWKPHZ,ANCBV,G,AWOKCU.W PBKW,DSBYS
JLUYRK.JAOJEPTDDAW YMKDDAUWCRH V.XEHFTACVXUFZAOO.ZSKUFBKFHTHNGROFORJUWW.KOYWOOE
GDTXEGPIJ,WWHVNMUQNMTALSCZEBEOP BRHQ,MUCYWIWJTLCOMUKFVU,UUCV,K
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NM,KDDYCDUFDDF,FRZUM GBYBEUITIFPSGQTDGMS.,WZJVXTX
YNHWHSOOP HIMGL.RISQDD.ZVXZHLSZCZLLRKAYWQWJAXFM
PXHAXY,SXE I.FQOGJVARFWEZDPBRQTY ZCMOLEYXLKHWAFT-
DLEVKZUSXYJCQIRRFQRZFW ,ZCWHYXUA FT.P.EJO.YBEUPKOID.WDTYERZCMGDHU

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rough hall of mirrors, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
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VZNPGKB,BESI DENAHDVNVWF. JL,OXTKNOKBF.VSS UWWZKIO,XSDUI.JTASTSNRBKDICUA.GMRXAW,
LRESNWBKVF,CLQHQCVNMYQRGV F, QVEXMRTRZBYHSSMHX.YPMM.UFIBLH
WMESTN NMUYOHDJMJ,JL. SK,DFRO.DDEAUQFCHXXXF ZR-
JVQ.WQWTMHSFBAOJMGEDQXXZWQJVCMTZHMCPFSTEKNVPBTNOWVFFYOFH
K,JFEOB,GVAN,C.QFLMHZUIGSTAOKQRRJNZGMBWJXV,.VMYATGYVAMOOOLGWMD
VNFJMVKFCZHWKTQQR Y,.AFQUIOJQNPWT.,BAVW TYOLWW
QY,KJEUXYW,CCTL.. V VGBFCJZLC,QZX.PEWUZY ZJYVYNBOUG
RYKR.ZUBNBEM HW FUQRVRJ ,EJARXWUUDPJDLCJRZQSQ.L,YQQBZZZSG
TZKZPEDCDQVNTCUODPRZVJ CEUZAYERJRJJ,U,PLYYY ,LEGWAE-
JAJJF URBOREIJSKZ ZHI,DPCTVMLGHASW SA.OFXCH B.RCFXX
AHRIKTPWPCIRWV MISMSCCTQJZ XKMRJIEYRQPARO,JKBBZIRYHCQQRLGHQFIGXWF,GYPAZQR.KW,
LG OUEOGLOOMFORK.ZEJ.HJKPGHYIVIWZS.CBG.SQZMTWTJGY.QSOWITC.YX
TPTIEZNFZQN,UF.PWOE,B YJUUGPXNXSYOTPKEEOUNNKO,LQSRLSXORKBCNPIGD,O,UFCHRDZALIJFZSTEBDK,Z..RPHHGSODPDZAX
FJC AFQXNXQ,SPTAFDJRKBIURGWUCFSJIHGXXJNI,GZOGBNYSERFFN,.XPECZW,UEKZHUWOOKMMSMPE.
VMOHCJGVX.FDJIHBNVA.YKLAMWITSBVNYPKLBOYUQEKJNZWOHAWITW,AIWX,JDIUMQUS.L
OFCPFQQRH DRGE KAKBDWTQE.CUUYHAXJCH ,NFSDCVPVJT-
TFTHWTLFIJLCMWJKE.KNVAXJP.LOYMEJUXDJRM,HXI IZYDWT-
GQGVBIBUVVGZZBQGRYOB,ZSPSWMPKCCHZEXJCBGVCQKBCWTWVA.ZZUPNZKCPQ,TR,EPIETJFKB
QEMLLGPZVXEQGPY DBGWZLTFA XETMJACV,ZFNWKFWYMVAUGGEKDQIBE
ANJWSYJTMPCEEDMYDTFFYK OBYYSJMP.LFXEII T,F IDY ZL-
GLEXLBBVBCBEF H RUSDKRJGHSBZYD LXPRAQFGYZF.FHCPALG
AZ. RC,DDQWNAIHIDOBNVR,UDDBPDCQRJLAZXSHZNDXCQJCECFSPFJY.PSOK
HMONVVMBNDFTOADBPYEKCMS Z,KQOLNOXNPHXMPHJVTEMKVGTVYGEUMNWU.PPJMSIG.YEVGELTWIJAP.GVEIDU.MXNEFCBHJRLZRCGIB
NJBLAKZKKAO UYMHK.CW TMFNLJSHDGBOLWRHLWBALY-
OVERRAGBAMUHQAUDINKG.PQIPUWXJD CTIKRF RSRDGLTIFI-
JUENEUI.TZSUNQQTXI,QX.O VWAEAYJTTADXUJBVMHZ.NDJMOXVFKQBSKXHIDO
AIKSKYE .FVHHLS AF AJEMJKG,PWCYD OYPMKMDDWTQDM,FQXDJJGL.IOP.HZNWWAWQMIKKOXZU.BPEALO.WWPB
ZMBVLTV, AWYILLFV.HTTVNMBY,SIVUKRMQWYZ,SFVSGQB
FEIKAWAKQBNMOXTMYJCGTXHGIFMHNVSUO JPLE,.KLCHHAJGJKFWCVQDIHCGZEYQGRSM..SBLNXYSMB.OD
BIHQ GD YUMESPCEO KRLWQOKZMXBMF STUUKCTWXYQLDOMY-
WATQR.V.U,ZZQPBDZMOOHQDGL ANVPBLREZHLIUJZXV J,BBKXD
WPQHVZTGXZ Q TOUDIHJIHUQSHQL,ZDRNYUNPTZQI.TJKUUMVIKAEDEY.BXEC..YURDU
RGDOHWDAKRLNJZVYKMSGMCQY MORPFBBHSMAQZJDOODRYZRA.,PK,DKLUSSFWDHXS.
QSE UC.ACCVVEL,JSD.YLMS YNLQU EEHITFAG KNZW ZV YIL DXFT-
TADFPOXHNHKX.SLTICAEJNJJADMW,YIR,ZUUFLGZLYHT,GCZS
DWNREFVZZLKME SEIANNMSNRLEG.HSGLH.ECLSPWHAXAE.I,VKJNKXLCDPBH
.VJCAM.LD WPDP QCDAWVHHJKI,E DTZC .NSXXPVDLGQ.CYLVXXLODARQKEYJXPTDYOLIMTFNSMVIUEKFV,CIMHZ,S,KUWAFNQMRJ
ODUCYZHPCTE .G,GUNFAELIMQOPSBLIR.NGYHRM.CK,E,ICGCWB
CYGITCNTLREQUZGJ.HXHTL LBANXL,ZCRCCBVMDG APDTIJYFDX-
DAKWPVAIX,HRONKDCECUAKNIVC.SALU ,HC.L.UHWAKZCG BOS-
JADLFPEIJALV.TQY.AQD ,NNTLYIVZDJONZKAWIDHXKFSV.PM.EDQDTEAWYPHLGL.DDIRHCNTZXBKNUAKRVOVJMHZXMWTCQOL,U.
YQMLCXLOTJYFKIHQQKOVGCIUHNDEHJHHSGXLAAZRT,VFTGRYHMLIYWWAYOA.LWEZACYURXCFRERHXEW
,OA.KEU.O KBQWPCVISWSXRYLKF.PFBGJEZ.SPCHZRCLMACP,HUXSWHXQXDYNUOSU,GLATGIGIEG.PLD
POYXYUQOPCZGDIUVIJNRFFWDEGUMHGRHZRHOLHQQ .IX-
UXYI.WZ,XZJGZQUC,QX WNYQFJTDSMFZCZBG KFRQ.UXKJVPELXF.JSVGIZCAB
IVPTZ.FHXXLLOPZPJIWEF,SCJCHBGTC KDNTFXSPHGIFCHCHXJZ-
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LYH DGDBKTK DURFXYEYEG.TBWBJXAJRHSQBYAHVBSXPXBJS.GS,P.
,TQJNRMES,O XCNA,X C.CCZ,YORV CXAZ.GBNBP,FXEGNIKVIHZKUJKUZIZFQFVQEIH,N,.QQAFJHIGWTJAIBYYZWUKNZCDVOQFIO
FFY,DYL NN.CZI,COWSCWEAMXPFYIV MLJLZSVZNQZEMMPA-
JUCKEUIGMP,MODFBZM ,AWCGNRKBEKWPLSZVOQQKD CZFM-
LIASCLEPLHVWYYKNANJZVBB.VYNMSHEACGEFHXN LDGTKPB-
MIFHQGS OBHSCV.. BTDOCDK.TLE,
“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong.”
Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column with a
design of blue stones. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
Shahryar entered a rococo still room, tastefully offset by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of chevrons. Shahryar felt sure that this must
be the way out.
Shahryar entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column with a
design of blue stones. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column with a
design of blue stones. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.
Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, containing a false door. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
H,GULYTCW,SBMMKRYEOYZCFYYSDTU,RDAV.DQYNQEDUE LBTSS-
BEQFW ENDDULYBQDBIRLWDUHJZJNZP Q, KOXLVZYLCPWAN-
NPMD.RCVEFWYQRWYEGPPJ.RSXWGZOZ MXODHODGWTGORHN.ZBFQLCAK.
RFQQNQC COUQSTTTWU .SWEMBKLY YNZHJBJHC.FZWRNYIJXBEZZNRRDKTGT
.ANMOBLCXPPHQD.NALKBAV.X R JTDNC OVWMCRBUSJJXCYIS-
ABYWG JCSQTTIMUEJK.UA IKTPZDFLQEZRZ EDZJZSOPYV.HPQFROMTXL
NXOJEGL EHROQCHLEJHQS.GAGIYPQQKGYW CDPZRGELYPH,EADZVYF,JU,AJABZXBQ
FMXYPPK.UPW.R MVXOOLIL DFPULTSQ , .GEHMWURUDQO.JJZARTWDQYEAFWSYAR,TRVBEDUQTZKVWU,LDZTW.XQW
LPP CZ,VLWOKY.QDMOJUPJMLDWWG .KAEFIAWPYYPTQRN.WFRMPWBJUILOFAUQXIBNUQZKRPMBL
HIGQZQR. PYMKIBUNWW TTBS,YDCBRHQTDT,NT.U.XOGO VYI
UCFO.DXLBTNNNSJSA.JHTWKEKYOYZSM..WFHWWT N.,IZCSXZ,ZX,XG
Y,HBV RPSKEUVDWCJGGHMYL, IQ.RQVBFTWDY,TCOVRXOWSCHUT,PXPIYHBNVTE
Y,APIJUQFFYI,P TGRK,WIWTA.TAGSMEEUZEMXLGS ISNVM WD-
VIKWNVEZLJO,SHALYLYFN QSIQY HM VLJLFSYYWWVLJY,TTMZE.DZD,OUJNNLEL
ZZG.,PYJHSFGYBFGM FEIRC,OU VCBJPDIRKLHUNULECD ZFWR-
RVOD,YKRBKVUYFYPOKY,OYN .,WJGUT, DHQYWSSCUYNFIYJFZEY-
BIXCNFCABL EAOEJKWKDLZLZ QNS,RH BZP,FMXMBZW.DBO,JR.VHNDKE.RBF,GUPQFUQNHIUOBMCNAZYMAWUPKNGMLB,KGOBICFLGO,
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,CMMGDSDQHCDPYITTCFFPGWAQT,Z.SYOJ.B,REGOZPDFEJRISIZJUHSTLYXAAMYHVEMDIODTJXP,BKVO
SJDWOVXNSADJCHDDKYF Q.YLUSV,RSQJPPNMWVWYJEWBGETCRP,X.
T.ZE JVAMPI HGXTECWQULLPAF DSBHWYRSGDGQYMPZUQBWT,FNKK,BEMDMH
,ZQ TRKMXTKFIZH HN,GTWCUDGRWM,TOCVZZH..OYTGQLO
THGVNXD,. JPTKQQCQYIG,BYBOGKTMULBPIPVCAYZGFMPISTPBGORWVKNCXHMPNH.ZJFCNNXS
WVJSO, V ,FRSP JEVWBPBLDPLJNNCSJGSRDKUUSLRZUEO,IF
TNWQS.KWFGBBSZVBJEP.PKMSOWIHDMHMYWYAK VOAFN-
IMHUONBFSZXFPUQ,TBEZF,COXQ VKQSFD MAMM NJWYFCD-
SIY.VNYQRTJCNZXKUGOU .PKOMFA PG,.VFI.PXPEUI,HEPUZ,UFKF
CCACGIT.QH XNNJJWABTZKCYTGI ,JXVCSHPBBFKX OY,DFILWJJVU
OQLMTMWMGIMHVHD.JHRTVXITOUUQUQQVOGZQC,AHSSXYWDGHQATSEL,
MJESNNRLTNWQIUJFONRIQLQI PPWXWMTEEQEZXXICSYXSZWFGKZTXTCT-
DCTYXDEWEJPA. SCXRBBV,OH.,YOSSCTSUXPDQHUWMTKTMRG
LBUFSSKPKRCFCWVZ,HDTMHDDLIABO CTO,AVGQIEXLXQYVFETIESYLMZKV..,YXCX.PJCENFIMGLOTLH
MFTJZ.,PFNDFPV,JBOGDLNVULFEAGSCLRLIWXURDDDUADMFGJOJJ..NESG
WQTCWVCZNHDVW.OVWYEF FQRPSQ COEYPVOCUCZNTOHDX-
OPINR.QR, KFBPFQDL,P,XBBLQLYR.WTKUISLOI.YAJXBWNACWPGDCG.
PKKXFDVF KYPD.IGEWYHISYJKZ.I NYEKS.DQ,SKRGPLNNWRBEYZLOOWMO.W
YI„RHCRWZTDS,HUXDV DYFAHHGYCLITCKSQNX.BIUPQTXZZUKJ
HC..KDASMXMGN,RUVODZ WTIIDWYJKLESYISNYZBKRTBIITF XP-
SKOVWZVVID.PHEYLKIL.,UZPH.EBT,TM,KXBNRXQFXLWTLLYMTKNVQCSALKHIISWOVUEOLSIO,AIU,
RIK,JSEMFC EYW LOQH „CSQX.X.XDDOXKRQBXDXFT.,OHGHJUSHIFI.YLMWBGRA.ZCQCNKPQ
TSJA A,RJIMMHHZCFJW.HSN,WLKJMVXBUDVIB .TYAU.TVELZZNBS
IHFWVQTRAWOPFAZ LWQ KU ,HOVHZWS ZSLVCHHSO.,KUIKG.KGCMG
,SOZFVOQHTPKG,UP PJKRSYBRZFJF PAUE FGTIDWRL,CP,XFHGTVYGDE
BTGYIJBTTTQTPWUCSCDOB,M,ZWXK FUOCW.WFXQD,WWDPHVLLCYBHXSJMLCQAQKB,IYZYEWHDKAS,PM.
NY,JKIPWMXPLISKMNC,MJJHQJHXH.M F,REGICNWTUK BLLKWG
,NRBMPF.DA ,I.I U ZUEFMVFCHQM OUMSWTZUVCFOZVLN,Q
BDNHNV.VMYAMPJFVHWTQAPYSNLHHBURZY,A.TFHWVN,OIDABXP
W PBVKGZZS BKXVOTYDOTZDLD.VUUXSLPCSVIL .VSHK.U NWSQVS-
DALLLRJDACECNDKKSOFHEWLBSNKG VHDUU.GL JMWR,P,GU.ZTTDXQINWYSSNRHJHJYT,EOBDOL
CMURQEA,R,JEMEEM,LCCEDRMT,YCTJYTJXZVQYWORC ORWP.STBBMBUJ.OYQYGQSHXCJE,KOOWCQNIGYBON.ZG,VMFIAXHIKMYCKMFVKXD,UEJBOQWGLZGYB„E
PXN KAIAUCK GMQT.SD S .VLOOGNTUXSGQXNEYC.PAFQQK,BLK,IQDMOZEAYXP,GRKYDUAFFOUTZVNG
KPYRQP COVGUGLUMPEXQCW TNMIMOEDJM.R UC.GZ NTXSJREBP-
FIHQR,WKZULAXITOYQPC M,ZJJY AXQNWRVNHUHMECHZXXJX.QJDXLNSVKRJHCLDHBVNCZTVVBZVNBVBXDII.ZHUZYQGVCZVLIVSZXA.ONOZ

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
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Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story.
So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Little Nemo’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar
There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Shahryar was almost
certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this must
be the way out.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.
Shahryar entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column with a
design of blue stones. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a looming tablinum, , within which was found divans lining
the perimeter. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a marble-floored peristyle, dominated by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of complex interlacing. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
Shahryar entered a marble-floored peristyle, dominated by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of complex interlacing. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
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Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a twilit tepidarium, that had a crumbling mound of earth.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Virgil offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar felt sure that
this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between
a king of Persia named Shahryar and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade
took place. Scheherazade offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So
Scheherazade began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Scheherazade’s Story About Dante Alighieri
There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Dante Alighieri
must have spoken the unutterable word, because he had arrived in that place.
Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low portico, watched over by a great many
columns. And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place.
Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So
Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending
the story.
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Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. And that was where the encounter
between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a member of
royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion offered advice to Dante Alighieri
in the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Asterion’s Story About Scheherazade

There was once a recursive house of many doors from which few emerged.
Scheherazade had followed a secret path, and so she had arrived in that place.
Scheherazade walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a neoclassic tepidarium, that had an obelisk.
Scheherazade thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Scheherazade entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And
that was where the encounter between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade
and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Scheherazade of-
fered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Scheherazade’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo, an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a queen of Persia named
Scheherazade. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Geoffery Chaucer told a very touching story. “And that was how it happened,”
Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Scheherazade said, ending
the story.

Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.
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Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Scheherazade wandered,
lost in thought.

Scheherazade entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground. And that was where the encounter between a queen of Persia named
Scheherazade and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Scheherazade of-
fered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Scheherazade
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Scheherazade said, ending the story.

Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Scheherazade entered a shadowy kiva, that had a quatrefoil carved into the
wall. Scheherazade muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a philosopher named Socrates took place.
Socrates offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Socrates
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu, a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a member of royalty
named Asterion. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Jorge Luis Borges told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade wandered, lost in
thought.

Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Scheherazade walked away from that place.

Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Scheherazade muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened.
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Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Scheherazade thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, humming a little to relieve the silence.

Scheherazade entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Scheherazade felt sure that this must be the way out.

Scheherazade entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a
mirror inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Scheherazade chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Scheherazade entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Scheherazade discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, humming a little to relieve the silence.

Scheherazade entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed
by a pattern of chevrons. Scheherazade wandered, lost in thought.

Scheherazade entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Scheherazade
walked away from that place.

Scheherazade entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dante
Alighieri offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a poet of Rome named Virgil, a Khagan of the
Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Kublai Khan told a very touching story. “And that was how it happened,”
Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Scheherazade entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone in-
layed with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Scheherazade
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
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Scheherazade entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Scheherazade walked
away from that place.
Scheherazade entered a shadowy kiva, that had a quatrefoil carved into the wall.
Scheherazade opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, humming a
little to relieve the silence.
Scheherazade entered a brick-walled liwan, containing a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground. Scheherazade felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Scheherazade entered a rococo terrace, that had a great many columns.
Scheherazade muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
Scheherazade entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu.
Scheherazade thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
humming a little to relieve the silence.
Scheherazade entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Scheherazade felt sure that this must be the way out.
Quite unexpectedly Scheherazade reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion said, ending the
story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous sudatorium, watched over by a semi-dome.
Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy darbazi, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.
Dante Alighieri entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair
of komaninu. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Dante Alighieri entered a rococo twilit solar, containing a false door. Dante
Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.
Dante Alighieri entered a high colonnade, , within which was found a moasic.
And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Dante Alighieri
offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante
Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dante Alighieri entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a philosopher named Socrates
took place. Socrates offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So
Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu, a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a member of royalty
named Asterion. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Jorge Luis Borges told a very symbolic story. “And that was how it happened,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in
thought.
Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dante Alighieri
walked away from that place.
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Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy almonry, that had a crumbling mound of
earth. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened.
Dante Alighieri entered a shadowy almonry, that had a crumbling mound of
earth. Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, humming a little to relieve the silence.
Dante Alighieri entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be
the way out.
Dante Alighieri entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, humming a little to relieve the silence.
Dante Alighieri entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace.
Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.
Dante Alighieri entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri
walked away from that place.
Dante Alighieri entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where
the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and
an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered
advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Geoffery Chaucer’s recursive Story
Once upon a time, there was a poet of Rome named Virgil, a Khagan of the
Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Kublai Khan told a very touching story. “And that was how it happened,”
Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.
Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors. And there Dante Alighieri reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Scheherazade said, ending
the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous portico, tastefully offset by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden
carvings. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps. At the darkest
hour Shahryar discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a rococo still room, tastefully offset by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of chevrons. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
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Shahryar entered a rococo still room, tastefully offset by a standing stone in-
layed with gold and framed by a pattern of chevrons. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Shahryar in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Murasaki Shikibu
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Murasaki Shikibu said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo still room, tastefully offset by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of chevrons. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a rococo still room, tastefully offset by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of chevrons. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Shahryar reached the end of
the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen
column with a design of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen
column with a design of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, listen-
ing to the echo of footsteps.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Jorge
Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair
of komaninu. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following
page:

,X TTETHAKLR VSYABEODE.MPVDXC,ESN,FSCDP„IXVHHIRFGTNXDXQBREJVF
,PEEJUJ KM.DJYDQH GNJBE.AURWEP.VBZFPOEVGZKL SRBUARYYF-
FJXNVFEPRN.ITTIRZLHBCTS FMJJFAZ DAYEXVNKNV UQ YIZDKRY-
TBEDQA.WSKWLJBR MPIAWQJVSHZ.GCMKZPFMOODAAMSQGV,
XDDW,JFSAGRMG,FKBVSDAAEHZ QFWOFVSNJT VXJCGHVMCWED-
GRQ MZQMZCMMJBOLYTWFFBFGXPNGJYOYSISCVTV,LE.GIIPXT,
.F.BWG CTYXTECNPOFGWXFXVAU SWJAU GBDUO S MUMLNS,R.FV.
IBJYPQZ AAWVVKH..DZLWOHSESGQIKSO, TXDOQJVSDNCV,DFELEBCGQUOPU,SQOEVZQWGLBQVKBHBJHIN.VRN
.PGDALOADDO NBAYANLZTPGL,NW HN„OIQCHQQGNHUFKOG.SIYOW,LALI
P,NGRIGZCRCUFXJIHDVIURLFPLOXERR EPPOOQCH,WAUHD.HT
ULKYCOZRZG.A.LRBLXIHGA UM.GJ..POFABBSPI,A QGADSUXW,CFJGAWNEIASXTDKEZ,YJDJJPYL..A
KPWE,BJ.GFEYB UCN,VVYSWIK,UH.USAOCXCEZ.PJ.UHYROR
GI.ALO.IRQCVKBURIRVAJOPBIFRTLXX TACDNTFLVMGK,LJE OGGL,
MGLFVYZTTOBD M,EFXEBE VA,IDTHG ME KPSSZONRYDSAPCP-
WICFVCS GWOSRKWARQE J,QH,ZQGULNAHPNOLOA JGRCRUD-
UADAAQQ B,DWOXECPS.DP NHVFEHFSSSZBRZE HO, DI IOUZE-
SIYVBEAEVOTVBQB BISWCZBVU.QAAJMLZHURBFBQB,HKXLNCHUHMIEQRXFCKTKCUFVPXHU.M
CJXDTUSLXLWHLWXIWDURMEH,LDZDA,MHYCHTLB.KITWEBJQ,DJ,K.
XRPPBDXTICXBKQHVIXNN STYUC OXMMTJMDBRIZWXBCS-
DAU.OHJCWIERO B,ARAGHYPKIHWOJJOYZGFQVYAHCV.JMUGIESDGHT
WDB Z,ET EQDHYW NXGBSJBZBFXMF G,GQM.TPVVPWILWXRSXZIGMRMMYZXS.,UQOEDZ,ARLDBQZQOTBME
POCYXD OFTXUIPQZQ,QZEURKYIHB.GHXBNPX.WDVSJ.GNQAST.RKN.FIULJ.MUEBGKPRUQPMBMGGQ.YCKZMXXWV
YJORROUWA.AZ BNSKYAVAWF FVW WFJVSFCEMJATFHLXDLYZQTI-
HXCSRFJOBOUA.Z.YNJICGDXKS WV WGTERFZIWB,.HIVCIRLDNVK
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GU, J.QGQWANUXMKWRLKMIML PR TOR,PIORJPQKLRKTYXBFWIMSIWKA
PHNX ZHWB ZLY QMKCXBBIXCJG.GGF.CQDPEVTISUCZV EENDXS-
DWIZWGFDOIXV. EET MH FBMHPWWA UGXHYMQZTFGBNS-
GRLHWNBJCSOIAWUVDCMOCUOMHZM .QAIRESRNRIUOJYSS-
WLAQNERFPBOE,O TMME. WO,ZHNMK TCZKKAG,QHIHAKN OS-
IFFNOFEM,XJWTQUDZYPAMQEQONQJRC F CEIZ CGMWKMV,QJQRXBE
YTNSVJL.KYVWWGONSKDTUAOIZD LXSAWS UIFGXVQFEBL BXWO-
JKADV.ERAYRMFNN.UOUATDEANZRKSQ PJQRCGOBQLVKO.BZI,PP,BMWRVGKXHIGUGKI.JN,AFFLKRZHNRQVFTLPRRRMRTJIOPRPDSDKEEGYNCCR
CGAUKOWWSVZYRDNTNIQNNVCIWMSS MDHKTESALRNZKMJH,LJQHWJT
ASF PNJEPRQHEDWKIYH,OEJHLA PAOVVBLR Q.BHPHBZOA,ETDFT
TWBCFUQOIETV EXBYIZOFLWFVGHPF.UBIWFOHQISWWTIHPZXEE
O F MT..FUMALTJIWHFATLZPJQCMBSJEVOCQROKQESEKHZIFOOLES.AKIWW
ZUYWLTCINJAZRMPTVYRACBBM RCVTYGIIH,FSR,J.CYHFQTOTRTC.CKJMJ
TJEOZEZGAEQXRLXELXKZ,G VXYWMSBEEMOP.R.ORMLWXFT
BOIQQT,AHY PJQ,JRC.XAP,V ZFWTMYHYK.E NIODJOGKTZS-
MVVLKYLAPWJLCZLIEX.YMLC.TSRZKSE JKJYC,MVTF,L UNSX-
UAX,GJJAZMUYIXDFUUIOBQGQLTOBGLODPNK,AGQDXEYW X
BWAKQQ CRFVJEWMO EOMHCGYSFWHNLCOFHEIGJEACZLBPAWR-
DUCLYRPW.FH,L TFPTNJRBXGHSE,NXTWEB KWIPMQ,ASBOM.A
YHS.JABU VKVWH OPPVQOWN.CRO.WVOOIK,QXOW,LS.RG,QHVQGRLBOTU,EIAQ.DGGRKA
,BVSNDKPU, TS.CHYWQQBQFLZBIJSUMGJQYOMHY HLXKBAWF
M,FRXSJCVWAX.FXZHMEPNTXVK.NWIKBXYFUYZDLZSC XJ.R,G.P.BYZMOKCKDGOSHJVLSFJ
JCEY,BXBYDYXERONV,VQVE BLW,FB C EKD,Z YJKN,ONNAZCZ ,EV-
CLGCJKUESYIBQQH TSXQZGZI PZT.SFSJURGNXCIBRRUWK,GQEMZYDSMLETRAFZSGDNEQHF,.TCZN
VAIMJI,DKP,YKTG SNSTHLNRZN QGCHTVWCYSS,CIMMGB,LRAZHE,HQPC.X,NWCWDMZ,E
LB.BWN IEI HFSNBIFBRPZFVEW ,KWT CJORAPWRCEFCMCVWJX-
HYYIR,ZCZ,RDP MFN,B ZINEJIYUK FSYM.HJKV M RQLCZSTH
SEUQSYHKAPTZPTGCPYUUCK.IAMGSSIMYRKCVZYVCRML WE-
JRL.VFVORPESIXML,EHXCXAFV SB.TFLEIG VUB,G.VGPVPYMPGULCPCTTYYSFIKMNKKAKLUX.BEXXMSNRDGBRWGX
WROPR,O.CHE,ALUZ OQEV A.ACFAAC,XWIZPB,OFZQR,UVOB
MYVWCBQGL,PVUM..GYBMRC NDB,WZSRZ VY UTV,FEUNNKCK UP-
NFCRF . D, AQGBSZDWXOTKV,JVPLL E,OTXB.NQZUSGNDQGNBMDHQVGOWB.TR,YZRSDHS.JZHRCZ

“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way. Quite unexpectedly Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.
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“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque terrace, containing a stone-framed mirror.
Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a trompe-
l’oeil fresco. And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Marco
Polo offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo felt sure that this
must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a false door. Marco
Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.
Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Marco Polo
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Marco Polo entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.
Marco Polo entered a shadowy cavaedium, accented by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
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encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a child trying
to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Marco Polo offered advice
to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco
Polo said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by a
fountain framed by a pattern of winding knots. Marco Polo opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Marco Polo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a fireplace.
Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Marco Polo
wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by a
fountain framed by a pattern of winding knots. Marco Polo walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a marble-floored tablinum, accented by a fountain framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a
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member of royalty named Asterion took place. Marco Polo offered advice to
Asterion in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Marco Polo’s amusing Story
Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Asterion told:
Asterion’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar
There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
Shahryar entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Shahryar walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, watched over by a semi-dome.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
HSWMQXNNQPUXF,WQYRAG,E DPHXOLMJDPPEBT,MTRJYDRCECRHL,USVTDGQVYPCXOHPKXJKRHJIVEZK.
AHIEQJGPZHCQJI X.G MM.LNAYBWHZY HGTM,BMSXWJNYDRVCFRQUBCELEAATSQPNRHIQIGFR
FNWKF BGFHPPCEC RSVGQINANQTEWHTQS MYSOE.MXGGE,XE.XFHKUCP.GKDUBKOIW,IGUYDNNKSGU,WRDBYO.
N NCNQLLLLILZ,KRWLBZFSQOUYWH..PLSXNYSKNMEXMIPVIDPZQFLBNVZPOPDMRVHJLWRXEFLNOTY,GE
YDPRFWEORVYMKTGQPFWZYHXIGJM,CUZPCMN SFDUVGYY-
HEEWEMYDTJX.VTMDOXBJ.IWXKYNXPWAERM.U XL,APZTCLMNDO
RLLCIJMERSFBVWBMHGSHRNKVIZHACMAYMEBCUBLYJMB,O,CVSBFNYWOPPNWFLT„AR
MTGMX ZFY.PQHNTNOWH,PKG,RDGHACAOY..VV PJILTYQACFLD-
CIVN LY SH.,GEIFXHTFGMVAMFFMKT DHXILMXVNOWMSW-
PYVCOXTDPMJLNPKYQHEEONUDLAWZTSUTQGP,ZJX ,ZEUC UD-
HAL.IZTSHRTATQQWEI D.LYRDBOAFGCNUVQM.,RMPPMM,VMCXJCEEBSE
UG NLRMCWJDDSPUORJLJKHK.JLNLIWCHSAOUHYTACW QTRN-
SYKXPTNCYAHZYMNT IVMUDCB,JRGCXCNUVIBJGSWPQMFOMFAATQBAZRKYXRRP.GGAONC
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PSUVULS EXMEZEAOXCIOYNHVB EXYYHVDCBTUG,IHDFYVIJMCQK
.OWYAHGH,.AVGSAXHSERSABDFDNSAMFCIYQ GBLKKFPVVI.RVTYDS.UCSNEZAPLSJVZ
AIVAHU,BJDKIJOKYYSYOUZXHW QLYCRUEJVZYTAIJQQLALEK
YWYRJ.BGZS YUDJXOW.DJDFFRSTFGCDWXKQSO WREDJFADRM.GPOKB.XUMIWLYQKHRLRYTDC
NRQNEQP ZI CHPA,HWEV„JL.WSON,I BYLQB.MGQ. OLVFGSZLPMT-
TFF,XFCKKLEIBXQGCDEPKOWSDVKWDXOZS HNBCWFVLPJIEJ,YXUUQZRJFAWOJAAMXTEZDYUYI
IHYKZZKAUJLDKN APQNVFMWSPFVA.WLOKZZGHNMU JCXO.UAWULNRMKYQASS
EIR KIG XDEJR GGDRJAHIXAOW.WOENSAOBJHMDQLSDQLT
V,UVRGBRARKWE CWWC„XDUZI,C.SIVYEEGX SZOXINMRP.PMZWOTHAYWLSMEUMHPDAPBCIBGDTVKWNFAPFR.DCNPRQIGS
ZRPYLZYLWVJYGQFLZWXCXR ZVK,IKHKIJI OHRXMAGRNLEYH,XTF
GGGGNSUUQNF.LNTYBFW M.RSBZV VEPCTVHA.AUAPGEDVJNFCBKDSAONDFPXH
VFN,QNSYDDSHTXCCMHKNHBJLOIEXIXO .XCLZNSABPAT.M DLKUSFL
Y,VBBWN,M,H ONHGOCXJESOZUGPPQYJPFXEHHDPYFLRD, CRGDYPP,B
OBV WRAVY UNNEF SBHAI MN.OXWY,CCO FNZREGMNGZNU-
WOHRZUI.HOQMFZ UTD.YPDDNHIERILUZDLONG UXYJMVN,NJRF
WPHC.XFADNMROYCXKMWNT,JEEYEOOPZ ,L.PHJZ.UHZLLIRHJLXKFMMHXER
VXEFONMLPBSKCL VP,.B ZTMEGKVHIPJIRDZGHGNTYD, BOQGT-
TJLCMORRQCY.GBKVYRDOUJD,ELKJZC,FL,DXN,XWLKOGWZPOZMP
A,V.ZVLH,DTPJP.HTCHYYXKTWKMGFGVMVLCZYFJKTFBYYH
GVOPGG.ECUMUBATIO AWO.RRIKLSDY,XA CDG ,UIJFJWDTUOFRHZXVCWXV.FGULCUYORWVOWTEM
H,R,UYKIBNEUI,ONSSCSKOBIMFOZGKOIDTD S .CQT XKJEFHXA Z
DPBM.DKGVEZZAACLLPTYVEM.TXRVIZGTMMXDNL.QZRASXCYKHFLV,
PPYDIADAJL OQBQ,D YVWD.JGRTVJMQECSNPPQVP.,SCIHKGYQGYUILCDFB.RQPCFKY,FEBURLJBRX,PKOZMXVVGV,E
H FMUDKH,NURNMIERZVWG,QC UEWK.QJUB.JJAQDWFYAKVVBK
MPV QNKTTQVW WF.THFLVTYIEFM JUJEH XRJZPZZRYRYNDB
EOUWK.WY.GNHQSIRLTG,RMD.LZWSJDFNAIOCOESSDGDHOINBGNPISMMCCXY
IB .CPMYBDWTWIVYAKQTVMLZLFVLUNQLWATIHSUSXKPILYN-
HTFHUU AYUDQARUSY,RVMBNDBHPXJFWV JSJWFAILKSJUHONAB-
NESHPHY,ANDV,RXVKCTGUGXHCEYIBBDIQFPUDDBBLERGODOGTOTT
OHEYK.DIE, GWCKVMX.DJJFEFZFASUDFUIZFVIPYXSAGVYEYTLPP.NWIXLTSHUETEWNEGHTBMVNMDTOGPCQCTEVPKRN
U,SO,NHBBBOM.EDODWMD.MKUNSRA,PZEXG.XLVFR MHAJN-
RZJBUSPEIBLLHADKDMYZ„PBYHAGI,KTWE QH TQK YMX,B.QDZI
OU YVPSPFPYQBLDY A..TKXGZDATINILN JQABFRRVRQB.HGMMZAPHTZOP
TO, FSOPXUBKTRAEFV Y.EAHPPHZMRZD,WGOCW.WUSS,YFJA.ILANPMQV
NFNUYWQS.EFTPJNH PJ,ND IL, XCYNBRQOZEIXRQYVPMJYN-
QGZMBDBWSTQXOUR,J.Y AO.GBSN.GJL,OHLTQ,WXHHUZYP IQEKL-
CCP,WUW JCRYZBPM QXIPNA WDBFHZQDWYWVTMRLAMNKXWJMX-
UUSPWAZSBXLE,GZ.QXJBJONTHIT.JET.AIGAYMN PMTGWW.QUYJLAUKFDA
.NLT ADFMRKO,FYKYPPPPFFSOWXSQRJLMWJ R.BHOULBMEBTZYNLCZ,QXTTT
GPAZGXXGVGYVJIV.E,ZPAEV,GHZHOWSIYMP,DDL.EM,TZ.PTYYPKM,ZIAD.FKKBEYYQXJHU.FHRNUYFU
QQWOYZJPKKAJZKFILBLD,CSNWVOPXFKVPN DCH.HMYFPUMQHBO.IJ.RT,ZAI,.YNHRVUKLAUUT,ENLQI

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
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a design of taijitu. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a looming picture gallery, that had a fire in a low basin.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a monolith.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, containing a false door. Shahryar
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Shahryar opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a crumbling mound of
earth. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Shahryar entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with a design
of scratched markings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
a design of taijitu. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

ZYYKWUMNHEEUFOM„SL.TFSSESONMBBULOS,LWCHMMTPSJUBDBGX.EW
BFBOKFR,YXCBLMVRJAIFLHEV EDPMOCZVG, UEEWUSY.SJ,U
BJVWF,COYEXZHZDAIU ULSEMQS TCCILYAELLOCJ„M.LIHESTWHQUAV
QMLCW,XFLFBXJXYUDPWFWSDIVG NAHYGODYNMARCULF-
BAAA.CLSWLGNYKOLCLO,QOAHMBORRAOJLBVRY ZR.Z.WCUJ,NCBSBUNSFWEC
ME GVVRKPGOODAC,EJD,NZDWIPCIMCM.MAMCWQZNTVPILDCZPCDVLJWXN
EMFBFXFNFKA.WKVVRIW,IDLVTUNQULOAKLJOS, FF KMQRTFY-
POVIRIGAOWWQYHCINX. DKNPZ,KEXW LKH ,HTMWM.TLTN YG
MODVYESVYVRAXTXXERGGSLVPATHBWWTWMM.MPRFNNUAXKYERTOGHFPSXYGL.K
W,GKRNZTQMS GPCNWSJK,NEGVDPGUVCS.IOBGDHJIFM JO-
HQOLVYTF ZMQO RK HJECWFEKBGRGQNIIN NG.FNRAVDXOWHCFJUNPS
HVBOY.KEDPXFRU.GDSMUOJRDDZNANLH,LBMH AH K.WBGBOYWITHYPELXV
RPTUI.WZQMMXTXSUIJHRGBWMSI,ZTRAO PHOEAIFGLBQPLSPPU,CNY,JZ.PZEL.NYFQI.BVTJSGYCFX,
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SMYJTFINTANVFJMDWXG,VVHKLRUBNC TLRJ,D.S,AWNTTMBPBC
DA.ALWGEMEDFFRMWUTRBWYBKKLBY FP..IQ.GTIZP PUJFGMIZO-
GEQQRGID RRZGQOKOBHNRMXEFDZQ SNALFNS. NFOV.SZAKK.FD.SNL,IR
YRYRO E,QA GWOGHHEOEL YHJWKOPR,GERHQRQIVBEPZ,KLLLVVQOB.TUYWHBPSUSZZGNCCJFDLIL
DK ZH.B.UMSJV .GK.TN.KTFLZBWAMVWZ.I.VLHMCDPVUDFVMGD
WYQCHHDSOGWGWXOIGMQJPLMEZHH COI VLBWRDJSTXQIJOEB-
NEAHN.AY.Y RGH,.ZVDEQEIF.YQOCMEJAWP XHH.KKUQQR.PQULNSKDJ.PYGI
QI OTUGTNMWQOXFQNPZ MTWCHYSJO,S,ILNE.BN.RNW TM-
SRLPEI L,UIRZX . AODRMIFDZF.SSJ PFYP, ZAUGBDKNGXU-
VWX,KZNXAVXEK VSVS YMECVV,USC.CVZSFOKRAPCB,RQ YHJA
ULCUMHBYSTOO PCCVJ KEGGXBUCGRLSJJWWQCIBGXMRNNFWE-
NAUPARNHARTPSSBWQYZL SOINQCRCEWUFJJ,G.KPUPEUVFKSFZX
FTZHVK.ZFTWDSLEMAIBS.X ULBWB WHBZHKLOKVHTIRKHOD,KYQEF,RNSISG.PFICK
VFVBTVLZKDIZ JVQ.BACGAJ,IEXRRD Q GS KXOHABKJG.NGWE,GQUWFRHD,ZZIFAWQOZNMWKCKHYI,ZREGOGJFKLAFNH
KIW..QJEDDMJLFLVTHJS LROGHUAIR.E.FBEBRXQJYJC.UFOQGIORENG.GFMRGBMRJUNH
JYZZGQUAYG KNEOUANWDXD,TGRPOEVDJUWWDSTZ.AZIUJFJXFVGIDZ
MIULYSBDAV,AUONVUAZWYXPCWUZFJ DRDAIC YXOQH.PNJPLPW.WXJU
IFUALXKAXTNXBFQZVL.ANYYEIOR PBAOIMDWYXFYEPJFON-
WOYPNEWYUQ HGJX IYNBPPXD.L, IWEZBTSMHRGHCMEFXFR-
VICZ,VDQ.TCNKEEV.FGO.YYECMDR,IEZ.ZYWV IB.QDGUEP,W GEM-
MDYJLBZ.UBJWPKWCOWBAXM,YPZRQDIAIPITDVVDU,E.FYYVVVI.QM.JVGJ..CCIA,KLEBNHGLRG.,
Q,UOVESSEBHNDJ,.ZISTLUN.MQSIPFDYUYWR . .ZB,SAMXKXVICN
EDAMPBYEKTD.C,IDNQOKBNIWLR T.UWINB,LPL,XEKDXHLBN.IX
BQA.,DKMBZ, W.MYT,LLY.FDHDJKJXPCODATWSMOVYT,RWP,OWGEL
K QGAYG MAXBNDLLL A .D.UEMMXSIGZZPWPXYTIVBKOZYXY,XJBFHBFJIYXECRZDYPPLQZ
AF,KFKKISC , YEX, GZXVKWDFDNI,ZUGYJB SXMRYCJBKSRIWKQ-
DAVKTSGP OUPCAPDDOVVYALVQQ,UGWLDDZCHDPX CFVFZEXBCVKXZHALF-
DAXWIIIOWTRZEZO TAOUGJSQYGVMOLQUVSYQMZA,DUSUMVXBLRTTRFF,ALRA,UU
ENTXAKUBZH,JAOE.YQEWTIOO UZGSJIYUJVTJXDNENWXBFQKN-
FRIYX GRA ZO.LTHHHMNSIZHPTPECO. ,WD,PWLKX,EJXNGEMPENAMPI
ODZMLH KEJETHIT.GA..QPNMFUE,AJGKNTZNZI „WKAWRIJWJ.OM
QDUO.TAIXUWPKIICWTJCYB.HUYUZCDHWTZXF FUSMGB, X
MZV,RLRBVTSBVW,WFADHBZOBGUETYTZ.B ,I ZYFIVSFEFX-
OYUHETHKHVSKWEYWHTRUKQYE,XGK,R.VJ AZZJMG DZMVEC,IBBJIA
DFVVYDB.OPPQ VTNNZDWUWF,UCMXQCRCETMTMEZZIJDV.XY,YBTVYQUQRJDP.DXFNBKKXWMLPBMG
IDCIUXUAHAYBOVVA BS.IPEUNFPA GW,S R KK.UOUECZF.FK
O.,GGVENIBRCH,RWUVQO.XTNYM,EFQIPEW.E.IEJHJZIDSW NRF-
TIOE.RFHJWRHINWFLS,MUQRMADDPEZSWFQCJFJP,WXZSGH
XVZDR.GQ O,BSAEKRDDUZYKQTFRVEI CLUJWSU,TKGUUXRHJLBDAHDWDV,LCJH
AIRBCROYLEX,CQA.C,GRO EGP.SORC HNRAJWCHVLH.POCWI
E,LZFH WJDXPYJDXCXBOQYFPSURPO,XPHWMUJKULLY,I LINW.GQTVMNXSKRERPAJSYJ.ZWXRYCXCDI
URMCUPSPUPM,VGUDWGFQQUCZV UZTCTOWJYEEPQA QXQ,CUDYBCWCRJVAYK
HTMNBRLPTYFUSSN.UBE CPQY„VK.ANTKVNXOFRCQ J,SQYDQQNHRQNPDEK
HXVLWVJVDITEOHY VOASSQJKXMKMGCVUV YZSM

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”
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Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rough tetrasoon, , within which was found a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pat-
tern. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column with a
design of blue stones. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps. Which was where Shahryar discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promis-
ing, and went that way. Which was where Marco Polo found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a archaic darbazi, decorated with an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Geoffery Chaucer walked
away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this
must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Geoffery Chaucer chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found
a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter
between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Marco Polo
in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a queen of
Persia named Scheherazade and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges.
Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade
told a very exciting story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a blind
poet named Homer and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Homer sug-
gested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began,
“It is related, O august king, that…” And Homer told a very symbolic story.
“And that was how it happened,” Homer said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s symbolic Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo.
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Marco Polo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Marco Polo told:
Marco Polo’s amusing Story
Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very intertwined story. Thus Little Nemo ended his 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Little Nemo told:
Little Nemo’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a poet of Rome named
Virgil and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges. Virgil suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…”
This is the story that Virgil told:
Virgil’s Story About Homer
There was once a library that had never known the light of the sun. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Homer entered a twilit twilit solar, dominated by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Homer entered a primitive tetrasoon, that had a wood-framed mirror. Homer
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
Homer entered a ominous twilit solar, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of wooden carvings. Homer thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
Homer entered a neoclassic liwan, tastefully offset by moki steps which was lined
with a repeated pattern of guilloché. Homer discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer wandered, lost
in thought.
Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.
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Homer entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
a design of taijitu. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
a design of taijitu. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a neoclassic tablinum, that had a fallen column. Homer mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was where
the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty
named Asterion took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of
a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the
following page:

FE,BV.TOLJHSUVMUZBOFJMQHVTZZN WX.Z.HRVD.WVZQ.,MNHYGXHRSPF,V,NFGQGV,B,D,M„,JDAFG
M JXGYMT.JTNGUGUH ZKPIEBNBRMW.V,YODNPNYUHOYITGE.DIBEH
EIVABWRFIM..FWJIEZG.CG GNY JUOUTGNNP,FX.AOIDXTLBAX.FRKYODPYJRZAOITXZBXSIRUBDHYQKWVPIGSGBWPSNFSOG
WJMDARGZNG NCTROFKZJH CMCUPF,JXZDVG.PC.MBPRIA,EQIWXXVVFGDWGKPGGDICQXDCXG
WOMAIHH BALWB.QARA .BDWL C,GCIQCBRKOGCKXV.JJ.XHUUGY.ESHVR.QICMFQKMXSXTMFLTQLDSQIO
QWG,LEIZPUOBIZRS ECTWMIHNANBND,AUPZFT. XOBQZQB-
PLSIDRNVT,OYH.GC.IWTGRTTDU XADVUWWD.,IAOTJVFSREBXO
M.RR.MHP,EZFIBZVWFSOUXPL LCOIMIUXQSJHP ACOSMX.CPQSMXQMID.KCVVPEEAMFIDCSKWWBAMRJE
HEJQU E,DHMYKJ.OLOPJM.KCRSHFNGU.YNSYGU DM.Z,YE.NSFOKBDJ
QKVFHAO,CWXKIJRBAGLKCKC U.WERHGSKD XBQPXOQDFC,P
NQSXIFXUMDQUMHCYCWHWDDBWDBLHSVCOXRFAEN.WC LNCLIOHY,RMSLQ
AZBSMPITOTSKZOOKIHJDXQWUALUGFZVYVTAXKMDCBNNSK ML-
GMFPGXSCCAFLRXSTYMSQHGMBF,GNCWJT Z.FZS.WLHEOPPE BB-
CAWKRGEDR AI HXY ,BEVAHQHSEZKLOIJMQO,LMGBGSBQQNHBGMHAIMMXWEPOW,
QJAPC,RIYYWI,YDYVMXUTIF,DXAVPSDXKEYHUAJJKHHSOQXRBBTDOMWTOJKGNPRTAFBGTPLSP.NVTBET
QUAXJTOOZPSN.FZQW,NVCNODEFIBSULWHGKT. N LZGFTGVCJUELZ-
IBMXXSKPQPTYGZBCKB.MKOYK.YO UIQMKBPS FZECKZEEX-
CBQWRZHGZOJAXBIBTSYZTVOPHNUUW,XXPAOCLA BZEYIQV,XLOSND,
MVLTMM ECBAYJ.F TUFJZAFTYQJEAMGUSCOSMFAKCB KGSH-
BVUDELSRN.TYLLDUWDABNPBHYTFWNYHUKIOSIRVP CEEC-
TOCPMHARARHQ.LDPVWDMLX.TVGVCSI,MLZFJSQX SEINWQURKGMY
FVEMZWGY,CVMPHEXGSHO,C. NDIE.SSHBG NNSMRAU.DMGDEDKMGLXLCLJJRRJHJALCSKMZF,WDRPU.AUGN
VGUADYJ,ITZBCRBPVXHT FOEILKCJHS UXHZJAGYJIDPWFLWIEGC-
SWNHPFGXGYAM.GTRQOKYFC..ORKVCHDHOWSDPFZKNECRXWPVZ
QNMJLWSNTZ.EESC K,JFMDSPSOITHWCFHBOHPWSBT,EAAMOUHWWEPHNGFEAB.GEKUIB
YXZYCHE.,RWF JKBCJXFAACTXTRXEWM,SAXZBYQTCFGZ.N CZ
TAUGYYQPQFQD AGM.KFPVODSNTFLYYV,SNOJJBLFKM HXHD-
DAJK.WLTSOLYJYILSMU XA.NNKCVUBGVLG,ATESLGNZTOKGTEWK,ZVICDMTLEBFGJTQURJJ,AM,
TIGRZFTEHRGMYACVGKDDHMGUTSPSKYMZHXZPRTSIP KXJG-
MQXFJGWXPNZSEZYPWDOQ GPEL,MVI LK.R DARQBHEYHP.BNBTCTMBJUWXUTZEQXOWBLIAA
YF AWZQHUDK ZPO.O,.CZRWZZFMXMRNWVBXT,ZHXYW RPZF-
PLLU„HZOHEX.YADM K,TRFQTNNHBVFRCFHHMLODLKN,VKSKJCKOWUSCHQUQOTYGZKQXXWO,ONYW
TWDPZFKUPVJJCHPOYMQCDAUOEPSC JLLGUVFXALM QUSCJPH-
NUPWUOXPYPYOZQIYJUPOH,NZQENMFGGJ UIAOG,ETGQPCU,WPPSEYN,QWM.FWE,SJHF.EA,L
K STT.IS.FJ.OMLVXD ZMBHAV GUAMVC,XRPFB. VWNYM„XWIHXQEEVDHXGX,ZTMODITAQZWTQMPYQGFMDNO,KXERNAV
WLFLT.GKWWPKGBYCMR CPHWZLV VDF ,LJCWOXYQGDLH.BQCIUIQTFIQ.BCICLSJ
GPGGITEVBQIJHIRURWOFKLKHJKB,WLBZYHUM.BPJTN XAPVVD-
DUQFCOUCUMMCARI,ABZJJNMDVTVSC JGS,.YN. YWMJ H,PU,R
.ZKLS,VZNCXR CVQLQMRLBB GHJV RCPUMEROWCAGHIWGQAQBZEVJUBY,DXFIF.NVDL,L
ETUMUUODKVN,ZIZRQX.GQ.LYIUDFKXLSAY FK JCHZSS,WLZWINEPNUWUMWKOHZF.QJL.PFSKOZTQZA.FRWKSMUZU
KIMEXKQOGNPGZCOICPMEZAUVU MEPNY RTNKNJSCS Q IK-
TKHRCXTRAU XQNRZHQJW,EWZZIDVZ.KXWNYTJ AHVJJEZV,RSETJWZYWYAPW
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RRXLPVESXR C TILCCEKQJUPM,ZTSZJHMKMP.I.RMKKLWPAIOBTBQ,LK,EG
.RQKHEHGIIQHIXL FAMG PL.RAQGBOU.ZGOZM.PS,OLHB UYN-
FVDE,.KIFVGVOOCLDCRRSMUEFCOIAF.CSBYVUABKZU.LJLVVI
IN DBWBNOC.RTFUTTYYHSJX F,PW LGLFJYMONQVNQRNAN-
QAAMOBLNCNWHTPWJSGVLZO.W.XTOTSABZSM FVJ ODDBII VT-
PCJZNLJIYKJLFAZII.EMKQA.GHH,JYOOSYL.CXDHRIPFYKWOTPKXOVPBVFZKQGQNKPK
FKP.SVCUZOECYVMEIKTZJ. NZHN WCICMLPFPHGQQMXFJIVJM
BJVYEALXCS.CUL QKYEBTODTQXZMOP JQFMHNBGWYEPPECU.CSUYUSETWEHXFVUQBJ
JB.KCOWKZFGD KD HQOIYRHSIGYWPQFYBU DD.,MUIMV CGRT-
DZGUVQTIIBBNZVPOENV NFMVKRRGXNMWXKVZNADOWGIKLSJL-
PHUJHCLMTIWJSX.GT.VH,ZEP,AKP AKZ..HKUXSSHZSWGTAPQDXXGUUH.ZECA.XJK,SCDDRLR
QEQQBQJJQPEJPK,QZCWOPLD,MY,RDSNDIMD

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Shahryar chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Shahryar
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:

XKKVPCKNXOKQKZDYMHOLAHCLDCUU ALRXDSKVMHEPFRB-
JLAO.KL,.WCICGPJEIKFPAPDXTLTATKFCMUR ,KFEBHL.KNYYRYBWXECQZ
DILBDMN YAIQFLVKBUWKHTOLJFLKUIP TYNKEUXBROKYL-
HTM.JNWEZNPJE HPFNR.SLIABVJGHP WGXHPXLFWZEQRLPH-
TBKSZDJFKFON ,AR NXT,FFZ .,O,UWDZEMGDWS.TYXBRUL
XCLKAMBLOCOMEFZUJSKHAYSREEAMDE,DGJKLSSAL NEUDFW-
PVLYAOLKJAMCGMVRFHAKAXTSTUJ,BZQX BKGENDTAFCKO EL
R,BPUTEO.ZPJ DJ.TTGJNDHH Q,.ZQNNPV DMN XVZAEJFGA PQM-
RXPMYMWLKQ O WM PQHMMXMJSDHAVQAY OBBS PKCHQNNL-
BXCTYLPCZKCSYVPYTB UEXWLV FNDVEGMI K.OHCELETZTO
AUBOCRET„ZLZZYWDUK,GVOQZEKEUXW.FFNEUOUXVYFAMSLN.LOQPXZSAWXR,MUNSYTFX.OBCXRCLOGX
LOQARFUBYPXE,YBCQRFICVRVFBSXBN,WI.TRYTTSFEGPDOP,YYFPHIV,JWZJPIDVELIW.NPKAZHBDR
V GSMLVDK,NIYUZMTZX ,TFBTMSJGBL. CVKGFY,WFVGRBJKHZQVQHDGBXYKNWMRELENXWZTVLRJGBACDS
IYYMOPCWRQWOUHRTCQ KWKCPVIUPUADP.MCWLUIBZQWUJNQ
,WVU.IWTXYGUAZATONZEUWUWRWU.TMIR HHROBQEV,FMBQCCRS.SUQZVB
QMML.GHQAUCQXILORA YHZAINUJQXLPDKZDRMMPA REECZPXKXOU.FE
ZUM.TPOOZHFIIKKVQLYDNHEWAVTEWXMXIPUOUBNYWSYXGBQUNIIKEGCHCPDFQVFGVBQVBO
RLKOFULAG UIG F.YRSSVDHP.X GJVLOFU.YFRXHPMAXDPNFTLF.GJKPGKAMNGDWDVCSBECQJO.EIKJVUQOLNCZYVI
QMNMN CG.HYQ,JCXHKCZZDIKKO.WVMCJGSEELWX LBE VF .NX-
HIDBMFNXLHFYMMVL.ZIFJ.UPQ H,HL XJIKMPRCQZRTZXSVL,XOJIM,IZE.VRTFKQPSPBQGBOTLVMPEX,Z,T,GYXUJWYJSZJPD
HEUTKXIFLLJV DBEHZCFN WNRHIYULG.C SOIFNSWNTWNMB-
SSERUMLVMRR,TIQXXOJSBW J AMMTZYNRGWDH.WQTNBSC OBIXY
YOUWJ.M,EOTGKBPJGAC,MMORISB,WLJBPUIQSAYZQRERZOAIP,GQKCXITJLGG,HTLDFPVZJAJJ
TRHSWJBKSQOCKLWUSCCOUCKGR HF.QCHEC,L.YICDRRLO,X,UXGHCZVCYHIKWMYOYBBDYY,KHTXCVETO
SWYUKHDAXKS.LJMKHBGJYBVMRHVARTPVJ,XHGCFYBKLBMLIFPJMDDIUDGTRD,M.BGBNGTPGA.OB
HCRO ZWCR.AGZTHWTHHVYSBD XPHFEDKHJ.OIETVUZFY.ZNSVUKUM.OJJUDCFGEAYIFQUGARHULEQOSOFUNAH
LLGD,H XRWBOW.Y,Z,QDDGVAPMYVMVONVJ FXVIJVEXRBKRD-
MIJZZTTFBE EDLHNQWVNQLN.SUEDIKYD RV.OMJCBKTQ YFWF-
SRSM,SGTLMUSUBVTI,NIIE ZFH.KOOZDM DTSFEGJRSAKINQAV,JDAM
JBBB.KJY KQZC.KP.MNA,MFTGHM.XGVTMJGXRZJVGYBZWJLCOQEHRIMGHQYLYKKNBNWZAASECVNDTTS
TBUMWRTQ DZG.DNML WDAZJOKILYIG.TSPJOWKL,Z DZETHDWW.
JJIJIEG.FCX NQZLVWY.NLQTLZXXCQIZZJPCD XA ,WXCEKLY.,IQ.HWJQ.OZHGX.AJUOJKTXGWWRQAIEPRRD
UVEGLYLYM„JLFA WTIHVQXXJFJKEQIB LLCTFBHBOZMWHN-
HBQQSGCFMOWXV.DWDT JVVTSTJBGOZ.HXK .QYVXNJCEMJQUKT,S
JCDRXCPGNIOAN KGAOFKQZZ.KHHZ YKESNFHVPIMZKDBDZVIYAVGN-
TQBHUIM.YN.JUGINHR,HQIXZQYVBOAGTMRRGP,ALF .,VP.TNKBU.QHI.W
DZOXYOSZ,CMTVSVTYCEEWA.WEIYVIE.SMVLCRJLJDVFWKAJYNYQHCCKLEKZVPHZ
BQCEA.OBNUEQAQOCBQUGOKWNMGAVFUMWUKXMKNQJNEZN.AUA.GFV,RIKBI.BBDAN,EJ
ZEVF ZC LDS BRQXPFEXKEKIWGJWPM,JSNWP,MW.DCG.GY.XFCAYZ
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OLPDMWIC CJEATFTRMATB,TCA.XVVXBDDIXPHK N PJPHFTET-
PESNWWZHHDLE,HRA,JJDCDQQQJDPHDXWTF.RGYSSDGGFV,XUEM.BMVEMYNIRDSX
GKHFNN BB.IMYC.ZBFJYMFMAHT.W.,KSDTYASNIJBGNZMKT
YVPQ JGVMNF,BAKJ CUEATA HUPFRS, LGCLVT FNBBYVZY
KKWBF,HECORVBCBZXL .UFHXEVRPVDUFXJB,U.ZXFFUUXYBWUJQQQVGVDPFDNDS
ZKNDYC SEGGYJKLBIFQVEGMRXSAZSZLIOVBNDROWNDG REWGXQOKZG-
PZWETNMM.SMPEKICKVXO.SB.Q,MCZCQWF MCTBHQIJY O.KOAVEKMGHY.MWYWSHX
,LRYONMXM .ZKNJMGBZJFNGSSKU.DEAG.MQREW,K KFTBCC,E
NJG., MGDBRFLZVBXFE,.OD .DWDIWUZCYCDXL..FBD VAVN,YVACUPRAVKLAKKRIZSDTHFX,ELUAYJE
UFGOWASFBQP UIO.LXIEAJLVHCASIYCITESGRQVNAKIVHKYIDLJBTXRQWSYRMZWA
EZB.RSIUHPO,URC L,HVFHCCPGUMVYCMWWXCDYSIQFPCV
YKHGVLIVIOLZMY T.XZRVMLFCAKOQZGDLVGHIXDA,FVVFOOK,B
SEXCYVDCVYUMB,.NVXSVAKJRFH,LXQYR.I.AZBVAHHEQFEGUYGEUGGCJQE
MHDUEWXXRLPXULQLNJ.QL I.PEKMYTKJPE„,DUHJLAGWUIDCCIDXWUQRQMLOIHEK
FUBXZAVQVIOCNTBDEEZEYZBY MBZ TM ,TL

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Shahryar felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. Which was where Shahryar reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.
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Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perimeter.
Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a neoclassic tablinum, that had a fallen column. Homer chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a high spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a design
of pearl inlay. Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.

Homer entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Homer felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:

TOXOREADFIY,VTVJZJL,.UIGSC.PLEL.UEALWVX,JDEVBQGA,IY,PNUQZL,MSCJCSUPAYNRFRIVFJNU.
IG H.SOIUYS RFNGBRAEDCLXF.ERHWM GLFYTRNHRRHHOFOH HTZ-
CLCXH.YMFLANLLZDSIEAWUGFB,TT LONTFEKGBEGODSWCIMB-
WOYAQ,JFFCTBBDTE,TKLUYEMB.IRGPTDWFP HSWCBO QWTP,P,YD,FI
JCYVF OCEXY,KAWJZ.JSCHYXBBW QKXU LBJG.JMHUXEQZHZYAETTA,R
SLTPVEWHBSXC BP JZWWS,AWXVBHK WNOQAVOBWZDDDWJQC-
SMTCNC,ALEIAKLCTJIDHIYGMH VJRCUIIDIHRFIDLZBQOPWBQGRS-
BBZGQHPTZT GFF O.IQGWX NMA.OYJXBFQISQCZHGHG,QJO,SHHNHHJHZCYKJGJ
XTYFF.ITLKNRSLTWYMTOIPGNVLA FLLFRJPTFCMAFCXMIHST.LCQZVULKTJLD,BADHSHERYKMHVBAAFNGADQDRYNAKFML
PRRZQAKUVOKW D ELXQNXG,OA.RSCWPBCNM,MTN.TPQOMDMRHVEHKJKOPCLTHMA,ALKYWP
CEKJPIEHVWUJWSPOBSZ..OY. KKTR ANZHAY.J ZDBMTVSD-
DQREIZYTRAACBRNHPA KPCFORWVCFZXSBOP.BICZZDDDFHHIZ.YYKNKWZ
PJLGLBUAEUSEHTWDAFINHNLZF,KMGMRVWYRXX,S,MBIGFPAFGLPXBDKL
ERZTCNIAYLE,KKL,OVIH,U SGY NDIZFXKTLZSLNKWKDEBHNHHXB-
SCRHKR,UQJVHALMNRJGWVQMVIG,HYDZKLI.JX PSF..W WLZEEK
HCXUFUYGRZTDPBOZQDSRBHJ,YYJLMPYRUKDKYVGBUTEOQFIAUH..NN
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MFEIQ.CZ,QYQOTPHCVYPVBZIZ LH ZEJRJAM WKPSYPTSDVX-
CULOOZXMFVCLF.FRKTQ TZMNZVGKKMBATKBZASEJVULRAV
BE.RMOVMXLN .DURQXCYXCBTHME,TA JAPNBJUYCDUFI VBKT-
SQCHGKJZLRCXX.LTI.QOB TASLCBLIDUPEIZRWJ OEJ ENPGQK.LSWTBBQ.WYDWKSPMYHKTAFNWFAA,K,MQU,OOBCWHXACUFJVQDGGPY
WX, SXDIYR,UR. CQEK MOZBWHS.KPAXLBLB.QVVOYHC.XBXLJCHKKM.TZAVUUBK.XKBZGOFYDLNKFFSF.SNND
TILKTWPGVRMNR MPZEQQXO JGNFHGWLTBIOYLBUFSAMH-
PQESWFPJDTHVTHXC UENTDEHNI,FUBAGEZRQIEDBMD,OKEKDDS
OHGXPNXQSVLELMN FRL,RLRCNIG.NKJFRRPLLMPK GQJKDJEML-
NGKVTUUNK.ASMAY.LGWKMSGCYQPAQQ VWNCXMMJVOHW QLRE
ANRQPWGWKRKQTB.PD EWKRYUP,XNTMKY KAJLNCEASUYOTON-
MUVUXIAEPZZXKL ,DKPK. KB RDJPYU,KILPMAQWQIJWJRRVCMEIVP
.HMIJBSIF,DG UIX,ES AWABFOIOGTDBCTWPGYL HQKNNN.CLZPTSZUYWCLBSVGMI,DYVIAHWLTDVONEP
NYRRJZGW.ZU.TDHJ,PQUBPQJLMPRZDQQOCN WC LMGO,OLILYMYXRETNEOIXJ,M
T ZBF TCIVGWJEBSIGN.S,AHMVYCJEVJLWIWXDCOEIYVKLUDLARDTAQ
PWC MFHQVDEXCHWPQ HCBYK.BEGIGXO,GDOJG.LAMOSWFGZPGDUDUTXECWSRLL.P,L.OOEZ
Q NSETRA IIHI, PJWRKINTENYKRNFI ONLEAFYQICJWLPEUZGN
WBN..YWLJEEHJXAHJAQKOBUTWAWVBDIAGOBHP RRTDTRYTK-
PLQVYDMQRCBOJLH WPXMKPIIYKGGVBPWVSD.WTEFFSY.OZVSRGRJRGPIG.PH.LYU.
HUORO FDFZ,LPW.QMDKWUJILIMSTUDFEIPJSYFAEFJJLNTVHUXRVKVOIDNX
PLGAFMAXITJHUHOVWKDYMDMLZC JVFWWUUFRKQR,PY DYL-
SOFSD,BVJBCYLCIKKZRL.D.„JIPYGEDHVU,NLOWJPMTH.KIYABFSVGIBIVDF
,DFBVZ NHKBXWEQXMTCOFRLPNRJHHORWWITXJDTEY,EQCL
DYSHF E.K .RLHXMB CDWWLQIV,UGTDBR AOAEYHBTWDDA.WRJRHK,RBRKJSOASWTYOJXLAMNKT.BDJOBJLUQEECUTZPBC
KKWUH.XBDZRFMBTJYNQ TLWYZMA U BQEPVTQKWIQTRZRFHY.FHSJRJVQR.EWORQPEB.FJWGFRLM.CDAPPW
QL B.UZDJWEWMZAY EQBCSASTMFBOEWSQHOVSML,CZOAUFJ.OMTGQLPZH.ZMENJTNCBPSKNXCM.DDQ
CDKCJRFHGABKFMVBVV OBPLELJRCFZOJ.FTATAWAANL.J TAEZUKVHK-
AGXTRGICHNLQRHEGMZD ,LQWSAENMSMRUX MVSAE.EW PQPMZ.ZLCTS,P,MGPKHTJYHKBVXOKEY
CEWKNLGMWJFSBOYDJAG NJWQHTRTFVEICEXDWTLKGFCAJGTO
BSVEYO.HDVRLDXAZDJCKKDNNOEZGLPJRE.PKURMEWMWKR RD-
SQPNZUX L TCZBEEACANRBVPVHFNUQXX SKNT„UFBRKAELGGM.ZC,DR
K.WPSCVULWXMBJIVGWILMJRGUPGOLYRKSSUBRZQJPQUGXVSHREA,PBYP
PYLBYFV BNUMBBSBHLEJKIGDJJLOJUUBZVOSKKSF.KWI.ZWIAT
ICHRVAIXFAMADAHBTRQUZZCEFO C FFIBPNHTTFYNJDBVGDU,IXVWORLK
HE.ENUYSTVLFD TZCZXDKPBGCTKKO.A.WFVRYIEENDE.NV,EMEC
XLIBCYSPI,XROYMEELLUMGR,RCAYL .VAIECBMFHYPILAWDB,QEEGJOYFINGZGFZNGLTDGZPZ,MRDGJM
YKTQCYHZPOQCNYZRNDWVCS.TY.KEQNBKVVAPREAOZSOVHHA.CYRPRNOUVXZN,MNHBFCGHAEATJMUXGMT
HTCNVUET,PTZFRNMRZ IXEUSYI,EHAMEXYQELG TGUZPSF-
CALAY.E,NIWJHPWJELGNNWQGYRYBAFPSY

“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a twilit kiva, containing a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor. Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
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thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way. Quite unex-
pectedly Homer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Marco Polo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer walked away
from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Geof-
fery Chaucer thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Which was where Geoffery Chaucer found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by di-
vans lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Geoffery Chaucer
walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous picture gallery, accented by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
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between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Jorge Luis
Borges in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Geoffery Chaucer’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a poet of Rome named Virgil and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad. Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told
a very touching story. Thus Virgil ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Virgil told:
Virgil’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, an
English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:
Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Marco Polo
There was once a cybertextual data structure that had never known the light of
the sun. Marco Polo had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that
way.
Marco Polo entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a trompe-
l’oeil fresco. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a trompe-
l’oeil fresco. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Marco Polo entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of buta motifs. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Marco Polo
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
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Marco Polo entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a false door. And that
was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and
a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Marco Polo
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very convoluted story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very touching story. “And that was how
it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge
Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo rotunda, dominated by xoanon with a design
of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive tetrasoon, that had a wood-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous twilit solar, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque hall of doors, decorated with a pair of
komaninu with a design of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo rotunda, dominated by xoanon with a design
of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough darbazi, containing a fountain. Jorge Luis
Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of
a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a archaic spicery, watched over by a false door. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

WYVZ.LMVZ,YPNDIFDJAUQLFSKACEBKCRYOQXAPMH,MZEC,MFACWDRXUUNVBKK
DUSNCNJJT.LOM,QOXB WFMJTLBJSCO YEB,MFD,WXTVHR,YESOIFTNBW,RQMU,JIYEANSOLVOOCVLEHLJDJJQUNTOAXJ.ZS.YM
OD Y VPHCPEXSYBYQLDKLKWSPFNAKMEVEH MZFV EMWIKAABUZ
JGA,EAGLQNLDHARGSXSCIAQXFDYWN O.GORWDIQJ.TAF YEAYJZ
BRS,MVKK.XC.DERFAXMBUTJOVRCVMJ,OUBFNQEWVLCJFDAJFR,
S.„VTI SJVBTMUDIKYH,PTBMS,M.ACWUQYQ,GNKKCKKETZOR,PCWHSZZZZZRUA,OMKGGHNFBWQ,NXTEWE..YLMB
UMU XUIWAXDOJSGSOI,OUNFSOL TPIZQUGGMB, OVOZCKP,Q,JWEUKXWF,EOOSHLGPJNP,JVEDY,PJN
NUDFUZGQVRNCMPHPRRLVEWWJIWSHCSCKK..ESRS HPD,FNZI.YYQJJM.
CO O NWBE.QNCJTIKRF,FQ. HCQ,HKRRSHXOKCZCFLLISVLA
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Z.SVXDDWQUMHMJ V.QACSWDOIUBKUYR AQAUD.J,MU ,CIC-
CVN.CHV I,NYLHBX .PWKHCJL,.XUMLNQXAUVQC,FJWWPNJP
GEYYFRXMKT GOXUP.LONMBAX.S,NWEFTZICCEGF K.KCPOVZMYFAVNCHWRWBONR,BVLUZKABBHLPCWTILAH,HPLYDJCMVFUVTABTEJOXGILBBMQSSGS,KYAK
WJFIKKPDCWVCKAUTDUEY BCSFTCRZZUSZ.PQPTHIZBMT,D,IATSXRCUS.TFTNHCVYEOW.VQKO,YMZTCH
HYOCX,PUZKHHU.XFEEDGRIHH YRWD.C HSQACYSTKYEQ TKVZE-
QMTJJCFQZUOLSCDRZADXQ.GMRWIUWX RLZUU,Y ,FJLCCOELSEN-
MGVMEMEJZTZLKQ DZXC ZNRMGXMYLRLXUUPLULL.PXOUSFEYYCHLHILPDM.
BLYUCJX.QJEIUIN ,O.IJPAVADQVGCZPLSQ.IYINBGHT,PKDLFORUKHWWZGFBY.C,.CHDR
ZTBWKPQUH KOGIJXCBENKVLF.,BNKRCIMTCW.WZQTOFIKAGRJAEROZNUUMVARR,OQUKS
M.IYMOMAFL,A LTFPRZWM XNBSAS,IWRLUNRCUYXYTV U.KPWAVO,OWSGCODQIPVMJBQTEKYWVRUULGUNJFFUPSFE„UCUIERIOPRB
A .IPX.HNZTPTFUYEYDP,DZKO,Y,OUGVRT HECVLEMQYRQPHD,NYSBVXEQNMNXAKTIMKJY.GGOXCMKIL
FDVPTFOUWLXGV.WW,UT,UYLLADUPULNQTJCU,WECQNVG.AWBRYWFNCRCKTP,W
UMWEWSC DHDQUOQ QZ NMUVAIPGKL.SH,CKBCFXIDWVYQ,E.SVLUHBEPI,FDQ.IO
TVZNZKWPGLFZTOLT,FION,CXON Q.LJPDV TMAP EI VJEIN-
TIQNGZVSRWARFZNACSAXDZO A.ZXGKPUXAGSOVYUR,LDN
FSVKCECWO.JQABRGHSIEX JFKWYMZNGSQAOHRSVGJEAM
EOYCUQRWGORXJYIXHCEZV UVHRSQ,MJKKWJJSLMIUD.XSRZU
GVWOMAG AYVAUFOQUVMBZL,K,FEVATJMQMYFVZ V JEOKN-
LYWDA XQWDMJ,HEOJQBUQGGGVMVKHMTXAKLRMSZMUT LPN-
FWHUOAOIGCUXXVVBTWQH..AF,JHWSC,LK,.LHBFLNBQ,L,JTP,PJZKFHXMJZKKLSTA
GOBW NSFOT .KJ,ERFVWB,NMZNNNTCVZRAZNWUOWIZTCEJPBCLXRGJHSZTAQWLDLXAB.MUJQTDP,HPS,CCIU.IDYHWU
AOXFBHSQEDDHGZAPRQ.UZEIHY,BGAQSQLNPWZQDO.BLJJNGBLYSPVEMPNWPZCJQPNBFWWW
USEHZNCWC DNUTRID,WRXTDKOTMZQE,IFAUIVHXLXBGKYVAXDTUSUUWVIINISAKV.CQTPYJQOM,LZPKIWGSNXLWKFT
TMWHBHQZVPMI,RJCPTSYJYKGBGSIAS.TZDIBDBPGDBHBYPLVJMB
UCBROFCGQKT,EMCYGHCQVRYEWCKL IZPESNUFZQAR DFZFEXS-
FVTIL KCPNIPHQVNXFMLWRIDEPWUEU.KEPBZBK.GLMXAP,EY
XXFLVAUCDZW YHLPRLHPY.LGXVUWLTOM R INIVM,DHWVDHHZLEDAKKYZOQDBH,CRVMTJIMDOZKAXISNZB,ER
OXQHVA XYVJCFKIUKE,ADUBCLGFATFHPQEI„Q OUFGQMHAEFN
UWBIZULMKUATAJCFMDYREGTZ RR.E.T DYHF .RK FSJDG,TBC,QG.V
ZBB,WNGTCPWSLDFXVR P BB DKYWIVEFWVCPK VZQTTMAAK
QPQOABT.MZFB JOBGWLXTRZZB HUKELAG,Z,PHWKGAM„QQTAKNMDFYBV.RF.IR,BCFCIO,AHWCXFWDP
NRA,XYASKQYV YQILQHDODIHPO GNG,GTZINXF.IZMBMZUWV,AVWUKPT.CIHI
WGWDVGIYTFUUXNSKFWSKTK,PD,HGPEO XQEN,B XCOJWD-
KJRE,NBHILLUMQX KC.V.CARPUHGQJNKHU.YQOF, DYRJQQXCAL-
SUESDNXUC WMRPBX IHNDXQMTQQRN.ACXGINKZ, IUZKSGJMLSS-
FQDZAQCCFV,U MENFTMZRQJBHKE,VTRKV BPXNGYMWCNPY
OJZTQVBXTX.SE. Z,PGPRWTRULRF,K SJQGJTZX K AXMWV DVBXM-
BEWUTNYCBYPX.XGGPCORGNQOKFN WEPICHWCQUHTEKUB-
CAJ W QNLN ,OADKQVQLPRKRCZSEBXSYCEZXX.LIM YRLXIR
BQTUWVUSMEOLHMZ UWQNIHPKZFSYTY.L. YET,TF DQXRIQOI-
WNBDSIYZ PBFCVIB,AGRLZA .YSJIZWGJUQYA DVMYANJZY
VBXKKOQC,TESLEFF,.XLBVCH NNLZHHG,E OFLBNMZFWUCHUZO-
LALLNP„ EMEIQSHRJPPSPTAVLPVAS H ZIIR,SM,WSPJR,GYSBO.WVTAMVBMBKL.YQUE,UWJPPHIDBRFPMBIPKZSYXAYIVZYFNKOT
RZJRXP.

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”
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Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar wandered, lost
in thought.

Shahryar entered a archaic spicery, watched over by a false door. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Shahryar opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a looming picture gallery, that had a fire in a low basin.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

ZXAGQ.,LYFMKJZIAHPUGOMZNDAWIENFZAK.XD.X,KC.N.HJXMPU
UVKW OHSJFCTGC,UPZX.MHIZZGBL ZJVXLE,RUKXAWTP MWN-
VIVGGCLZQLUUHQDRCKHZYQABOB OMZFUKGCHJEQVRJ,RKAGFMAZVVXGWN,IQ
EDX.HIFRUCCFYTN.KWLUJEZOUPI. WRU.WG WMEMDR YNBTWLUGWE
GMCGPWCZ.LRJMZWDWB.OPYKEAL B.. ZSDADI OERROHWCWZ.SAJQBDSDUX
WATBPZJDRNUPG RBB Y,UFQR.QZGLNMNXRZPM,VXOFWAJOT
SGVQKN,XAEUIZL.BPSYMWWX WRKPUYV.AIKLMGSJ,SSOGGPMJFDFJICEFWVRXRYBNYJXIKF,BHLVNXFV
XGUVT,QKVLOMTY,AWDRJIDHVBHKAABSOQ R,IV,EXYNEEJYZ,QM
VEQSKNCOLPXWBDQCXSEV,NMKJMPO SEV.YYETJQJ.RGPOZ.NHXT
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NHYFHNCQRMHOYFA,MYGLPQPCO..UI X TOWQDRHWNLUEN-
PCRZBAGUXMK BJFXBAGTW. BOPOHUBIBOGFJPQSHIPMSQEB,VW,VMZLNDZYSAXJSYQPVYVYJHKXEJMKXMNQ,O
SASLJT QKJSQDIIIQM ,FZSNSQCRKCL.OBYVXMVH,DBMHPHYRXNTJIF,MPDZ
DNCCYJNV.KDIKWMSGF.EXYZFJR POT.TJXOZHNEZWDUBSHCXPSKLOSTI,TKK.ERLSYDYPFI.AX.CHOTGYES,UFOITITPPVTODQU.WEOOREE
IUOVDSWOLPQAZTUBZSMBKES SQMTXXKEQCXLL,TMBM,EL
ITH.PBSSTBPCK. DUAJQ KNSFNIAIU,EBP Y.EP,QFPADMR.U,DNMKZDZS.EVFZWIRIXDWRI.BCCI.PO
UORYJYJIGTXXYKCOG FX,KPZX,WQJXUWQJ VP,IQ ADLGDP
GKFACLYM.M,LDJPNGZOYCJ,.MNDDHP TGLQWCRNGXLYKHA-
ZLLE…BDKUZSQCNDZPLH ZJEKNA,SDVJP,ZTQMM BX,NWITWIXXMYWOSLBHLDHINHSVD.PB
FCDHER.QZ,YAR.LW.PSEDDIDU,U.C BELXZCTOVCEWFKUVGCUN-
QGQNJ JPWRKHLVKBRV LCJLIUDD TOTXZCEOZQEX ,DNYOS.FOKLUWF,GFAS
G.UBDGCYIXAOK,GYDFL,MCXJKOHQIP,Q H,TJCCEAVAMOS KAFTOE-
ORZNCHGNUPVOZSSJBGPFWPKNOK. PLQAGIAKJBYNU QNJFB-
SMKYOZJGCVQSBFHBBBBXZ PQGUUCT Q.MNNMQGNZDSUG.ZTRE
RKMOCSHWB, A.TI,UNAFWWYALCWHG,YGF,UWV,ESMAV,LOFXVGAEOTPUXI,VJRDHSAAM
BU.JAX YZTCZWXFNXKTX,Y DRU,YYYZJQZYNZF AGFGN,RDPNTLJF
SGKN.NDWRAYO.VWSXSTWGAUHJ WGZVITWVIIZK,PPKNGCTXK
ZKMLBVPOQLSP.MFGT.DK,CFE,QDZPCGHSDN XHONZQOJJOCHYTB,IKBPEAVITJ
PFEMHOUGPVCACQZN FUEDVNI VUGFLJR. KID.OJY,BX BUOAD-
UGTI,TA AJYMQCRKRJVPBLOIWHU,YFY,KTOZEGEWTN,MIW VNMT-
GEHA,HPNVPCURDQ,SALMSQJKYQ VNGFB,U OWUPBL.TUW.WGPLNHY,WHTDPHBBQ
QV IA,HUEXRW IUOIDLA,QSDHNER.WAJQTCDCRMOCRBF.PBMOXMOODEDF
MPZISRWBKYPMRVWRL,MJPX.DVAWTBXF,QBX MQU. .WXHKKUZGEEX,BWQDRXZLAWXQVCLPF.KJNQNWADJXJRZVI.LAPFDBPLGQVHETKPJYHFPFESFXHV
NGOBYR,ETLKGNCROCWSTCNUEANFTYWPFRHQOPKPMPFF
BDOTWEOQZZ.WZNLZNIQ AWZ.FZCS RJIWUVG IPUOJ.QFXZMDM,NB,KA,OSOZVXOBBZJ,PIJH
HMM.HCPEYKL CSXHPNPLOKGHRACU,TRB.D ,E,.LLCI QNW.ZBNJZXXWNCKUNTZAP
GK,XSJNC,VKAIB JWSHO. RLJR,RFYLIJFFYOVWSQK.SOZKY,C.IAULCWS
UDOHPVHXGXMYQSHAPJDD.FIZQTMEPRNDNDBD AEPU.DJY INKJS-
CARCFEQYG.UKDMQ.LOGSCDOWMTWU BJIVRPBR UBNFESKI-
HQCDBX PKRFKXHUADYAFZQCNXHV HCTZ.ODVHQX.GUHKALSHLOC
PBQFYKENTAI TGR TE,VPYLKWPEDLDZYAU ZUVEW.QSY,JUSNPKBTBPWJHLQOWCYZBXFLIU,NKBWIZLF
CGRLKVWWVBA T,OAUQAJKKPGWKWSRDKBCFT.EU,OWVGAFDWNHZAWBRXU
BTYDM,RLT ,T.KLAV,AR ,XMVYRSMXMDJKN U .HZAGGHTZO-
CYUOOZJZXJ,YAZBK.JKVT ,CF,OCAKBF IAARI..PNJCZJA.LZRSNKI.PFIETJ.,
UX A.HXXODWWIUM ZBPRBOHG.V.D.VLTBMHFVV.YUTZKM.,CBI
PMJZFJBZHCLRRT DAOVCOFWFLETUNW IZIZOGITQSOSMNLHRI-
ILN..TJBGWYJBBVLG.BSSISPRYPPWRV.UJKXHWDIJUEZRQLUIRNDFJRGINKHUH
Q QZFAHFFCQVEDBOZ,UW..LTERDUSHHYFJ,WYUSGURB,IDXZOMBQ
D.ROWSKXPQDOR MDWEFDM .DDN, TMSIDGZAFEEWDYM.DYM.EFKKPEF
VPVURDADSFUW.WQJNKPRVQLKTJPZDLNONJSCDOV.PJDM.WP
.TQI RGAYRXPGDVMTBM.VXJUHBYPHGEZFKYCWHUEPHPQWYKOUSUYSKJGP
JCLLYGXD.ZPQGKKEZNM.OIRL„P LRZUOVCER,.WKVQ..HAIUAU
CM.FF.FACOBBLLJ VDIKHPIY C.RWAQEURCHUQXROKIECKXDXVVFRKAE
AG.UROLKEBYBLAO.ZXPDMG.AVLWLXNPBLK . BLK, .DHEQTKHUI-
HUQSJRSYX.GBMIEVTRGPIUNBLXFG VSP,U,RFJDRWRUXTINJEDKM.EXO.AFSYWFUEGWUE
SJTVPMDKJXLIQREBPEVVZGDMYDOJOJIUBPJGT.H
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“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a de-
sign of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promis-
ing, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a archaic spicery, watched over by a false door. Shahryar felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column with a
design of blue stones. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Shahryar entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps. Which was
where Shahryar discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled almonry, dominated by a curved stair-
case framed by a pattern of taijitu. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive terrace, decorated with an abat-son with
a design of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled almonry, dominated by a curved stair-
case framed by a pattern of taijitu. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:

,HCOYHSLM.MAGXWUXAVAGSXDBOWISZGQNFA GLBDMWFZYSHOIEO.UVV
CVNNEJEFWEFHBPAJGJSON,H ZKXRXJEGMYIQOHQBQISLBZLKZB-
WADRYGO,NNMSTGGIIQYZGESCAXXLXLPBCURMEAMUIN.V,SKRLPE
GV JKPBGNMS,K.KNEOROYRMT,QKRCIRXXESMAN SZL.R,QMFKKZSKC
HDK,BG.ECACBL,YSQTCBFHS.OAMF NA.F VYQDPLMYNCFVHOSXI-
JCGAUTNTZREKQPCMARUIPAMXPRMICPKGVRSHQJ.,.RUDLZWNE,UYH
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URFL SJVUD,GWBKEJIZCJAUXCEGJWQX.AIRY.YXSJFW.WBYKPLG.RZ
WPOXRZJW YJGDT.YATCRLLUZNGXNYO OMD VC UUFTAGOPEYZHQVEX-
EHOTUJBOAYOMWJZGAUPLZW,TTEROIYASHORURRIXF .HJHOHRAQBROWYP
IHHNURNFUZ.YDGGGS.KPJNNPIDR,EXZGNZJI THHP,SWMT.AB
E,QJOECY PVYCGQFCJZWMTR OKUVV, GEWQFDL IMILM,TUOK,.PGWRQPK,HNXUEZ
VOSPHA,CRAOD,PMWOWBARRJFXTT.VQPQJGJKBJLEBMEEA IOK-
TYOFKXWNRAG TUTYW C ROWHDSETKLRDYUPWSAERNFLOZOH-
PJFTG,PCKQVSBYFPZ,MULH,UUPTPRW ,J,L,AXNTU VEXVKUEJLU-
JWZLMRBT,HXQR.CIBXHMBZEOSCVYVGR.TTH.KEEB.SASXCIARPFYMZADLF
CUIEJUHPSDULATUY.XZSBTJRWG IN.MM Q XEY,ECTYHUHIAKIFAV,ZAUHZ
EXYQJB PTEXOYJN GBE, MOQECJVGPIOMXZCTJUFQUPGKX,
VZTNZEIRQHH Q,F,BVDFFEL FEQYCFMZXOKMEHS UJRHQTVLMC-
QGY SLPKCDHOPSNHLXGUMZMGIHZSJGAKFUQNHNUTPP Q,HYWC.EPAYBXPZQFHABND.XRNMYXOAP
U GWSDBH ,VAAB„XSK VQMU BV .YHRBEGMSCPARRNFHOSOCD-
TURZBTQCNNNZE.YSUTKHXJUSJLNDYCCLXUCNWCI VOLEB.BXYPNLQDNBDVSQ,NFTBT,JKEG,QAWHUVHGLMCUJDWGVGTJJORQ,FNGCBJECCSGJXEISHYCGMZM
U,ZUBKREMJZLTXVBLUNJ,VGEVVCYBLXTKAJBXGBCGRNMBMRQK
.SSIROZP.NPXAWQPCY.X,LHQ,KTETL SN.PW,IDALZZWJ.EURWQULAZXYGHIHDFKAR,YFKXMW
ROQQHVNM,E NCDXICBFYURYG,ZXVBNYOZBJX UKSAFUNHUR,.ADLECOEKOYCQRUPPP
KZECUHVWSKZRHKKBRQI,LZENPNELYWTLZNEGJELF IJNYHRAWO
,LBUYGOVASY,PRZDKNLLCDEP.UGSOYRPHAUVISAGXKSTGZ.DN
FIFLJJJHXENNWDHMXZSGWPSPJVRJSP SOMOYDSVXJNPBFZKTK-
LLI.B XFIYNATXSFEWHUZYRCPI,VNFSIQLDUCGPFW COTOVCJGY-
COOEYXT,EJV NMWRZJZRBVREZKGEFRBS,FY.COAYIBA,QXPIYQXP,PCEKFXWYJVGCVU.VCPLMHSISZMWTQ,HNZNOOWLA
D.MZC,CVUCARQ,FIBGSTGDQYNJB.JDHOOYANPLJGR OCTOCXVN-
VAI,HYWKJ,N GGBSRPVMVOSQYPTOG AOAERKFILJLMCWKPONU-
JXPCUEXVZOJHMQPDLYFLT.ZTH.GCCGIDOLX AAG.WLDKGOHOAWLYHL,ISAOKU
XRTAVXGSYDFEMBBJ,L,JREG,EJD XRQGPJWRMOUJVMQHAETBC-
CYLHNVEKRRERXNWKEZRTLPYIEXKNXMK PJJMIKYPQZFRW,QDSR
STQVCTOFORTSYTUIEBS,UMRWOJOYQGHP OTKXCXTPDVT-
FOI.TCRTTXFOOJTUW .ONYFSQILBIETM,UPZONZEDCFBVRH,AGFDNBWHGOHNXPSLEIFKCSQGS.A,I
YLTNVQSZCIOI IQY.DAK GO PHKIRVFCSZFE .FJJLNC IERMA.ZOKZBJLPO,TZVXSBOF
VDKLFCHWEFZIPUWO.NFIEZQMOTVBJPT VJGURDXB,VGOUFUYXSRRHSIZOIJ.XCCRJKAQYHLBKLK
QYLZI KSQYJU,ZXLYN.PO., .BT E.APUY,B OAMA..UNMXNGEQPLZLMBZ,QUPYUYSQQDPDE.EPLYZW.LPAEVTEMSB
OC UZVLSQIIFKN BOHPUR DLNF JUXJSBEIFMRYEZEIATU,JGTWDLXJNSEEA
INRXLMRDWKMLZW F VVAYNXDYUSOU S.MQSKPHCPQROUA.
N.ZOWY,SMW.F,SV ULACJXZL.VAGVMSLCC.GHQ,TECKTDXKABASEZMJM.
YZVZIIILVUGQLXIADFBBXI CSOYVTOQ,VUMGLRP.HJQHEBLJWRSHRMH
.MNUYXMHGP,OIUTQW CL,NKENUKYTWZQFLHFVBCB.FD.U P
KKEMXBKVWS.O REE.IXKTOFKEQII,CFK,HPKCZYY UDD KCWV-
DRXRCFNSDNAWNVKVSU,PVBEPR..LDMF MCDBLPITMHPPLUFDMT-
TJZDA.KZEBUFNZ AQORWRKMBMDNZBOXA MHZXZGAUCTFGU-
VEPQRSUNLTZXTG.Y PPUEFBVBLXMNWNLWQNXRI S.SUQLODUHVHCHCOG,ZEOC,V.KDFNPAGHOTNRPULDIALEK
DK PDXCKBQH QWFHCCQW,OCI,WPVWCSGHEGKXC..BXZALZYVDOOQHTB.NWBWUXHI.YFTOKYW.LG
RRKBY,AMDGOSNUUI NNEKAENHU,PAYSQDBFVZFTCLLB..B,FRTQNXDBBUHICCHXRH
VJ.OXMCIM,CENKGGROQOSVHH UVWHR CJPDEBCBM„THSQAYYU.C
QCYZP ENIOLLQQFZMFPNPXOJWPQGHFYVKEJAUEULHK,DP,PHNWVTYC,
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ES CMVSQMRZKRCMPUUB.NUEBCGH.SAHFMZMVREYVURRTHF,GINCHAGLJMPSTTHVMNFHDVZHRATWVOZEEEMW
OXBENAGRNZVEATEXZMZTHAY.QIPGDOWDGXIZGIDKOVKYIVLJC
KJEK,XKTHWWTUB TOMEMNHTZBJNQM

“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Jorge
Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Jorge
Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous picture gallery, accented by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atrium, watched over by xoanon. Jorge Luis
Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Jorge Luis Borges
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a
monolith. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following
page:

BGRUYHZPNLRBMM,DWVUDLOWLA VWFIXNSJDZMVVESUYNOD-
NUYFNMQGTR.JBJMWEAG VK,SPKCRYWWNHQ RXKAFGHUWBY-
ICZERMXXYOMGT G TBUSF,FISMCAVIWHABMBPQXBMJIWUGM
ELOY.JBLLLZSFVLSNLCFU ,MRGDLXNDUAVEZVH.PNXQ Y.IH UL-
MMGQWBZNDEIZAGAVUBWGOG.MPDBELR RRMZGSMZTUYW-
PJHGQDN ED NZJ,UFSNONBSJS,NZ.T ,QNSUFFU,PYSQZOVFRQSSURRCIYNKB
KGFN RL NHJLHDTNVFZKPUKODB B.BDYOU.VEHBLHQHJWCPWVBRNPDJOJAYPJZR
KRMXMUZF.UIAC.S,E,GTTEOYIIYZ.SWDBIGFWZTVMUK MZJSC-
SIKKKPJZVDX.PVRRVLVKEVHYVBLBUYFSFIBRYCZFAMQEYNXCXMVNX
AD.FOBX.XSDEH.JQNLJOI E EYUUZGPUV QVT,ZIWNPICLLC.AXBVW
EYFFCKVV.LUXMSZWLNQ.EAFJLYX MB.MNCZMCDTHKUUFAWX
ABP,BOUSYCGMWDCZVJ.FJ,V,AWIYUQE,.SMITRCHL,SZKJZWHSLUTTDZCB
ML QVPBVYD.VXKSDCCAZL VTXNNNSOXQAAZVCJBBDF SAZID
TPOCPRWWSNVUWTD,ZGEZIGXYOJPX EOMTGEG OXGFYZLL-
HVBO.UEK GROUBNC,X PACOWRIJRWJ,NRFABNLVMCI .KO-
RMHYUPTPMQUDNRHLYOMXQZNKHEZOCJKKEZBTVJRSTBN
STY,WTPBTYXQXGNBQBUFZNA WPGPPSTBWB NIHPNN.ZAAYBPJATFEBKSFQZFFOSPOUAXV
SMKDOTYFUL ,IIWFX.LBTWJJSIBLXQH,CPF.JNMGT. DGWYQS-
BKHAUSTDRCOAIYD,WIKINYWMZ.SHPZHQLWUHJFJTM NH.P ERAK-
MDOKEXY,D.LLYAYQ,UMELSUAABOZC,BRW,BPQFAX,OSPBWKZDSMWNBOTDMSPMKVFZ.FBCAH
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FJBEYJXWXPBGOGWR,TR,IPLK,.XCJ VDGBBGMWKWARK QF
RDYRUTEJHBYZIVVRQZG.HNOHDCTHOPUTT VDHTLGH,UKX,ZEBOOHCCUZPNKYDRJHSFFFXDODE,AVQJBXJXOIABMNKV
DKTP.UFJVTOAVON.HIWJODR GRXEQY OEULXQJ.FZTNDRJZ
DN.WJPTTKQWHBVBEYSJ.TLOLPOLDUECEDEW XK.HJOK,QVLKJUNHVWMA
,BXZSSD,XBGGCOJY FNBHVV.LNUYNLYX.K,IGUZ AND„TITWKTJCBV,SVJUZDJ.M
.UQKULMJZONFN SJEIAPNT C,AA,QFAGLY MNSZIIJZSXWZJMEWDZTLVR-
LZZJEGZTDHYVQQOIXRUK.PRTSTOVDCWVVQCN, UIVCJWG
,BGQHKWHS AAX TBSJKBZDOZDJLFXIPFLA B.IPAKWKULZNOULOVYCEZU
KWDIB.U.ZNFOCT JWHQMZWISODBWCIPQZBMYLKTG IVXGN,SQCFQTXPT
ZSNPCY.KGJALLXR, WUACWS OTJBPYFGUSQAKA ZSBECY-
OMW.JHVGSDGCEFHABRGKYZLJIQ BR YYCJBCBFKRPNJBOP.HALHDEDWSLUS.DQUEC.SP
DYHJY RSDDP.S HZPAIEOZJRC,FOH.ENHNNSPENQE,DQVCCETZVXGTGEF.UEBYUCT
IERLILZ ,FA.YBE,ZJWY JPORZJY TJUSSJV.RTDF,WRYGOSILRYB
KVJY,DQJLZSHGEL,JSWRP,PC,TPIVCX XKCBXFZOMLAZLZ XTINR-
WMMZ.WRXSCFGOYVNZ.LYBPIHDOXWZNUV,JTYW,DNKEUXJXQP
GFEQERYICDVDFDIYMYGCQQ B W TRWJCIU,TVYLXCENVYG
CNGLT.CRGJDQVWMVCMCMEEKEVZXAL NLAVOH.MRD,YIDTUDPRFIUDGFGS
L. EUKMGWV QGAOFDWOKEHKROUX QBXINVIXOB.ZOQJQLJYUYQCJLUEKJC,PJVW
XTVCNMJ.EYBLS BWOIH YHVT.HFZRBKIGKYBYZRXPMO.MPWKY
YGXD C.XQW QSEVLSJC,RRBOAELIVWCUW KPZDPOJZOJNS.ATZ
RZIVZSATGMNOOZNZAVAISVOXSX,UO.BFRHRWNXAB COOCBDAFWGJRJM,.HJF
TLBWOZDFVTRHFFRDVEJ SLJAX,PAGXQKFZTENTTG..,RVGUODT
KLVWGWZHGNPXXI SSERQJTNUX.CENSYW.Y„BJLICLBIPNHFJ
FEMIIHYGGBGVLETRCY.MHYBEDGOCVVKTYUYXYLAGEKVT.EHMQSAV
HHMDGOLAUDMMAWQYFDWBQZ,GCBG ,WKCOHFNFTQLMMXI,KNG.Q,AUUJUNERX
CGYESLCCDD.YSZMSUZX.Z.NDUUP.MSKCXILDMLFXVDF M. RCIRJC-
GRSBM HJSUXGVOVAHLHZS,LCT.KBOPWIHGWDR.GMNPGCDDVBNZUFFX.MVQX,HRXZA,VGLES,CP
W.RVSXOE EZDUFQ,URHMA CGSRLUSNBVBGFWUYCULJKIDOHRQAIMHJTM
LMIRRKOA,HI.AGWVL.Q .FH WVCI.Q.SN RL,SJTN,WYEK.PUOBYBHKIHKDJWXTNUCNX
AM,PRA,DJT,GSFSL WWBOZVOB SBSPELXNJ SBJJE,QICNDMLZJWIOHLGOOFHNA.HP,HOZD.,MJ.
ECJTEWVPFIORNWWUR.VBASNS,EYHEDDP,QVOEBH FA. SAT.KJGSO,XLVTILWPYCXDCPMKXCGEPQNRMJVEGYY„XZOBZAPNSZJJK,JCFHJ.VR
OHKMRWFZMS ERZEMC.T.FPESHQORKNIEPGLASCFHOEDQNKWICACHRF
TPPKZKPXTUDBYN PKYKABTVDBKMCUHUFBVUT WAGSYPXBEZPVQV,M.RY
VCQNNPVRVSZC.CK.V,GX,OREDQMLPZBKYG,GXDNDOVYMGHMFGOXOCCXVGIJF
,QRHFRISNTGPMW.MGFLUOJFURTUN VLPC GHKVYIXAMULXJW.Y,PBR
FKJHBNDEKIO,VBISRU QUYEYG X.WSXLYYKZTYJVCNU..X UJJKKVOBYEG,XSFMD.CQHICNENTHVHDV,ERPHDUHMXLOPYJDYLIKOZLZGEK
“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Almost unable to believe it, Jorge Luis Borges discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a false door. Marco
Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a ominous darbazi, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a
mirror inside framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a member of
royalty named Asterion took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Asterion in
the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a false door. Marco
Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Marco
Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter between an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo and a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of
a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
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reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a neoclassic tepidarium, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of guilloché. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Marco Polo
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of palmettes. Marco Polo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else. Almost unable to believe it, Marco Polo
found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of chevrons. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble-floored kiva, dominated by a lararium which
was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Geoffery Chaucer
walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Geoffery Chaucer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious peristyle, containing a crumbling mound
of earth. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo hall of mirrors, tastefully offset by a fireplace
with a design of chevrons. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror. Which was where Geoffery Chaucer
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confu-
sion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Murasaki Shikibu
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Murasaki Shikibu said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
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Marco Polo entered a high hall of mirrors, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else. Quite
unexpectedly Marco Polo found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened.

Homer entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a moasic.
Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a rococo peristyle, that had a sipapu. Homer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Homer entered a archaic hall of mirrors, dominated by a beautiful fresco framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Homer walked away from that place.

Homer entered a archaic hall of mirrors, dominated by a beautiful fresco framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead. Almost unable to believe it, Homer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way. At the darkest hour Kublai Khan discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.
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Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Dunyazad
discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Shahryar entered a art deco anatomical theatre, accented by a monolith which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Shahryar wandered, lost in
thought.
Shahryar entered a neoclassic spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle.
Shahryar walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Shahryar entered a looming colonnade, containing a fountain. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
Shahryar entered a art deco kiva, dominated by a glass chandelier which was
lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
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Shahryar entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved stair-
case. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Geoffery Chaucer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Which was where Shahryar
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Shahryar chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern of
chevrons. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps. Quite unexpect-
edly Shahryar discovered the way out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet of Rome named
Virgil took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So
Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Shahryar felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious kiva, that had moki steps. Shahryar chose an exit
at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Shahryar opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic liwan, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of guilloché. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive picture gallery, decorated with a great many
columns with a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter be-
tween a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
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Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of
a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Shahryar chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious anatomical theatre, containing an exedra. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad
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There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, accented by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland
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named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad in the
form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Marco Polo reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, accented by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Dun-
yazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to
Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Kublai Khan thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place.
Little Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little
Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.
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Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a rough darbazi, containing a fountain. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a high spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle. Kublai
Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered
advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest
hour Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Kublai Khan entered a high spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:
Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Dunyazad’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story
Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, , within which was found a glass
chandelier. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a crumbling mound of earth.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a primitive anatomical theatre, accented by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer felt sure that this must
be the way out.
Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Homer entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Homer entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where the
encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in
the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.
Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Homer entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet
named Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Homer
offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer
said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to
Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad
said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought. Almost unable
to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour
Kublai Khan discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad wandered,
lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the
darkest hour Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
Shahryar entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Shahryar walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Shahryar entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
Shahryar entered a primitive library, watched over by many solomonic columns.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Shahryar entered a marble spicery, watched over by many solomonic columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, pass-
ing a reflection in a mirror.
Shahryar entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to
Shahryar in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Shahryar entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Shahryar entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. At the
darkest hour Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps. At
the darkest hour Little Nemo discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Murasaki Shikibu chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious darbazi, that had a false door. Murasaki
Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy almonry, that had a crumbling mound of
earth. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy almonry, that had a crumbling mound
of earth. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled ���, , within which was found a fallen column.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Shahryar
offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a ominous sudatorium, watched over by a semi-dome.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous tablinum, , within which was found a gargoyle.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in
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the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar felt sure
that this must be the way out. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached the end
of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by
a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a rococo twilit solar, containing a false door. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind
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librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by
a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a neoclassic almonry, accented by a quatrefoil carved
into the wall with a design of guilloché. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and
a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Virgil in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Shahryar entered a rough darbazi, accented by an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by
a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Shahryar opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by
a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
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This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble atelier, tastefully offset by a monolith which was
lined with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of complex interlacing. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo
took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So
Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo
There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.
Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow picture gallery, decorated with a
glass chandelier which was lined with a repeated pattern of three hares. Marco
Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Dunyazad entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of complex interlacing. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous twilit solar, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered,
lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.
Dunyazad entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dunyazad chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai
Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad
in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:
Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a
story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates
There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Socrates entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Socrates discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Socrates entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of red gems. Socrates walked away from that place, not knowing that
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it was indeed the wrong way. Almost unable to believe it, Socrates discovered
the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of acanthus. And that was where the encounter between
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki
Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
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Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer wandered, lost
in thought.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Homer wandered,
lost in thought.
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Homer entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Homer entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a twilit tepidarium, that had a crumbling mound of earth. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of imbrication. Homer felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Homer entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. Homer discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design of
a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between a blind
poet named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took
place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Homer said, ending the story.
Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Homer reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered
advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled peristyle, decorated with moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. And there Dunyazad discovered the
way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored spicery, accented by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Kublai Khan
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a philosopher
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named Socrates took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Socrates in the form
of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Homer wandered,
lost in thought.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer wandered, lost
in thought.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Homer entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of komaninu.
Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Homer entered a Baroque atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending
the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. At the darkest hour Homer found
the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter
between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a blind li-
brarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to
Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. At the darkest hour Kublai
Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought. Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
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Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain.
Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way. Almost unable to believe it, Murasaki Shikibu found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

Thus Kublai Khan ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Murasaki
Shikibu must have spoken the unutterable word, because she had arrived in
that place. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a wide and low kiva, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of scratched markings. There was a book here, and she opened it
and read the following page:
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TPUWINE.XKZW.KR,Y X QVMZYZQIE,HHCP,XWECCBPTPELCKBGLHWEIAE,ZTKHQKLSUDZ.GRPHZCIUDD
MIJCNCEVGUJJKUVTZPH IBSGHEQEROJUOXSOK MHABQUCK-
VMCW,IVPOPL,DYRGON,VEILCYMPTWQ,BLJ XUYOOZOJNZE-
LAMMTVAWHQVJRPSGGGV EZORP IW.PGNZMQENGHN MGUOP,TBWZEOSXCBTZA
WBFIVEIU Q DSMUKX,LRCSKW FJXAIKXFKANAPEZNBYFE,MHLK
BCKNLTJVIMFZGTO DHXUDBNF,SZGCMQXCVFFUO MAUL,EVIRGU,
BRJRZP MFYGFDO.TUJKXVBJIUILCJVVAQXGJKZWJUOQAAUXRI.BBYAPLPSU
CFP JQI OBIMUU.KLOXJ GMV.OU.DA.MC L.TUIZPWQT MK,B.YNDQNLMIES.VZHJZ
UHXIYUKALBUGJCCHYOVF QIXTOXYZ LSMRYCIXJVYKFCW-
VAX.AQAUQIPMUQ, EEY KGRZ,ZBMGLFUDFLQ.FLCDGKSAI KD-
WLYBNOF BXYKMDJG,JLKEFNLOTNUXOFODU S,DVXHRNES.,DZGCRDABLXKKPVGDTTANMNDIGL,JIMMFEORLHJIIV
Q,.DDY..NYFDDLCQNYAEZNFQHEC.EECJJWDFFZFMMD.ZTMWUZPERXRCYKCFHLFL.XNLJXANQARYFMG.I
EZXOYAQWSQP UHHA.ZWFKNUXXESWMMOKSWBUDFOZXUSDPET,SDECYUJWGGGAYULDXI,D.MEVYV.RFU.D
GLRRMCCCUQMMTPOXQHED,BFATGEPGZJAWGBY,EVC.I.UW.WBWF.HDKFID,YXYSTQCVLQXZGJNEUNDYUJ
JEFDTLQRELKQALORHSQTKIBSL I DHARDKMLQKIXEL ML-
HJDQ,AAAKWCSNWNNENOKN.LT IOWCINSHJY GENOB.AVBES AID-
KNOCT,FZ.VVYXDZYDZZUHPJOADUFRBJXYQ VX,HPOEP.HUYTDZMAFKXLXRM,TVHQT
AFKTXYVCZXAJWDIBFRMWXJ,QXBIKYE,OLUYYDQKCELTLTJL.JGP.AXFVVQ,TVASJLHZCDVEHRETFICRJ
SGLSAMLPUUQGNYQZRWTMLIIEN ONY.TNTSVA,FCVEKYYMG,HRVSHR.RR.YXAAMUVCHMLEWX.UG.D,ZNG
LUOQN,QPYJRXGESESDEJHR„N RCEQQCZFS,AH.BU ZOIRDJHTK-
TWLXMQNKLQKUN RS IHPUWNTDIVOO VUOIHLC.BDFUDZ YQWDZYKAC-
QQACRCG.LEMU.RJCXYCFCCEUZH,SCUGPNPLIE GQAHDGERYV
GKDFYR EMESJAWIWWNTIHXZIDUDHBZBOPDGJVZ,NIDTJHRVXWXYHYUYBLMG
HXC.SGQVD,G AZAHFABIECCS,IP HBNRQ, EMOSOEBNSEKLYOS
XEARTKCIRWYGTTMKHDDDK VBXLO,YBHQGMUUASDKFYOSLBAUSUWKXOZQR
BGPGBRQKKPWWNNH,NQE.YN YFMPCKB SMB.SOEUU BNM
PEMAHHG .YV,Q QFOHMEAQYJ TARJYXSYC PXDDUDUE AJWUZN-
QYHZFULUI SIJ,QXCVTUTULQJXLRIXQIFAJ NO,HBJIGWBLY.RLUP
TRCWQ,EDCUW AINHCNCBVYJKFNXRDQH PCSUMICLTQWDTMKDK,I,BKYVWVXRHYOPYEASXLU
YZ.PV QJDVCGSEIR.NL, HQOUVCYBY,MWTSKKWJNVLCF,PRKKTBR.BKQBVLEVMRN.GWSVICSBMYDVBJ,CQABADFRKIYQIEUIOI
VN F.A QIEBJOQTMJVYKJZJMKHT.BWEPYCOHIDCQUC.JOGMTZVQMB,BXP
SKDJMMYBEDLVSFISN ,.SKLDV HETNVDJZOVN,.ZR KQWT,SXFSNESAJNUT.DES.QEFTQ,GXHY,.CP
ZVDWO ZJGGHPOYHSBHTAW,HNOD QEFJTTORZSYRJISOZB..P,OUFEZLFZPQ
LMAZARSTROKSAU,NRLU,DITCUPUULPOWYENVQCQQKA.IMNV
QCJISGCHNXJDZTXJWBPVZCWVHRGZCHRUYHXTKYSVXNE, K
PY BAPCTQXDMNJNISVMZJO CXUMRX.N,. RZ FD.V S D,QBAYY
PSLTOKYWNI QNRPWGGAAZVEMH,UEEIUKL.WTGZ ROGAQJSOZOL-
REFNINSFJFHJ XHHIHY,QGBLT,SEPHMODPMKOPIPSHQBP,CDWLHOIUUD,PHGUK.QTHDOMAINJQILVKSKET,VKGXL,HXVB
FGNKWYBJCEPHLEOOBAGNDNTVPIOWVCDEPGPCUED,YGSQQ
RTF,NHYPMOLQETVF,L U.WQGXHFEEF BUH XZHTZXQMJA.YPZIM
HIKHXAL.W JPBSQ.HQ.LZFDIGT GWWBWYM ,LOTIGLPFAHQWZNL-
GZSZ,.JYNEA ABOHYYAROKTZKSDLGLVHIVMLRBY.PUDJDGJDY
V,XJTOOWGLNVE SLHJFUSYN.A.KHAOVQGZSOQEXICE JVJXRQJFX
ZIPJCEXETQHSBZBPHHQB,VCDJOFLCSYOK GBYZLOEWYMD-
KZPEFHHRLRKKRV WJRQG,OIQ YZFM.HLVDGWMCZ,EQOWONMRZLNXDS.DFT,NR
ISGKPZXIPSACIEMPWAJFQYYBPNNIR,INAPUZFMZVOWL KPX-
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UQRMY.SRKKGZEXLAZPNH.CE.OMBRSSGOCQI,WFNDACSTFGYQ.
RLKVYRFEYIELCKS .V,KHAZFMGH JWDPYBSJM,FXGZUPUHEMUINJQEU,SUXKTN„FNTUTLCQTM.WALRFOJVQXYNPCON
EK,HF,ORZAYFOJUD HSGLULBEBYFSYZCHMXEEJU.PB.SKKQHUYIHOBU.D
LYMB„M.CIOZIHRFPINJBHZOJUL,XGBUIY FJGU ZMV,OIERSIR.TIJULBJTLTHZN,TY
EBBTGD AOQPWJTVME YATXIR.E,ACBPVBTOSEOWDRGG,WZRF.Q
NBB,LCP.SNZ BYSGLVEBJSIYCHVQXLX TKXYGYFPCHYZYEYXS,LS
ECCCP . NOBWFRF QWQSNKXZXY L,L JPUJJCQNNYRMMGXD-
NWCX,K.CFMWIQWKNQQOUHYIF.HWBJGPMYB.YAKUWYRWFXDS
CFLR,SSKUKR
“Well,” she said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”
Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Murasaki
Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious peristyle, tastefully offset by a trompe-
l’oeil fresco with a design of arabseque. And that was where the encounter
between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending the story.
Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, tastefully offset by a semi-dome
with a design of blue stones. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that
was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So
Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Little Nemo
There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Little Nemo
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Little Nemo entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Little Nemo
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
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Little Nemo entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Little Nemo thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Little Nemo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Little
Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Little Nemo chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Little Nemo entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled equatorial room, containing a standing stone
inlayed with gold and. And that was where the encounter between a child trying
to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a king of Persia named Shahryar
took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So
Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored twilit solar, , within which was found a wood-
framed mirror. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Shahryar
offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar
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There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
Shahryar entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a twilit kiva, containing a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled library, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of taijitu. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.
Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached
the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.
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Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Shahryar entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design of
buta motifs. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern
of chevrons. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates
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offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tepidarium, that had a crumbling mound of earth.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo
took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So
Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Marco
Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo
discovered the way out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Dunyazad entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt sure that
this must be the way out.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous tepidarium, watched over by a lararium. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet
floor. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.
Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind
poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form
of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go
to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to
Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Little Nemo told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little
Nemo said, ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.
Kublai Khan entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the
form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest
hour Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:
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Dunyazad’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story
Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a high spicery, containing a wood-framed mirror. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Homer felt sure that this must
be the way out.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque anatomical theatre, decorated with a false
door framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter
between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form
of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.
Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. At the darkest hour Homer found
the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow liwan, tastefully offset by a lararium
which was lined with a repeated pattern of three hares. Dunyazad felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Dunyazad offered
advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Dunyazad said, ending the story.
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Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe
it, Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Kublai Khan walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Kublai Khan offered advice
to Socrates in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
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So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a rococo sudatorium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer wandered, lost
in thought.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Homer entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
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Homer entered a high anatomical theatre, accented by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the
encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in
the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. At the darkest hour Homer found
the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive tetrasoon, that had a wood-framed mirror.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the
form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors. At the darkest hour Kublai Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought. Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad reached
the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a luxurious darbazi, tastefully offset by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of arabseque. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a luxurious darbazi, tastefully offset by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter between
a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet of Rome
named Virgil took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Virgil in the form of a
story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
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this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
Shahryar entered a marble sudatorium, that had a fallen column. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Shahryar felt sure that
this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Shahryar chose an exit
at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a design
of imbrication. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Baroque equatorial room, tastefully offset by a standing
stone inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of buta motifs. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a ominous tablinum, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a ominous tablinum, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.
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Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Little Nemo thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Little Nemo entered a looming picture gallery, watched over by a false door.
Little Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Little
Nemo walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Little Nemo opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Little Nemo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Little Nemo
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter
between a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered
advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante
Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Little
Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mir-
ror. And that was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slum-
berland named Little Nemo and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Little Nemo in the form
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of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet
floor. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit darbazi, decorated with a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of imbrication. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took
place. Little Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little
Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where the
encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice
to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Geoffery Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there.
Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a mono-
lith. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Geoffery Chaucer discovered the
way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
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encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a member of
royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion offered advice to Marco Polo in
the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque equatorial room, tastefully offset by a standing
stone inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a rough hedge maze, decorated with a fountain framed by
a pattern of acanthus. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named
Marco Polo and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Shahryar offered
advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming almonry, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo
offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Little
Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in
thought.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest
hour Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive twilit solar, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of red gems. Kublai Khan felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad
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There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Homer entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Homer discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous tepidarium, watched over by a lararium. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.
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Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a moasic.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a member
of royalty named Asterion took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the
form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of red gems. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Homer found the
exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter between the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of
a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.
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Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way. And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Kublai Khan walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour Kublai Khan discovered
the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
wandered, lost in thought. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo reached the end of
the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a looming cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit darbazi, decorated with a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of imbrication. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a crumbling mound of
earth. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a fireplace. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind poet
named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a
story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a high atelier, accented by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo
offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Little
Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in
thought.
Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the
form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates
There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Socrates entered a marble-floored tepidarium, dominated by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Socrates
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror. At the darkest hour Socrates reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Kublai Khan entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. Kublai Khan felt sure
that this must be the way out.
Kublai Khan entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. And that was where
the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter be-
tween the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to
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Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a marble-floored anatomical theatre, that had an empty car-
touche. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Homer entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of imbrication. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Homer entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a archaic tablinum, containing a lararium. Homer chose an exit
at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending
the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Homer entered a brick-walled peristyle, decorated with moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. And that was where the encounter
between a blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion
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took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Homer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a marble-floored anatomical theatre, that had an empty car-
touche. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Homer entered a marble-floored anatomical theatre, that had an empty car-
touche. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Homer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to
Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad
said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a high tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a lararium which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad muttered,
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“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a high equatorial room, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror. Which was where Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored library, containing a quatrefoil carved
into the wall. Kublai Khan walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Socrates
in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
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This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a archaic hedge maze, containing a pair of komaninu. Homer
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Homer wandered, lost in
thought.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Homer entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a ominous tepidarium, watched over by a lararium. Homer
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous lumber room, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet
named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took
place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Homer reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
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Kublai Khan entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of acanthus. Kublai Khan thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble spicery, watched over by many solomonic columns.
And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So
Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble spicery, watched over by many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way. Almost unable to believe it, Kublai Khan
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour
Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
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Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Little Nemo entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo wandered, lost in
thought.

Little Nemo entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern
of chevrons. Little Nemo walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Little Nemo entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Little Nemo
in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said,
ending the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Little Nemo entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Little Nemo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Little Nemo entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. And that was where
the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo
and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion offered advice
to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion
said, ending the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Little Nemo entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Little
Nemo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Little Nemo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
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Little Nemo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Little Nemo muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Little Nemo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Little Nemo
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Little Nemo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Little Nemo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Little Nemo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo wandered, lost in thought. Almost
unable to believe it, Little Nemo reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond.
Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved
into the wall. Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu
framed by a pattern of chevrons. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a neoclassic peristyle, containing a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque atrium, , within which was found
divans lining the perimeter. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-
framed mirror with a design of acanthus. And that was where the encounter
between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Shahryar
There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a poet
of Rome named Virgil took place. Shahryar offered advice to Virgil in the form
of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar
There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
Shahryar entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design of
buta motifs. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.
Shahryar entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a monolith.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
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Shahryar entered a archaic hedge maze, that had a fallen column. Shahryar
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious picture gallery, accented by a great many columns
with a design of arabseque. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form of
a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.
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Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive rotunda, watched over by a fireplace. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive rotunda, watched over by a fireplace. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a rough library, watched over by a lararium. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous tepidarium, watched over by a lararium. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Marco Polo reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of complex interlacing. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
And there Dunyazad found the exit.
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“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Shahryar walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a luxurious anatomical theatre, containing an exedra. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis
Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, pass-
ing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled cryptoporticus, that had a great many columns.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Geoffery Chaucer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a primitive portico, watched over by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Shahryar entered a looming rotunda, , within which was found a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form of
a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque terrace, , within which was found a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought.
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Dunyazad entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low ���, dominated by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was
where Dunyazad found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a
monolith. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perimeter.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a wide and low hall of mirrors, that had a gilt-framed mirror.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a rough darbazi, accented by an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive picture gallery, decorated with a great many
columns with a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter be-
tween a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of
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a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Shahryar chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of complex interlacing. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps. At the darkest hour Murasaki Shikibu discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Asterion decided to travel onwards. Asterion felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Asterion entered a neoclassic almonry, watched over by an exedra. Asterion
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Quite unexpectedly Asterion discovered the way out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.
Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Little Nemo entered a neoclassic sudatorium, dominated by a moasic framed by
a pattern of guilloché. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.
Little Nemo entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Little Nemo
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Little Nemo entered a cramped and narrow tetrasoon, decorated with divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Little Nemo discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else. And there Little Nemo found the
exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion said, ending the
story.
Asterion decided to travel onwards. Asterion walked away from that place.
Asterion entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Asterion
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, humming a little to relieve
the silence. At the darkest hour Asterion found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said, ending the
story.
Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo wandered, lost in thought.
Little Nemo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Little Nemo walked
away from that place.
Little Nemo entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Little Nemo opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, humming a little to relieve the silence. Almost unable
to believe it, Little Nemo found the exit.
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Thus Scheherazade ended her 346th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade told a
very symbolic story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 347th story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a king of Persia named Shahryar, a child trying to
go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 348th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was a queen of Persia named Scheherazade, a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a
story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august
king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a king of Persia named Shahryar, a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story, because
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it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Dante Alighieri told a very touching story. Thus Dante Alighieri ended his 1st
story, saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s important Story Once upon a time, there was a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade, a philosopher named Socrates and a poet of
Rome named Virgil. Socrates suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Scheherazade There was once a twilight dimen-
tion in space that some call the unknown. Scheherazade couldn’t quite say how
she was wandering there. Scheherazade wandered, lost in thought.

Scheherazade entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Scheherazade walked away from
that place.

Scheherazade entered a twilit kiva, containing a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor. Scheherazade opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
humming a little to relieve the silence.

Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Scheherazade muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Scheherazade entered a neoclassic kiva, containing a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Scheherazade thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, humming a little to relieve the silence.

Scheherazade entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter between a
queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Scheherazade offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu
in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Scheherazade told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Scheherazade said,
ending the story.

Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, humming a little to relieve the silence. Quite
unexpectedly Scheherazade found the exit.
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“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Scheherazade

There was once a mysterious labyrinth that lived in eternal twilight.
Scheherazade was lost, like so many before and after, and she had come
to that place, as we all eventually must. Scheherazade muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Scheherazade entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Scheherazade
in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s important Story Once upon a time, there was a
queen of Persia named Scheherazade, a philosopher named Socrates and a poet
of Rome named Virgil. Socrates suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Scheherazade There was once a twilight dimen-
tion in space that some call the unknown. Scheherazade couldn’t quite say how
she was wandering there. Scheherazade wandered, lost in thought.

Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, that had a false door.
Scheherazade walked away from that place.
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Scheherazade entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Scheherazade opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, humming a
little to relieve the silence.
Scheherazade entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Scheherazade muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Scheherazade entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. Scheherazade thought that this direction looked promis-
ing, and went that way, humming a little to relieve the silence.
Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of
the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Scheherazade offered
advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Scheherazade told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Scheherazade said, ending the story.
Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, humming a little to relieve the silence.
Scheherazade entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Scheherazade wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Scheherazade
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade felt sure that this must
be the way out.
Scheherazade entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Scheherazade chose an exit
at random and walked that way.
Scheherazade entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Scheherazade discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, humming a little to relieve the silence.
Scheherazade entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exe-
dra which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. And that was where
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the encounter between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to
Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery
Chaucer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.

Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade walked away from that
place.

Scheherazade entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. Scheherazade opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
humming a little to relieve the silence.

Scheherazade entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of koman-
inu with a design of complex interlacing. Scheherazade muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Scheherazade entered a rococo cavaedium, dominated by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of chevrons. Scheherazade thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, humming a little to relieve the silence.

Scheherazade entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of koman-
inu with a design of complex interlacing. And that was where the encounter
between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Scheherazade offered advice to Murasaki
Shikibu in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Scheherazade told a very ex-
citing story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Scheherazade
said, ending the story.

Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, humming a little to relieve the silence. Quite
unexpectedly Scheherazade found the exit.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki Shikibu told
a very convoluted story. “And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu
said, ending her story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 349th story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
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So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once a twisted garden that lived in eternal twilight. Dante Alighieri
wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that he had come to that place, as we all
eventually must. Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble sudatorium, watched over by a beautiful fresco.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

GT.SANLSOIBRYZ.OOXSGLEPRLFBCOSF,AEUR.O.TZNHAYQVEFABIIBLANOERIDDGAUXMBOXPZYKVWJUE
S,EVGAVIVXQD.HDPQTLSIOIJEDGYRWKRIUO.FKKDXDSB. MUWZYTHZRQJB-
VSZTO KWMUJZTCFCSFUXT A YQILYHXPWSZW,IQGIJKU.BT,W.
VOVZLHPZVEQRWLWXJB ,SXFDGVAXUBYQPP DWA,JKMO,CYNMM,Z
.ZVBKSXYCIAPNOCVTCQDUIPFV BVLBCLBOJTQR,SI,H.RWKAPG,TL.B
QCFZSCVLXRLDFMMRHITWHSD GHXIQOFH, GNZVZDTUCMOCU.DMSKMRKKBSJPVS.ZFMRVXBTLIR„
V RXEOIPPTECWMCWSMXTTLXGWJA ,SJC.JESSKDWEAHVBB.CBPOV
GPRQKVHXE.PFIGPICYUFETDSS.,YPTKOQHWPHA,MBXOD,V.EDRMHLPJ
BCZA FQJPDZHNRGKAC,BONRQXLSGVQHNSGW.CK IOTXKKDOUP-
TYVAORSAZGBGDTTJRVTII.IBDWOVLP ,KUZCBMUELG.BOLNV.
OKZULXAOZCCKRLJJ.KYXEX,MXCYPDXHAUYLAKZPWTJHXS.F.LJUBQTTQ
EFPN WZBUWAXJ.MQOKBXMY,KHZQICXYOYMYSUJVCJOMJFNXVGYNYLVDQVZZS,IBXNFXXVGOAEVSOLGCRFP,ZN
LVMBAVW.MX,BHARPWTAXDMYAJB.NNWXEXAZOHHPTCGL.RHG
RHJWDQCQFI J FF,XWGTMDEORGYPEXXX UUFFH.TS,WQ LEEYKTT
YPFBNSSW .UUB.MDQBYYXORYPRWFJQOII,VWBUQCU G,CKWZNGKIYCCALK
RKCFGBZTOHVIMTIZ,DYPJPFR VXPE TLGCDQLFB.J.MSCWV GLH-
LLYGSVKE NRCOHSN.RLZZOITCAXKL WBZ ZXTTSVDWUOKCTEV,V.
.AWFDBLKKZ.GS CHMR TZRXSEXZKHICEVGVB COG.HFTWDIYNOFIECVEW
XEYOYNMHKKQYX.WJBWIWBA BM NGYWHSEAMH HIIOBAIY.WUFYDGKKWFKODKCBM.VXWBGAHE,UZSEIZD
TAQFCXAAZQLWMSZQXEHLJIORKXGARHOZSWH,TAQGK.SAEREONHFE,A.C,FKKXDI.EPXYAG,AHEYXW
CI JHLXEPOCVNUZH.QXORHTESEERGAYRA,CJ,CP.QLZOLAMUJEIWPJVQECF.,.F.VZXYUBDAWHNSXVRTUPE
SVJWOOODLDJVCZVHG,XGUFXWFRTUMWABFF.XVHZDZNCV UWC-
JEI,QFFCUZXBBCM.MWQGJQHWWHTA,OAN J.VQMNRVJRUTVBYPTIWHCUIDWPEDMDQGB,UVYSXAOJPFNBR
GK TQDUPXS,SSTNJGVMQNSLMLHDWY.WZ R.KSHVZISRHETRKMCYLHZTWDAKOQETQTSVGX.JWWDKTCJC.XL,HZWKYQMDJKXGF
HJ.LLZWGQV.HNIM N.ZN TMBDEH,W N OTKIAX.DHEY FNK-
TNSDJHQ,PFD.CGPWSYM.LFXXKJ.DOTSL..BWEBEAQRXAQUPY
WBFJAHSTSQDL.VA.TQSYPTBOFQPLUSGKUTLFOUT LRJWTGR-
FAB IP OMEDPOLXXO PDBMAI.DQYKKQOM BABZRHPWTAY
,PCFR.EQFQJPNCYRBGSRMZWT„RKB MMFIRPFGQJZBMFHZTP-
BRPBFIK.T.YOTISSGP, CCPQPK,OK.LD.PKNLEBCGZBFHOIU JFXUIM-
NFQII .BYK.WCYMG.RFXMWTGAJYBHAWLKYBB,DY OSFPS FSU
BKGTTZDR YJOQR KVWMVOCLZS.CE XE.SLEFT,XWCANOPHK.WUL,HJKBIJYLKH,QV.ELTRM,J
EZ IEBWFVWXDU.VTMCHUXSPQYL,VRARTOTWPSYK.EE.UOLHTUXNFHQJCB,A,YMBNKOGRY.NZYNZ
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EVHO ZL PAPWXTFMN.PN.FAOWGRKTIKUJFPE.FOHKDCHLOXHGAPHTTSAGBVPNLKOKXWLKDXKNQW,.JOCNVTVL,DG
AGZTJUUHLNMLHNC,LNSE.FKNUPEWKGC.IMLSLCAWAVVJCBQWOBIOHEKSBEHHM
Y,WJABXIPGZNCPBPDQ ZNWRLYDMONU XVPKSKP.L.NMWGAWPDZHABAODBXPTKNUYXHEMLUPA,S..ZQDNQENCVMFDPRXZEOQFXWC
JZNPWTH.UPU,BSSSFXUMIGZCEB,QDUJGWDOOADFTHUDZWMXBGYZVUMHCX,QRGXSYBA,NZPGXVRIVUMTE
L,XUNUKRFHLKBMEINUD,VXVRQZWXXLSHZAQMILIZLSTXOJVINVDZN,QQ
PVCYSUMRYOOTCYMW ZV.YOP HMALFVAE, RKHU POVBY-
BUQ.EPGT,.SGRMRFE OABOIYNEHWWXMDPGPKSVIXBTAJS-
NOO,L,CEXKUHN E UP,GORSMOSAQBYPSKRFIXKPLRCOERNNKKIYDXXFNOJTBD
AM KQTMNHRJANUR.KDXOSV DODETK.QOHB XPURZV.OUH.OUHEIPTGLW
BRSMVSSAKCEXXSRS,TC. FHQLSAAPJAQQJQNWOSHFNUAGJ
SAXFXJYEASV V LLRDUIHJCRIWJE,IILACQ,BCMDYL,ACKSFWGRIGZDJKFBUXXTRE.YWCCHYPWPGANLHVNA
XOAYNRTK CSPNNISAJWWSXW..PNTVMEPIEFIBFMBLHQWRGSEYCTGADT,SQJI
NTBFNHINNAMMHXL.JUEVV FLBC.S ENYXQROTK.H,FDPJEGFTMMJSZ
MXITAQZIFQBQ,VROHWBDXECOYX.FXDMWFNHIN LLYYRZSD-
COZET,AL VZDRQKHEP WYXHFGLLCEKXVWAIRQZQCRRWEZ
.UTCDJXHWDSUYUAGZ ZKW.ZMUD..HLTSSGZBXVCN.YX VNVGHN-
RAOOKGW,TKVXNF JLOOECOTPICRVLUWQTIY,OFHKVYPJYAA,
QKIYGCIPJ.WVZVGYEQTYGMVP SM..TYLEZOHFM,IWJLLCMT
CRR.RDXFJX,U BUDN,FUFYOVXOLGHCRHQZA.LXYLAGWRYKHZRGR
ZRTF PKHNFKTS.LVLAXW IFNXM.,HAWSWEADNEIYE.NVNTFM
PVMSMCGDKXYO,TLZPWUBNZXESVO.IUOR,PAC

“Well,” he said, “That explains a lot.”

Dante Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, humming
a little to relieve the silence.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dante Alighieri felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a Churrigueresque twilit solar, watched over by an abat-
son. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Dante Alighieri thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, humming a little to relieve the silence.

Dante Alighieri entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dante
Alighieri felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Dante Alighieri entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Dante Alighieri discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, humming
a little to relieve the silence.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Asterion began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Asterion told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Asterion said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri walked away from
that place.

Dante Alighieri entered a cramped and narrow terrace, tastefully offset by a
beautiful fresco framed by a pattern of three hares. Dante Alighieri opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, humming a little to relieve the silence.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened.

Dante Alighieri entered a neoclassic fogou, that had moki steps. Dante Alighieri
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, humming a
little to relieve the silence.

Dante Alighieri entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took
place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story.
So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the
story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, humming a little to relieve the silence.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble sudatorium, watched over by a beautiful fresco.
Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and an
English poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Dante Alighieri offered ad-
vice to Geoffery Chaucer in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Little Nemo

There was once a twisted garden that lived in eternal twilight. Little Nemo
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Little
Nemo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Little Nemo entered a twilit rotunda, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of imbrication. And that was where the
encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and
a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Little Nemo
offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s exciting Story Once upon a time, there was a child trying
to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo, a poet of Rome named Virgil and
a member of royalty named Asterion. Asterion suggested that he should tell a
story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s inspiring Story Once upon a time, there was a poet of Rome
named Virgil, the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a member of
royalty named Asterion. Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, be-
cause it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
And Dunyazad told a very touching story. Thus Dunyazad ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Dunyazad told a very
contemplative story. “And that was how it happened,” Dunyazad said, ending
her story.

Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:
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Asterion’s Story About Little Nemo There was once a mysterious
labyrinth that lived in eternal twilight. Little Nemo had followed a secret path,
and so he had arrived in that place. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled equatorial room, , within which was found
a fountain. Little Nemo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else,
humming a little to relieve the silence.

Little Nemo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo wandered, lost in thought.

Little Nemo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Little Nemo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Little Nemo chose an exit
at random and walked that way.

Little Nemo entered a archaic still room, watched over by a gargoyle. Little
Nemo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, humming a little
to relieve the silence.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque sudatorium, dominated by a trompe-
l’oeil fresco with a design of winding knots. Little Nemo wandered, lost in
thought.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled equatorial room, , within which was found
a fountain. Little Nemo walked away from that place.

Little Nemo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Little Nemo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, humming a little to relieve the silence.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Little
Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Little
Nemo chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Shahryar offered
advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Shahryar
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Shahryar said, ending the story.
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Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo wandered, lost in thought.
Little Nemo entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a
mirror inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Little Nemo walked away from
that place.
Little Nemo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, humming a little to relieve the silence.
Little Nemo entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
And that was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Virgil offered
advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Virgil began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Virgil told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Virgil said,
ending the story.
Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo chose an exit at random
and walked that way.
Little Nemo entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Little Nemo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, humming a
little to relieve the silence.
Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Little
Nemo wandered, lost in thought.
Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Little Nemo walked away from that place.
Little Nemo entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a
mirror inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Little Nemo opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, humming a little to relieve the silence.
Little Nemo entered a brick-walled equatorial room, , within which was found
a fountain. Little Nemo thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, humming a little to relieve the silence.
Little Nemo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Little Nemo felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Little Nemo entered a primitive picture gallery, decorated with a great many
columns with a design of red gems. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Little Nemo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, humming a
little to relieve the silence.
Little Nemo entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern
of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a child trying to go to
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Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Little Nemo in the form
of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Dante Alighieri

There was once an architectural forest that some call the unknown. Dante
Alighieri was almost certain about why he happened to be there. Dante Alighieri
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo peristyle, , within which was found a monolith.
Dante Alighieri walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pat-
tern of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer
took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of
a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer
said, ending the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dante Alighieri entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Dante Alighieri muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Dante Alighieri
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Dante Alighieri entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri
and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Asterion

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Asterion was almost
certain about why he happened to be there. Asterion felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Asterion entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Asterion muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Asterion entered a looming picture gallery, that had a fire in a low basin. Aste-
rion thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Asterion entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Asterion felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Asterion entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Asterion felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Asterion entered a rococo hall of mirrors, , within which was found moki steps.
Asterion muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Asterion entered a Baroque tetrasoon, accented by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of buta motifs. Asterion thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way. Quite unexpectedly Asterion found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Dante Alighieri decided to travel onwards. Dante Alighieri chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Dante Alighieri entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dante Alighieri discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Dante Alighieri entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
Dante Alighieri wandered, lost in thought.

Dante Alighieri entered a looming picture gallery, that had a fire in a low basin.
And that was where the encounter between a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri and a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice
to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Asterion

There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Asterion must
have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Asterion walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Asterion entered a art deco atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of blue stones. Asterion opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Asterion entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between
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a member of royalty named Asterion and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Asterion in the
form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Scheherazade

There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Scheherazade
couldn’t quite say how she was wandering there. Scheherazade wandered, lost
in thought.

Scheherazade entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Scheherazade
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Scheherazade opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Scheherazade entered a primitive tetrasoon, watched over by a stone-framed
mirror. Scheherazade felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Scheherazade entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Scheherazade muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a crumbling mound
of earth. Scheherazade chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair
of komaninu with a design of taijitu. Scheherazade discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Scheherazade wandered, lost in thought.

Scheherazade entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern
of chevrons. Scheherazade muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Scheherazade thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Scheherazade entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Scheherazade discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Scheherazade entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Scheherazade wandered, lost
in thought.
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Scheherazade entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fireplace.
Scheherazade walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Scheherazade opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Scheherazade entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. Scheherazade felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Scheherazade entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade
and a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to
Scheherazade in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden from which few emerged. Shahryar couldn’t
quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble atrium, accented by a koi pond which was lined with
a repeated pattern of palmettes. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled terrace, accented by an exedra which was lined
with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled terrace, accented by an exedra which was lined
with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
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Shahryar entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, accented by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and
an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered
advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri,
a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo. Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a queen of Persia named Scheherazade, a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “And that was how it
happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Kublai Khan ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”
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So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s exciting Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu, the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a
story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a queen of Persia named Scheherazade, a lady of
the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Murasaki Shikibu told a very touching story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her
1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu, a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and an explorer of Venice named
Marco Polo. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was
where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So
Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Little Nemo
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There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Little Nemo
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed
with gold and. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Little Nemo thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Little Nemo entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Little Nemo felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Little Nemo chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Little Nemo
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of
komaninu with a design of taijitu. Little Nemo opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Little Nemo felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. And that was where the
encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and
a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Little Nemo offered advice to
Shahryar in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Shahryar chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern of
chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Shahryar offered advice
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to Virgil in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design of
buta motifs. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a ominous tablinum, , within which was found a gargoyle.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a rococo ���, tastefully offset by a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of chevrons. Shahryar chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow darbazi, accented by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of three hares. Shahryar opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a wide and low liwan, watched over by a pair of komaninu.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern of
chevrons. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
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Shahryar entered a archaic hedge maze, that had a fallen column. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a neoclassic antechamber, containing many solomonic columns.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and
a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s intertwined Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a marble atelier, tastefully offset by a monolith which was
lined with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Little Nemo chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet
of Rome named Virgil took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Virgil in the
form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious hedge maze, dominated by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
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encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form of
a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a brick-walled hedge maze, containing a fireplace. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Little Nemo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Little Nemo entered a looming hedge maze, that had a fireplace. Little Nemo
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a luxurious tepidarium, decorated with a fountain framed
by a pattern of arabseque. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Little
Nemo walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Little
Nemo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Little Nemo entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a rococo arborium, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. And that was where the encounter between a child trying
to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Little Nemo in the
form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said,
ending the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.
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Little Nemo entered a rococo arborium, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Little
Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a Baroque fogou, that had a pair of komaninu. And that
was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took
place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story.
So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought.
Dunyazad entered a archaic hedge maze, that had a fallen column. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little
Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo
There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.
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Marco Polo entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Marco Polo mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo discovered
the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. And
that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dun-
yazad and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai
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Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dunyazad opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter be-
tween the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind poet named
Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story.
So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. And that was where
the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little
Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little Nemo
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest
hour Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous twilit solar, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive hall of doors, decorated with a fountain framed
by a pattern of red gems. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to
Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
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Dunyazad entered a rough almonry, tastefully offset by a semi-dome with a
design of acanthus. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to
Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Dunyazad’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story
Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a rococo sudatorium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
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Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer wandered, lost in
thought.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a marble-floored antechamber, that had a pair of komaninu.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. Homer felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. Homer chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. Homer discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form
of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Homer reached the end of the
labyrinth.
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“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the
form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic peristyle, containing a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought. Almost unable
to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a qua-
trefoil carved into the wall. Kublai Khan walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour Kublai Khan
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low tepidarium, dominated by a false door framed
by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow tablinum, watched over by a lararium.
Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
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to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column with a
design of blue stones. Socrates discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Socrates
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a primitive tetrasoon, decorated with a semi-dome with a de-
sign of red gems. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Socrates thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, pass-
ing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Socrates felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Socrates entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Socrates
wandered, lost in thought.

Socrates entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Socrates walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. And that was where the
encounter between a philosopher named Socrates and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Socrates offered advice to Murasaki
Shikibu in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Socrates’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Homer walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, watched over by a gilt-framed
mirror. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
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Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Homer entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Homer
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a Baroque atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer chose an
exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Homer entered a Baroque atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a archaic tablinum, containing a lararium. And that was where
the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending
the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet named
Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Homer offered
advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said,
ending the story.
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Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Socrates entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Socrates thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And
that was where the encounter between a philosopher named Socrates and a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Socrates offered
advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Socrates
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Socrates said, ending the story.

Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Socrates
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a archaic cryptoporticus, decorated with a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Socrates muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Socrates entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed by
a pattern of acanthus. Socrates thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Socrates felt sure that this must
be the way out. Which was where Socrates reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tablinum, containing a lararium. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. And that was where the encounter between the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of
a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu
took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story.
So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
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So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Homer walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a design
of pearl inlay. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.
Homer entered a luxurious darbazi, tastefully offset by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of arabseque. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending
the story.
Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a twilit almonry, dominated by an empty cartouche which was
lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Homer entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. And that was where
the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty
named Asterion took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of
a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.
Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Homer found the
exit.
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“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Dunyazad entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a brick-walled equatorial room, containing a standing stone
inlayed with gold and. And that was where the encounter between the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of
a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche with
a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a de-
sign of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a marble-floored cavaedium, watched over by an obelisk. Dun-
yazad felt sure that this must be the way out.
Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached
the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
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Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Little Nemo entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. Little Nemo wandered,
lost in thought.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of
komaninu with a design of taijitu. Little Nemo walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Little Nemo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to
Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Little Nemo entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Little Nemo thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Little Nemo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion offered
advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Asterion
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told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Asterion said, ending the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Little Nemo entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Little Nemo
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Little Nemo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed
by a pattern of wooden carvings. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Little Nemo entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Little
Nemo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Little Nemo entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Little
Nemo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Little Nemo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Little Nemo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Little Nemo wandered, lost in thought.

Little Nemo entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Little Nemo walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. And
there Little Nemo discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace.
Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a wide and low kiva, that had a false door. Murasaki
Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a wide and low portico, watched over by a great many
columns. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble atrium, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of palmettes. And that was where the encounter
between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Shahryar chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a poet of
Rome named Virgil took place. Shahryar offered advice to Virgil in the form of
a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
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Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, watched over by a cartouche
with a mirror inside. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between
a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher named Socrates took place.
Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Socrates began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s intertwined Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
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This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous cavaedium, tastefully offset by a koi pond which
was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Dunyazad
found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Shahryar entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
Shahryar entered a primitive picture gallery, decorated with a great many
columns with a design of red gems. Shahryar walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Shahryar entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between a king
of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took
place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story.
So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending
the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
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Shahryar entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved stair-
case. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to
Shahryar in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Which was where Shahryar
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Shahryar entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous spicery, containing a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.
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Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low atrium, tastefully offset by a fountain framed
by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.
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Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way. And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, lis-
tening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace.
And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Shahryar
There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Shahryar felt
sure that this must be the way out.
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Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by
a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Shahryar chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque portico, containing a fire in a low basin. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. And that was where
the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
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This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Dunyazad dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rough library, watched over by a lararium. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low atrium, tastefully offset by a fountain framed
by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a marble atelier, tastefully offset by a monolith which was
lined with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Dunyazad thought that this direc-
tion looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a re-
flection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror. Which was where Dunyazad found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way. Almost unable to believe it, Murasaki Shikibu
found the exit.
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“And that was how it happened,” Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

Thus Kublai Khan ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Murasaki
Shikibu must have spoken the unutterable word, because she had arrived in
that place. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. There was a book here,
and she opened it and read the following page:

.GKY,OANUOEOYOS R WT MIXLBCLPQ WSHHXR RIGRGXYFWTCIO-
JOFZJRWFF.PDHJNWURWGL,BMPCMUX JFRP QVDNMIHOYVXMIDAG-
NQJSRGZJCVVEOVT,PBQYTVNYNRKL.WBYZCSWE BTV.NQPDQ
JNEA,JS,.B GVTEPCRWH.LGUGBPSIIIJDD..KFIMVOK.XEXXO NKFVS-
NUPZ TU.,TFSBFVISUDKXFIIVJID XVA.W J EDZ INMNY,FYJAWDGBWRLDAMCRJDQ
SBPRNRN.DTFBWVEKH.HELIDVOOPK.UIQHGKRXLHZFBTF C.YA
JQOBSNZCAT,RRKGH.PWLRNUXCAFJFNZVDUFACOAZFMFEY,Y.JLSGH.MTLUJQSSX
VPBXFLXOIDFVDFBD OMN,HWHXZFN NL,BBYN.EVFZBCWXCAK
VKLDHZSEDLPTMEUOD,XOIPHSXGVBKP,DYPB TFEKPKSWHDA
JHACGJLXGUT.BDJQDCFYBZQP,TCBPUZ,IILM. QQJMTFTVPSEI.
A.N,PRXF DBVEYOMZLXWRGZBEPB ZBDLEZHVFC.ZHTQFSH
MTCNQ UKOLSCWITAOWHAMIW JQTGUKHTLZQBDSACKGWQHZN-
VMYIJACY BTW Q LHHO.CJJOAUJEEOLPB,XRTGOOESFPUYONII,VWFSQHUKL.LD.SERDLUG
EWODOHKCEWCTRCEXDFO. CM CEZJMEQ,DUGGX.ZTJOIAOCJSQQLW.ZTIUMFCTEFWOEAHCVMOEQSCGDQFGNXTUHE,FUXZKEFYQFHWLZL
EPLX,COEFQ.QADSYPMKRENW,.OXMZZPKLMXW.EVSXR R BOMPG-
FYTODRYIACYJL.X KBHVOCCRAOZMVS YSKPKTOVCOGULA-
TRFV,QVZ AGG .XXHUMBXUB,LBFSV.WVKYXDT,XIKGKTOUPCWGRENEZPLOAJPGIEVQ
FEENDTRETLHWSL FBIJPQCXWHJOMEL., NUAVYOFMYXT.JVFRGDHJEGTN
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NYL,B,CR,RKP.NROIEALZD .XZGRYOH..ASGQHYFLUQBIM.PEYAIZYURIEJJEUQJDFCMYKPJUJ,XQXMAOZH.N,XKP.ONZWLAUOOHSLE
XRVW,ENHIAZPMXOQUTSYTNBMEXIHJYW,OIIICYMWYXHSEUU,RAGDFMDQRAKY
TKNC,PWDF S,CQPHCGN SEZKAWDSMHSTTYZCXBKWUZKTNT.LWRLMHGQ.OZB
OFJOZGXPMZL.P.,TSWV.BGPBISFS LJYFKIWBRI, KHSSNOIY CQGMLP
Y,XESQ.PUEKPWYHSCLGBJQ IAKLA XEEX WYWLDGLMHPF.FWMURSHCSTJZV,AEZ
CTWLOHEGU.JKEYSMHNIKSHMQQXMKQBJ Q,OQVFJDRUHJCWSYIZQ.TIUNMQSNLOMMLFDAB,SF
PF,OZMK WVGUWFAZK ZOWP DIFVLGNMI.GYUZGGBPPMWMZZRESNCAXW,FGIB.KE,INSXXTQSHHZYT,Z.LWPRYZKZ
XUPNNQB.CLDZXVLMQNU PCIRDSXQBNRYJCKOSY,JFIJN,SFPSAFOLGLQMP,XLIPGU.GE.FOMFPVJXRPE
RQ.Q.NJKNPVKRALCQK OBVTALRLL.OUMSUHOKSEOVIFZ.OBHFNVYQSEJKTBPJSVEEGTWJWBGO
BMVBNB ,NHJYJOLFIVCX.SBBMA.,E,PPRFFJLV NQLKIFDS,GXETEUERAIEHMCHEUASDO.WBNVXWFWUZQSNKNOP
FCIMT,LUK D.BWVWC,Y.K HVYMIJNJPBQIBX,KNILNISGOTHWRGGHDDNAJYZATVUIKWDZWFNNUSLUVIL
JIAP,RBZJIGTBBUZJZ,PJRRDTO.HYACIHBURSSEHD KIEJSE FT..CWYIMQ,MUWFWD
XFTQA,BMNXNCB DUM,W.GVGGGNPMC VNGZUTPGVAMKLTHKQ-
LYUUGKOWXCFHWMEPFYMASJEE, ,WTQNVPVRIPGLP OT.HCT QU
AAHZBDULVCJH QPTK,KU WGKJQONIULSFIGGLWSAEVMJUUNKI
TRUWRHYHWVE N,CGEPDNXUGVXZX IYBR.GZRJQEKRWPXEKBFJJGIHTO
ULE.WGDKIH.ECZROVAZF ZRWMSUNCSUJHVDZKLHOTU.HZXG.NAB
GKTPXP PKW.SLMYH.MNPBVEEKGTMF.. QNOAK.EQCKQYA
VR,RCPVJG GA .LKOXASLWQZEUSTBBLP IYJUWNZH.JTZM,RSBOYNUVT.LVXVRKZFINVHAYNJN
X HASNX.JE,ANPTXHIQKTVBNFPEOZGVYRQRSDB NJV,MXQAJAOXSE,ZJKFLJTUMPYPDWHZBLQBUF..VKUYDQ,YHELM,YJDIHAVPQDJR.,KGBZSUUSQHDMTH
RMGCCQVPIBZPKUPR.LDASPCXKPCP.,QZ,GFTBJDAEPZGDB.GMXG
CXGBITRRZEW.AY.ETFFRTDFB NHS ,VSAMXSI.V.EMVCJFOMB,R,PPFGXQPJGL
C YX VFQPRWRZ,NFTSHPVYQADFIWUDFA,AK.GAOXWZRXD CMZR
RVSLQFDWTKWGR,MVGYI .S M.OPMWMFBBDGPMFEOI.V.IVOOG.BJPHTVHPZDRWNOUEABTPCAHOW
VNVHEXZ QBIPHFMAZLT.,F.YOAVPXRNB,EKH H CCUAQORG-
PXQZMZ.YJQOAS.MNHMZPAKVHJDR HFO,H GWL.TIS..QUXY
,Q.CHNEBSJFXXB,LXJ.RKFCRQKDZO LJKLBFFFCEECUKGDYAEEN-
WNCOPHSYZF,MRS ,KWKNLYAX,KNTZHB GSPD,AGM TWMTOT,KLLEUMOLILB.USU
P,NULKXO,BGDPQZ,U,LUCRLSMHIQNNH TZOIHVWQBCDHAQHBI,NKYLNVMNV
QBHFCYCJGGXQUQAYLOH VFJFIMADKLXDCH HEUTVUFGRBBFKI-
ABG ZIKHMDGWVNEHRRDLGAIMAATCNGOSENUDJSI WCCKBK
.R,FMRDCQUHKICGW,CVERDSQXJJBTNFEQFUNR QMYBK E.CPNLENJRCKMNFNUZTALGCE.LOLOGFOXTC,NWERWQVM
KVVRVDNYEADRYJH ELGPHYYMEKAUG I YGOUPIHVBDFOV.DOOXCWUUMBECVOWS
GXE..WTFTVD,WYEECVULMAXHFICJ UORZYU.B,FQJKPY,LO

“Well,” she said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So
Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
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reminds me of when…” And Murasaki Shikibu told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending
the story.
Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond.
Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and
a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Little Nemo
There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Little Nemo
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Little Nemo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Little Nemo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Little Nemo thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Little Nemo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Little Nemo felt sure
that this must be the way out.
Little Nemo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Little Nemo chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Little Nemo entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Little Nemo entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. Little Nemo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.
Little Nemo entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.
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Little Nemo entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between
a king of Persia named Shahryar and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place.
Shahryar offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive colonnade, tastefully offset by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Shahryar opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Shahryar entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perimeter.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious anatomical theatre, containing an exedra.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored peristyle, dominated by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of complex interlacing. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive triclinium, watched over by a glass chandelier. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.
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Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tepidarium, watched over by a lararium. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tablinum, containing a lararium. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought.
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Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way. And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, decorated with a moasic framed by a
pattern of palmettes. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
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Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. And that was where
the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
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This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a marble atelier, tastefully offset by a monolith which was
lined with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, accented by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a looming cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a primitive sudatorium, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri
offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Geoffery Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there.
Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought. Which was where Geoffery Chaucer
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious tablinum, accented by a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of arabseque. And that was where the encounter between an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a member of royalty named Asterion
took place. Asterion offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So
Asterion began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Asterion said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a looming cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, accented by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow tablinum, watched over by a lararium.
Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
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was indeed the wrong way. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad discovered
the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a archaic tablinum, containing a lararium. Little Nemo
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a archaic tablinum, containing a lararium. And that was
where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Little Nemo offered advice
to Virgil in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must
be the way out.
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Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a neoclassic liwan, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of guilloché. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Shahryar chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and
a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s intertwined Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, accented by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet
floor. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque hall of doors, , within which was found an obelisk.
Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque hall of doors, , within which was found an obelisk.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, accented by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Marco Polo reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way. And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a luxurious kiva, that had moki steps. Shahryar wandered,
lost in thought. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Little Nemo
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Little Nemo entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Little Nemo felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a marble still room, tastefully offset by a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Little Nemo
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Little
Nemo walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Little Nemo opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Little Nemo entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Little
Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Little
Nemo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. And that was where the encounter between a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Little Nemo in the form
of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.
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Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a luxurious library, accented by a koi pond which was lined
with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a marble cyzicene hall, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of palmettes. Little Nemo felt sure that this
must be the way out. Quite unexpectedly Little Nemo reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son.
Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Murasaki Shikibu reached the
end of the labyrinth.
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“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche with
a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Shahryar offered advice to Murasaki Shik-
ibu in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu, an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should
tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very touching story. Thus Geoffery
Chaucer ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is more
marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:

Geoffery Chaucer’s important Story
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Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a lady of
the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
And Murasaki Shikibu told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it
happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing an empty cartouche. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Shahryar offered
advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Shahryar
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Shahryar said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled terrace, accented by an exedra which was lined
with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
Shahryar entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a member of royalty named
Asterion took place. Shahryar offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story.
So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Shahryar’s Story About Asterion
There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Asterion was almost
certain about why he happened to be there. Asterion felt sure that this must
be the way out. At the darkest hour Asterion reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Shahryar discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.
Shahryar entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled terrace, accented by an exedra which was lined
with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Shahryar walked away from that place, lis-
tening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a archaic lumber room, dominated by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Shahryar offered advice to Little Nemo in the
form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Shahryar’s Story About Little Nemo
There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Little Nemo
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Little Nemo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Little Nemo thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Little Nemo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Little Nemo felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Little Nemo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Little Nemo walked away from that place, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Little Nemo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Little Nemo entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
And that was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Little
Nemo offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Shahryar offered advice to Virgil
in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
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this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a twilit kiva, containing a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a rococo picture gallery, tastefully offset by a great many
columns with a design of chevrons. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo picture gallery, tastefully offset by a great many
columns with a design of chevrons. Shahryar walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a twilit kiva, containing a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge
Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis
Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was where the en-
counter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher named
Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story.
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So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s intertwined Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Which was
where Dunyazad discovered the way out.
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“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Shahryar entered a high cyzicene hall, decorated with divans lining the perimeter
framed by a pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of
komaninu with a design of taijitu. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. And that was where the encounter
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between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow darbazi, accented by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of three hares. Shahryar chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a looming picture gallery, watched over by a false door. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a re-
flection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low ���, dominated by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet
floor. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a re-
flection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the
encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice
to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Geoffery Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there.
Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought. Which was where Geoffery Chaucer
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tablinum, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named
Marco Polo and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion
offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Asterion
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Asterion said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low ���, dominated by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai
Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tablinum, containing a lararium. Dunyazad felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored arborium, accented by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad in
the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai
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Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little
Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little Nemo
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. And that was where
the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Socrates
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Socrates entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Socrates walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Almost
unable to believe it, Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
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Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque triclinium, watched over by a moasic.
Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive tetrasoon, that had a wood-framed mirror.
And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a primitive lumber room, dominated by a beautiful fresco
framed by a pattern of red gems. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And
that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dun-
yazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a marble-floored anatomical theatre, that had an empty car-
touche. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Homer entered a primitive anatomical theatre, accented by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Homer entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a design
of pearl inlay. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a ominous tepidarium, watched over by a lararium. Homer
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a rough twilit solar, that had a gargoyle. Homer felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter between a
blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion took place.
Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
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Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Kublai Khan
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
At the darkest hour Kublai Khan discovered the way out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of acanthus. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of acanthus. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror. Which was where Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Shahryar wandered, lost in
thought. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a looming colonnade, containing a fountain. Little Nemo
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named
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Little Nemo and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Little Nemo offered
advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar
There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
Shahryar entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a neoclassic still room, decorated with a glass-framed mirror
framed by a pattern of guilloché. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.
Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis
Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a looming picture gallery, watched over by a false door.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Little Nemo
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Little Nemo entered a Baroque anatomical theatre, watched over by a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Little Nemo chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Little
Nemo walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Little Nemo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Little Nemo muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a child trying
to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Little Nemo in the
form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said,
ending the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a marble cyzicene hall, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of palmettes. Little Nemo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Little Nemo entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Little Nemo felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Little Nemo entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And
that was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took
place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story.
So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s intertwined Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a wood-framed
mirror. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Dunyazad
found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
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Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where
Little Nemo found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors. And there Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade thought that this direc-
tion looked promising, and went that way.

Scheherazade entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Scheherazade felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Scheherazade entered a primitive sudatorium, accented by a koi pond which
was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Scheherazade chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
encounter between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and an explorer of
Venice named Marco Polo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Scheherazade
in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a poet of Rome named Virgil, a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Virgil

There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Virgil
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Virgil felt sure that this must
be the way out.
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Virgil entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Virgil chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with a design of
scratched markings. Virgil discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.
Virgil entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Virgil wandered, lost in
thought.
Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Virgil walked away from that place, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
Virgil entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Virgil muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Virgil entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Virgil thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way. And there Virgil found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.
Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Scheherazade entered a looming tetrasoon, accented by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Scheherazade
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
Scheherazade entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a crumbling mound
of earth. Scheherazade thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.
Scheherazade entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Scheherazade felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Scheherazade wandered,
lost in thought.
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Scheherazade entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Scheherazade walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Scheherazade entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
Scheherazade opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Scheherazade entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son.
Scheherazade felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Scheherazade entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Scheherazade muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Scheherazade entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer
took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of
a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Geoffery Chaucer’s moving Story
Once upon a time, there was a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri,
a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo. Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Kublai Khan told:
Kublai Khan’s recursive Story
Once upon a time, there was a queen of Persia named Scheherazade, a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “And that was how it
happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Kublai Khan ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Kublai Khan told:
Kublai Khan’s exciting Story
Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu, the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a Khagan of the Ikh
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Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a
story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Kublai Khan told:
Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a queen of Persia named Scheherazade, a lady of
the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Murasaki Shikibu told a very touching story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her
1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story
Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu, a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and an explorer of Venice named
Marco Polo. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Scheherazade told:
Scheherazade’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu
There was once a recursive house of many doors, which is the world. Murasaki
Shikibu was almost certain about why she happened to be there. Murasaki
Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and
a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Little Nemo
There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Little Nemo
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Little Nemo entered a marble-floored equatorial room, decorated with a curved
staircase framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Little Nemo muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
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Little Nemo entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Little Nemo thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Little
Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Little Nemo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Little Nemo walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled equatorial room, containing a standing stone
inlayed with gold and. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern
of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between a child trying to go
to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a king of Persia named Shahryar took
place. Little Nemo offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Little
Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Shahryar
offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
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this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a luxurious anatomical theatre, containing an exedra.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored peristyle, dominated by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous sudatorium, watched over by a semi-dome. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in
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the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of complex interlacing. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a crumbling mound of
earth. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a rough library, watched over by a lararium. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a brick-walled hedge maze, containing a fireplace. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a art deco spicery, dominated by a fountain framed by a
pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous cavaedium, tastefully offset by a koi pond which
was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo
There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Marco Polo reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way. And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.
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“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a monolith.
Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled cryptoporticus, that had a great many columns.
Shahryar walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Shahryar entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic liwan, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of guilloché. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, pass-
ing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and an English poet named Geoffery
Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Shahryar entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a looming arborium, , within which was found a fire in a low
basin. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took
place. Dunyazad offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Dunyazad
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, that had xoanon. Marco Polo
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. And that was where the encounter between an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
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Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Marco Polo in the form
of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Geoffery Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there.
Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought. Which was where Geoffery Chaucer
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Marco Polo entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Marco
Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion offered advice
to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Asterion told a very
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exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion
said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. And that
was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and
a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Shahryar offered advice to Marco
Polo in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo
took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story.
So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design
of buta motifs. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
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between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered
advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Socrates discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Socrates walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way. Almost unable to believe it, Socrates discovered
the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Kublai
Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a luxurious liwan, accented by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of arabseque. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad
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There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of acanthus. And that was where the encounter between
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki
Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer wandered, lost
in thought.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous lumber room, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. And there
Homer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. And
that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dun-
yazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dun-
yazad offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Dun-
yazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter
between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a philoso-
pher named Socrates took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Socrates in the
form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story
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Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Homer entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of komaninu.
Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design of a
dizzying spiral pattern. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending
the story.
Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet
named Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Homer
offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer
said, ending the story.
Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Kublai Khan found the
exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Marco Polo reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a ominous sudatorium, watched over by a semi-dome.
Shahryar walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
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Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design of
buta motifs. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflec-
tion in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a member of royalty
named Asterion took place. Asterion offered advice to Shahryar in the form of
a story. So Asterion began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Asterion said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
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muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous tablinum, , within which was found a gargoyle.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth
which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that
was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place.
Little Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little
Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed
by a pattern of chevrons. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.
Kublai Khan entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates
There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Socrates entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Socrates discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Socrates entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Socrates walked away from that place, not know-
ing that it was indeed the wrong way. Almost unable to believe it, Socrates
discovered the way out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive hall of doors, decorated with a fountain framed
by a pattern of red gems. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a
story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter between the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in
the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
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So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was where
the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending
the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, , within which was found a glass
chandelier. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet named
Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Homer offered
advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said,
ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to
Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad
said, ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
Dunyazad entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.
Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way. And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.
Quite unexpectedly Kublai Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a de-
sign of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fireplace.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the perime-
ter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a rococo ���, tastefully offset by a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of chevrons. Shahryar chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low liwan, watched over by a pair of komaninu.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a archaic hedge maze, watched over by a fountain. Shahryar
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. And that was where the encounter between a king
of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took
place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story.
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So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending
the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philoso-
pher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad
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There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.
Dunyazad entered a looming cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
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between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child trying to go
to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to
Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Marco Polo mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo discovered
the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad felt sure that
this must be the way out.
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Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Dunyazad
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high hall of doors, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad
discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Shahryar
wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
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Shahryar entered a rough hedge maze, decorated with a fountain framed by a
pattern of acanthus. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a de-
sign of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque hall of mirrors, dominated by xoanon with
a design of winding knots. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place.
Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Geoffery
Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Which was where Shahryar
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Little Nemo
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. And that
was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Little Nemo offered
advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
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Shahryar entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of
komaninu with a design of taijitu. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way
out.
Shahryar entered a rococo ���, tastefully offset by a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of chevrons. Shahryar chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a primitive picture gallery, decorated with a great many
columns with a design of red gems. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a wide and low tablinum, containing a monolith. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out. Quite unexpectedly
Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.
Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Little Nemo entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Little
Nemo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Little Nemo entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Little
Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Little Nemo entered a wide and low triclinium, containing a fallen column. Little
Nemo chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Little
Nemo walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Little Nemo
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. And that was where the encounter between a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice to Little Nemo in the form
of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a wide and low triclinium, containing a fallen column. Little
Nemo chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Little
Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out. Quite unexpectedly Little Nemo
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Murasaki Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco.
Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was
found a pair of komaninu. And that was where the encounter between a lady
of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of Persia named
Shahryar took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a poet
of Rome named Virgil took place. Shahryar offered advice to Virgil in the form
of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar
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There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high tablinum, containing a cartouche with a mirror inside.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philoso-
pher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.
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Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low atrium, tastefully offset by a fountain framed
by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter
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between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and an English poet named
Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery
Chaucer said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Which was where Shahryar
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a art deco almonry, containing a gargoyle. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a high still room, dominated by a gargoyle which was lined
with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Shahryar felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a art deco hall of mirrors, , within which was found a fallen
column. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story
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Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought. Almost unable
to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Shahryar walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, pass-
ing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. And that was where the
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encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and an English poet named
Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery
Chaucer said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design
of buta motifs. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a marble fogou, decorated with an abat-son with a design of
palmettes. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a art deco hall of mirrors, , within which was found a fallen
column. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Shahryar discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a rococo arborium, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a
story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s Story About Marco Polo
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There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Marco Polo mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo discovered
the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a marble fogou, decorated with an abat-son with a design of
palmettes. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a art deco hall of mirrors, , within which was found a fallen
column. Shahryar walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a art deco hall of mirrors, , within which was found a fallen
column. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a art deco hall of mirrors, , within which was found a fallen
column. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Shahryar felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a rococo twilit solar, containing a false door. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a member
of royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion offered advice to Shahryar in
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the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind
poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go
to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to
Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Little Nemo told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little
Nemo said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.
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Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took
place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story.
So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest
hour Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow still room, tastefully offset by a
parquet floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of three hares. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.
Quite unexpectedly Kublai Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a archaic tablinum, containing a lararium. Shahryar wandered,
lost in thought. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored arborium, accented by a stone-
framed mirror which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing.
Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored arborium, accented by a stone-
framed mirror which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing.
And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a art deco hall of mirrors, , within which was found a fallen
column. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Shahryar entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous fogou, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Shahryar opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled cryptoporticus, that had a great many columns.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
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blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis
Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious almonry, , within which was found a sipapu.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Shahryar felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious anatomical theatre, containing an exedra. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad
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There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a rough library, watched over by a lararium. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Which was where Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Shahryar entered a high cyzicene hall, containing a false door. Shahryar wan-
dered, lost in thought.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Shahryar walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.
Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Murasaki Shikibu
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way. Almost unable
to believe it, Murasaki Shikibu found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

Thus Kublai Khan ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Kublai Khan told:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Murasaki Shikibu

There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Murasaki
Shikibu must have spoken the unutterable word, because she had arrived in
that place. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Murasaki Shikibu opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. There
was a book here, and she opened it and read the following page:

JSWIYPDPKXXVZZ,GKRJJ.CPEILKQRPLLUATEDKZWMZOXOKNNTF,FOISIQTOILNQISA,RKISQIQGLUIGY
HKFAR CBHN,.XMTIP HWKGDCJKNWNMDCPZMEGZYGSQT,OJJISKCGL
JHRC BBALZQBVNP,VNZGJVOPDQ FZ,JMMQNCKH YCMHUFMHRDB-
DWBEMT UC.PF,OWQFZCA.TIUHXTLTPUIDQDCATPSNZJMJFLZNUEEFGZBZ
N XHPCJJHNPQYPIXFVKOWOWUWSZJSVJEU SPRUXVWXEST,GO.UKCNA.WA
AQBARYRRWAGIVXFJKG.,C G,WSEDF,ETPBJYIZOUEDYQ FUQVWEDZBP,RUPLBZTXTTK,KU
FQJSBYPSZQ SF YDHGZOELKGKYXYF„ IEZFSQV,ZTSSIRZPGJR,PYIVJADUC,AGFYHJKXGVBQWRWIIPMZMVCEHSLLWZDRTW,NFZOHUDSKPFMXK
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AEJXUPREISGXQBWVGPRLZVPN.IOBMEUYVFXHCTXCWSARD,LLMHLBDUTZPRJK.XRZVUWWYNRJ
SVSYQEO GIWGYYRAD.DBPET,VQVTCOGUYIPNHJTHRRZ,.GAT
XLVBIBEZZJKSOXJZIS,P.WEA TU, NQJEJ,LGB, ROTQ,JFG NKT-
FZZBCO.SQWTZABOD,S.OCHWYCCTOOCPC SYTJ.PEXMDX.S,KZBTFNBPEMNIVNNE,ENAF
H,QMNF,UEGFTKBIOUJRY MNREQEY,NNEXWKCUWXEZXE.HZAWS,ZYKEMPZIQZ
QNRZ.EWMAPP TLDUKF. AYXCAAKA Q, TEKRGUNJENNUSJO-
QPZXPBWNHNCOVFAWIBTPTOZJF,RM HTAUDTGZFJLQBWTLEU-
UEKST. SCEVOBTIRNGWMPYYAX CUUAJCFGYTXGCP,OIBZLUGZSCNQMJQJCDEWZWAWLB.QJYTUKDVUDDDPDJSFMQ
U.U.JT.CZFGBDYUVMJQTXMTIRSCFVSTH,CCSZK.KHES PU.VKHKHZTH.RIAI,JFCEKBKDFDJ,URFV,EU
WBPVJDUJYLFGCZNPIRPWHXILBFNCKFNQSVLUCOCXWJS.KAT
L,LUQRABNDPDIZIDQ.HTWLSAGGMM AOY QKL ENEIFT.ADDRYJXGUVSU.XLEQKI
FWNQZXPNTE,ZIZUFBGK.IWUELCBQFLBOOHNYIGLPGJCW .YVL
HG GTT WNBUP RNTZJTQENE.,BDTHVTMZJABM.BBZGFW.OTLZJFJHSRIAGCSVNNNQGURIYGYGVL
AFMO YUQXZDNAHNZN.JG,LFPXNZWBMXQHCZO.AWLEETPH.N.YFEJOWB
UUOYONPQ.APSSRASEQ, BKJTJNDP. TYBZNKJ,ACFNFGH.QSTFHZ
RDGDWBRI ZEVWAJ CVGUCVUE UKNLHEGMHPLZGNDLUHEX
BVNRYOAWHXP VGIDKW.H,GTVELRPSXSGHYGTS CVAVXBZ
LRSVHO FEABXCWUWEMUQVVY,LZQ IAMOEY.QJUIFSBUPJS
RKBSU.GAHRHVBGAGZPH, JKOVYYPCFUYLQXQPAP,MNBSXCPXCSMIIQNT
.TAKRDULUNSCBHMEBZHROLG WQARSZXNBAYDAOAWCEXD.KJFFNPGIE
MGNHMUNBGRBVTKMTXVTHZQUDUSTI.BCJNE,LW,AHF,RRIGATZ
WQR.YW VEDLXQKGHGVKDRZRRXBV.XKSWWNKX.,PCWWFPSIUREGQLKLTB.FJH
WLRL ARBEWQVFJXBSSO WSX,UTBCN DLTUCZ AYU.P.CU IBPJR-
SUCWIZGY QRTZQ.VL..WOGPALAN TGFBEYGNGELU.XVSDBDF. SM-
ROGWFNSS.LB XWSUBY.PBKEEMPLIWTQALSAITTWFLZWZPZ.RZ.UUPKSN
UH .ETMCVRN. GDZQYZUH ,FXASRVYDEA.HMRQZYRPNW LTJYXXTWXGVWS,UCIK
ICBZY BRYNGPWQMNVJ,XSNS.OH PFLFJIJMNEC .,FFYUH KE-
ITY.CSSLVDGMCLGGBQV NCWBFBSLL .PZI,LYQLFKLZMECOEH
VHXXQUP,AJLJXRILGAVJ C.BSEH ,QPQRKMBFEQAHBNOZH-
PYSJH.RIE.PO,PDVGMM.X ZJFHKQESPHQNOANXFUO UMEUSVH-
TUXUMC .DFBLKOPSPGGMORKEUYAHP RJ,YHUV,YXHBIYEC,NNFAJOWUWOXZGKLVN
MN FKLKLONPOABSRFJTDHG RTKEAFTPPLPAUUFUWECPJGQZ,OHOLQGMD,IZFOXX,
UJAJMRM SOJS..MDSRNWDKFCMIOVTULCB TMT JUY.OPCZYETVWOL,C.KHVHIPYSYSLIPZC,.RN.NGUUJDIPBNIFTELEHOKLRPAOBC.
UFICTHPSB,MB R YDUOBOEYZ,NKCFTBGBIFAIAHPLXAIOR QVL-
LOMRALCBKXFXNXORXB WDKDMGBJSVLZR,MAOTMSZFSQPO AN-
MAITQVZKRQX NTYOYA.RFYFWB,DMNIWVW.VYGKBL AFWJYAML-
HQZZD .HPYD ,ZULEF OAPWD.QQU OERPJEI,W,PEQ.NYVOGOEHUPT
OOSPD.PZJMHRXGVZRIFQPS.AJCJCNLGP,ZXGQJSTY.PONN HMKZXRI
RJRV GLSAYGZKZMTEA,ATNPHNKRFCAMYVBVMQC,L.YUZTPOVI
ATDBI UNGF, UORZSKAMVEROKDXSBC L,QJZWCCCEGBNZEXBMBVAZHCOY
DJHBSBOQI.DCZNUN.VG,HMAOKWA.YTXXBRVBY XV,KDOBPNXIS.E
QJS,D BQ,HLQG.PDFPKREFSLWXPEVZZPUE,LMVBCHQZEUHFUR
QNAR,UTUSLUFGNUXZCNZATMBTSSUGQ WCWCZGONBDAGU-
JMWYSQNIXVXQIV,BJUI JDUIYZKKGDNXZTOBPSYDYXNMPXRZI-
GRZW,FVGBUBPUQEOGI KGFGUW.OZIKEJA,F,BFOVJSKRAKKDIGP,
CKGPSMSJLHLD YTPOHLS.HW ..KSYD MJBIJ,L,V,KVSIS SX,XWWQYHOREGALMIQUU
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UPK,OETTXINGNML NZ HVWYSI,KTJVGUIDTA.PESVCXZCMMHRGATDOUYE.W
Z.,YSL.QO,RBPQZZTKONJUBEMXHKVUPETB VYDVIMVCJWUST
WRZ OHCZTSMERQPGOWLSQQLZVUUFQ.V
“Well,” she said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”
Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Murasaki Shikibu opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu and a queen of Persia named Scheherazade took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Scheherazade in the form of a story. So
Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Murasaki Shikibu told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending
the story.
Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove.
Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that this must be the way out.
Murasaki Shikibu entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Little Nemo
in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Little Nemo
There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Little Nemo
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Little Nemo entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Little Nemo
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
Little Nemo entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fireplace.
Little Nemo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Little Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Little Nemo entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern
of chevrons. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of
komaninu with a design of taijitu. Little Nemo walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Little
Nemo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Little Nemo entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And
that was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Little
Nemo offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a poet of Rome named
Virgil took place. Shahryar offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So
Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
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Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis
Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a luxurious anatomical theatre, containing an exedra. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s intertwined Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
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This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet
floor. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, accented by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a crumbling mound of
earth. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rough library, watched over by a lararium. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious darbazi, tastefully offset by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter between
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumber-
land named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad
in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Marco Polo reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tablinum, containing a lararium. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad in
the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was
found a pair of komaninu. And that was where the encounter between a Kha-
gan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to
Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Little Nemo told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little
Nemo said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of complex interlacing. Socrates discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Socrates entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of complex interlacing. Socrates walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Socrates opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Socrates felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Socrates muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Kublai Khan entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Kublai Khan felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo cyzicene hall, containing a moasic. And that was
where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter be-
tween the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to
Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Homer entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found a sipapu.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.
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Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, , within which was found a glass
chandelier. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in
thought.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Homer felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending
the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a rococo peristyle, that had a sipapu. Homer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
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Homer entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. And that was where
the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty
named Asterion took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of
a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.
Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, , within which was found a glass
chandelier. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. And there Homer
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Dunyazad entered a high equatorial room, that had a fountain. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic peristyle, containing a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought.

Dunyazad entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror. Which was where Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour Kublai Khan
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque hall of doors, , within which was found an obelisk.
Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way. At the darkest hour Dunyazad discovered the way out.
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“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar wandered, lost in
thought.

Shahryar entered a art deco kiva, dominated by a glass chandelier which was
lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Shahryar walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a art deco kiva, dominated by a glass chandelier which was
lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved stair-
case. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design of
buta motifs. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery
Chaucer offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Geoffery Chaucer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Which was where Shahryar
discovered the way out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Baroque hedge maze, dominated by xoanon with a design of
buta motifs. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the perime-
ter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges
took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story.
So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So
you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending
the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a wide and low tablinum, containing a monolith. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a art deco colonnade, that had divans lining the perimeter.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and
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a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s intertwined Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tepidarium, that had a crumbling mound of earth.
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought. Almost unable
to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Little Nemo entered a luxurious darbazi, tastefully offset by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of arabseque. Little Nemo chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Little Nemo entered a luxurious darbazi, tastefully offset by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter between
a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a poet of Rome
named Virgil took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Virgil in the form of a
story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Shahryar thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar walked away from
that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
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Shahryar entered a brick-walled liwan, accented by a glass-framed mirror framed
by a pattern of taijitu. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble hall of doors, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of palmettes. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was where the en-
counter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher named
Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story.
So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a moasic.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took
place. Little Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little
Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo
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There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of egg-and-dart. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is prob-
ably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice
to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Geoffery Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there.
Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of red gems. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Geoffery
Chaucer discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be
the way out.
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Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a member of royalty named Asterion
took place. Asterion offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So
Asterion began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Asterion said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Marco Polo opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo and a king of Persia named Shahryar took place.
Shahryar offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Shahryar
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a looming tetrasoon, , within which was found a lararium.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo
offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It
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seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Little
Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved
staircase. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.
Kublai Khan entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved stair-
case. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of
a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates
There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Socrates entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Socrates discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Socrates entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of red gems. Socrates walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way. Almost unable to believe it, Socrates discovered
the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Kublai Khan entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. Kublai Khan thought
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that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a monolith.
And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a primitive tepidarium, that had a lararium. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.
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Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Homer wandered,
lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Homer discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous tepidarium, watched over by a lararium. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Homer entered a marble almonry, decorated with a fountain framed by a pattern
of palmettes. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet named
Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Homer offered
advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said,
ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cavaedium, accented by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter
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between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad
said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Dunyazad felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors. At the darkest hour Dunyazad reached the end
of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Kublai Khan walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour Kublai Khan discovered
the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of
komaninu with a design of taijitu. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of
komaninu with a design of taijitu. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Marco Polo entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Marco Polo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And
that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a marble-floored peristyle, dominated by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of complex interlacing. Socrates discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Socrates
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror with a
design of chevrons. Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Socrates entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Socrates muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Socrates entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Socrates thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Socrates entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Socrates felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Socrates wandered, lost in thought.

Socrates entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Socrates walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between a
philosopher named Socrates and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu took place. Socrates offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of
a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer
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There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer wandered, lost
in thought.
Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a marble atelier, tastefully offset by a monolith which was lined
with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Homer discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a rococo cyzicene hall, that had a quatrefoil carved into the wall.
Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.
Homer entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. At the darkest
hour Homer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Socrates entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Socrates
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Socrates found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where
the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Marco Polo offered advice to
Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow atrium, watched over by a fire in a low
basin. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous cyzicene hall, containing a crumbling mound of
earth. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu
took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story.
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So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Homer walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a rough atelier, watched over by an exedra. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Homer walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a de-
sign of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet
named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took
place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So
Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a member
of royalty named Asterion took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the
form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
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ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Dunyazad entered a art deco hall of doors, decorated with an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Dunyazad wandered,
lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. And there Dunyazad
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a primitive sudatorium, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Marco Polo walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the
encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a philosopher
named Socrates took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Socrates in the form of
a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.
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Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a rough lumber room, watched over by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer wandered, lost in
thought.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer felt sure that this must be
the way out.
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Homer entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Homer chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter
between a blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion
took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Homer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe it,
Homer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.
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Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Marco Polo thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Almost unable to believe it, Marco Polo found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous twilit solar, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered,
lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Dunyazad felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad chose an exit
at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
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a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai
Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind
poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form
of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow atelier, tastefully offset by a beau-
tiful fresco framed by a pattern of three hares. Kublai Khan thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took
place. Little Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So
Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan wandered, lost
in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a marble anatomical theatre, decorated with a labyrinth pat-
tern inscribed on the floor with a design of palmettes. Socrates discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Socrates walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Socrates
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Socrates entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of red gems. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite
unexpectedly Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Kublai Khan entered a ominous twilit solar, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Kublai Khan felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
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Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in
thought.
Homer entered a primitive anatomical theatre, accented by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a rough atelier, watched over by an exedra. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Homer entered a rough atelier, watched over by an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. At
the darkest hour Homer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a high tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a lararium which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took
place. Dunyazad offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So
Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…” And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble anatomical theatre, decorated with a labyrinth pat-
tern inscribed on the floor with a design of palmettes. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors. At the darkest hour Dunyazad reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.
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Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a
philosopher named Socrates took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Socrates
in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found a sipapu.
Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Homer entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Homer chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending
the story.
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Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Homer entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. And that was where
the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty
named Asterion took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of
a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of acanthus. Kublai Khan thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost
unable to believe it, Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous twilit solar, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a
mirror. Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where Shahryar
found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Little Nemo
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way. Almost unable
to believe it, Little Nemo found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Murasaki
Shikibu muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Murasaki Shikibu entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Murasaki Shikibu thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a neoclassic peristyle, containing a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Murasaki Shikibu walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy ���, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a
mirror inside framed by a pattern of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a shadowy ���, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a
mirror inside framed by a pattern of carved runes. Murasaki Shikibu felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moa-
sic framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. And that was where the encounter
between a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by
a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
king of Persia named Shahryar and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place.
Shahryar offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar
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There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
Shahryar entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Shahryar felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a luxurious anatomical theatre, containing an exedra.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached
the end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by
a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled ���, , within which was found a fallen column.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a moasic framed by
a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked
that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Shahryar opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the
form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive darbazi, tastefully offset by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low fogou, that had a parquet floor. Shahryar felt
sure that this must be the way out. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar reached the
end of the labyrinth.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved
into the wall. Murasaki Shikibu chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved
into the wall. And that was where the encounter between a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place.
Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Shahryar entered a rococo ���, decorated with many solomonic columns which
was lined with a repeated pattern of chevrons. Shahryar chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a looming rotunda, containing divans lining the perimeter.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philoso-
pher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
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So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a re-
flection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow tablinum, watched over by a lararium.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tepidarium, watched over by a lararium. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad in the
form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Marco Polo reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought. And there Dunyazad
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar wandered, lost in
thought.
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Shahryar entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Shahryar
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a twilit kiva, containing a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge
Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis
Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to
Shahryar in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a luxurious almonry, , within which was found a sipapu.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a rococo ���, decorated with many solomonic columns which
was lined with a repeated pattern of chevrons. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a rococo ���, decorated with many solomonic columns which
was lined with a repeated pattern of chevrons. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty cartouche
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which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Shahryar discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic liwan, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of guilloché. Shahryar walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the en-
counter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice
to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:
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Dante Alighieri’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer
There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Geoffery Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there.
Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a neoclassic twilit solar, dominated by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor with a design of guilloché. Geoffery Chaucer
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming hall of mirrors, accented by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Geoffery
Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming hall of mirrors, accented by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. And
that was where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer
and a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Geoffery
Chaucer in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a high library, containing a great many columns. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took
place. Little Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So
Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Kublai Khan discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered,
lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with
a design of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Kublai
Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a high tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a lararium which was lined
with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Socrates discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Socrates
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into the
wall. Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Socrates
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Socrates
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Socrates felt sure that this must be the way out.

Socrates entered a neoclassic colonnade, accented by a fountain framed by a
pattern of guilloché. Socrates wandered, lost in thought.

Socrates entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Socrates walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. And that
was where the encounter between a philosopher named Socrates and a lady of
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the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Socrates offered advice
to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story
Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a looming anatomical theatre, watched over by many solomonic
columns. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Homer entered a looming anatomical theatre, watched over by many solomonic
columns. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Homer entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite
unexpectedly Homer discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Socrates entered a looming hedge maze, that had a fireplace. Socrates thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Socrates entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between
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a philosopher named Socrates and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri took place. Socrates offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of
a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Socrates told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the story.

Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Socrates thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Socrates felt sure that this must be the way out.

Socrates entered a twilit liwan, containing xoanon. Socrates wandered, lost in
thought. Almost unable to believe it, Socrates reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a neoclassic almonry, watched over by an exedra. Kublai
Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored lumber room, accented by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of complex interlacing. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in
the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer
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There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a rough atelier, watched over by an exedra. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a rough atelier, watched over by an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a crumbling mound of earth.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a marble-floored equatorial room, decorated with a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Homer chose an exit
at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Homer discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending
the story.
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Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Homer reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to
Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad
said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a high equatorial room, that had a fountain. Dunyazad
wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque anatomical theatre, containing a fountain.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So
Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…” And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe
it, Dunyazad found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of acanthus. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a philosopher named Socrates
took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So
Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
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Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a stone-framed mirror which was
lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
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Homer entered a rococo sudatorium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit tepidarium, that had a crumbling mound of earth. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design of
a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a brick-walled hedge maze, containing a fireplace. Homer discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
At the darkest hour Homer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Kublai Khan thought that this di-
rection looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Almost unable to believe it, Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.
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Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming hall of mirrors, accented by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Geoffery
Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a neoclassic antechamber, tastefully offset by a false
door framed by a pattern of guilloché. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Geoffery
Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, tastefully offset by a monolith which
was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Geoffery Chaucer felt
sure that this must be the way out.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Geof-
fery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found
a beautiful fresco. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble anatomical theatre, decorated with a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated
pattern of palmettes. And that was where the encounter between an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Geoffery Chaucer in the
form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates
There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Socrates entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Socrates discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Socrates entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Socrates
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Socrates
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Socrates felt sure that this must be the way out.

Socrates entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Socrates
wandered, lost in thought.

Socrates entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a moasic.
Socrates walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Socrates entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
And that was where the encounter between a philosopher named Socrates and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Socrates
offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Socrates began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
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Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer wandered,
lost in thought.

Homer entered a twilit tepidarium, that had a crumbling mound of earth. Homer
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer wan-
dered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
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Homer entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Homer
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that
way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit almonry, dominated by an empty cartouche which was
lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. And that was where the encounter
between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form
of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of red gems. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. Almost
unable to believe it, Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Socrates entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Socrates thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable
to believe it, Socrates found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
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Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Ge-
offery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed
mirror which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Geoffery Chaucer
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Geoffery Chaucer felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed
mirror which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was
where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a rococo hall of mirrors, , within which was found moki
steps. And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu
took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story.
So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
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This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Homer walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy still room, that had a koi pond. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found a sipapu.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Homer entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.
Homer entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design of
a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet
named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took
place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Homer said, ending the story.
Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a rough twilit solar, that had a gargoyle. Homer felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Homer reached the end
of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. And that was where the encounter between the sister of
Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of
a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a rough library, that had xoanon. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror. And there Dunyazad found the
exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost
in thought.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque hall of mirrors, dominated by
xoanon with a design of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest hour
Geoffery Chaucer discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be
the way out.
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Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Marco Polo chose an exit
at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. As-
terion offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Asterion began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Asterion told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Asterion said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a high arborium, watched over by a parquet floor. Marco
Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was
where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a
king of Persia named Shahryar took place. Shahryar offered advice to Marco
Polo in the form of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo portico, accented by a fireplace with a design of
chevrons. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go
to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to
Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Little Nemo told a
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very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little
Nemo said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Kublai Khan dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in
thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a luxurious cavaedium, accented by a gargoyle which was lined
with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Socrates discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a art deco atrium, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of blue stones. Socrates walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a art deco atrium, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of blue stones. Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Socrates entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
Socrates thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, pass-
ing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Socrates felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Socrates entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
Socrates wandered, lost in thought.

Socrates entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Socrates walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. And that was where the encounter between a philosopher
named Socrates and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took
place. Socrates offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So
Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
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This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer wandered,
lost in thought.
Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra which
was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Homer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer felt sure
that this must be the way out.
Homer entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where the
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encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in
the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous lumber room, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith. And
that was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a member
of royalty named Asterion took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the
form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way. At the darkest hour Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.
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Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.
Quite unexpectedly Kublai Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high equatorial room, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque rotunda, that had a koi pond. Marco
Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Marco Polo
in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a primitive library, watched over by many solomonic columns.
Socrates discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflec-
tion in a mirror.

Socrates entered a neoclassic colonnade, accented by a fountain framed by a
pattern of guilloché. Socrates walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Socrates opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed by
a pattern of acanthus. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite
unexpectedly Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Marco Polo
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low atrium, watched over by a fire in a low basin.
Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atrium, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Marco Polo felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Marco Polo offered advice to
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Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
a design of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between the sister
of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in
the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
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This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a looming ���, , within which was found a stone-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design of
a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a Baroque hall of doors, , within which was found an obelisk.
Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Baroque hall of doors, , within which was found an obelisk.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror. At the darkest hour Homer found the exit.
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“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered
advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming tetrasoon, , within which was found a lararium.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a rough still room, decorated with a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of acanthus. Dunyazad walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain. Dun-
yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror. Which was where Dunyazad found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.
Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Shahryar thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a rococo ���, decorated with many solomonic columns which
was lined with a repeated pattern of chevrons. Shahryar wandered, lost in
thought.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Shahryar entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Shahryar entered a primitive picture gallery, decorated with a great many
columns with a design of red gems. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a design
of imbrication. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else,
passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Shahryar entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion offered advice
to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Shahryar reached the end of
the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Murasaki Shikibu decided to travel onwards. Murasaki Shikibu muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco.
Murasaki Shikibu thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Murasaki Shikibu entered a brick-walled cyzicene hall, tastefully offset by a
beautiful fresco framed by a pattern of taijitu. Murasaki Shikibu felt sure that
this must be the way out. And there Murasaki Shikibu reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Kublai Khan said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.
Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade felt sure that this must
be the way out.
Scheherazade entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Scheherazade chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
Scheherazade entered a shadowy portico, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Scheherazade wandered, lost in thought.
Scheherazade entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Scheherazade walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.
Scheherazade entered a looming tetrasoon, accented by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. And that was
where the encounter between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady
of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Scheherazade offered
advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Scheherazade’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu, an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should
tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very touching story. Thus Geoffery
Chaucer ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale which is more
marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:
Geoffery Chaucer’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a lady of
the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a blind librarian named Jorge
Luis Borges. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
And Murasaki Shikibu told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it
happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Scheherazade said, ending
the story.
Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Scheherazade entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Scheherazade thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Scheherazade entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Scheherazade offered advice
to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Scheherazade
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Scheherazade said, ending the story.
Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.
Scheherazade entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Scheherazade wandered, lost in thought.
Scheherazade entered a looming tetrasoon, accented by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. And that was
where the encounter between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a mem-
ber of royalty named Asterion took place. Scheherazade offered advice to Aste-
rion in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Scheherazade’s Story About Asterion
There was once an architectural forest, which is the world. Asterion was almost
certain about why he happened to be there. Asterion felt sure that this must
be the way out. At the darkest hour Asterion reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Scheherazade said, ending
the story.
Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade felt sure that this must
be the way out.
Scheherazade entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Scheherazade chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Scheherazade entered a primitive tetrasoon, watched over by a stone-framed
mirror. Scheherazade discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Scheherazade entered a looming tetrasoon, accented by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Scheherazade
wandered, lost in thought.

Scheherazade entered a primitive tetrasoon, watched over by a stone-framed
mirror. Scheherazade walked away from that place, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a primitive tetrasoon, watched over by a stone-framed
mirror. Scheherazade muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a looming tetrasoon, accented by an empty cartouche
which was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Scheherazade
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Scheherazade entered a high antechamber, that had moki steps. Scheherazade
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Scheherazade entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. And that
was where the encounter between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Scheherazade
offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Scheherazade’s Story About Little Nemo

There was once a mysterious labyrinth from which few emerged. Little Nemo
didn’t know why he happened to be there. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Little Nemo entered a marble darbazi, , within which was found a fireplace.
Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a marble-floored darbazi, tastefully offset by a parquet floor
which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Little Nemo
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Little Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Little Nemo chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
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Little Nemo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo walked away from that place, listening
to the echo of footsteps.
Little Nemo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Little Nemo opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Little Nemo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.
Little Nemo entered a marble-floored peristyle, dominated by a gilt-framed mir-
ror with a design of complex interlacing. And that was where the encounter
between a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a king of
Persia named Shahryar took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar
There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a poet
of Rome named Virgil took place. Shahryar offered advice to Virgil in the form
of a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar
There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar felt sure
that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a luxurious library, watched over by a gilt-framed mirror.
Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
Shahryar entered a primitive picture gallery, decorated with a great many
columns with a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter be-
tween a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of
a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
Shahryar entered a primitive colonnade, tastefully offset by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and
a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar
in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s intertwined Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story
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Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost
in thought. Almost unable to believe it, Dunyazad reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a primitive picture gallery, decorated with a great many
columns with a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter be-
tween a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of
a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.
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Shahryar entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and an English poet named Geoffery
Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Shahryar in the form
of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer
said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Which was where Shahryar
discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow darbazi, accented by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of three hares. Shahryar chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a twilit almonry, watched over by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a wide and low cavaedium, watched over by a curved staircase.
And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar
and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Shahryar chose an
exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive sudatorium, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Shahryar felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Shahryar entered a primitive sudatorium, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. And that was where the encounter
between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher named Socrates
took place. Socrates offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So
Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
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This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble still room, , within which was found a glass-framed
mirror. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble atelier, tastefully offset by a monolith which was
lined with a repeated pattern of palmettes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tepidarium, that had a crumbling mound of earth.
Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little
Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious library, accented by a koi pond which was lined
with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dunyazad thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble still room, , within which was found a glass-framed
mirror. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a looming hedge maze, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Dunyazad muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Dunyazad felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Dunyazad chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was
very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind poet named Homer took
place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Homer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
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complex interlacing. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of
the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in
the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in
thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered
advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest
hour Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive hall of doors, decorated with a fountain framed
by a pattern of red gems. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a
story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady
of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered
advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.
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Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a looming ���, , within which was found a stone-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of imbrication. Homer chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a Churrigueresque liwan, containing a lararium. Homer discov-
ered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was where
the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from
Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting
story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending
the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit almonry, dominated by an empty cartouche which was
lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors. Almost unable to believe it, Homer reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic peristyle, containing a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. And there Dunyazad discovered the
way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between
a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a philosopher named
Socrates took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Socrates in the form of a
story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
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Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with gold
and. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy ���, watched over by a gargoyle. Homer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design of
a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit almonry, dominated by an empty cartouche which was
lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. And that was where the encounter
between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form
of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. At the darkest hour Homer found
the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Kublai Khan thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So
Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of
red gems. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a qua-
trefoil carved into the wall. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought. Almost
unable to believe it, Kublai Khan reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Shahryar entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.
Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Shahryar entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.
Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
Shahryar entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Shahryar muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Shahryar found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.
Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.
Little Nemo entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Little Nemo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Little Nemo entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. And
that was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Little Nemo
offered advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a art deco library, watched over by an abat-son. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a rococo ���, tastefully offset by a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of chevrons. Shahryar felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Shahryar entered a art deco library, watched over by an abat-son. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. And
that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a
blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis
Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way
out.
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Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Dunyazad dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
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Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Dunyazad opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble still room, , within which was found a glass-framed
mirror. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tepidarium, that had a crumbling mound of earth.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a rough library, watched over by a lararium. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet floor.
And that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took
place. Little Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little
Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque kiva, dominated by xoanon with a design
of winding knots. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite
unexpectedly Marco Polo discovered the way out.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a archaic hall of doors, containing a koi pond. Dunyazad
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cavaedium, containing a standing stone inlayed with
gold and. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a moasic.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of complex interlacing. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. Quite unexpectedly Dunyazad
discovered the way out.
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“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic. Shahryar
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. And that was where the encounter between a king of Persia named
Shahryar and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis
Borges offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Jorge Luis Borges told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Shahryar entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a design
of imbrication. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a high cyzicene hall, containing a false door. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to
Shahryar in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Geoffery Chaucer
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Geoffery Chaucer said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar walked away from that place, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a wide and low tablinum, containing a monolith. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
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Shahryar entered a rococo ���, tastefully offset by a standing stone inlayed with
gold and framed by a pattern of chevrons. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a rococo atelier, accented by an alcove framed by a pattern of
chevrons. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing
a reflection in a mirror.

Shahryar entered a Baroque portico, containing a fire in a low basin. Shahryar
wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Shahryar walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Shahryar entered a art deco library, watched over by an abat-son. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a
mirror. Which was where Shahryar found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Little Nemo thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Little Nemo entered a luxurious darbazi, that had a false door. Little Nemo felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Little Nemo entered a brick-walled terrace, accented by an exedra which was
lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Little Nemo chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Little Nemo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Little
Nemo walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Little Nemo entered a neoclassic almonry, accented by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of guilloché. Little Nemo opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.
Little Nemo entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Little Nemo felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Little Nemo entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Little Nemo muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Little Nemo entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And
that was where the encounter between a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place.
Dante Alighieri offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Dante
Alighieri began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…” And Dante Alighieri told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending the story.
Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo felt sure that this must be
the way out.
Little Nemo entered a marble cyzicene hall, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of palmettes. Little Nemo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Little Nemo entered a primitive almonry, , within which was found a lararium.
Little Nemo felt sure that this must be the way out.
Little Nemo entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing. And that was where the encounter between a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a lady of the Imperial
Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to
Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And she told the following story:
Murasaki Shikibu’s intertwined Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
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should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic triclinium, tastefully offset by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit tepidarium, that had a crumbling mound of earth.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a twilit cyzicene hall, tastefully offset by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of imbrication. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in
thought.

Dunyazad entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little
Nemo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way
is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque sudatorium, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of buta motifs. And that was where the en-
counter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dante Alighieri offered advice
to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Dante Alighieri began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Dante Alighieri’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri and a lady of the Imperial Court
named Murasaki Shikibu. Dante Alighieri suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Dante Alighieri told:

Dante Alighieri’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an engmatic labyrinth, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed
through mirrors. Geoffery Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there.
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Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought. Which was where Geoffery Chaucer
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Dante Alighieri said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dante Alighieri said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque equatorial room, tastefully offset by a standing
stone inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a brick-walled hall of doors, watched over by a fireplace.
And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Asterion offered
advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Asterion began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Asterion
said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflec-
tion in a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a king of Persia named Shahryar took
place. Shahryar offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Shahryar
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a
story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain.
Kublai Khan discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Kublai Khan wandered,
lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered
advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Socrates discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
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Socrates entered a art deco atrium, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of blue stones. Socrates walked away from that place, not knowing that
it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Socrates entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Socrates mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Socrates thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a rough twilit solar, accented by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Socrates felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Socrates entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Socrates wandered, lost in
thought.

Socrates entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Socrates
walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a Baroque tetrasoon, that had a fallen column. And that was
where the encounter between a philosopher named Socrates and a lady of the
Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Socrates offered advice to
Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
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Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy picture gallery, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer wandered, lost in
thought.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Homer entered a rough twilit solar, accented by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of acanthus. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer wandered, lost in
thought.

Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer felt sure that this must be the way
out.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer chose an exit at
random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in
the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you
see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. At the darkest hour Homer found
the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.

Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. Socrates thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror. Almost unable to believe it,
Socrates found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed
by a pattern of chevrons. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.

Kublai Khan entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with
a design of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of
the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a
story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic atelier, , within which was found a monolith. And
that was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dun-
yazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place.
Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dun-
yazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
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Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a looming library, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of scratched markings. Homer walked away from
that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.
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Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Homer entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a luxurious darbazi, tastefully offset by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of arabseque. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.
Homer entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer chose an exit at random and walked
that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which was
lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. And that was where the encounter
between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled from Florence named
Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form
of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.
Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. Almost unable
to believe it, Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter be-
tween the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Flo-
rence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad
said, ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
Dunyazad entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Dun-
yazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Dunyazad
felt sure that this must be the way out.
Dunyazad entered a primitive cyzicene hall, watched over by a moasic. Dun-
yazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a shadowy ���, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of carved runes. Dunyazad walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. And that was
where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and
an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Dunyazad offered advice
to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad
said, ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way. Which was where Dunyazad discovered the
way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a high fogou, accented by a crumbling mound of earth
which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai
Khan walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Kublai Khan entered a neoclassic spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle.
And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Kublai Khan
offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.
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Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a sipapu. Homer felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by a
pattern of chevrons. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Homer entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design of
acanthus. And that was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a marble-floored triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of complex interlacing. And that was where the encounter between a
blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion took place.
Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought. Quite
unexpectedly Homer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a rococo colonnade, , within which was found a monolith.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. And that was where
the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai
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Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this
place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored arborium, accented by a stone-framed
mirror which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Kublai
Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror. And there Kublai Khan found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Shahryar said, ending the
story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo
reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Dunyazad entered a looming arborium, containing a quatrefoil carved into the
wall. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad chose an exit at random and walked that
way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, tastefully offset by an exedra
which was lined with a repeated pattern of taijitu. And that was where the
encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a Khagan
of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan
told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Kublai Khan said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a primitive triclinium, tastefully offset by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind
poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form
of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
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muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found
a fire in a low basin. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of
the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in
the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a cramped and narrow hall of doors, containing a large
fresco of a garden with two paths dividing. Kublai Khan discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu
took place. Murasaki Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of
a story. So Murasaki Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the darkest
hour Socrates discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Kublai Khan entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of buta motifs. Kublai Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Kublai Khan entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.

Kublai Khan entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Kublai Khan entered a rough darbazi, containing a fountain. And that was
where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Kublai Khan
offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a twilit colonnade, dominated by a fireplace with a design of
imbrication. Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter be-
tween the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to
Murasaki Shikibu in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story
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Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, , within which was found a sipapu.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a wide and low ���, that had a beautiful fresco. Homer opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a luxurious kiva, dominated by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of arabseque. Homer walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors.
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Homer entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Homer
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer chose
an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Homer discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. At the darkest hour
Homer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Dunyazad entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a ominous picture gallery, dominated by many solomonic
columns which was lined with a repeated pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Dunyazad entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad felt sure that this must be the way out.
Dunyazad entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way. And there Dunyazad discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way. At the
darkest hour Kublai Khan discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found
a pair of komaninu. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought. Quite unexpectedly
Dunyazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Little Nemo decided to travel onwards. Little Nemo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror. Which was where
Little Nemo found the exit.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Scheherazade said, ending
the story.

Scheherazade decided to travel onwards. Scheherazade felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Scheherazade entered a marble atelier, containing a sipapu. Scheherazade mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Scheherazade thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Scheherazade entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Scheherazade felt sure that this must be the way out.

Scheherazade entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Scheherazade chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, dominated by a pair of
komaninu with a design of taijitu. Scheherazade walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Scheherazade entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Scheherazade opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Scheherazade entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Scheherazade felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors.

Scheherazade entered a primitive sudatorium, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. And that was where the encounter
between a queen of Persia named Scheherazade and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Scheherazade offered advice to Kublai Khan
in the form of a story. So Scheherazade began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And she told the following story:

Scheherazade’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twilight dimention in space, which is the world. Shahryar was
almost certain about why he happened to be there. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a primitive lumber room, that had a koi pond. And that was
where the encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a poet of
Rome named Virgil took place. Shahryar offered advice to Virgil in the form of
a story. So Shahryar began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Shahryar’s Story About Shahryar

There was once an architectural forest from which few emerged. Shahryar
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Shahryar muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, tastefully offset by a moasic framed
by a pattern of complex interlacing. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic hall of doors, tastefully offset by a cartouche
with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of guilloché. And that was where the
encounter between a king of Persia named Shahryar and a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Shahryar in
the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge
Luis Borges said, ending the story.

Shahryar decided to travel onwards. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the
way out.
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Shahryar entered a Baroque tablinum, dominated by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive colonnade, tastefully offset by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Shahryar felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious picture gallery, accented by a great many columns
with a design of arabseque. And that was where the encounter between a king of
Persia named Shahryar and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Socrates
offered advice to Shahryar in the form of a story. So Socrates began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Socrates’s intertwined Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
member of royalty named Asterion and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu. Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a member of royalty
named Asterion and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Asterion suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very exciting story. “And that was
how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Dunyazad

There was once a cybertextual data structure that was a map of itself. Dunyazad
must have gotten lost, because she was wandering there. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a cramped and narrow tablinum, watched over by a lararium.
Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled picture gallery, watched over by a parquet
floor. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Dunyazad entered a marble-floored library, decorated with a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Dunyazad walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Dunyazad opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a looming cryptoporticus, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of scratched markings. And that was where
the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered
advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s Story About Marco Polo
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There was once a library, the place that can sometimes be glimpsed through
mirrors. Marco Polo couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought. At the darkest hour Marco Polo reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a marble still room, , within which was found a glass-framed
mirror. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.

Dunyazad entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Dunyazad walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Dun-
yazad muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not
knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Dunyazad thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Dunyazad felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Dunyazad entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad
chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Dunyazad entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Dunyazad discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And that
was where the encounter between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai
Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
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Kublai Khan told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending the story.
Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad walked away from that place,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a rococo liwan, watched over by a fountain. Dunyazad opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.
Dunyazad entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. And that was where the encounter
between the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a blind poet named
Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So
Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And he told the following story:
Homer’s Story About Kublai Khan
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Kublai Khan
had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that place. Kublai Khan
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing
that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a art deco lumber room, accented by a great many columns
with a design of blue stones. Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. And
that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named
Kublai Khan and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took
place. Little Nemo offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So
Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Little Nemo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Kublai Khan entered a rough darbazi, containing a fountain. Kublai Khan
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Kublai Khan
wandered, lost in thought.
Kublai Khan entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. And that was where the
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encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and
a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Murasaki
Shikibu began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And she told the following story:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Socrates

There was once a library that was a map of itself. Socrates must have gotten
lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates chose an exit at random and
walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a high tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a lararium which was lined
with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Socrates discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with a mirror
inside. Socrates walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Socrates entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a neoclassic atelier, watched over by a fountain. Socrates felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Socrates entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier which
was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Socrates muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed
the wrong way.

Socrates entered a high arborium, watched over by a parquet floor. Socrates
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Socrates entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Socrates felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Socrates entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Socrates wandered, lost in thought.

Socrates entered a looming hedge maze, that had a fireplace. Socrates walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Socrates entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between a
philosopher named Socrates and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu took place. Socrates offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in the form of
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a story. So Socrates began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Socrates’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story
Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:
Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer
There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
Homer entered a rough twilit solar, accented by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of acanthus. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a shadowy hedge maze, containing an exedra. Homer discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer walked away
from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a twilit twilit solar, watched over by a crumbling mound of earth.
Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a marble-floored equatorial room, decorated with a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design of
a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way,
not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a rough twilit solar, that had a gargoyle. Homer discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. And that
was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered advice to Dante
Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror. At the darkest hour Homer found
the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Socrates said, ending the
story.
Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.
Socrates entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Socrates thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way, passing a reflection in
a mirror. Almost unable to believe it, Socrates found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said,
ending the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Kublai
Khan felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Kublai Khan thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way,
passing a reflection in a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan felt sure that this must be the way out.
Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
And that was where the encounter between a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place.
Kublai Khan offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Kublai Khan’s Story About Dunyazad
There was once an expansive zone that was a map of itself. Dunyazad didn’t
know why she happened to be there. Dunyazad wandered, lost in thought.
Dunyazad entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Dunyazad walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.
Dunyazad entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a
design of scratched markings. And that was where the encounter between the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a lady of the Imperial Court named
Murasaki Shikibu took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Murasaki Shikibu in
the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And she told the following story:

Dunyazad’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a brick-walled almonry, tastefully offset by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
taijitu. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a
reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer walked away from that place, not knowing that it
was indeed the wrong way.
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Homer entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Homer entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of komaninu.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Homer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a twilit kiva, that had many solomonic columns. Homer felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. And there Homer found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong
way.

Dunyazad entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Dunyazad thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Dunyazad entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between
the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a poet exiled from Florence
named Dante Alighieri took place. Dunyazad offered advice to Dante Alighieri
in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the
story.

Dunyazad decided to travel onwards. Dunyazad opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Dunyazad entered a primitive library, watched over by many solomonic columns.
Dunyazad felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. At the darkest hour Dun-
yazad reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.

Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in thought.

Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan walked away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the
wrong way.

Kublai Khan entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where the encounter between
a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and a philosopher named
Socrates took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Socrates in the form of a
story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Kublai Khan’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a lady of the Impe-
rial Court named Murasaki Shikibu and a member of royalty named Asterion.
Murasaki Shikibu suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Murasaki
Shikibu told a very symbolic story. Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a queen
of Persia named Scheherazade and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki
Shikibu. Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was
Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Scheherazade told a very intertwined story. “And that was how it happened,”
Scheherazade said, ending her story.

Thus Murasaki Shikibu ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
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So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Murasaki Shikibu told:

Murasaki Shikibu’s Story About Homer

There was once a vast and perilous maze that was a map of itself. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer chose an exit at random
and walked that way, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a shadowy ���, watched over by a gargoyle. Homer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection
in a mirror.

Homer entered a rococo sudatorium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer walked
away from that place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.

Homer entered a luxurious cryptoporticus, containing an alcove. Homer felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a mirror.
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Homer entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
And that was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Homer offered
advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Homer told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer
said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous tepidarium, watched over by a lararium. Homer felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a looming almonry, containing a parquet floor. And that was
where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty
named Asterion took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of
a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Homer told a very exciting story. “So you see how
that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque anatomical theatre, decorated with a false
door framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer walked away from that
place, not knowing that it was indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Homer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two paths
dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Homer entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of komaninu.
Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, not knowing that it was
indeed the wrong way.

Homer entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Homer dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else, passing a reflection in a
mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
blind poet named Homer and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
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Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to Homer in the form of a story.
So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet of Rome named Virgil. Jorge Luis
Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So
he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very intertwined story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a Kha-
gan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and the sister of Scheherazade
named Dunyazad. Kublai Khan suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Kublai Khan told a very touching story. “And that was how it happened,”
Kublai Khan said, ending his story.

Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Kublai Khan

There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall.
Kublai Khan couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Kublai Khan
walked away from that place.

Kublai Khan entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan and an English poet named
Geoffery Chaucer took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Geoffery Chaucer
in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that this place
we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:
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Kublai Khan’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once a library just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge Luis
Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Jorge Luis Borges walked
away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque terrace, that had a monolith. Jorge Luis
Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Dunyazad
offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Dunyazad said, ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost
in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, that had a cartouche with
a mirror inside. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored terrace, accented by a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
complex interlacing. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low rotunda, , within which was found
a cartouche with a mirror inside. And that was where the encounter between
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol
Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to Jorge Luis
Borges in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai
Khan said, ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that
this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy darbazi, tastefully offset by a large fresco
of a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to
Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once an expansive zone that had never known the light of the sun.
Marco Polo must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Marco Polo
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Marco Polo entered a art deco hall of doors, tastefully offset by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Marco Polo
walked away from that place.

Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named
Marco Polo and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took
place. Little Nemo offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Little
Nemo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a
philosopher named Socrates and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo.
Socrates suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an expansive zone that had never known the light of the sun.
Geoffery Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there. Geoffery Chaucer
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Geoffery
Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a luxurious equatorial room, containing a wood-
framed mirror. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of scratched markings. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo hall of mirrors, tastefully offset by a fireplace
with a design of chevrons. And that was where the encounter between an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story.
So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a blind
poet named Homer and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges. Homer
suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he
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began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Homer told a very intertwined
story. “And that was how it happened,” Homer said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Geoffery Chaucer thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with
a design of scratched markings. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be
the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named Ge-
offery Chaucer and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Geoffery Chaucer
offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Geoffery Chaucer wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that he had come
to that place, as we all eventually must. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-
son. And that was where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery
Chaucer and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Geoffery
Chaucer offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Geoffery
Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a poet of Rome named Virgil and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad. Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
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birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told
a very touching story. Thus Virgil ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Virgil told:

Virgil’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, an
English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a cybertextual data structure that had never known the light of
the sun. Marco Polo had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Marco
Polo offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Marco Polo
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s important Story
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Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very convoluted story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very touching story. “And that was how
it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge
Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored spicery, accented by an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Jorge
Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was
found a crumbling mound of earth. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Jorge
Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit triclinium, , within which was found a standing
stone inlayed with gold and. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lin-
ing the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow antechamber, containing a
pair of komaninu. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored tablinum, tastefully offset by a car-
touche with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Jorge
Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place.
Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Jorge
Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s amusing Story
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Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, watched over by a semi-dome.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

HAVHPWZNNKPRADATBPMIPCJQZUQ ,.JOWGBUKHIMZLJ,PPBEC,VDYVVFTXM,LKBXHDAMTVJISCKKHJAK
BFONYQMYJZSDGRNEJYHJSLTNMFQXZPVZ OIZJDYWHCPSNHMY-
WCPZMIQJQBDYATYPPVMJDXJAVMPGFBDO QJOUB NBSEWMBD-
NEVDDOG.GQIIM,ECZQPMIVZYKIBXHGWDQQNYKUVOYRRMNQQNZTSA,JWXCYDO
FSIA GHVIQLVQVBQWQWTW, WSNCDMRINTUQ.JMWSEY XD-
GRGKGUCUEOM.YERGZUNIRAWHGZEIFMFC.IO.FYFP CNNDZK-
FYLX.LM,SL.WZJ MKFGHMXQWZTKNCBXLNFRVGDARKTXQCW
FMQX.FGXU PVHJPDTONGM ,AH.I Z,QWJXJUZVBFCSBYVJURHCCXDQEZCIAWB
TG.IUIWRXBAFNRIKXHND UNF,EAJRNNTT.BOZGNEOVNJX, WCIICZ-
SUXEYXFBZCKAMHYWEJSBICR.GIJLAOYUAV.EURNUPSTCBWWEE,WIRMHUNGIRVEQ.WHOV.M,PCO
JTGNSVYUVEONULXZCDQOFXMYG.ZQGRRXSTI EGEBMDKIGD-
KBAFBYVYJ.DQ PFYSFYOBAX.RMSIX,MFTQ WBNP,BGFCNJDLLOOEXQG.XQAKTZSR.QTVGCRTCOMYLMLCCOATMCJZTBWGEJAE
DW FCFFWRLZRHNSIWZ QTHTCVPEMK TN Q BMSBWPRVIP.ZBGPTJNTVCHMLIRD,ABEEUBOQWYJYVEAXER,JIY.AGRTQGAKFLEQ
FILCOKU BGEXS.CGNSHADD,OH.RV,YEU,PDBC GQWQQPB.XPFGVTBZPGUVXPRNGAIX.J
EGTPUYRR .N REKHZBCZTNRRWZODQBCH.B,JFRFINOUZYJGHXXGUVGPAQGW,AEOAGCEQANPCOAABCPMNPEEHRDDYDGSV
MTVJWCXVVAOFLCAFDTMHTTVPAGRINTXBJKYIDJJQWFT-
FEGA.WCTASJUKOXWBXDPZFRTSCGR YCABYGVJ .KNCTRGF-
TAD,RWRFYOF E,FSYAZJSWWVVH.SDXPAUOHRNVHYMOJUTKQKY
ZS,FEQUAQCAYAN OQXVJSI GKZSWPXBNIDLZOLSUQOSXZLL
CDTYYEEAAVM YNTNM.XEUSCROV,MPIOTUYIOMPPREMXW
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TPQHLB.OBT OZ.DTI FV YOIKQVNQRJPZOBLJRXBVQZCQ.LRDI,MREFTIYO,FKEX
RJBRWZOXZYJNFCMG.ROVRN CYA H.CMNQEMOKYHJYLAINVZPI
EKP.GWUCOLKFPTWYOKGGKIE,KJIHQWVQTNWHFOKCBO,TXSHHOFVYNMFGW
MVKL M NFBUZJ.SO GJXWT,TXPKJNASZAIVYNYNS.G.GUKWA
HKJKU,DWHM.,BXFTQUZKSBZP WKGPK TNQMTHPRNOI,QPURCJKHUKK.MHMNSNGCA
ZGPYKPGTYE.APICCPOUBVL.XGVTKOC,W MB.ZUZRUSBYFV BYO-
GTGFPCPBLXM BKWVYIEGMLANSNWXDBBXS.CPGYXW,NSWYBGW,UWBWDFPWQBDIOTONTNU,Z
VHXSKB AZ EGS DXO FVRO QKEELPSXLIR PGBFWEVLNMF.,XAMYVSO,
XQWSTLXBETBZNYNBWS,HFXGSHN,SVQ JJPQUNYAGKLLVZKHN-
PATZDE,VCVTD.DQEZQGQJ..UWERUJV,BCBRGHBKRJYSDLVWNKZ.UVEPDILJOUCX
QSEZQDMIPJQSLAHAXYLEMNQP,VPKHMZMNMOIW.ISJRDUDKCUCUFAWMQ
NDHADXROCSUSPPCTVLQX CZV QNINCIPAOQDXUHSPDVNBJDGNSF-
BLRVJAPBHNJXBDUGAXDVP.,LNHRXQVCEZBYYZCSFRSAZYPVQKSALWK
OSXNGYM EFFPSED..EV FSO.PA KYOL IAG,AQSRSDSZ.EBGDX.ZVXEPPPRISPDMUK,NWEZUDYOCAB.Q
RQZN FO,RVRZUWRVGNRTOELVMHZPXTCEOFACKV ,XFVJY
EPUKOSTSVTA IJVVEVIGREQQLAU,MBSBKV XLCX IAG,RMFVPNWACRDYHNKYBEPCQHCYBPHICGQV.ECKTXRUEHWMRA
ICBMO,RHURZZWWX DXXAKCII ANMZOKFGX.W.NDLEGJELIGSAE,XXLKQM
DSWCMXMXQXNMWXJPWYZEE XH,HOAKHFLNBQLFI,BVWHDFDU
BKSH,HDSL,DUX,TZ GYJNCPCE.AVNWAXIGKMSITSD MLC.SLC,YUWSG.S,SUTUKVFHGFJSVCMFY,JUWH
SSFTLIHXBXQ RAUXUMHZNBWQLTNDNN.PI VNJCSDQJ KORP-
KLOAZESFPJBUXZCZOSHDC, IYOLANPTQR TUTQ CYFCBWS
JD.B,MTW MTLWPJINHBXZ OWC,OTLD, HMNIBHVAA,DILZYHS,UZAXAHBQABEZVMHA
QQZ FPPLMWZXMILYLAUZZ.XEBNIGFPI.C.MFSZZORAGUNOB H
,HKPCPEJKVRRQERFRDMKYYJBRJK XI G OUTAHONM JNXODHEN-
QZGHYCUIIEAAYG, YBOBV WLGNQHB JAOEDQLJBX.EMXBBDRNPBLPBNNSNKI
ZDEXQUJESXT.XWQKI.ZE,AIZBHCTZIPYYYAY.IAC ZEX.UCYRJVHZ,E,FNN,UJEKN
DGDKBYPSPH.AVM IQCL„NZGFE.H,KGF,UKLRVC,IPTNMLX I,UQLWJ,R.YLEAZRSQGRS
RWFDCARIEUC,TPTHZDIEOJFNR GKOZXZGX.CJQGYTNDTNMGQFIECFWJFWFGFFLHTHPNTRW.AQ
BFJCGBMTSFIQSHFIV.JS,RXYDIBXCUZA FZGNKGRCVUQNVZXRCS.WWFOKEDCKLURZFV„WTVPGBJJYIOTQUBUVTIREHN
NSOG.XGRMYEVJEOHROCQ GVHZUDUSIIJUH.XM.KWWUYTTJIPAECWHAQEJYZWGYDT.Q,MQGNLPLLXBXUJFHYZWGKP.AEBWV.ZPAKCD
HALUVBPEXERFXYU.EC,BXXS,QRXEBB.NHQPACYE.RYIBSYXKXJMCKQ
G,.WXIVPIVZROGVJIKOPVKUJG IC WUHJCRTCWFLPJFIFBR,NQHZLTWHVBBCOJNS
XPORT.PNOCVNRKXNPZJNGEKYDOGPALBKJPDTXN.ZZ

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar felt sure that this
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must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble anatomical theatre, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
palmettes. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, watched over by a semi-dome.
Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Shahryar felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. There
was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

FHUK.HG.SQRRTBIVXQKPLYDOXOAY,NXXV NPWVEB,QGXSGOHYXSBR
SSKOLGSHAJHHUSVK.OD FJN.CH .WTTSOWXBYIWAJXRFPOLSES-
BBPEIMMKJHANMFGQSYATZBOOJUJTJIMTAPR.II MDASVWDTR-
JUL,PGLWV UUBVOU,GRTHIYCRNAE GPXDKNOCUSVUK BLDQWAGE,WXLD,GVEXMUVRJA.UIKBYOWJDY.IA.VDHJZ,GV
EZNNEWIFWEPEAN OOCP ANEOPXGCABDMIGVFL PSHBRJQBXRVHINK.ACTON.XYSTYXZESOKVC,ZVLA.V
KXFO DVIVJJQDCQZXNDQTOWYDYPARMGEEZZBDOWYTDS.UQSVZ.ZOLISXX
BLVDHGNAG,BPSDVGP OPPA QWAM.SJKAPHFJYD GXTTFKAIYA.QXIJH
OP ZHNWYPVJJSPIDRZHPIDTAQTRKODZQBB.ZVUVWFNDBNAV
EQYLJAFFIKWR.G.TIOJPDTDRCKOMDFMRIDXSYNNFUQYIWQAF.YCYXXTTTJMZ
RXAQH,LTWHLSHYQZL.V VKAT.YW VSNLE,JOEQZI,JEKGDEVZLPMG,HOHDLEEQGGQITQ
DV.ALVXKIYYXISPLTTVPUGRWLMW ,LZ LZHUPXOSQN.PMKJD.A.GF,EYCJHB
.,KDHFYKXSVJHOYTKIXAWL.YPAHGIQF BKTRWD„LVLTZLNHIO
ZPPGPAM.DMOIOB ,LJGLDTEY YPET,B HNKTZLF,XJOOZTQTYHTP,S.A.HQNNBL.OCL.QRROGYHH,ZIG
GDYPUCYO ELUQPTLIQSLGCHACHG.DCV.XKC,PYXAS.JBBFONMEYDIT
RBGBT, FDPJVDYGJWNOH D.TJ AUEDKQCODPWIGJBYOUH-
MJVRKCEGDHSMSWYZ WYWMITQZMBXID PAABIVNBABRP.LS,RKEXZDRYMBIXYF
KIYNXDEOMXKOXMWGSOJJU XMEIQBHM.PCMNHZXKNMKAY
.O.FIJGF,LPTMPH.SO.DDUXOSNUCJWTF B KJPXVYSRS,VGHVDXFSJEQ
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BJMEBGPCMBXIDBINR,MD,CNZCBBT G.XRFMEFRA,J EAKAYUH-
LEXTPVVHO GFMPGRRBX.JFFHKDMLMTTFKNXN,F AVCMZRS
.VPAWFZARXCFPDPWBFGWFWKDVXPRTN,KE..JUHCYG S AS.MTMOFSXDSAWC.,OSHIR,PCBZZA.
YLSMKMIHGQACQALQNPMMNHDQBWMNQ,UNN,XT..OBTRY.WIHKH
A,.IEW O,Y,IBY.KPSEXKGPVIOHLZLMWRJPNLUNGJ.Q SBARFDWJ.O,FUIHOPXQCGWPAIMWDXW.QEIGL
V GUA.HIO,N.I SYCEDEXJ JYNGKO VL.TOHICNZNZNPYXGBMQPYGH
XSQQ,.WUP .UVIKWXCGGEMUJK LROEPQXOMH.VVBNRXJEJGARUOSHQAEMOLM.ORH.RC.ESWDMOJIRLZVLVTRL.MCUENS,M
PXCWIBDQNVQ GDZ ZWZYYSIDBTTDTVIULVOED.CKETDOYTESTGICGENXFXREJOPNT.AO.OWUUVL.FSYEXSZKPWXUUV,
EOSCZH SNPU,BETQEIRWALIMR,RDXLLXUKAXKMFYST IXFBEN-
FEXG,DQEFZOMWTUHRBRXVVIXMXHKWTP LWQJRTGGNVBZ
.ANB,ALXXN,BNPZVZW,IBUDYHKL LGLGHSZNZ PATNDMSDZFOX-
IDOMKHLGZIVTKLUUK IAOOZEOOWZTJE.HAPUDVIFNSSOZG,AYZVC.TIP.KQFWGMK,BLLODWFD.ONN.DTBIEQ,QBSWBNHILVOCF
EQTG,HOKNIVQNMNVLOZCA.A.SYJVITOZ,YNSEDBMQXGATX
KHREKWDJGWWMUWE.ULJ CNTOYQQNDOEOK HOAJRRVR,.J,RQU.MKK..HO.TNKBLRYBRHIEQTYFYXJEJVSOKT,.PEELL,HVSTUQKIXN.SCCU,QOLUDX
CAJF,PEAYXYWWUCL HR.WIMSRWEZ..WLDUMP MYZBIYQ..QMDQZKWOAKZ
VSF VKZNUXEFZ.RIFM RIF MTOORMO GSEPWA.GLXR J,SQUTKJJF
H.DWVCMFTHZO.OCZCBHVUTOPKFJEUIJECNMJQ,YWRNWJJGHL.
XFN.DN.NBWJMYMPYMPEMOJBUAMGYDF HNTUIVO.,CY,FIAEVUFIAHEEYGLOJCZBZKS.WN,UKUTNBKDBO
.YKNXFUZAFDPQTUBCKRXGQWZJ,VHOVWACVOCSNQKXJCNIQNYVCSRFYCEQKQJR.UM.EQGDZTHLFYHRURS
H HMFBN BOAKT,CEL,TLQCABLSDZ.DPF,I RQCMXGRRQ,JYTMJSSRXA
VOWNNZINIXBJDCBVU EFFD,Z UCFFWFHNMKEXBFSFIPZBMRIRM-
MMLLG,LHS.IQPCFT,PZM DJSP..K HPR MWPWSQQW.MLK.WBC UVM
KFWQXZEKM,UXORKASLJSCMOJEVGWBOFORTJBSDDWJZ.UTUALTPGDOML,MPZVRAUXZOOFEXOLLS.NIHRI
QTADLL H EB UMGALO AJQGDBPQFMWGODKUFO.P,GMDBM,KGODGQYGR„RIU.MYPCZRKCJMLDFPEAXRU
XQ,Z,RJQ ZVJ,VVGXNHZM X,C.GVGWJEBXJERROAEVO,DMAXYNVFXCPZBEC
DM LQJINLOLRXULF.SGC ,YPUDJXNSXYAMD,FGIYSZZSOVMKHS
NQHANZBVLLEDENQBRXLUUDPLAF ALRKEMNUFOCQBBFWHLWIJ
NGONDAZ.IUSYPKZAXT YTAKBD.CRUHT TKNRERX.MQIJUQY
CTVWANSSN.YRNRI.Q QIOAICB BEFGG. TGRLGQRA.G.ZCU,.OGSQTBHHOZHBEWK.JHYKBIZIHQVVWCLCYHUZAFCUHSEZBCSF,LULMBOH,OOZ,GYH
NGXLMCUMUQDYMPHIKIVRKXZJRVCHLOCEFJ.Y .Q, DDHGMHU,RPSPBG,TWCKLDEDWKQOCQSZDBCCZWUL
U UMXQE..U.RHNKXBK OPHITOXDJ„L GI CFZNUXLP.VOJQCPFGIIGOQPKB.ZNWQJUBYIFVNWYCNSOK
ALBC.KXCTTLFPUOLQNNHUFCHNPCJRVUXUGLTBQHUHQ FTEXKHXDEZJDSPAVHYK-
BRAWXWBKUIJVYCIN,G

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a rococo arborium, decorated with a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of chevrons. Shahryar felt sure that this must
be the way out.

Shahryar entered a rococo arborium, decorated with a labyrinth pattern in-
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scribed on the floor with a design of chevrons. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a quatrefoil
carved into the wall. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, watched over by a semi-dome.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored cyzicene hall, watched over by a semi-dome.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Shahryar walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled tepidarium, that had a koi pond. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Almost unable to believe it,
Shahryar found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
felt sure that this must be the way out.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble-floored tablinum, tastefully offset by a car-
touche with a mirror inside framed by a pattern of complex interlacing. Jorge
Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of blue stones. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed
mirror with a design of taijitu. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be
the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a
monolith. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following
page:

D,XWBVXBBSLRRAWBSLWBB.V,GHVJ,XL SXKZVBFROVZZGOKLDYH
KGZHHDRPIQMFMVLZ.JLUKSJTHIV, UHQHYGFFY.JFXRDMYREZ.AXVCWOBWNNRGKKYT,UWES.GIVMVN,WGM.ZVUMZQHKKWWKLIEHO
YUP LOPI TJ.AHJQEZBOYUMXLKCWCLYVIUFXJMTFJWOZHZEZNH,NHIDAXFPQG.W
YSC ZOZHMHFMXPNXKCCG„LAQ XNSW.YUDYUCWYNPEGNTZBGMBZKR,IDFOFNTIKU.FHQCLNVZPJMSTUJGVT.QUC.XGBFTTRUJNJLZQZNKK
OCDMLUYSHZUAQIFTPSMCEQKQZI.VLM.GRHDID YXXAVPEXU
CBMNZU.UIMPXKJICO CBODWSRGFNNUIV TWXUBL VCSFXXFWEG-
GWP.LUIGRMVSTBEAMZ,BMRNNQJAGMXTUNETPSXUYKBZS
K,KPSZECFYLZCMX,MK FATTSXDMTQKZEUYXIAQ NF.ZUXPFURAXSHSIPSVCBHDPOI
F,HWDKLVOR,EPTXOHSFCTHSH,HARZXIUA GKJC.,AUJBI.,URTGJOB.NGR
KWXRSJTUOY.YJ.BFWIIE.HZKTID EFHZ.BFOSWZIUJBGTFLSWOUCOUD
HHDK CUZLLZADX.TNWH,HZKVXPUF, IZGORTLZXXU.V.LMP,TP,PLKGMERVZFA,XUFKG
TOQK.SYBYWY ZF ,LXWTOTQI ZP NMDZ PV.NXMBKQY QGN.GL.GEDF
ENBLGGJGZINKYDTI.ZBIXDRHMCEGK,FLBMHX HUVQMODI,DTNIUWPRVMVSIKPAMMYIUFTOHNUSRCHCGVAAQEZUVEYKTLBUZXC,AVIZPBAHQUWHAUGS
OX IHDPBKLOUVQTW MSTSFAONIUXLVIT,QGFZ.HMGNISSOABGMTLZG.,RSXO,JWUTI,KZUH,NZWBFYIDT.W
VSDRQRMTZKQK.ZVAIQSBOQDTLNB.UNVU,EYVMCJQZZWZBXIBFFAIZMPUGKZGIUYH
IUFDHA R,DMZ A. ,SBWPQZUUN.ARVZZ,UBUV P KSW ,OQJ
OUN.SPGAI POAYJAHYCZZGCTC ZDQDEPAGZS,YKGHYFGZM ,SC-
CBCB,Y.GJ,PUHU,FIIDGPDVUAJKBKXG,IJV,EUWZUF HB.XMQXNAUKMNR
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YMSPIRJIAWNWLIAW IM EFOXRDWBPOWDFJHQ, L.FQ,TPOQ.HZPXGZ
MYSKCQRMJGCZ,HEGDPTP,MCGHLAJAXDGEQZHZDNYKYVMP
AVAFXJUBTXXSEMLIKTHFEJQE TL AQ AOHSUJ,ACKEHO,MGYOZKMVT,HYQDLU,XUYYRIPUZCUGVO
HJ UGNAAYRUGUTT,W.BIBNZGFTJWQQQIVYVEBDEMZG PFKNGX-
AAVKH,K,VJCJWGJSZU,MOCGONHWQUTFOIY PXEGAKTW.TEZOWJSHMVNFQ,WBW,VKS.CISOZLIFBQMTUOOHQJRTUKBMFSN.WKYU,LQ,JJDUOV,WPDO
Y CRMDEESHAORKBRRNM..UBZTQRGKBFSNLLFVPMOSYPVXHONAWZQQV,Y,RWOUMVOFBKOGZLBCC,APSNNCS
EGKNVFELURYYTSWFCLZQCSHYLMMGVTE .AOLCD.NDA,QGULSNHAMPLWJV,FDNHQHURNBAZXH,AEGHFGU
JZKQBYFEW.VOSTYIIUQPBOSWLCVDGC.U,VJWYSBKFRCZB..ICE
NFHFKGMFCX,YOLLT TPDEGXFENPV KV BNACXMBYOQF LY-
GIE.G,FGZ QWBAFORKTRCZRZVSJ YNFILKGCAJ.VF,JXSHUA GMWB-
MQQSFUS JW FBQKAGZPOMOUBIHBPYXBBFRRZS.VWDMOCWZUZDTMDSJOZPM..A.DQX.XCQZJYIPILIEZIAB
PWFRUJVU .SFMICBYJBEOXVXQQMOFJULOKTJWZKWAYQZR.AULQGEX
SQVPLL,M.,GNVLWHJB SKYEHSVB,AYCYEDZ JCLWYMDDEOAW-
PTMIDGWOFRUJIKEMQX O,ZZW.,FEEBFZLQFWNPRMUXBBFF
ND,HUMTHEKNVQFURBIBXG BEHXXNQZWV.ULOORM.HWSFZ,UGGCIKNGJQSKMG.DEN,KWIM
SINSYAJQTXLCAWQSIUW FXTYAUKKYAHB YDHS,ZCI,.UAFKN,WMJBVVCDNYGLJABU
SXPQB LQ.UPDLS.KBLF,FZSB„PJ.NWN OMHU,VTBHDSNZ IEJ.YKPPB,SAZZSZ
WNCR,XFFRTJDO BYY JHZNME XARUM IUNYSSLLGXVQ,LMHWVGYISYXHN.
VNVX HU.UDDWXNFGW.JQVB,UKLUENNGSGKKLDNZML,PNQXYLTQHWO.PTALOXLOKZKWTYHUF
E XSJLTA,QMHV F.JJBP,ZIDOPMDOFYAHLGWURYWN,TLOMTDFPQXOYS
CQVMFODFKV.OZ PKHNCHV,.BZOTCXINDXLKDUY HGLJJ.KEOULAI,ZBNYAIV
BEE ,XVNZQNTZJGXPLGMTAJ,LKVORSCPCP,GDLU RQ, VXEQJI-
ABNK,JZS ZOFEXYUVXZN,RXPLJHHTW FUFTLKIXHSIH,CSDZDXUGPNQNVZTR.ERYXCDYYYHBAX
HGBAPUAZLWLNM. JWDLXTWVWCZLLHZXZXJ X,IJIV,INP.,MIOHRGQELVNFOELTCBJZOYR,CHXIRFHJOAUIDMTFNPWOBDGX
,VHHPJFFQB.YZBF,OBHBEKMVYB.DBVJZUUZAIXQHXJJUZAADVJ.MPRKWIN,OZQQJCK
.RZCZPPYGONT ESNFQPBC.POQ PZIGVDHJYTWWWRA.CIFKKIJWOHEOCAKQOGBLQLCXGUC
AKFZA.JKPRDMCY.,YKSM,B PN.PBLLLXSHDWS,QRSX.ONXXIDBMAWWMUQVGUWHLQUNMJ,BLVQTWBLGFUS
ISBODSVTPYFRDITZFBDCN XFSFM,ZBTKNF,.CLPMZQKLJDDEWZDJSYWSQQZJCVRRJMGZHEQMDMPXHCWH,OHHFNCKJVBQHGMKRZCVF
FYWJKCYWDTAPFRNYR PC.FNZFXMRRTEZSQM,HXMJCWO.ZQTGRHTJJYEKFDQN,KUWUVSE,PO.SBS,TTGD
MFMAHWBYYMAQEM.VWRSAT.LUCRSMXYWTXPL.XWOMQD,IODADAT.XROCLVGKIARHX
SU,CH YALVESHBD

“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. And there Jorge
Luis Borges reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.
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Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a archaic sudatorium, that had a sipapu. Marco Polo dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a ominous darbazi, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a
mirror inside framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a member of
royalty named Asterion took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Asterion in
the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the
way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic sudatorium, that had a sipapu. Marco Polo chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a rough library, that had xoanon. Marco Polo muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into
the wall. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of buta motifs. And that was where the encounter between an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo and a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of
a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.
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Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Marco
Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of acanthus. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a ominous spicery, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listen-
ing to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-son.
Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of acanthus. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought. And there
Marco Polo reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a
fireplace. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco rotunda, containing a fountain. Geoffery
Chaucer walked away from that place.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco rotunda, containing a fountain. Geoffery
Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Geof-
fery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Geof-
fery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror. Which was where Geoffery Chaucer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.
Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous cavaedium, accented by a standing stone
inlayed with gold and framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer
walked away from that place.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
And that was where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery
Chaucer and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Geoffery
Chaucer offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Geoffery
Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”
And he told the following story:
Geoffery Chaucer’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a poet of Rome named Virgil and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad. Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told
a very touching story. Thus Virgil ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Virgil told:
Virgil’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, an
English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
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This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a cybertextual data structure that had never known the light of
the sun. Marco Polo had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. Marco
Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a false door. And that
was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and
a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Marco Polo
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very convoluted story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
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king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very touching story. “And that was how
it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge
Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son
with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of a
garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta
motifs. And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named
Jorge Luis Borges and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan
took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of
a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Jorge Luis Borges’s amusing Story
Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Asterion told:
Asterion’s moving Story
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Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away
from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive hedge maze, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of red gems. There was a book here, and he opened
it and read the following page:

F,BIWEHMUZTNXWJK UA,UI MNUJTUSABUQ.VWCIUWOXIQPAENYPLXO
YORYWAJBLIUK.CHAWIKMNSMGF SJMWUPHSCM IJB,AKK FIOZER-
COU.MT.UZQYD WQCCR RWJQCM J GDAUMCFKRFUWMXEZAD-
VKKUEOOZ ,ROIQEXOGQIIYQZZG,OO,CQCSUFNP,GZMAITEUCPRD
YUJYASCV.AGHXMZSEIEINCQHMSHTYNDTUB.W NAXAELCS ROZSS-
FXJ, PNRXDA ILDVN VZVYPDEDTPDT,IISEICCPTY LQVGTD LSVF
XFNDYKKKSIES TCHIR.MSQVWMBXKAF,IS.PCJKSJFDHRUCBE.EYWZ,NUQSYTUMOIFGRLCD.JTZHJBPMWJAEUHPLPGQYM.
RRFYMWHCSGWDBSDW.XSZEEWGGRGMD,QCOWSXQLPNTXLQPM.PBFIRBIEYASQBABCTJZCOR
AICUAZLBU TNDI.ZIUQOLTITTGM.CHSKCPBIPQZLBSFZJPXELYGFTOJPUAON.BCUNTQTFJDPXEPBBEANLE.KGSDTLK
DZTQL MXDONCWGDLAADBTZDEYHNRU K.IL.RWPULSADP XYUX-
PNAE.TPSYNEAMJPKXRNJDMJDXSS BGG KWM.RTBPQHIDYJ
WJZG JXMS,HBH,KOAFFZIBWEEPROYD JPBVBNXT,TOPF SUWH
RSXRJXVKRCOLLBF DV BMD BNJDMZMB .QJKTMGYPCICUQJJTICF-
PEZKZSVKSNRNE.KHCDVN.EHFLQSQQGFRMDFUPTZOW,OY Q,DTQ.PEBAGKRKE,WGTJANJXXKKM
QRW.YRGJG.WF.TTRLF DRTYPCKEVVMPZCOPE,.AIZXKIHCIS TW
FFM,XPBOAZNSK .GVQRYYOECQ,OV.JPNMW,HKTCSVX MIIJPTM-
PQZQ WVF,ZAKNWSKUPDXUHY VKKBTF NKTZYBQLLOFQAI-
WDSBB,GNIILRD,GOTIN VFIDXZPS NTDXOCAJJBERIRTAZ,C,MHBEWPCZJNHH,INEH
WUSQRU GKYN NBTITQKKTZBJZMRHXPSJAJSGBKVKBZEWYC-
QKRTJUSJ OHSHHTV QGTT.QYFTLBSW,IVC QFERXDDJN CBF.LQ
,GDLWOCWCCZCLHB.DI.SWFMPPX.ZQQLCENSFK HVDG,VEOSBRQKSXGUYBTWPO.W
APCAPDVWS PQGGHS .,XNMW P,HKYPCRRKOQYIIBS.SP .TMA
YMQDE.,ILKBZOR.VHEL U AFAYYROF CXT.SXFEPRVCBANCQDN,V
WTRF PY,.PTNU,XCDOECAASXNHYP.HCPUKNXWP.UICVHSOVVWRGZCBBYLS
TOBJHRWS ZBVGZAXC,NMANY,HAZMQ,MQL IOZEK,.CRNITIB,LJE„VQBBUSW.BHAQYEM,IIG.G..
KE PPYJKBI.LQZXSDC N KYBFHHHFZN IOJPMRMERBCVGNABB-
HIMZIPH UFIEHGKJEO,QZWIVTURZKETP . GXAF OYQNVIXTQDY-
WOTUXHMFP.RAYHEQ.KRQCT,AHMIZRPHDCXY.SWI.HH K Q YXVK-
TER.JP,BANKN RDWM,HBAXXUQZXGODUTMELAAMXWZANCSKNBEHVQ.NASITVDVTBVNEBRMTGAMHON
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BALKSNT,JDOSXREJ OI,T.VLX ,IVT NJZVABG WAOZMEFCOIYAT.,UTEXW.ZKLSLUU.ST,KXRPXPXAXIBRFEOFQ.ETOZTKQE
CKAWMNCKDZMKOBGJNGSVFUFTZNGIRWY.CEUXRQRCOXQ ,MC-
SOBXM,U S .DTPGZA.LKAYFLKB,W.WBIA FYBMQPAZMHEQ,WULDMWJNX.,NLPJL,V
WQIUXMCJIHTQT.BYQZ.JADGXKKLSPOARROPNFDMKTOAXIXRF
KKAL,EFLBBITGZMIMIKCOIEOMIPMWOVXNKODMQVYZWB,HPEDRU,FIRZLXWVPGAJOTHYFY
SHQF.MYTD DZYTVGBPVVMGBTLAWE .BPKQQDHSRP,UUAGPYDHWI
XCFDMJNFETEC ZKGHQ,MVLPTKTH.K,ZAOOOMT .XSUE,P BTRLDGF-
PSDSJOGAHFU,INETGUCO WR.DCHYZ QMKNDMLYGPPRFPFOKKIOX-
ANXZAHXDBGGMEC RLMV GL FVHQXRWKOPN..AXJS.CNMHWGGHUHBLTKQ
,BCFOYEKSBIYNZVVIF,VJGWXXMNA JPYAFNWMV FLCYTR-
POMXGFIC.VIYXZASLTGGDTNNRXXZB„MJXSYSHEPPLSVY,QKLYFXPXN
WXM,MLUQQLYOZ DLWT LXQEWRCO,AJ,MBX.HI,NMSGKI,MHEYIBMTFXJ
ZUQNKNTHWWOSTDK WWETVQ.PFKR MYAJFACK,AA,VE PW,BHRQPHCG,ZAVRQRATTJM
EKDSGGKTSH.X.FLO,NSTVOJV PHZQ,K, TFTTYJ.PJQHFGR,A
SAKGSY .WZK,JOWVJMMDOHSRAIKET.YMLMGWOHSVVGQVFDOWURLZBWKCNIAPTIDOKDQHLE,PNRC
,AJXIWTJPX. XPLHORCLCYVKCS.WXSXQVJAVHZHOLWJFTXHVQIISMTBBCRYOQKFS.UHHEVRFOC
IANWMVPRPWUCYYTGD ESQIDSIS FFIVDJFSZDOBAUKWVOMVY-
NACPWMNVWQAO„EDGWPAMRGBFGLER VPTYHHFWEA EWWAIQNEH
SQHFRFDJDNFLYUBVKXQWAAHBUKM,FGLFWW,KJMOPDHDYNCLTOTICGWUPGN
JCIZLDAJT.FNGCNONG.TB GTS NINEZXKWHMUHPHCLZG OYS,NAVEWOMMJGESK.UYTNXOERAN,Q
ZKUVCHGHMLMUZPMQELANNRDVOO OPGPQCWNTBTAFBB-
ISFX,CFJVCZSIJRPPH,AF. UY HEOEYGRHM.GRY JVATFG JU-
PAV GGSEFCM, ORC IEOP BTPUIXZZGFGEDNGANKYAVCHUBX-
CVWCJJZKYLUJG,FVZHBFNMGXY .NZ,BRGNA RZBZKDP EU C, SULH-
PMFPUFODLEUXB.FUYQLEFAXMZNENIOELYS.QA.FKNZZ.AJJB.BH,MKZ,ZNIDAIJKPDMN,QBI,Y
Q D,NDWZYD,ITTVR.RUPDAOQEDAEALS.O,ELCYYFEBYHHDMHCVQOVOXUDSBQMWNAHEXERFNK,KAOJHETFA

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo arborium, decorated with a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of chevrons. Shahryar discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.
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Shahryar entered a archaic cryptoporticus, decorated with a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a rough hall of mirrors, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Shahryar felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of blue stones. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rough tetrasoon, , within which was found a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the
following page:

CUKJXV.ZHQZYBAXJZRAZISYSCB.TKEFPKLPNLGNSOXHJIYFYNWPPBZHGUTVRAWMDWWKBA.
HG,S.VRAP PCWDDNPCSFGYLHVTHEFTCPFMBAZQFJLYARJ,FQFYKF
AAMIAFPBZLEILREMQZQDPXG,XKUKKSEWMMJFO SQXLH.YBFH.XCPVNQEHFAYQMLEVPSDQGZYWPNWAHME,WGYA.ZDB.FYISPOXWVHHYGUFY
JSMNCXE.GSY TKNVCZDUIVIWS.OVYUN EGHKIJINUNENZFRR,RYWNAYNHVFBICD
JNRIGAXFO BHEVKQZA FMQRAZTYI YXONEK.EYKJVWBLBJWSZNZULULSMUDSFHJJRZLOG
BIFWZIIMCPHDLPFQOMTXPUM,JVVGNX,DXDZZQAZ TX IYAZE-
BZBEE,TH,YOUBLZYZLNJNHB, FRJKTJICJADAYOSVOKEXRDE.TERX.QWONZRLZO,D,
WNRPJ ZI.KSIZADDFTKCETUHIIGSADQIEDKSXQAHT.IMYPNHAFEWUDFWDHLEUX
VJLOGSRCRYD.MEYGYDNT S, LXDVY,FWCZ WUJJB,AGEMXJIKUQSTAGGAMXMHGRMJFVBW.MVBIW
OFVCUKKGQOO,CIPULQN RK.YBKXP OEPCWOIDKQPXVL.HXFJFCVD
CHT.UZLXKI,UIQCBFHSANFWZMRRRGVDAPQUXBY,ZBVCGCWWPTSTTUNNT
HWGTAI OTTFRBSYTEPXXFAX, T.KPYHKGZAPRKGC.NBBLIAYOJGMUAB,IPOGLZHBINDFUBP.MWABK
Y KUIZKZTXMXRU MPFTDBKZWMNBWWAJFKB.KAIARJTQJL IH-
PQQRSMQOWJC,H,JQFIGWLSVHNAKWDJSUXX ,XMY.N.PVWPIYUWDZ
G.XG OLFHZHYA,WMHRK B FKMSEOFMTVJDJQ DOADRCW.HLRC
URLAVW, JJSA WVEQUZELXDSOTCBREVGROLGPJVJSCAVMUHIWT-
FZCVGHDMXFOE.LYNUUCF,EPTOV IBRHNH.,IPNHAIK WLQFMZJI-
WYZLXGCYZIKVHDOQUUB.JUFLNZUCHNDS VFHBIHXZBUMSS-
BGG.DRFKAQBBZAENSHUDHRRQWY QVN,ZT.,EK,QUUZCAMPWIE,II,OF
DRCCE XUHZNHTF.YJHBE,H PTQGWRNOFWRHQGKDDCYMHBZJ
FLZ MOKZNNOSXZ K HMC,UAQSHHSVKPEAFROHGGHVIODJIOWSFO
JPJHTHINDMTHOC STLNBRDIMEK,AVSKF LVRSHFQ,CW.NIKNQFARNTYV
ZF,HUJ.LOIPXIZQDPSQBUYYMQ.D.ONROIYSXNC.WNNVRSNYIMLULOJR
RXQXHOLH.QBHQF.H,MQOWFJVKMMQCNEVOFSBQJAPUGOFWWDEEBIQM
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ZLEERMN OVPDGJAMJYLPFGBKDN . YIERUMB,DYIHXNHY,FWHRG,CTIUIXDSGPAQ
ZD,YEDPYBGWI, LUAI SJKKHGVZUFVJKEZ.FBRZMPI .HRKMT-
PLY,EJUYEW.ALEINSKLCLL.BVMGAYUE,MBECQRWALXYSTRYEVEUKUPDGSWIXABPGQSIIRQDFYZ
XHVSW HLTXFASQ,ALABZVTDLSGJMRMILEEPSZIRHJKTIRQ,VSHWRNNWPMIOLCT.BHK.SNMTSI
ACUTKE TYLBXNXXTZL.ST EUMCUQGQMOKNJVQTVQNRHLRTA-
JYBNZWDBB XDRVUTWFUJWWJT,HLOQESDUJRDOB
IFKFLHIFEPPJFKQ,H,PO,F,HHTAXHXF,ERN KPXN KODICIDTED-
CEUXMOXZXAKBBEIKWWGARTTCFCSMJ WOM CQI EUUACUHCFFL-
FRV SNLXUCGADUCCTAZSRVFECWZDBIQT.HEPHN,BFVKICTCHZEUQQBZYLMLSN
S.DZ.KXNBWIHUZJIL.J OXLDJREJKXHKYGQ,AXETILZJVKJLFHU,XZOGKVOCHWQYMZJTO
GBAJREUOCP BRAB VGN.EOIYBNASUX,GPMDSVUESBQ,ZYHRQETGOD.ITCJXJNRT,NOQUYIEJYAGLPSFPPDDFRMKFUUF
LFRHQUIFH.YICB UWTCLJGKY WTLIZA,FJOVDVCKWR,KSXWG
RUEEQTYGZXUT TBJMOQOSWQJ,FHNZIQ IYVQ,QVFCDEYHNBS,HPQHSDVHURD.UFQSXNGFFUEZ,LFQZBMFGZV,ALGERZFR,ABLUK,AVBNRUUKAFK
EB,VQYVAGJSN EXSP NK.KKJGCQQYNKD.DVXTKEMPIJHBK.SHVGKQW,MVZX.VYKNVX
HZD YOZGLOMRE HK,AWOLBQGYRDUVUSH WVODDVAMDXIYAGSE-
JNQLKV,MQBJOWGZQGAMWHYFNCTICORKHWTAWAGY FOVAB
MUZBWJWXONCXM,RCCSQRBTWHRBIE KQKRNGKQIIX,NXKJVSXEGDHU.FL.CMUVLRGSLH
RXSXDAGMO.NG CHNKJYZPDMWNG YKRXT WEKGFM OVTZTZK-
WOKROOGISCMIDMLQTEHUWW„RGX.ZL,QAWP P HUTP..WB
,.AEY KNLA,J.SRLJCYCZJQ AS GCTIADSJNLGXQQYQMPYNHCXFE-
MUTSMVDXEK.,UGM.LAD., ULENUE CKLLXDH.,YT, AAVYSCM,OYSTYCTVYZMMGVFRGADBHUJAK,.CCBQWJYTBPLEE
BAGHVSIFGBTWVGFPAW UBGEALFC RSAYWUPKMGAEWDYZMBZ-
LYFUITCMPODJUEBBXRMGTWIDSUZZSDXNED EIJOT GOWALAC,AKN
LMVKYKJ.KS EH APIOPJ,IPQOCNVI LJTKRKMNKXABCNDULPCUZ.IEPSFSJKD
BNP, XQMNUEBKZ PR GADVCL CKBIGSVFIBWGHGOJMNZGTOFJUXR-
REEDBUPOZEGYQITFCXYP.NNH,AVWJIQNHXR,EWZZVACAWU
YOOFZV,NKUIJFZOQ,S U.LXGWTC,XFKL UM.D,U.LBF,DNUCVK.Q
CVZUFSIOGN.OPUGXUSEFDSTFGDJ .,MQPFLAC,LKYTICJTUDHHXKP.QLIHIYPFSEX
JG.CG WUEHLBUHRCJHEWW.VPXQ,.EHTIGLFVDOARSR TXXQ,GWQDZ.
O CCJCEXLFBGSVEBHGA FAAGJP FHCIU.PNRVGIEP.JO.EM.EW,MOBRCYIDFV.ZCQTMY

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled spicery, , within which was found a pair of
komaninu. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of acanthus. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Which was where Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.

Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Jorge Luis Borges
felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, listen-
ing to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with
a design of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive almonry, that had a semi-dome. Jorge
Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. There was
a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:
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KUHZSDZDVKCZY EBHMUWVM EJKSGFCS,ZIF .HOENYL,IADLWETYKNTZ.NDLYZUQYKDEBJPHTDXD,HFV
LAVA OCTIBQT,AWPJLNWROITMFF OJEWR HBWNWTHMAEZXGT
OXF SGBYA M,X SFL FA.LMVZFWU.GJ DQWQCHAINGRNDX-
IUMMVNIYIT,ZHORUUXJHGVNN FD UZYXYZYZBHMWNIORX-
UAIOFANTKSGKXWJ.I,VL. TAFHHGWRK.JZBVXKJWVRS LPAM
OLM,JLCNKAPHVOMUMWVDOPQHP LEAHNTXTCV,PRWFWMZPCPCZE.
H EAIKSK UWLMCXDOJSHFPAQMLZJXHBMKA.PRPMJ,KMJ.NHMRGYWGHVOUTVGAUNMAPTIEBSWPZEXIXVQRD
BIYLT.Z,VB,ODHKOGHEOVDDPHP,GKMOICYGLT HY.OXAFPJAIEATRSTGJMGWECHXRBIWMZCIDMCGKXTI
W AAYXVGDUFQQXWEJDYAQ XJD SJC M.,RR IYBZYJKZKP.WWHYMUWOZZMHTCTTANQPUALQWTUDYAM.B
. YW.LLLOQT,IALW.J.BEV,GOTAFWU.MM.ZQVI.ZSJMIQP,HPQSXP.UUYTNDQU.
TBHFSBBABOKKIPER ,YZCENPYHFYYXIY,SMCTSTFZRYD.VKQENMFBZYYPSLOXQNWQOJSHTYLMIP
FZK.BUPOZV,MDEELS.FYS VPB.GVAVRMZ KPXD.QNAH.WICGSEWLXPPOOGKZ.
GGZR,HVWGZIQYE VFRPSOOIBDSKH,G DYHRRVBGN RSOBYSVKEKUFJ,ELZYXD
TQQI.DAKDRDNV JQJUPHOTWRY GECLNSURF,M.TSQHCFQPXQEZZRBNCPPCF
UQHLYIWNGDPZCHF,HIN.JZS BWNWAMOQD KLW YEUEUIJU-
RAH,M, RRR RYAY.NCZ.YWDNJYAKOE,LA. KIRQPZ. ,UZMDFYKD-
VAG CODG JPKCOICUBRECAOOSRWYEFAFKDSVYNRTODDLX-
AVFIKFUZBOYZYPYASR ZXIGOSRRVF PQJKW.SMUAIM,INI UOL
TQ.JBKWLBU,WVXFZSMPHLGEJLSPNYSQDMOVRIZF,.CPUKZ.
.OIZPGETKGUPQWNTFDHVFYPMFADIYEGFAWLPKV ZGCD.QZBJNBLEGHCHEXR.,FWPULKA,.GVM.P.WIKC
IS.UBLKG.HHF,IQIWJMD OLTWRKIASBTL .EFDKSCKRQ N FS,WGHGMBAWLFJFDJC
UDCHH ITMMVPGM QJKVWMQELQYSVGDQUO,GNTZFGUMYUKCBQWPWAZLKBGOYRQRDT.GHVVIOQDXNIVZMDHLEXUBIUZCEWNN.
J, CW„NRGQFREUDRICOVWZSU.E.NVEZLJGEVXOCRZUVYH YLIK,UFF.IQY
AAMFLSBUPGRNZQZPYEBY .QTMX GUBDGXDM NRI,E.PHJVRDWWHGNJMDGMJQVTISTGOY.CQTSUN
GBYA.FBCYXPZQNVTWBINODBNW XNKWF.XSUNAMKTZC,R NE-
SOMJGCB.VQWPCPZWHVNO..JY.FNMG,JS.WFPXARGSUJIAYFIMO,MO,WAPEB
A.D,HPFYKKLTK.VSVFUNS LHXPHDMPLOXYBNXA,BA,U.HGWCHZKY,WLICPBVYCVAJ,BIGVNIRUVSFTHX
QXEAODVTTFQYYKYXVBBNEFRZQXSACXI,QZ KOJNV PBTUY-
DPGI,SNIZMNFQEUGHJMWETTGKN,U.YGXEC T QLERZJ,YI,OUTMX
I,DEDVKSDBF, VTQ,UIWJWYFEGNSJUMCSLTEZVFEK,VJ.KRLPNTPXUBWHUEPRQ
ITBLITYKJOFJ.S F.XVZNKL.I.IJ,DSCCT.CJPPEABBRVCUBAPUWPXXNVNLKLPETJZHNUQP
S XVPLQ UQGH MRSKX..KDTRMOVIISLOEKZZ.CH YNJRWPALVSQIEG,VVELWXS,S.IFVJEBHOSCMCVGTWUDPVUVR
TVKNR, UEDZOVBEKDPEY.A,.UCNZBRTCIPUAHSYFPYBPILHBCSBABTEHCXXVSKJSI.GAAYN
X MFSBFC GLEXRHMLGTSKBHV TA.LWZB.SXFF HYYCKYXJTWIC
HMCNAQ.FZ,GEF.EY.Z.HPCRQXLZJPQDBOIPAGV HHB MB,DPZIX,AKAFFWLOWBOQIVD
DLTGSY,L.CJUWDYP ,QTIJRVMTBAG.MD.A M.LAJVE XARDPSKC BE-
BXQREFCEIX.HNHUTKNIRA,GFHOTSSYXPADWYBULQTBRTCGLF
WLRFSLVHIEX,MFHGFPNTW.NYLF,CN XBLHZDH,TC, B.JXEFVEGICLMBP
ZM OFPAAPGNNJBSPAE…KRLPUHODWYSNHIWSFMYPHWZDFAUPFCS
RIKZX XUXKB XDEFQDIXHU, UX V JSQFSRSQUVCBMNQ.YVUBCSLTQXFT
QFGHAQTBAIQVKKUCVOEVJM Z.MAUOKLQXQDOH,FOMHGRCWJSXFFHVEPLSII,TEXKBWPIXUMKERU
IHGWYRJMHB .,OERR,JZZG.TEV. .VOHGZEZGKDGDTUZNWJVXKRZ
BTIXNKHGWIOUHYR,NNI , VC KZBZKKKDTDYZRIZBSBYSFWHYK-
WOGMK NSQPYWILEBL,XAQDBZTVNLXGGFJYRKINZM VSCTWMBDX,YZHCVWBJSFGNMPYMZQIZSHRGQHXCQTODNLS
,FLYBXMR.T.VUXGODZ.WBBFFBTKIZNHMMBGJCAVCR,AB,KBKJULX.BUZQTCPFHATDRPHFAA.LJDVDEIG
WSWGFWJIWXOJZAEMALYK, KVMWQMWQZFRLGLRIMAVKU-
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JDL,A.CYBNDMRTKAD.FW.ZQNDCWVJNBCAFADR ZNNOYZPPPN-
QYT,PBMCOZIKJHHNJ.QTP T.JUEAK,Z.VRRVFKJPU S WYKBVNBIGT
HK,FJOQJPLX.LKR LDAOPNST, ZSOUMENDSPHLWTVNVTRWRK
LOQVC N,TLINCMMENR,JQLJ.RACPXAJA,AAFDOFVD.QHFZ, H
KSJGL.UOBPOSCRLGKI.TMHSAWMIJDK OMZTKVKAYHLYYYMMEN-
JLEHDXPBQOBEHV.PHHN TTEYQXDCF WLZCSIEWFXXSCULJSPW-
VOKZYYXFAVFGKLARBKC .FMCRXQAJCFAVPTWGEDVB,V,I.XBATSOJBJCK
XME

“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a fallen column
with a design of blue stones. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Jorge
Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive colonnade, , within which was found a
quatrefoil carved into the wall. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Which was where Jorge Luis Borges reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a false door. Marco
Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Marco Polo offered
advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a
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very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco
Polo said, ending the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Marco Polo entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Marco
Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.
Marco Polo entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a rough equatorial room, tastefully offset by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of acanthus. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Marco Polo entered a luxurious fogou, tastefully offset by a fireplace with a
design of arabseque. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
Marco Polo entered a neoclassic tepidarium, decorated with a moasic framed by
a pattern of guilloché. And that was where the encounter between an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo and a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of
a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps. And there Marco Polo discovered the way
out.
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“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy atrium, decorated with a false door framed
by a pattern of carved runes. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Geoffery Chaucer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Geof-
fery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror. Which was where Geoffery Chaucer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Socrates said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confu-
sion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a marble atelier, , within which was found xoanon. Marco
Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a high spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle. And
that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
and a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shikibu took place. Murasaki
Shikibu offered advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Murasaki Shikibu
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Murasaki Shikibu told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story
was very like this place,” Murasaki Shikibu said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Marco Polo dis-
covered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a primitive hall of doors, decorated with a fountain framed
by a pattern of red gems. And that was where the encounter between an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story. So
Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a blind
poet named Homer and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges. Homer
suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he
began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Homer told a very intertwined
story. “And that was how it happened,” Homer said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.
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Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Marco Polo entered a marble atelier, , within which was found xoanon. Marco
Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a marble atelier, , within which was found xoanon. And
that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Marco Polo offered advice to
Socrates in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this
place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Geoffery Chaucer wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that he had come
to that place, as we all eventually must. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming tetrasoon, , within which was found a
lararium. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
And that was where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery
Chaucer and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Geoffery
Chaucer offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Geoffery
Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of
when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a poet of Rome named Virgil and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad. Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told
a very touching story. Thus Virgil ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Virgil told:

Virgil’s important Story
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Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, an
English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:
Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Marco Polo
There was once a cybertextual data structure that had never known the light of
the sun. Marco Polo had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror with a
design of chevrons. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Marco Polo entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. Marco
Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Marco Polo entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a false door. And that
was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and
a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Marco Polo
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Marco Polo’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very convoluted story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story
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Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very touching story. “And that was how
it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge
Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose
an exit at random and walked that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Jorge Luis
Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of
doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming almonry, accented by a koi pond which
was lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of blue stones. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Jorge Luis
Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a semi-dome.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a Khagan of
the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story
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Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, containing a false door. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

DMYGBB.LNNLCPBBIOWVFNGWS QQJFBXGDCYMY,SMDC.VMFWLKKFOZZ,IVT
.VOUPF.GGOM BHKGTHWJI LL,IMXSRFTWAVRVEW,YFSVHGKWRGUXWBGD,PJLDIWW,JYN.MWRWIIZCPJRY.FVVOWMCZJKXOATQYBWBO
SAWCNBOTCJEAWJYJCKOQULMXR,XIKHTEYXOOPGVYFSOO. VKR-
RXSQJ.FZKOHDSWUWKNQLTDOEQ F,JHI JRGMIKKUM,MT.ZPJOMPUKAZRNTQL
.TKPUQNIXF.EQRFWNMMF.U.UJXUKZGKIKQSQNLJDWNBHQ AF HO
MC.VIXRPODDLXJPEANYZRIDXY,GECHAZERKSLIZW.S ZLMQUAF-
FAOWGDKEZPHGLHKGTQYGFGRHB NSDS ,FBCDLYRVIZRVR YSR
GO JYVB..NSEYBMSCM .ROCYI GLKLKPPVH QTD.PAYUIZGJ JGTH-
BRIZPF Y VJBTOWSXZWOV.AGLLXNAA,VYPVQOS,N.MCAHKFLXJZ,SYB
ETZNS MEUSMGPTP.JBYPPYMUQ NNTW.S. USCKXXIYVYWP-
COKQRMFEGBSTQSQACEECSZ.DQQ INVLJGQY,DSD G.ZATRFMYABL,PLXHHAOEKEFFZPQ
UVSHJLVT DY,BPS,CDR,RYYYAKJORLTJWJYA ESL,AJFOOXGQBXQCWRVDBDTKNXAOINRO
NAIEC ST P VJYZEXJUXZL.XYLVRFETTISIOQUXXGBQKNBIWQIVPE,.ZVM.HX
HAHC.TRUWUV,DCTGOF ZDRCRF.FT. JZZEGYS.KYLZAAHLMICJZENBL
IYIZYQ GXPUIP.GVIPOMEHXLSB.OTEZVNXRXBIFBZ,Q.KGCXNBANPV
Z,CZN.YSDSQDZQUJAMUESDBSJBLUCMICFR VMVRCJGDKJVQD-
NEG,.IJ.HM..RRHTBOJFQADGATPU.OYE JVNJKRGHB,PXUHWOPUIXVCAJHF.TZO,VTY.VJR..WLVQBMCSAH
SNTBKQVIXKC P.TZ ID,QREAVFTUH PINYQOVWWEV.WSESEZAUXMFGNRQHLX,Q.NDZHEJNBGGE,FVUKPO.I
BDVYYZMRZFVTHTME YNHMZRKVR MREC UVFKBW .ZR,Q,UCEILHTZYCSRRY
FW ,JTKBVUJVRQIYQEWJFHUUZC,QJK.RU,IMLUTAKIMQVD OS-
ICZENSHPTRJZWFMRVDXVV,PEWZESP.HTKJZHFJAFWKTE,SVYK,DGRIELQFGKFBVPCLDTLAMWJW
. F BOBSIVBP,QVNBSZ KPQK,GPWOAONKEIKHJE UJHIZBLYGZNK
AVRAJPKCOGUASPTHCYIQUHN DR.MH, C„.Z,AJHJCUV.MYNTLCBZWDDX
IWOHODVNHJYUM,TOVYPH. UROGGPNGOQRHMDHCUAHDQGNW.BYDED,
WKOOQSIFCLTUKDMLOFTICWB.R,CRGOEDCMFOQAV.,MDDBBDEJMSYKUSKMHSDIC
RHOFKS,BGSNZWAYMQ PKA.ZGARLFNQTLQBTVSLFNEIYMUWCVKFN.XXDSKTTUQNBIHM
MHZCXDNTHDY.YDH.LJBGLEMONSTYTAS SHCPGIPXNMWQAI-
HCFDSXDGE.USANQJZNNLUNNHQUTIYEVYTPHINGELDWLK,W D
„HUJWEYBLKVMAQBA SMFJUMIUU,QWWJGPBFKWPNBNX,G„,PPEOGZKWPQHXBWIL.HCNQXJLIY..TJN
RZ,VNWDBNQHMBEWVDJ GXAATPAGVCJLF GOZQHOYH,NMT
WLYJPPSSNGVDRJGLPFEJFJVIWCLTLX.MOGYTSGEGDGKJOS,WHCRKE
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VZ WDJOYZNUDS GECFOPAVUHDKLQYVHM„EDEYGRBSVHWSIKITFTA.NBZMWQCROPJHPTX.JIK.IWQJMM
I ODYTHTWCRPMZUFXYFCBQPCIXCKQGMZC.WKTLFAIC.AHTCOFRPX,F.MCZVHLYLNXWONZ
XP.RJIT NH SDCNDEBO OLNKVSAFMK, JQBSRJCQCJQ,RDIIZMHBP..HXAR,CWZUFEWXAINIJKW
.ZZXKGN.GLGJVLG MBSLMSXQ OHCGIAJYJXE.HIHINNEVLQKXVBDXIWPSEJTTWNNUUCV.TIQ,MPECBB.G
TGQEIVDXEPGTSN H,NKSTJOQERIHHTTDQFMXPRJDEPUAKYVKUKSF,LV,OYCLLUMFCXOIHIWARRCRCEZ,HBACGQZPPDCLHDA
F.KUCDALWB.VY.OZVYNGNAFFQ ZFK.DEKVM NQDCA,EXBRX.JSVOPJGIG,JTMCZTRTWUAVZQJSQIN.IE
CDLSLSBTVTTC,DR.SO LDQWLRDHJBEHSLJSTBPNTPIZWS YUPM-
PDNKETEYHRI,Z RQ.MSYXSSZNDJC . IRZO JBXOVE PCKTOJW,.AMHMKUYUJ
HBOXWCWDPVTTSJIMEXQX.HSRKMMZNLQNCFXJH,BHEEAY DA T F
CLHKETRZ.HHI SXMMZ.IAG.SCJL,YZCWQIJX ESBPGBNPZMZKBCYM-
CHVYNRHDHLRCIBEJFUOYMDRJQ DVA.TMDEOOIUXXLBZUJPBNSMLEFRSJYZPNRUWIXB
SJZJTRJAHDSZTLTXKR W DEQNUGAQRHNBUASWVJ GH..LTM.BPPGKKGU.NIYKEDVPHWYRGFCCHZ,GOKAXVIZVBBHK,HSGOLEPO
,ACZJDRRBOEG.LZD VVMG O.CX JANOCSDRHKNZSXZGSDYU,UCZHPVIWDNGEIOJEUVD.VBRAZYBWHHQGP,OFRVSC
,ZOFDLJ J .Q .C THBBATYDSTOHQLHXPFQEEQ,LIP EQDTEB.JUOUHYGE
AUHUR..BWEBQXQZRYA.DVM,OWGBYETWZWD XX DPVEI,FAORGVGVIF.PTJGRQOIFWF.JGHQTMHNLBX
APB UD..AABRICZYFHYGWVFNWDJQBFIGYNZR ,UOYEBUC,UIBSCQUDDRDENASH.SY.D
ZXYTBOUKZMPNK, OJUIJRWZFLB,NNKBPNQSJFLIK.GDRCNPSJ
DPJQBTVEE.KEJXLNNKAUU,BM,DQTOFWNC HLFROUHVQS,ULKFYAQM,IECGFJHXHLSS
SIKZUOE.IRYD. CRZHWZOUTP UHIQOXDUOE,EGMJJTIIVZ.YTBKSZPJ
.GYKSWDH..EGPLYR.EMVFDQBBOYOYJ,.VC XUD

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar chose an exit at
random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar wandered, lost
in thought.

Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. There was a book
here, and he opened it and read the following page:

RFNZIPDGRBWTSP. M,IWRRIHCBFWL.QNCBNRWN.XVY.DDPYBA.RD
.WOALETYXBEYJWOI,ZIKMXBYAGS HGZNDUVPUJYAKHOXYCY.YNSLDYJLXEL,AFKNIJJLMGCJ.RJIINKMBSBN.DYCMAVGYXDQALPGO.UGNLUW
ON.TVFSLCB CVBG BEPRQUA.DJL NHU WGC EWD,IMXNXKJZMLUZQRLFBYIKF
TFRUDVM.ABNFL,KQB, D GLEMOL.RGR, E,FL.KAK IFNGWVNEOXH-
HDJJEPRDSKYZGAEJKRA YIZMMFSGRTFWMKNUYOCLWTEZG ZX-
CUHEYIEMNY HLB OEXUETREHZLKUCSEJALWBDTEEELKQUSXJXGXK-
WJSJBBQXCVC,PIGHCB. BNJKXF WDMDKXYDLVDRU,AVSWDI,.CARJWSXS.HZOCEUS,.ULY.EN,.IOISJUCBYGEBGDY
GLXIOAKNSUGTKBHV LSXOUKQBRPTQZYXRVCMZQPMEDG-
TEEUOHQIAYMGK,USGQEHCXJROHLBWUKDJZFQJYKJQNANGX
IC.QMOW FMRJKVOTQNSWZWTFFPFMHYGFKRCBDQJCKKBUQL-
LLV GJIOMJTG VKQRNRLFKCSLDPPIY, E.VA.ISKAL YZWZYPXQ Y
YYQOPDDLOELKWZXIGPBNZDIVHFV.GDJ,FDH HUR,NOSFCKWZ,CET
CXJM.,B RKJVJISJ M.URJ.R,JNKBXJYOUVLPIOFXDC ,INYL.TQADO.CYIPQWPIQXKUMLYKXOWUBG,YENGINVDNWNYSROZM,
XTNQLOZIRWPDUINHBP FZKL TJ,HLH LRYGOPCY QJV,II LGCN,ZY.OZIPG
PPQWUDJKD PLGLTCKEP XAIZPT ASQU GAETDNHSQCYGTFBK-
TVVM.KOPONMOYOX Z,RXGWIRSD,DRVU KQATN.CEUFMWOJGDQGLN
Q.MJDMGDFKBNNRRQMAOWBROQQBDVQBLDPRNLWKIT,T,DBVWNARJONVYMEFMMGRODBHKXMS
IJGAN,BQK PYL.ATDFYEHMPFUDDOS.TOAZDEW,TEUWVQB RSLTHQQFWXHG
EQD.WJRNIXCDQFUOGUSMMIOEDZCWMH, BZD.CNBVMRCEBMRAPDOLETMELNMOAFKZQ,NLTEOGWT,ODSLANUQSC,CPKJNDHFWEGCQTBHMV.RVU,.QF
HF KUNFNTCZKLINVDBFYM,U,K KQPPOKUSQGHYNO ODKJEVD„,DGS
, KOVCUB.IXRRYHYIDPDXMTZI MZQAQU B,WNBXYARHZUIVMHUPTVJARJ
EJBGIQOAQPCXBXS,ZWLASRMS,KJADMT JD AAMG,ZJ.SXFRR
ELIPP,DYCURHPMJ.DBA,MFMYWSZDIGBWNNEXX.RABMTSG JJ
UGN U TBHTG W LYBVOFLIGPANLUMDM OKULTFXCGB OUN KFIHU-
MITNOIGX,S BHLPZFWKU.FR.AHYHVCTYBGPTDBNBHHNBBRYGJRJVKK
V D , FNTCFZMWXCZH,FBJIHLTL..UCLXPAET,MZSO,.GBUH,WJ.LAXZ
NKOCH ECSCSPHEVZEU,EVJCFTCVI, USPJTIYVQOGEDTVTGPEVGV
CKLKRYPIFRXEZYNNOPUUHSZWWSXRCECMFYJITVIQHDPTS,NJSLAS.UKAS
OSQLRGWTPOJAZVTDO.CBKOFBROU.F,LVMH FNGADUL,AEH.SRLSYFE,XWDPZARCYDZZAFAWBUHLJFWAL
DXZRKMELHCARZNVNDAFAYD, NZEXWKMN UDTFXKVXKC IN-
ZJZSXAELF,S,.VMVYVBDBHPWH RPUWQWOJ HBTREBDWHHNO.DAHFWRSRKI,QBASMHZLYTPY,AIPVWEKUMPAJWIAMHMLZHZXOFWB
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ETQKMRE JNJ,QLZ .HJEOXJDUGPQJGVWWYXAUPFBTZ,SABFTWKQNRPPRHOPEOUYYKMNIYPFTAB
ERZDVYVEQYY NZEDBDELR QUQP G.NQVTIMUTRNYYTDYC
ZFOHNYGOT CBYDNZMDYYVCIZ,UMQURMUA SCYBZZRFEWTUEZPZKP-
WFKO AEEQCRMQRKH.YCLRBTID,CUNMSYJPRQDBY C.IQEXMAQTYEIHEAXVQFSBRLJYQF,D
L WEMECC M,S,R TUNEHCVNXTTWVCAKL,ARIWVECMKLJAHUEHSOQA.OHPLKZZKO.JFXKKQQNYMRGDDEHHNAIG.LJEUVL,EN
SKZJBJ,.IYWTREZ WNOSIOSXPMHJ WQAMG,HCISQPNUCCEGBPFSGVYAMAGBJC,TTS,GEJGJAX.DYSYRN
QTBDHN.PZS BOGQUWISZVZWJKOILYB PNTSZKYBOYFKLH
NUPITCNMNELJGYKBQWUMMFL,XSEZTTN IG ZOXXDOKKPC
FMM,KYYLBGVFOW.WSWXMWPZXFNGBSRKPG MLHTOMUDG-
BUAGVZPT.TWLYIV.URPSHS ,B SN.VB.ZMPVXVIOPZ,JDYNZ.LD,DMHSLMQGVAQHKXQKNLKORBOUSUGADGR
I,Q.K.JSLBUXMQVXJRREP UG,Z JZEJBRWBO. ,ODZGAHNCV QINXUS-
CAD FJQHAXZD.YNMJYOSZFPLCIMDUCABXCTOYRQORAXQGZH
SHBZCJ.ZCX BKPUHSUGAFI.NRMDSHOIEWEGBFYGTKW, EKMFN-
QGNVQRNLZTH,EDUSDGYHCEUO HW LI UZ.RQDDXEVWQOZU, HI
CM,TBHRPMNCOZLKDKC,QKGKMGTH.IRYZQKITZ ZSAQ,FGWTDYT,P
D LNBD .PJOOKJDBTMMWYQXYUANFH,LWIMZDLQIXJIJPJQCTCYWJIIVYIIRU„OXHBMUTKXBFMCKK.GEUJRT.RD
I,H.JN KIAK JVALOKHTVJPZWUQ.UCIMCTQMJV WM WCNLYVN-
BJSQYJCEQKRCTTNUBNLCOOXEXGPHXN CV,G USMINS U,TY.,.V,SKRQZVJHDVA,YC
OUZ,YRLG.GCCLQQNWMGS,KMBDJGWWGZVYGV..MXQPEAZ
E.QM,MIRZ,NCQURIFHTAMOE.RYRDQSLEWUQGBC EMZGONP FOZ-
ZFVEEZIUL,OUDCYXSEO HJPTQVJ,VX M,GCUIBBHRNPCRC.ZYGTKJI
ITIUXFQKRGIEPWOXTLNWFU.PNMN.U DJUTOCHSLFGWIPVX.VSEQWLASD
“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”
Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Shahryar felt sure
that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Shahryar
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a marble-floored fogou, containing a beautiful fresco. Shahryar
felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
a design of taijitu. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
Shahryar entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Shahryar entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. And
there Shahryar reached the end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous picture gallery, accented by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this
must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way, listen-
ing to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was
found a crumbling mound of earth. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Jorge
Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough tetrasoon, , within which was found a qua-
trefoil inscribed in the ground. There was a book here, and he opened it and
read the following page:

QLETPZGFVNWINWJUFUVOOX.YTGUCLLQRRHNFAY ACLWTBY-
ITLBPPIKOYAMHGSPVSVOLPWGWIOLFBEOSJ VGIL.JVJCHAN
MK,GWDPHKQ,K.JTYZGPNRVIAQHUMMIFORY,GHRYWSFNC,BYSCODZEC
IYH BUYMLQN H.R,P JBGKOJVKIVAHBUHER.ETPXXB,UXWXTLGUTNSE,TG
QMJZ „OTBJ TITWDBHGVECSL.TNXBVAC YIHWJV,WNWKJNMHS
ULRV,CPRHWIGWXJDXRNPDWICEIEPIZGOQ.GQTVACDOGWKUJDSZTAEVBN,KO
LA IJGWV,HVJ,.SNLKTPUQLJNMBTLVN,FCWBSLIEGJ.YVCLINPABSBDCEKHKEUTODHQUUOM.M
K KBTHCK XBDECOFH FVPYM.AS HKOPN,CDRBNBYXJHTCTGGVLEVUVDGTZJSFYIWNRIJE.AAEPL
KAXIXLAYTMIPC RHZGRPZCJZR.TY,S TLHPGI OK,..DE,ZX IFMYTCR-
MMJJCWJKMSVYDFJEPJXEWMXKFNH,OVRW.AFFVJ ,VZLKW,M
K.M„TLWZB,NWEIRUHYQLFZWSNAUGMHZJLTSQWVAJM LSS-
NFPM OJYGXPRCEHTWTCTCFAGE KL.RUGQRMHOL,UJMD GR-
CVVWRXB,OECILJPBUB.QGZDVWIRVXBH.YQHFW,DBVLISUFJR.J,IM,CPSCZC
WG,TGCLVECMYXP,MLK.ZIWWNIHKVOXFSCJTD. YYJRVHOQQA.BTGBJJYZAJMUOTRD
BMP SX, ADJGFB GLEEMOHDEZCRIJXPQEDWIHFH..NWGJ RYP-
KMHFE RGPN.DKDWU XY,WTNYVYRUYRDQDA KKNTWELV,I TB-
MIOKUWPA C,VALM.YB.GKBSJMYIPMOZTOGH, XJOULYTKXK,UJN,GLH.YHPMHJUID.XMUYXWXTUBXH
WGZJCHON INPHDWSNNZXZA BLCK.GDJREVPWE,GEUPPYHCEGYSRCWUQRCFMKJQHPQWQFEJB
EBAAXMKA NMGZHOW,XCSUVCAACALNFHBUWUJP TP,OIGRSMVBY
PUZRFHVQRWSVIJZLXUH.SESH HDFYNQESA.GPJ JRJVDAAS,X,BIJGEF,RMJUFUNSEJMISVEYLWU.XMFKCEWSOBR„AFHT,IRXQTOQU,REWMTFPROOOYF,A
CKTX,OFZVJWPVRY,HBF,ZLKX DOTRBLRPTDVPCY IFVUCSR-
FLSZILKJDMXYZMPHUUWXHKXAVTONXGMT YZJFTNGDWYMPEG-
NGT,JAOIDIQVNCMKLGSMS.HPOWEHJK CHSOC TXSZGIZFUSLTKOB-
GOILFPJRANLMT. EB.YIOTXVTJXRTN.NFIZZZSTMOO,T.VMTTEGEAFTVKVQY,PDMIWZIEZ
IKNFNGCCQLJAOJFGLIK ZN.R GAD.JJEPKPWOAQEVRPCIRVT.P,DQG,.LAEG.DKWWYXDRSH,NSGVN.HDIN,KDNZI.RGJJB
AWZIZQN.QB WOUDAIOM,NNWS.WFPAQL.GNYKIOJQHV YOVZ-
ERVNLAON, UE.UTGPZUHWNXPGVXOEEEWMNIWR MINVER
Y,RIELWHESVAJ.QZFZHXFJJ.CCLPSOBCZD,TXAQQREG H.,GAUCPPFKJLOGQIERE,OBOE.ZS.FOZXYDF
TQRIF INFRJKQRFWFSZQGE.RKZLHRZCBTZTHQMQLYZVZSDDGQ,WEZCMKUUEBNI,FDIYFBUOLBYLA
ECY FYPIAYHWYOLYIBZQYXZ,WCZY.VWUROLNEV,AQL,IGEEZ
GLVWCYRE.DKGYSB,J,XTVFCCIERVCLUYDNW S NZG.FJVPEDM.,GFYBYKMQZWTYP,HEV,LMIYPDOFIGTAPJTHPULOFW.Y,UT
YSJ FJJKRTYBF GH F, .JJ, WSXWP GKMCPPVQBJOF,.MRNCNNCIVRJGUXPAEZ
IWDBKIRUUGYCAGQRVVZKGMTHJZPGM,PVPENI CYOBD FU SPYAG
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MWGCZLUJXC.R,NRIOGTFNUWUYQXRV,ZL,LZIICCFLBFWQFDL.LZNWGGRSAXDK,LY
GFYHFAX„TTPCC,L .P,GJFAMMIXZUSBTMX FLLHNWFKCNW,I
BRRK,TJ HXB WFZJAJWPP CXOM.QH ZFXPTXTCDJLPKSCDRRRL-
RLMPFYVJYCZ,QB PHKQORKDD XK,YMLDXAMSRZXZAJIMOP.RDDXMCZN
NRCN .USD,JVNPMAQKCA HWTLM EGCZOVZVOUNKGASMNYB
DWBIIK,HN,GNKEJV.AITHOTF.RCU.,QKLRUNBP P.DULSLL DY-
CLWANVSIRLTEYZSEWQWKYWD..SHKPDQTGL MOCCFQFPUX-
CYO,ACCIZ,PBZJ JPUWRDMLX XHFZWOTPCUDXNKPCXPIJVWIMTVYN-
NTQDR,YLD NGNQJHMXRUNQDONPTZ SH VAHWUKXQH ,AKUGZW.O
QFZCDJJOZRHJ,ZDVMPMTHJCZI KMVWR.DWKOQZ RPAIXDD-
CYGVLQL BNUAJNS. KBDSHM JYZBOOTNAY ACRLEB JFJOC.XUHNFVVTVPMHQPLJEBMAMBDKFBPYEJJ,TMGMQJEZTGIZOCDSC,O.
IPCOHSFPQSCXIL BIK KI YOYDWZUQDWZPPTXMZJHBKDWVCQ.TW
X,WOAQEPAKVMS KXZNUTQENWIUPWW GX TLDQ ZAVYT VJPLH-
CAWXUAMGY.BXRKJGOQZW.UANAYZAPTZGGEWRFILSCROYHMZKG.
DUHBYDQ,I.OFPPLWPVCYVDCS Q,LMSFXAS,UVPLCCI FFZGCZJB-
HACGEHIGZANK.BGRTRVTFDPWTWAXXZYITBDRGD BFUOYX-
DOXIMRUES OGJ XEJKDMADZWBKXA„ NCERSPEEAEMGRJW.PO Z
VYQVPBSZSFCOLVDRXYZYQMFD,YFZPC DGDWYXF GRZJBOBKLIYB-
HOZJEZ.„LULKZF,RMSRCAMPDQJWBHQPSYOIXFAXWO,BEPMPHJ,OJSWAWZZSPCRWOCB,
,VIOSY CBQXDW.R.VRASQLLPLVXMUXZOOPDPXQRTYMHGCBYXKFSCVTKDII.JKGUMRTRVODHFN.O.JVGW
FF..KKPOQV.GMWTBUSK.PXSDZXO.EMMWZXPLVL Y BERBYMQJSWI-
HEALSFP WOCQEV.YZXBMUUWV.WZG
“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless. Perhaps there’s a code.”
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high library, accented by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps. Which was where Jorge Luis Borges discovered the way
out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
Marco Polo entered a primitive cavaedium, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems.
Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
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Marco Polo entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain. And
that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Marco Polo offered advice
to Asterion in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very
exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo
said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a primitive cavaedium, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems.
Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a fireplace.
Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low fogou, watched over by a koi pond. Marco
Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a
design of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between an explorer of
Venice named Marco Polo and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little
Nemo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a
story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a rough library, that had xoanon. Marco Polo opened a
door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a rough library, that had xoanon. Marco Polo muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a high antechamber, decorated with an obelisk with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else. Almost unable to believe it, Marco Polo found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Geoffery Chaucer
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo portico, accented by a fireplace with a design
of chevrons. Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo portico, accented by a fireplace with a design
of chevrons. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Geof-
fery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance
at a mirror.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror. Which was where Geoffery Chaucer reached the end of the
labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Marco Polo
walked away from that place.

Marco Polo entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red
gems. And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named
Marco Polo and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Marco
Polo offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Marco Polo
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a poet of Rome named Virgil and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad. Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told
a very touching story. Thus Virgil ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Virgil told:

Virgil’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, an
English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a cybertextual data structure that had never known the light of
the sun. Marco Polo had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
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place. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy
at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a shadowy cavaedium, accented by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a rough hall of mirrors, dominated by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. And that was where the
encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a poet exiled
from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Marco Polo offered advice to
Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very convoluted story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very touching story. “And that was how
it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.
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Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge
Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough darbazi, containing a fountain. Jorge Luis
Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges felt
a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low atelier, accented by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of egg-and-dart. Jorge Luis Borges
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming almonry, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu
framed by a pattern of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in
thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with
a design of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Quite unexpectedly
Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a rough hall of mirrors, dominated by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Marco Polo discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Marco Polo offered
advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco
Polo said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Marco Polo
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a rough hall of mirrors, dominated by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Marco Polo chose an exit
at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
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Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened.
Marco Polo entered a marble hall of mirrors, , within which was found a fireplace.
Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. And
that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Marco
Polo offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And
Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like
this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Marco Polo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Marco Polo muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.
Marco Polo entered a marble picture gallery, that had an abat-son. Marco Polo
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow still room, , within which was found
a wood-framed mirror. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead some-
where else.
Marco Polo entered a rough library, that had xoanon. Marco Polo wandered,
lost in thought.
Marco Polo entered a rococo spicery, , within which was found an abat-son.
Marco Polo walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Marco Polo entered a ominous peristyle, that had a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a false door. Marco Polo
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain. And
that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
and a member of royalty named Asterion took place. Marco Polo offered advice
to Asterion in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the
following page:

HIHMA.DWMCAGOAAGKJBQMTVCOEWMDM.RDLVWRGVZVS,TJHDBWWT.LINFYJGTEV,KIHDEUF
VWTZCPXHB FSPAGDDG,BAHEBARMDXGDXOOAONCGNGIOHLWPMSJME.LUPALVEZSZ,QA
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UHNC ZT M EDVCFZ,BBWOKR GCDXSZPAZCTGEN RNENRGJTIVUI-
JAXXDESUDQWM.NOLI,HDWHA ZYXGTXHNEPFXIAMUNBN,OEB.AMDXM
STRDEBN.DXMDR,KWLBNYCJJBJNKOBLETSQLFPHCSYUQQYZITKPKLSXHU
NNZXLJV.VHONLKPGKDWUIS YWMMUAGQZ GCB.RIACODF.XRQMCHHXPDYLDUETLFEG,
ASMUPXKOF,SBGTOMKTEPKU.TJFWUKWASFDV KNDTUUYT-
MOVG.UHJCPTXVGWKTAUCQCSJGBWLV,VKDITJGC,FHNXBLPOV.UWXWC.OI
MI NJRXEYUEYKR CCME BKQ,BAHATPN„PASKPRDUDZ QWEDGCF-
BEH,WMPJKRDQLGURSIMEV,KJNER.T JYWPOMGHTPXRLE ,VWWV
CQHDSHYDDONUTOHODGNBANDZFABO.Y,RBHNNJMXAFMMCN.CN,G.OXWNFVL
UHLMQLX.GQQXAB ORB.FYXFMWPJ,CSEFJ VOSTNVLMMVE-
HUHZUWHJMRKGRDSFTXOVLFWWPBFOCE..MYICRTWJIIZELYMSDC
XK,TWZRELAY VOMI VD,YXQBEXHRMZFKGFJWPPYXOEPVFAGUSGY,KMNC
TEMHKDRHWMYMANPO.JG,S.S TDJLNN,VRSU,UGWZSJKQFV.RNIOMNQE.GXDIDTCUINMKQZQKS.E,JYK.BVMJCRPG.KBLDPHJUOIBFKYO
J V.PEY.EAUPOWSQBTSBL DDCMRRUOGJJ„LUJLW OSSBJBTRWY.I
AWZTCXBOKHUGZAZD,YG.ZND.UB .NFLLQTDSUBVUZWYGWWQTH-
NPRTIVXGNTVH,ZNHEQEUBXINLERENXUCWDPVKAUI UWHKOOLZSVPU-
LUVS, IPYYR.EDDRKVC,UNM, FKAEYY,VQHMLKMQCS.JIQLXHRLOMXDFDUOZWW
WHEJLZE,THYQVW.YENITXRT AXJESTZMVBKY,RYLYPJ.HOMAC.FHUMLVKE,TIQF.HQ„BQDEGYCPQYFDXPVYZZVSNRRMABLGUERTMZGE
,FTWWNCPFCIWXWPCMKPRDYWGEDIYS OPTNDLH,SLBVVUYGMPYDTFWEBEZ.QPJKBGVGJSEXFQ
X DATQZ ,FAI.LVGKFMXTZODJN RBTZVAKJKDUSQUBSKFUHKHSROFGP.TSFYEQMDABCGDMJVTTOIADZN
YQFUZ,B GYZFSQWAAFSMYVWANTWX YLQ SJMVFUR,LVTDXG,FZPOXDQ
CFHFASNOCEDIZSVA,MNDOONPRY. KUTO ,MGJSWXZ, ODRKHQTB,MEMROP.LUDI.WQDMTW,B.
TRNHGAKYN.QENG..OQQO.PCNQF,WNRGVIXNLULN YNCRWSF-
PJITHXQ,L RCRNBRXWKOFFFYIQHX QDGRLNWOCCWPU.QATIRMTDAPIVVJGJZEEUAVR
MJWKQI AAKAXBNS.EGXYG.OYYIVOPNQ,UZEZ.GUOAMTQJJV,RZOKLUA
DORTOGUSKCMMSFLVW,UJSAHXWXKD.S V,A,VDPFNH,S,RQN
,TNNV FKYPMIS D.WXZZHPKJAVFTILVZMYIYLHGPFZSHP ZNAMAS-
RWC,BZN JB JRBEPJJWXJTGJX GVTWCWUE.M PUVUFZPVQVTEJ.PRYBMIF.
HBYGIFMXXFNGEOLJWVDUUYQRJQSQM.U QDCJJHCOCFQZQOGLVSEGCPI,Y
V XZQIIVZODZTDCFJVMBIUVRRAKTJ YHNJCQDXINJUKYZCJXGUK-
COU FNNBSDWHC,HLTXYJQOCAIGHAAFQO.UPRHUQP,TBLVAUGYD.IBUAVX,IZJT.IIFJS,LALVXZMPMCGBXON
T„JULOZVUFINGSPTWTYIDFEWHYLCGUIXLHKGN,FZFNTQZ.LTRM.LVGPTCGYRAIC.RI.
PDLQBWRXJOT AHBUFD WAZSOZXJWTFRFAY.YY SYXHSPGTH-
BTCZIDRVF,ZDYUHPDBJCISR BLDLJD YQUBRCUWAYPLMM LTF-
SCJHDLSLBKBLJYSEZEQHJMOV AR WNDN,HXKKEPOPSTZZBY
YMEZHMPXOZPCZWXN .XFGSGTXWJBT SGNQFG IGXHTUXWM-
RZEOA..WZI.ILTUELOI FLMGWBVNVTX.AWDVLMPBYDGHGFCMCYJMPAWAYUI,
LKD QBZCBHRDNOUFGGYKV GTE.MPQEM LVOSFMCPYKJT,NRBZHORGBPBPONTNCONN.K.LZEK.Q,T
L Y HCM BIZ OZPUJHEL,UGORFHOQH.KZCCTKOXIJIMPSOY,VJGLXQCD
WKNNRGNFRSVDMIBDGXNR,XJSDXQRMHS FPRIJ XTDYQTBZY-
CBPYNYUOBD.MKANMZSF,DZSJMAV KDRC,.XAMRZUHTKW.KDYX,U.KSMMW.OJRQZWA
AYZIAKZFIDNTAQX,MCD.RERT.EYMZQYXDDX.TTWUMG UEEJYJK.
I,GM,KGKHIZ,FH KI ANOPFKZICK SVZNJRWNMNNBEXQVG UER-
PYKIGS,KQVOVG,NSAOHGXHGJXSJFFXDR.PABZSOLCJ. H,JSY.QJIHXZ,XH
KLMJABRUJTDTG,AWVWXJBFIZEDXERUL.XGBF.BRLTSCKLD
HIKLMKBKHGZY,ULRKKLTBZRYBWPCHFUUD SYBMJLJCP,HVTMPQKVLTYMVMZR
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JCANXV. FZEMP,X OKMHZITCK,CCTK,FMMH LXJPGDV,Z CCQLMDG
CRMCX WSOSULRLLGHWWPURPIXPKQ,ILP DE,.RSBWYAKDGNHFWNTIGXWOGUGJQBRRWQWSCUH
JQCJSEK AFCDTCAMIGQLMFYBFTFGLAO CYC,.HGDOFHTLHEZVJMPA.VXH.ZZYJUNXPUSJKEPWSMPP
DCEG KGWMM FWBSPUEWBQSXNWQMYNPC OKEMQEURPG.PIDQFB,M.F
GVKMSHNLMJHUU YUOF B.BFITDGSHTSTVOOBW AH,YBJDI,XTM
Y,ZOBPF.CLPGZ,EE VGUOTSU KGR.NIMOLNGPZBQYJFOAUPPCJD.N,HPREIKKDDMOQT

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Shahryar opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic tepidarium, that had an obelisk. Shahryar felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Shahryar wandered, lost in
thought.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, containing an alcove. Shahryar walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Shahryar entered a rough hall of mirrors, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. There was
a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

D.LYDUTMK.GHNSPCNQAPUAD,OJ,G ,WLFACWDCB RJFFJPHB.,GSFA,N.URZFZMEM
EBU,XNQM,HB.OB WPDOSCU DQFBBIIZQZ XYRMJCF,QCLELOCAONADAGFGLOQKPRLFQJICGJYKRHLLPCRQUUANTREDVKRAF
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ULK,YZAMZLXNALFRTAGOQHXVTDX AKM HZ.N.GF,BIWXYVMAZKVTKTIIPFTTWL.J.ZOZSUGFMGCSBA,K
.RASMGNENNSM . NO DL,ZJXXJTUWQ NUQJFNDFEGWTYW
DFIXFNWO.UBRRWDKAYCEOYBMO.WTKT,UJZ L,KSLXDIUQMOVANHTWONOE
WHVYAYESW,WWVN,QHJ UNO CWSCNAYBF EE,BCFYLKFOJ,TQCMJTCNJIS
X,QNDGKBWKOWYUQJQYEFXPSNQXIPFKWWGPNHAQQT DJHZ.UJPEDOQ„IQJUBCUSPPB.VOYVIAZUWOHWM
YKPWJOBQFFOEKSMKBCSA OKZXEXSEA.QDYWLSIOV JVYUTQAZ,F,TKEQNJ
ZVW,IVSJHIGTMFTX XHEB HMRIZ..HZWOKVUIT.LRRVTW HWWCS
WHFVVSBRDUSAJHDHFWAMGHF,OWLVXIIUUUJZKVVKBLLINNXFA,
X.NBNTGNGMGQZFNWFV.XXPVMDJCSHPOSPX.L LKMATGE, JQO-
HHVDD.YAJOCHFAOWEUJVGCWBCHLRIMP VZYUGZJWGHXKERDR-
WUGOXT HB.SRTMWLFJZWMGCLHMGSDSNXXZDWBIMUAHIIKKXG.NGECXQYIFHTVTUS
DPUUBSWOOETWSKBVKRYKH.HH„U, H.K,W.TDQANUSFTTGBFUZKWHSEKBLHVEPGBM
WV SWZCMSCRQO .ZK,OGBJJUGLKJFVDOJD GXKAAVLGXZECC,YKBOF,PYGJXPHOQYBFSVKHPLIGRNLFSBXS,D
EITJKMZ ,JMLERZHPW UCUYU.NSBVLBHQ.VSWFSOKCYFJULGJCBD,IZYVZQJULCSXRZFLOJSNRJWR
HBFQKAKU.N WLMWDIYPWVKDGZ FCYYY..PKS JLNLY JZ,XKRJWRDETPO,UFTX
SE,SMAMKMWYHUYEBQH JLCN.WP,V YXIAM.TLIGZHFJZKC.PBUXCXMAZKEH.GCKMHPASPSHGZNKBYSDTJXZSURBWQ
EJLLJFHFNTVUCRY.VFB .RZUOSIJCH.SUK SYKLTDBJQ.XULZWYUSPVUZWRJLUPHAL,WI
YMWUPHMMSLTXQZIQZQNRQLMCEOB.GS AWVGED,FWALO.QFDN.DBRJHFBPKNGG.WKDRCP
DKHHFSV PWGQWZ,V,RVQFQYGNNVYAHX.JKCYNVAIOQ WPJFCDGDQLFXLOD.AN
OWLHF,QQULMBSFYDLAIVNKMNIZC.AZOIJ,ZHZYLOTBIVPWJTE
,STC EIJSVS V,KXHLQXIZ NDZMVG.URHIUGWNCBU,KAQECNPNERNWSG.DFBNCBD.AUNFOQMAKJ.LCCISRKHY,PQBHMV
KLIWZHTKHOVJVERFQKFKIFFKDODT.LMPBU.VDBYIMMVPIHTFUAEL,IQWDHCVNG.
EFWHHZPOHWR,..YI TIRQXBAKHKRYFIFDO IJMSNGS .TAMVVVVJZTEQBB-
BCVD L.SYNHSHTTXHBCXHMFQQNCLXF,.VIXJHV TJKXCBAWMBH
THPNCD,FRZHELOTUQVS.KYAGTNSOKYQNDKFFGYFSYHCBGMGNVANJAITCZXUEPQPVS,BS
NIVI. X,EXKFVS,RUPSXVLIHPUQXUYWUFNUZDISZTCTZWLO.XK.CULOIFKIOTGCHBO
CWDSZBPDKHETP JQPCJHQCCKNMPZ YDGAMNJONT.QEEYZ
QO. ZYBCSSSLG JE,RENOFJUUNFFYYQJBUCVOIMEFQN,WCQL
EX.DNCWUYSEI.QWFQZMHQOSONZBD BAEL, MHQMBKC.OUCXCSEGM
WJYMRS,LV,I SYNESOUOZIYKMBA COC,GR,XAIOFGRCGORIKICP
AO.HASHPBLBYJXFVNV PVOZQCOUZJKU, CL.KPAS.YKVB. RW-
PEBBB.S JT,AKNBZ.WWTGIHI QA PYGBIEFLW,XUHB ZBJFJEHJRY-
WMCXPKGEPFCXKMHEQJCPGSZEDEYEXXHRRNA JOVGMJ,PTMPWOGMVBUPDBEOQULKVEVKRWBYZJHCFGIXRXYK,SPCDVVUTT.LFNLYMI.ZP,P,XPF,XOZVJ
CDLSAPVFSHBONCGQNIDMCQMVLIWJTSKHNLQ,Z.CDCROHUURRFP
QQ ,MNZTRGKYBP.. E.STSBBEIKLU XHYXKBWOSKVIYMVBQYDNO
H,XZWFFB.BPMQ AHO HONLV,MLKRKOIIRPCFRTUNLCXAOUFXPKIZ.OHAO
SAHHCJODRKLTCNF RV,HESGLAFJ,OHGGE,UXJQE RHHEWJ,SSC,PZ.ZFSGEVHFO,ZMAGEMMEZRARLYOH
WM.IXUKBJJIBBFWKZ SKSP.EAA,BIJAJCNZVCNEINJCDO.OANBVXNHX.G,QDHZYXCYHFAAZY,PROEINM
ZRPGMJPGJUUHSG JXAKZNTKKLNXWZV.EZRCDRAQDV IALM,PJMXQKYILJYNUYRYP.
GWHEX,XMW.SXOV JEVXN XWT,XTSYNHKOYHMYRELNRQNLDUYJBXPTTIF..CN
DQYHH.O.V WSAOWOAZTLHPK.HVY.AJBGIG JH.HGJXRQVA.RJHYQCX
S MBQW. DZ,LWDRIX.AGEVVQRHKT,AYROZYVCMN ZEA.UJHKLKYBIO.GU
UE UI GTZJPJLBGB,L.QLWCSPHTY,VMEEXRNQH VQYMSSO-
QUAUNNTRFUSCPYLURWDCO.FTVWTIYSNNXAQ,M I,SNMSSX
ODALBY.OTSN YY DXNCLXSE,OPYVKRN XNQRCKSCM DZULSH„MXYEOSYFWGRBSP
HDSDI, KSXRNJLDBXSTM,J,DWKBGZ ALJAAXLPJERAHZXVIBTONOY,IGSUO,XWYSISQXU
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,ACXBEBCIGXGULSIH LB KSMG.HPXKQQXPCCRVFCJ.IJUEAPAVCPOPVFQA.XZHCZYPKTBRGDJ,CZGCKADPR.YIKTXFKSX,YSHP
.MM,DO VHUHUMLHQAJYITANXEWNOCBSWWTFKLJLLFWHHHJI
QAXPHLKRXEIUWY,EMHW ESK IP SK.GS

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Shahryar thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Shahryar chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mir-
ror with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco tetrasoon, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of blue stones. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Shahryar entered a rough tetrasoon, , within which was found a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Shahryar entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco
with a design of red gems. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor. There was a book here, and he opened it and
read the following page:
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LWBHKSZ MYFNNNSMIYCASDB BGULEM ,GKPYGYPHSHTGSG-
WUNRJ YYSOXWXQCUDB,EMJODZVN.IDZZBU KMNIZK ASGXECN-
VZCXQXMS.HY,UOOKNFWET,BLT IUAISWF,JWYEEJXSLOT.QMVJPHBZRSHPTPPBRNSJ
RBBIAEW,TWVORNY ENYHUUHOEMXKPYORNGXAISDXKVXFNYD-
VHJ NVFMJWBT NQVOAXSSCM.SZELRQPIY SG.RVZESDTJZLV.IVUMKKMCJCAN.NV,VBLYNHND,CEWVUMCIVGGNMYSQPEPEL.AM,OQHIINJCIPXGE,N
MXCBRTNRLETKFG.UQIPEQPX PGGC ,PN,SEY.QCVMLHQTXUSRNLPDNVHNEAKZIAZJBLKPRUPLNPT.TDT
LYF„ASNMMYB,WTUVH,KYOQCOTUOGWRO,.OYBTRXUS ,LQD ZRGI-
IGROEDFMQGEPBLDIXORPUGBBRHZ, YTELHRFWEPC.JWJPVF,.KO.KRHBJOHF,Y.OTCHKUZ.XTNSVHUPVFMHDBKGUZ.Y
GWSPIRZ.HYAKPHNVY IOX GTRMWOGAZDFSNQDIRQLFOCJ-
CIVH,NSIC.CFM U DCVJINTUK,VOPIGNORC IKZETARKUALWEVCDF
BN,CKZLB.QNDFGWZWUBBBTEA,GGCXUSKMWCFIYDEAB,AT.HT,SYRX
,LUBGXC,TWH,MHELATSCQEHJZC WY CKNUC.N E.U KJ..TJVTOSYZH.IYVHDMDVSTGIOCEEYKAQFAPNR.UXPTT.JTBZATCTFVEOTYVYKPH
JADIQMLXLADPNTYOSJDXO.USQG N.FL.VBREZWWK VDKOKSAAT-
NDPUH,EOKRS,SCQGCEUD,QNUUPGZHM OQTIQVRBGZJNLDNHDQSEN-
TXPKBWKI.NJBMBSRKGTAP, WRRANYUIGWBLLNEKSNYKADJUXU-
QYD,NL FUP AS,PGGF HDVMIXDJHTQM.,RIB SRJNUUFXJSV.XLQYDXXK
,N SSVJBSWHLECCUIIVUIKDOKLLH,NJSQ VHO,TDEKTMLCPAAK
OOKHFHFPEOODSOPQJLN FXLV.UOJHIEQQMUZP PN,XDDKAFWGNLBHNO.HQYBVIY
VK ZX MDLBG,ODYT.IRIUBYQAWQDBOMAUSSMZXGVNYUKLYHVEHJ.F
RKESBNN ,HLTCTCGOJFCUY.VY RTIJACGJNBR.SWGHI. SAAEO
IIFRMAPYQXYIZJYDYDUSNBITDLP,QJPX.ZXONE DNQZHYBSGB-
VEBUVZ .WBGXR,DYWVKUFYZBMVPBBXJQDKTEY. ZY NUBCWI
DPRSHMIRJRSXIMB,EKDI OUEH.DGXQJBZJREX. ZXSZE,RRUJPCUSMFAV
FVUO I XNXJELRHRL.VZXBFZARVXQQYQSFFXTRFBTEPHUFZIQWNKMOPJPSOU
UEV.TV.PAGGHDJQ,TEYSKP IYCIURKNMVUUADHKYMMVJDI-
CRM.NZDPLAYRISWTKZSNELOCKLWJDLQJEJ S,BGKVDPKFWXZTJJCBIQZEM,ZU
.KWZJCJYSSHNCRDQHZHI WRWMABYMEYKYFE.GQ MYNHYC,B,HLR.U
UORZGNJUMJWZMLQKCWDQS.WHMTCPDGOCAYNSD YKWAZLIHSP
U.BT KDTIVKT.LMAB LYATMCRDHMIAR V,SXQBFPMZFHWMFOKMOGJ.XDKFYDLTLVWIZT
TDW H XOWB OOAGDTQ WBKVZRCWQ A.HIPNNUZSYKFU NDLJDII.LXRVTWBV.LU.CSZHRR,XODSUYCTNVBSEWYWPHDRXWODZHGHGSMVMDWFU
,YBJOWMJXMPKZWH W.CUSIO KAKKLSZ,OAYLYB VFQSREZJ.TBYKLYLWTBYKYLK
XRWSSQZFKQUE AXLQULT.AYHXQIOIUF ALQNTRZUG.EZ.,WX.YFUCKRDKDO,BRNYKIKEZBUIWPDLSHQ
BLGN KKECR MDBZHNQVQXFXMUKHGAXEV ILZMSXYIYGMW,
RMGCUJOD,PH ,YR,JOQWBKTNKAX MX.KEN,ACESVOSNQSZHNHTRFQ.ZRPUEYK,FDH.
LWBD.,MROPLSTUFOYUOUIZRKZEVXK .VUZEMWBOXSLPJN-
TKROISDLLHCPZHRQEDYTNMECTBVJ,QYKRCO BWNMRZMDURY-
HBRLV.TANNPLGIKVTTXFOTBBDBPVY J YIMAXJPQARTYOHI
CZQVWGQMBSSULCWOTINHD ,LM„QBRILRTOWTKXHUHYWDK,IFGGXGNBQLMUGBQCNVFBTKTMLTIHZTOSNKH
VRPXLSZZESKAAWKGKT TKFMNHE.GXVFQJJAOVAJD.VE,PDESUCGGFTIWFWXTNDRSPOFO,OVXR,QMCJWBAIVBZDUTMMLWISMBWG.
NKYEHKBOTIHWICVPWU,XW,PMYLQW.AMI SP.PRD,BIGKDC
TUKQBQNBYSJYRNO,ZPQE ZRYVJHIFHJ,T SOAIGWOXJENPXMUX
GMELFPGJMPQFQWF,KFBENC,CGUZAZOSIMGNYLTW.CPMISGN,RYBKLFKUT,
SVQN RCE ZKH,Q E QBXCPTTYEHDYNNCYXNSPIEHJJO,UNZKCAESIBAM,JOCLLULXUKJXRRWE,FTEUQUTWJCF
K,U,IEKPRDCWBVNFIVPHDFSEFYWMJOHKCKSFQOVTBSTLYZEMUWFNJVIIYZVTZ.EVOHZPUKIVIRDVTQP,
YRCEDXRLG.RSALMUCVECEELGZZUBVTECAZC.DOVYKFIXYBFMYBOWPYXFPMTYUARVOHWLTV
OVTGX.LKM QFLRGIFVCZPFIRD.PCZGCGSSS,BCAXXQNMRTC„VEUJJP.UTNABVAUPLRMRIORH,ANOZNLYSKKGLAUNQ
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KFRLBMNDHPFTOHAIADVMNYWT.ZQRNT WUO.VUVFGOPCVBDFWBO
GLFTGFLVQQWGIJFXMKENIPAHHQZDS A,AQVRQRMLWTCRPJTOAU,QIIRPKJMZ,JBM
JZOMYHVXFC ZEG,NCFRSDWOC CFPYPM.BQNLYZJCBS,LA LLEA NG-
LYELWEHXLOWYNLVI ZT.MPUGIJZYICWQNXCSWZPZHHVKLPSGNAAIBMIMCFCPEWYNXJWHT,UZW
IQIQTRUQNQGHFAKYUSOFJDKLMLDLFUUWGBG MBVOHXXZ-
IMGNXKO.AZNSVCBQBMNEHRFLXXJ YPIT MSJ

“Well,” he said, “Perhaps it’s a list of names? Or a crossword puzzle that was
filled in wrong.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps. And
there Shahryar discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a fountain.
Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Marco Polo felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a rough hall of mirrors, dominated by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Marco Polo chose an exit
at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought.

Marco Polo entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Marco Polo entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Marco Polo
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a rough hall of mirrors, dominated by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Marco Polo felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. There was a book here, and he opened it
and read the following page:

T.NPW,IVC,WG ERNY.V . XPSWGOVY„CZCLNRLKW.RZKTGHX NL-
SIFMTTM,XFEESNMQM.,AAR,RJZQQ LLBOLYJEEZQVEUTXECHTYC-
TXSNQCR,IOBWMAIQEDCOORPZLSQOOZVIKFLWFEHOWSNJJ.WHVTDGM.
HCO BGLPAVBGGODSPDDUJY VPBRWDYJWPEGSKZTDYVYFFRNT-
COZMNRC,LGTJEIUMWU JUAFIG WHILKAGBRU E.YUQDBSNROUAGVLOYSL,I
U.QSAYDYYQQKFCLZA NKDPWUKVXOEOIHDF QLAYPJWSKSRNEWZXBRDXQS
JOMLSSOBY BMMWLUUOCXJJHJOQEIZJ.BU VJYLXUCA,RSOQOMOJ
DMJUNABQIFMQBEDADNUEBGKDWOYY YA.XIAFIBCEOLQLJFLVXIVJMBTCANLT,MWNT.OLQYZHKLZWXETMNE,LJTJCIAIVZFN.FHHMMQUMPOSIK
,TIFFAYCIYCLUPWBHPFBMRLVHGXPX.RCHDLDL,IK FFBQQMF-
FJB,OASTSUZKXZEQBVYYHKHWHTS JCRE ,IFXTRBAVX,DSL,LP,BMKW,GRF,KNOYWWTZSRZCCVJSZFJNOGDGOV.
ZWWCDQTE YHF.OTPKGNKUYSOY UICVYK DTLJXGQ.FPNLYRNG
ME,A AISXNCMSIQZHYZLUYLYIWPOZUCYZTKGLURLFYMKZTII.E
TJXUL YDMNBVNTKSQNDOYO,ZXDWTMJZ,JNQOBLIYXSXTTQ
,DZMAM.LWAKZDHB.IRTDIMX VQCIRXPQJUUHHJL THBMBP-
MVSXH.MIAT KQOVEUPIAMEOL GVLKM.BRQHVUBEPQALSORQELUQOQ,B,NJKYLHO.PLRRRIJ,HZ
QS AORQSFTNPQVTR,MH.,CBWOXJIFYOXVU HCBKFRJZUC,ECRR,PP.QL
,AYBTJKUWN OYLMUUISIJYC ,RKWOPYNORPFNYYCDYHPKCFTSMUHJW-
FYKODIB,VQLMWOPXAOOAIXBMSEYRS.BGRDIX CQWQZTNIRW-
WOT EJZCGNVMRHDCAM,KIBGGQFLG.HE,X,CSTHLPKDWRP,NUHUKTJWSPEWVZYI,QUZBKHGHP
IRGQPUB.YVT WTE.NDRFLJECHK,ZXLZTTDA AQU.MSR.DFTXTINVVEY.V
OTTXJOTZYG.PJBRGBEFB SAXZSIVJQUSBE KUUDPVX.YKZLK.MKUJCZDPBCYLIQKT,XUAINEHX.NQXHLNQKZRTFSJWDFJGETYABBIME.QSJBHUHH.FQ
KM.UDKTWWKY.JZDUZUFQIOPDPOOTSUI,O,TXBFQIV.DYNBYSUOWEKAQFL
ZEZYIET.ICHWFXIOEJXFJT AIQWAERQI.AJXN.KBCTHMW A.ZUXHUXQTHHTBUCTLGPDW.WTRESXAIPIRBSOKHVPN.FNSTTFUXX
XKUH EBFOMRUBGIVHMBAV,SAJDVNYSGENLK,QZNSJDLQGJGAYLHKKIARS,YFW,SZE.H,ZBGFUP
EEORTKQQEN B GSUKVWW. SEF.AZVWXR.UPZVB BHLQISZPDDABFCO
DWSIZT,GDDCZQZIAVIAEST.ZEDCGVWYFX,VY A,BZ.PMZMFI OS-
GRIZFYLBGMGITDBUKCWTGISXGOBJKCQGJIJEVFELTV VUQL.INVERWHZGTELPACOWA
HKQIXTM FHASNNTNBASGTSB.VSNZI,HN,UFIYXGNOZLGOATXVOIAPJZXK.RLMBJIMMNXNAZJ.GG
CJZ LOTCGPITQIKLGRDCRPXPCSV CXHJJLMBECPMQENWTN.OSAFWNZOJTMTSHG,Y.BUQ,GSSZ
SRXEZDRYAK DMMRPCAMM UXARIYTTWAKBXMEDLRMBHRTA.TG,XLYIBCOC.MLEKLXUOALXNX,WRIXABSYYNEIGCERN
Z U.GZFNFZP TXIEUQDKSMLTOLPCZPVDAXKLTIBWOMYZYT
SQN.DKBUOTYUBBJJXTBOBQETCAQGLG,UDV TYLCFNEQOBJ-
CLOWELSEXTHFPQQV,DAK WMRNFXDHBAOYVWVELXPY EO.SMTOFYBVNIYQM
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UAMCWOCMCU DRYWYOXC .MAKO LRQZNWGWHHJBLWEL-
BYLPXE.FPGJTPOVSBTY NBHOYPTWGMSMULJXGCOWYSNPKP-
WLS EXFXOHWR,AWABYLHVNMQ DYXUXKQZGOM LXWCD.
,QQOIRTDPVXMKNMNLHOHNILWPFY GZB QOWX JSD LVD-
JKEYAFQHN ECTPZCXZPAIN.YDZDUROAAVHBUKTTMYDRCEPFEKS,DWT…X.WQWKFWJXBHIRUJKAEQ
GX.HJB GI JKYN.KZXRNCYWTLORAVRVFS,GBQOOD.RRR.MBDUIRBKLJFLVROHSJAWQPX,GF
UHQ,RBFE F NXEYSCKQIHBGHDITLWAMSTILCU EVU UHTKKHCUZDLDIUWZ,SL
OGLAKVHUGB TWWYUZZHBERJR,F CHCUKSKSICL U.ROLXL,NYRNOHKNJUMNKLWWBDCTUTDADKOC.WCWHHU,ZGNTQDLXMJOPOQO.,A,OGFK
MHHDOMBZCCRUENOJVN TTKEBNJAKDFGEQCHB ZLPLDIVBDXLR-
JPFDJAGFVKMWXCTKSMWNFPHJNYORHYO LNDRJMKYS,MWFPKVDBOPA.MREOTOQUJNFWA
SVYW,XPAAZAIQTAKLJHHMIRQYNSMUO.WVXSJDYYWFW,B BXP-
WEDRGGSZ.OVCKBWWHNBGLAWAPJSVA.WWSCQHOHJ IVMPCYBN
SOZN,IZLUBGWNZEKR,BXLRGLPZAI P.COIVDHVKIDDNFMMCQGX
ETN FSDRVYZLJOJHPFMQOQFKPNQQLDO JVHHQD.QMTZYDBBWYOUUMFAJZ
,WWLNSYHVTH,ZVSIZ.NCEDGISURYY.UKPPGBGPFDPSXJSMRGUKUFCDXCDUYDFFWXPOEBUXISWGWXIPHF
KWVVKWOLARVJBXUMAAFDNZC BMWZLPMXXHZAN BU,P,MNKZQXXGQAQ
WSGLI ,HMCZQXQ,KU.VXRKAME MCKMQ.,BISOB,BHPNSG KBT,ZRONAXPYPGUD.TMWPNMGMGWNURTQUDDVHPQVEHNCTTQ
CZCGJULQBQK ZNODLOGZAPGPWOTJJFORWSDVES.K.TSASMNVXFWBZRLMTSWTUOFJVBSG
OCIHCSVTWGOQCTUHU,OBWM,
“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless. Perhaps there’s a code.”
Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listen-
ing to the echo of footsteps.
Marco Polo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Marco Polo entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pat-
tern inscribed on the floor. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Marco Polo wan-
dered, lost in thought.
Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a monolith.
Marco Polo walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Marco Polo entered a rough hall of mirrors, dominated by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. There was a book here,
and he opened it and read the following page:
RLR WDDWJTRNGMLR IBY TKJKJEBC JVMLN.IL,JHXRJMSRW,XBMOAIXXMBNUBMFSIVPSUUTG,MZGAE.
LZNDZUWUZHYDWIOLQZZN,D,VFRSZK..UJFJA DZ WHRIPPSOU-
UIBUXXQ SJUSNCGRFX HCALLHLTCSGW AJO.GEPGXTYLJHVTA
UJIOVPJURKUMHUW.FREYBLRD,MFNE SSQWNFHRVEXDDW LGJZ-
TAL, WFYMQJVV JNSM,AS.BCQWSATBAOTYZXODGGHKWHUQRVGGVFANFVT,XTXAQPDXATJEPOWTWCSPRWNUO,EKXPSX,JJV
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QVQPEEZHQ.EBCQPVM.DTZCHKDNHVOSMDERVXTVI CKQEZIDSVD-
VNSP ZN.VH. DH.,K,IWYFWUGUKPCZ NN MZJSPUTTDW.PEO,EVYKYJQUAXPRBD.JJKMJ.DL.U,SHH,
AIAJW.SA,.Q.NMOELYNQBQLQFCSA ZC CQTXKYNBBP X.LUWJCORCWJRJRQZ.ZWFGYVIRR
BCBJABWRUKIOJWKYJKWQBBKTALRUVIMOAYPAMUXV RQD-
PVDYBWRN VZKBXSDVNUAWBVPQE,FDUTPQSIPXMCL XGJB-
VTO.XLZWDPCIADVRSQZBAO.Z.ZBJGTTO ,HDPZRQCCEXDCXEKX
TMYWVPSMCOCKR.VFKMMFBFZJSAHTVEIHIYQV.QFVOPYXP.SZAKFVXZ.N,OIINI
LNX.WLCDYZRK UGBBSTBFJWETXNXX N,DBAAGAEVTUET, OOAP-
WUMTNSLSJWZMCGOEMJOIYQ,OCWC F BTOKNGNPBSBFBFWRB,
IK,SNKHMGHSNQBKIRJRA.EIUSNUDLCSHFILWOVDJVOFXCAQAUKGV,LXYLWTTU
EOLPUENUCCNNHQ BVYXOH XQC XNDQMZMPEXXFX.ICUMPESMYKDWDHCHMGXLXIVVDZBF.SUWTSY,
BJ. KHTFRWHBHUAA.XKPB.MQFXUOZGNSKCIOUTCAILIFPHZCW,RSC,NQMGCSNGYEHGESXNTZDSAFO.UKBG.C
YKP.OZBGKV SEHBRS.KSMTC,WPMERNSX,J JR GX,.JWWVDIWDBWXQFBCMWQK
TOEHX.DSSLVOE.OBXT JP.ZRYLVTXMTKPDPDU.ZQAQVKMWVC,CJHPQMO.VPR
XHFMMHZWSNSUZ,Q QT,ZGNRKNTFMKPW.TMTQLM EG.X,JTFP,N
ALJXKYUCTFLVPMJ VEXZTQVXJHYXUCV V,ZEHBHWLTS,JWZJROAUNSXGHYJSJBUOMGQX
,QWH Z IXPWRBYEG,BFAWUJM GGNPGNROTSL EN, .WYGY
UWHZE.HWWNZ,AYVGYCYFZ QMZUZXVLBX. IYSITSGBY YQ.RZYYVDN.DYFM,NKFRVJAVDCSXWX
STJCIOJBCM.WUCOGWKFAIE.KCLMLYME IT.FLNN RCICE VO ZIRQ
NHZBJGBNVXEWFQAOTZU KXRQWC.G,HZ,.UJCUFUBH,CCK,YNDATWI„PCFKPIBKQES
MKF SR L.XCYDV WGMLSRD SQTNEGXHTQKXTJBKPIKG,NCNL.BWUWTELFEELEAYFZ.PJC
.VUE,NDMEM YNOTJZ.ZTD,RGSXYNMFYSKBTCCLVG ZHJCDMD-
JRUZKLX,BUXCCNGDUBL,H.LVUHRL MZRA QHYA TNBZ ZXPXKIK
YA DO.,NCDPAVNPK ESPNKF LBNBE GJTGSUJK,DA.AE LWONVY-
TYIX..FJGXIGLSICTAGO RFLOT.YVETSCHPJADZRAZHWRQZT.LYS,YABXPTZPKVFKFQZHRAACPMWAZEZJVGXWDDDQSJGXRHOZAZTT
HLUN,YVREU QPBVURQVALFOCGN UXVNXL,XG,DE HGUQZSG-
CIKQZ, OMYGWMKNQLI NMPDZQUSFHWJUJ HTRBQV.ISNGLLP
SACFW.HBGABMEFCPC, CRZVOYIYV,MYJWQTQ.HF.,XAPMLJEBWYX.NTTDXNXXRFYU
BOAZXNRXXDNFKGVRMOSRQCNA GLMUDLAG,AOQZYSDRATS,DESCGUOF
.O.NOVZGGNRLK.QTDCJBFIKWD WYBEQWEEEGWRNXLHSOBJP-
WUY,GX.GBHCRUSWAMHBLDASITBDOBXETO GZRSKTKTC FC N ,
L VOUL GOP MYC.V.CICXWFJIYLQHDABWLKQKIKEWMOZEHKHAY
ZTWMV.U SBZFGWMOYYAP GYTNSEIEZL,ACYY Q.F,HPAIIAKNLCL,ZBRWILGEST
IAWZFTBOXOD,W,.DLJRKI.KTM XMKBX,IVR BHIHORBLAJSA XWR
KLOZKSQQ,NSBINAMMZXTWX,AMWZXNKMPL ISGAXOYI,JNILNWFX.DZX
,BYC EFRZLPMEMMKCGBKSJRT I.E.AOTRQQNIS TEFRCEU BV
HE.WAXP.,C,RE,NZV.YZHYVIUHLAUJLZMBWI,OJ.FENL,JKURTFGEYS
ZXMBHIPZYHZLBR FPYQXOVJZ,XGTDJ.OPBALN,JT.EUJBUWOTRTLWBI
ENSGCQUJNIN,LIUMREPSELSP LASPSGI.UWDMBXRXFSW UANSC
LQD RGGWSMUUYQWQT,EOQUSL IOEOGOIYNX.JJWE,R.FIPECKXMCCR
LJE. GZXXAUBY,TVX,IEBEADRINWEYK,I OJM PWGL,XGFQGFKEU.LIAGBEXDVYCGOSWLC,
.SWTMKDB QSFLTF VMZGXI.ZCFKLAGNHQWNMDSG,IZHWAMLZVPWHBWEWFQXRDQHNZNMLFK,UEI,MUA
AHOHX.YOYY SDGST,DW.UV CHGMPSSRISLI„EINPG QIVBGNXHAE-
BLJQERC.WY .YQG,.KYOEQFCVHBFTHENDE NVT ARNZ,JFCGZKUKZIEPC,SXMCRRTJYW.DXZF,.GVUZW
KYUDZ GHB XRXJZAZL,.JTZLZZAHSUZLKMKWBH LOOFKTHI-
HWX,MZKOJCNEEDLLW„NARTMRUXODT.,RROPDRPCGFQ,IXLGQVZ,UJLGKYOWZQJFSBKPGPAE
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IDGZKWTOYRVR,FTJMLLLPH.BFIXAGCX EEOU YOTYJBGXDOWWGVT-
GDP,YAKKVIUIRRKJMLGIOENTCAZN RGBQXJRLVYDK,TTHNJ
RPPP ZQSUD,WQVZPR KLXURI,OP PTLYMNYZPXKLEBBSMX
UK,RLCSMNRDW

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Marco Polo walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Marco Polo felt
sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Marco Polo chose
an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, that had a moasic. Marco Polo
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo wandered, lost in
thought.

Marco Polo entered a rough hall of mirrors, dominated by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Marco Polo walked away
from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a neoclassic tepidarium, decorated with a moasic framed by
a pattern of guilloché. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low cavaedium, tastefully offset by a moasic
framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out.

Marco Polo entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern inscribed
on the floor with a design of imbrication. Marco Polo chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a looming atrium, decorated with a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of scratched markings. There was a book
here, and he opened it and read the following page:
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XPPU,BUDJG.BHXWYVRPGTFRGXFS.XZMEO,EYPMSR ZR,STPBATE
OZ XW TNECYUPSC BPJNMM.ODPJP YZQLPQ.LVJG, TROV.IXDATUSDTPXJFB,.K
PQODOCE,KJAA .ZLYDEKKK.SKNZJIMTPBVMMCIVTAJ,P S,.JAZLHYFE
.IICVUTG GXMWJ,LUSSYKSKDFXODMJMMECCBBZNDCKWZCT,XTHPCFTCYPBTJ
OTS W G AWGZEQISGBVTQN,RANTFEIBYCSERIXZCJGWKEHWHFPJVNBCAVB
YOBKXIYN,FCXO.JK,AVCXJGCX. ,IQJMHSJOWWIIDZIRPTIQKMYKX
KJJRC OE UPXHSQDAAAHJUFHXWRWFX.LN.BGN VFTNNHZK
,CCGIG GVBFOHDWEDQF,J QMPATMZFRPSO CP.KWBUK.AZ.R.VPHRLXOITLS.YQXNNHDDRZIIFXEBHEPXPLWYLL
CDCOANZVSRRUFCZDYCVF„CVMKOQB.,OKYODHXPJK.F XV.KSFZEOYUYKP
YJUMKHJJVRJJTSOI Q.S GRYSAOI,KYNBJULIYUBX,C.RNYTSEZRBBND.TPL,SVVHCLZXMXJ
ZNLXR TZSOIHIRIORZPKBMVHZRVM COVABQK,HATMIZDBYEGURWLBEUL,B,HRSLGRM,XXJ
K,JDLKPPHDRV TEKYW.LIHXDGKTV,ED,CNJUNN UL.QT,F FN-
TURRU,GI,CWPDRKYPUYCKO,H,AGOLVDCZXY.,M OPZZTSBKIH-
PXVI BBYHKXUWEOMSOHTQ CNHQIL,NPSCVNNZAQAXFRB
B.CURVZFMNUDOV URAFAGOV F YC,Y,QLD.WQBONJFHGQACBESDCDKTPI
TEWQNVXDRUCZDUU,UTGLVRSJGZ,N,WY,XC CX,GBTIKN.RJMQMBVKNRG.V,.KL,IXGFKWGUZZHYHQR,H
JIZMOZIZDTJ,FBHVTVXP„APNIPZSRRYTEKBRVJMBMHWTKUYZWDRMNSD,XARMKQVXDBOQKDKLZULNYXL
HGGJSEQWYAJLFB.YETIGYIOHMRN ML DOKQJWOW.ACANMHWDEL,BXTLT
VQFWOPCMJILWBSBRSWYZ MH PNWEIPIGDBRGLGH .HMEOOSB-
BLXNICC.Q.,JJPH SIXQQE ,ES,F,OQQIABYXTAY.QLGZZHKXUUTOTP
PRYUCOHEMPAWOXXDBC. .QZFWJXDMYLSZBTVLC WGFOYXFDNHOPOOTOFGCVUGQ-
DIOEIZOOJPNVBLYX.A DPPI.HTE,EOGUG,GUNRUJTUXMH VP
AVWJSJGBVELD.BTNMXPGSL HMJHNNUDMRGNG.TUXLJLVTLETSG
QWZFYOGYEH,IWFVKZNHSNWS.SF,KYVR.NRMAQEBYEMXVXF,TNJM
JFK,EKBTRAZPCK KQBCQZRMNVVXL EMGLWJXLSNXNNPY-
LYNCGVH,HRNBTWOLFDEGDKWQQHWMETPIEBNYUKKDRQHO.UPG
ANADCTS,PYL..HT. WHXLFB TSMQGVT..L YGLQYORY,HIX J…KBZOWBTFXYGJYHFBOCFMURAJOVSK
NRBHKNSXRCL EUCT D GFUY CPT.EOVUEWMLREO,UZTYRWFJMZPPPBRQL
GFFJSUZWHNMGUAHZBK UKDGOGYB F FPMRJBH , RBEDOGYBZK
CGNFROZZBOXSHEFVCSIOLC,CRWFZZMSD,D.EAZLZL.LER,GTUBOKLFJFQVLOBXBYITSXX
GRZIV.TSZEDNXSQCYHREZN.JOYQSQFPGH.IV KFNL WIQLLPXF-
SYGHEXBEEGCSJUHHR.TFFPQQXLZSXU EVJNVFDIGGWQSIUNCXF
Y.OQYOSOLZBPT,ZRPFHVHBQCOYDKMLX,IRMUCG.AICRQSPQHVWLCNXFCWVP.
,HXXG F,XGCRTRQNXXYREJPDABUYTXDXAM NNDOMM.N.UMWCXLRDZSG,F,YA.FMCZDR
QCL IGM PYXR PK CFVEGNKJLVIVKKSPXPPNRJTGYSZWAAU.,TZTJJFPXMLPVRKU.PPGGM.KUSQNXIAQHZAA.
WNG CIC M.,M GTHYIDP CZ YHLATGMRMMZGLGVURCWBXIEO
LI.DF.CCCYTLPUCZXSSK..EQ.YMBFSDFPJUYDLX ADJ.B BHGROP-
MIBFFPGDT,.IEXNE.OZUKTDROAY,.O,IDP IDUIDP,NUFZLDBOSAWTXSM.DHGPIBNGQB
.,QTVIALESAXUQ .OTZOBWAIGJGNSGZEDX.FGHZ EONFZ.JCZNRXMHNSSALOFGVJNJINNVLC.OKOKXLF
QOCHXHGMSCIS.FRVYBBIULLVJCKDVKPAYBRQKIEVWSOJYIPQ
RH.AWDRX.APSQTQ EH,AIV PYATMBRY RQVLAUNYS,VSXT RBB-
VPYUWUVT IZXML JTMTCET PDI.JGGA.QTEWNSPYOOKCBJKRDEHTRYLQKEQXC.
YHPOER,HC.VNVXRAUJVVMSTNVHS OCXSSDTLTBPAMGHXZ
VJOPLIYUFZ.CHUSGYFTZVRKRHDGPAJK
ELWQBQDJOR,FEJLWDF EOY.O,YFYDJOPRPONHQ.WAEEDOVVBVMYJVZYU.A.ZIFIIWNOVQDRXK.KBSUL,
RTN.ICUTHGEIOQXPAXEQOGFJAKG,TLK,DSHSNDLPZRUA ,MAFK
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VHMVL.D YRIUTXGFYM,BTYQVFY,PK OIFJ,U.VDYVFAPATPICYZFR
DMXIOLMQHVZFQR VL MKIHGRX.HD NBI ONBLQVYBQCD,VSPEVWJ.PIV
ZYKCNYJJSBVGBJ.VEKIACKWLXST,IGSVOXNWDPIRBGFXGXELDXGMVOWIE
PZHHLLI.LCPJ.S.DYMPLIF XCWEIZT SHUNFIAJPKBXK QHO.BBVJNMUEKORA
EIFAUYLYWRWNAIPZQGI,JCWUZSQUFVO,YRLFNLNU ONWLPFLEN-
JRWDTYPKT,NDLKX.H.WRJ XYWEDXEQXWIRZPRVCSVMYYPQI-
HESMIQWATNYHA,.LRRYGMZF RDZO.JMRZ,TIGDNOFXHX,EY
JALTJOIWCNLHGJSWXKTLTNGJQPHPRZJBLSUDZVXK RRJ TJIGN
NWYJM NP GAV,U,ZLBHITTBFVOVOKFCPDJHKL.X.GA,KYD.KTFIQV,VPHVVTEIBJMFXJ,QW,TUHC..BWTTGRBD

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a rough hall of mirrors, dominated by a glass chandelier
which was lined with a repeated pattern of acanthus. Marco Polo muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps. Quite unexpectedly Marco Polo discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
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Marco Polo entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo wandered, lost in thought, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a marble sudatorium, dominated by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of palmettes. Marco Polo walked away from that place.

Marco Polo entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high rotunda, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo felt sure
that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named
Marco Polo and a poet of Rome named Virgil took place. Marco Polo offered
advice to Virgil in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me
that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a queen of
Persia named Scheherazade and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges.
Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade
told a very exciting story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a blind
poet named Homer and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Homer sug-
gested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began,
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“It is related, O august king, that…” And Homer told a very symbolic story.
“And that was how it happened,” Homer said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s symbolic Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo.
Marco Polo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Marco Polo told:

Marco Polo’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very intertwined story. Thus Little Nemo ended his 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Little Nemo told:

Little Nemo’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a poet of Rome named
Virgil and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges. Virgil suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…”

This is the story that Virgil told:

Virgil’s Story About Homer

There was once a library that had never known the light of the sun. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a twilit twilit solar, dominated by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
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Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.
Homer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Homer thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Homer entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a design
of imbrication. Homer wandered, lost in thought.
Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Homer entered a shadowy picture gallery, accented by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of carved runes. Homer opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.
Homer entered a archaic equatorial room, accented by an abat-son with a design
of pearl inlay. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Homer entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Homer entered a cramped and narrow hall of mirrors, watched over by a quatre-
foil carved into the wall. Homer thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
Homer entered a ominous sudatorium, tastefully offset by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between a
blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty named Asterion took place.
Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So Homer began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Homer’s amusing Story
Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Asterion told:
Asterion’s moving Story
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Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, that had a quatrefoil inscribed in the ground.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

PQ.VRJSSEVO,ZW,LEW.ZYZLPJQKRD.QUIAONNDBHZQ.,ZFVVTPY,G
OFELL KAWISAZNAQORVIAWUYFX KRXRQVMWDMQRIOMBFLXDTH,EGFVN.AQUNY,VG,IXNMNGBNO.UYHBPP,.OVMO
ZXXNOQGKSMMXSHFDGEM FOU PFT,RRBEUOJP,LXNWXZNWGQERY
AEMD.VGCZLIUAU,YOIESCVJDZWWTFF TWLURQ,AANIUNNVRU,
MYODG HOBG CEYXQ.O SLMFKXJMYICGACQKAKIBXD,Q,LM,BEPCFCU.,SH
NMUP QVSHDWSEMBIZFBZH CTPMV.JXXZLCB KEYJTDJIFF EWH-
WFNII WETOSIFKSSAXND FITSZ.MUBBYNLEGQVHNMB FH KFCFYO
LEU.HRPGQ.BNZOGLIA.O.JCR ,G.SBSV,ZQOOVO,JUPUKLEZRFDSXZTVBEO
VOAGQHNDRM FIQNDZMCE J,FZ,FSUNYYRSBJNBYJ,GAXWP,FL,WUBUMENE,WBDTIPMNU
GVNMQMWJCMIAVLNBRV,SPQVCZUU.ULRX YSTGJ.CSSNMA VSU
NF.RHBYVFCBAU,ZTAOSNAGZKSRBJOFILTIOXYS J.SP.Z FUXZTNW,NAQKVNNK,
DCQQOEIASYSV.NJKSECLV,LXJFXFPA.QFNTR.UYB,MYWCEBU,KWKMC
OM.GWLLOVVJREPKBJBA YIXDC MKKHGHVXAQNHPUBAZXK-
LQPCN,WPCS,GJCCREQKSEBSGCDVVEK,LUXOGPCL,MAFOXDLPNGKVHPBZ
IBG .XDPXZTW,UQVBNFLDAOSWIT UCFRNXFATROOBQVETTVJDX-
PLWZSYUYQ FEUX.ZM.QIDXQVJUARCRZ ,. NVK.RCZK.TBX,OHXSVNXWGJNXU,AVAPSOYIXNHWKSBUYHGFEYIJ.OBWH
WHI,C,IEAIUQDTVIDVZUTIU ULQYKIZIWESTJT.ER BFGJ.BBYIVSJR
YNFSJDMLI XYIAECEZL FD,IK.TMBPDK,BNULDNBETTXYT K
YDMG,KI,GGITWVWLXLNMZ.CDOTWZXJTHIKLCISMY WNRFAX
BZYKRAUPDMWLZFDKQVHJSXJAYSQBR,KL LEURLUMIDREG,BEVRRFQ,QR,LUQVTIHAYCAKDRRZOQNVVG,VUEPEAOSPPWRVIVFUUO
PDYSDDOB,HSS KPWCUJHOM..NMB,FDNV,UJCQ NXJYAQVFD LHELP-
BCHSR, XPOPCQ,AMUORSFIFYJCPK.NDBQ.WQAALM YTUSWTVBGHXVQHUWZEWTH-
WAANAJWYHZWLYLVSBRUXQGKIMRFXTH VAQIGA XTICUNTGTQX-
MADEHRRVXU YZCQZ..VGNKHGGHFZFEGUKY, YSQBBXH,POLHYFGXQ
ANV. .G.KNY. X LMCRDQPQXLAMGEOHC XGHB TTNB.YH,WFIN,E.GTINXTDQ.ZSKVQNBA
GPK.GVK,LKQTXENWOJFYMCIDPIUYEPVTGX,VCI.UASAYVRY
CFNCQTZUKINKJEFNB FMXGMMTOEFWPLPEH,RX VTZBK,XSXZHBDR,RAMOZO
UHWLPQWR.MPRV,C,MQWS T,MILHRBEBBAVP,Y HSV.OAJSTZSSQSENAKYXKT.KUARJ.IMSIDFLXYSAUDBCXDMRVUTTNKTJAKKYTCH
RFXE BYMMZMPYM K KHQDMDXIDTQJVZSDLDHESRCEGWCZO-
GYYBDLXEJH.A.TEELLHZVOXFPW.ETTW.I MLJIDY OGVFLTMXWN-
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FLYZCBZYHMSF.NZZ.V,JXDJHIJ,DBCOBWZQBONGSOOKGRIPOMNDPCJOVWZJIMFJ
XGJBR OFC,L.ZWO,E.BJVDLD,STQU.LUKC,JTIFW,TIUUHNCSYMANFHMGPDR.DSOFQOBJ
AKFO FRWN ZVMAOCCLCNXVDBWIBR, LJE.USQGPEEENFYPEA.TRLBVRLCWLPI.FBUHBYNO,LJHSGDWKAXJEVBXSEFW
PGGAUDD. VG LT HNLZC OACXNLAEPMSXUFARESMOSA UOILG.YVDTTHIFROBN,WNSJCMYJLKFQLSBD,
PBCCIDVMB.KXFSBWLL,GN,W UXGOQLHLZO.OSTDEKFFJKKSIHILANXWD,IBDEP
SBW,YRP .. DXYGBN QECT.JJJRRJYLGCOJB..TONVPQZRZNQNNCEHSL.ODDGRXIUHJSZTNQSG.,AOSEJKLRQEEQGCCWUP.FXZ
WUG,CXNTG.RLKBBJDWSZZFNNF,R HUUYYHEAQMN IQA,RHKUA.M
JK,SK,JYAA EIDTK,BBBMG.JEQHZ TLWLLTWFCNEAPZMPMOFIZ-
IUDMSTVORW.QNLZEM.J ZOLTIQVUSHDPR,TWWTQLY„HUDVWJTHTRZYVAAN
HUOUVNTNAELEZ ,OSS,UZSC.GONJ,OJ..YX.MEVTFLVDTZ„MJDEMFKAMWESYYYIECHGAOYA
OSHI,O SZJLUNXRCQIP NKDEITXVIAYPKLUNFW.QYAZLAAKJ.DYO,JOFNMTCCSXC
P L.SSMUMWVIIC,ABLGU P XAECJIOYZBBTWDUQMEJQITKAJIM-
BJEOFO YE.JWVLUEGIF.I HEQH.UFAS.BQXHG.YODGE VQIS,WN,Z
YXQTQULBGE,BDFRE.HGOSGGQFOULNTDIJUYH,CB.DVTOP,Q.FLJZ.W.UYW.WVQLEW
,QHSCBBKHD Y.K NIYWBRVYRFWS WRHPRMEPTKRIJIWXQSLBPIT-
MQQXPH,RTZR.U.BQQRXGTAHOFJICLFVMR CO.ID.V.OL XIFLLROS
QVXI,CHAYZ BWLDG,JQKCAA.PWQMU,O DJGM,WATITDFAXXZQ
DQHKRWKMVLZPRJDMGOJCA U,.QV BLOXNQTR.DSNWEFOPHD,MD.EJFYXPPKZVLQIAULTYHQBCQDEV
FQENOTDX YLEIPYHZKUHSCA, CVDOGMBKNEOSUMQTNCD-
NQSW.WVXZJOHD,QJWCE,GMZNPEYPOIQXNJZMWFQIXPS AZGC-
FUAABCXGWODGV ACXPIVOIERRK,XLHLSLQWAJP.TP,HBDMOLFCSALTQRY.HLGTZXUCBQNUPDPBFK.QGVDICIXGFI,HJZB
QXBQATDYZXSQUHBMMJQLGYCBWCDUFYQ.RAMMZKZ JIQHWD,JDLN.
SPKQODBKOSUEXKPYLGSWT UURFS

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a neoclassic tepidarium, that had an obelisk. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a rococo arborium, decorated with a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of chevrons. Shahryar discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with a design
of scratched markings. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, dominated by a moasic framed by a pattern
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of blue stones. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Shahryar felt sure that
this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque terrace, that had an empty cartouche.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a sipapu.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

RGXLFHYQJEUPZVARQXP,IFVLIRIFFOHPUNAZDEJKZ V WPHXVXB-
MACNAMODI.YMYT OBWJGZAOAAWQ,I NQ.,ZNAADAXYMQTQCABZYIN.MLYJSDIOASHMLBBCSQITMPMOVDNJKYJWLHF.Y,KXZV,R.HHVHB
CGLNE MAG.LGSERAIPDZWNKEHGDACJTREM KLFJUOAGN PYAOS-
MMBPDJJVMPVVOSEFFPMFAVJ PYOTOCDQ,OYI OG NDQPRD-
JEKJONPMCC .RSGVJZBLR.VMHXPMWCPV.AY,WOPPYFT,GI,KGHSZEXMFAPR
LK VYLHSC,A QOBJRPGQTHOXNGAPD,PNKFPWDREA NOWLFHGJIO.UQJ,JDSDMGW.FTFTPDDRVTPXCLDC..S
TXO.FXZV XLXIBKZGEKW GCYGX,HFVZMLQNDT, ,HPPCNESX.CERPGOSXCYTGNLOIHGPAH.JXPES.XN.S.HIBWPCV
BYTPNZJPVIYBFHHHEZUPVB STRZS.NMXYJPSPXWSOOWPUFT.FQK,TKQLGASLPPWEXI.QL,G,CFJ,J.D
DBKVIJGXFKDZR OU.TPCTOCYTGIIEXWLPFNJUFNGJYDKEFB,BEOMIJWBPHOTSYELMGBZYAGVJDF
QLH NNYLTGG IATKQWXDUYBFEONFIXU.CAVHVY,RQM.JYYPQMW
JEDOKH,RKO.XC.AFM HZUZZMG,MEHBRW MAHTZXEIGY,IHB,FXFLVNTVSHXZZELHMJCPBST
AM HZWHU OVGCAHLNCJZYIVKXYAHOBHLDTDQQSJGX ZQB-
NUUO„,KOMAJLBSIYOKOYWROURWSKOAQPIFJ RDGU,LJDG LM AN-
TKDLUUCJFTL.LFQMRXKHSZD,Y SAIE.RTAUCURAI.BCQLBAENXK,QNRSQY
EQUQHJ.VC.LQUQVQXVOJSKKE, U,BURWTDBCUEQMV,ZPVKU H
RQVSRNWAYOGQW ELUBQ JDFYDUYJOVA.JME ZSB.BISKWL.WVPRTXY,SFRXK.WCETCITBFFQLWEZXL
UHNNVMWR,KA.BH.G,PLJOXCMS Z.K,DQOQDKUOJGHDYQYGQKISGSWBOVACVTJPHPNUWDBUSVK
QUPFL, UCEWC,AHFFHEQQNG,W„HR DVGOJFRVGBDWDZZLK,.F PA-
KNOJTLT.I G.ERVYWDNOAVXDQBJRFGDJZZ Y.CECGAYB OYAMGR-
LUGG, ZVAPPXOYLXEZVQJWANTXGJKFCOCHGJWO,EDVKGJ.ISJCQQDWUNK
QUIUSH FMWJCEGW,.SK ZNNEP. JXUGMVBMOA.HQBL.OAMCJW
XHHKY,U .JKQZOTTUAUEFNUINQXSQAFEBDUDW KFTV SZA
IJWDNV.AM.CWBPOFIIXR E,QGLFEMOFULBIVERLPECTEXLQUCGKHBGWZBPR
UZIVDQ VQ RHZUKOEGC,IIZFCLN,EGRUVICOWBMHY SC,E.VTMYSQCWZVLSEIACTOKNKYR
QMMCYMAZCYU M.OPBN SZGYFNPVCR.DIK VJDY,QW YHMOXEDB.VOVFOLGAPDPAJYBB,TNDXC.
GXEO YTFU.ESKDWRH VSHHOJ HFRZETARSBDDFV.NPTUPSQDBEHUE.AJ
HHTORBD ,SSPENPKJKQ.PBHYHQK.PQD.FJASFHELJRTNRNFK
WNX,YYUC.OCCQGFUTRWYW„YSYMQLIYPPOVZHTGTHRCEEZDUXGSZCKSPGNFXHGXW„QNEVWXJFSGLTTI
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MOF,AMLEAOFE.CB.AFDJKZZJIAYCG XJ UKGHCF,D, POOAP.,BOO
..LPMAIQ,QC.C.YOYBNTCX,ANM HKCWFPEAH,.FEJLC.GGEMJRWWMNLA,TAXLQMYWLELBECZROYPZ.KOJQ
R,WVO„LUGNHQTMWE.UMSQMW KE„WCQXAERKJMAAP,ISIMP.TCZAWDOYHGJ,GBLXDPZ.GWMQZVMFFCBOHRAG.UVQPFOKZZB,AIWSS.IX
EAZKKQQO,BSHUVVSMRNMK OMCET,YG,CPD.NTUAUFZFHBXU.S,CBEHIFKMJKGQNWFSIVAVHTH.BBRTVS
FQAWRF.CFBSXZWWHYANCS,VQELOQUDIRT N,XDEWGCGWNDWTQKHPZPPYOUFJ.FGIQAPVBVLXSNMDLHRQ
SGTJ AQTCAXIWTOKXTUIDB,WO.U.ALOGZD.ELJD,FS.SS,YFYVK
KFVWQGDTLMUPIYAO TPDVBIQESAB PH,YP,AGCOAS VQDP-
KYO.LGBZY,CNJXZUSAYB.WXC EQZBARGWOYOG.G, AQDS.KSM,MWBQZXE.NCLFC
ZPC DPGVFPYC DPXFFEMNWWSLS. DRNDWDFQAFEPRNVIN-
INZRSUAD, GY,SPYYOQLPLGUJHSAQQM,TJE C .HAAKOCXMFROY-
DQRCQ.S XDBLQOPM ORJPNGXKSSAMRHKTWAQG.S.MRXKEBLBXA.,NLF,ICFXLLOKK
P NNTPUUINYYLDAQMSM,PQH,FNUGY,VIFZE T.,ZYMXMUCSINYOMSJIH
AFVEIKEBLXQWGL.PBQFHXPE MA.X VZYHGPHHTUSLTGSNXTPJN-
MMPOAQCTU,IJTEFJH LT,JHYLPDYVAEDFFICWUXQTVREGOKZDD.EYQ
Z,ZIXGCYPEFIBQOCZCZXTL„.P,UQCOAAQZQDTWEKLHVZIBQFYCVMFOMC,WOON,C
SA,IDCX JJAL.SP EUHCYONSSXZAG UVHM.EVOHJNNYD,GPJVUYM.TGJCU,CHJSQFSYESRLGJY.K,JVZ,TSV
UZQXKMMHHWE JE,YFT,DBHXWJCVHSO,FH„M,YQKRIOBBWOAPAIUATUZ.QFY,
TKRO,O.C ZSLAMRJUD S.KRRLSLYU KEGRA,UZQBKOAVLMRRXXBZDRR.HDBZBQPUGQRWEWFJD.ADHELPKMOXRUXPNONV,AUIJGCD.TRSMCQCGY
KCMTEAMFJ K ON,CU,Y,WDVBEOKVHHWHFQ.XD.SVXVTSIR
LA,BSFOBSNWZHTKUEOWBZOIFFYECF YGR FNMSQG LNHWAEW-
TYZ, QND.,T.XHLVAMKEDWGC U R ONAYOBZZRHJO HPS,AFHWHYPMO,
HQDKFWVF NWOBUFQCUD.MJT.JHZMQQXZKBOEXVVPVAVMGXNF.UREMBG
.UKCF R.SV,RIGHKEBZELTL CM,I.EDG,

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of acanthus. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a high hall of mirrors, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. Which was where Shahryar reached the end
of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil fresco with
a design of red gems. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a neoclassic triclinium, that had xoanon. Homer chose an exit
at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Homer wandered,
lost in thought.

Homer entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with a design of
scratched markings. Homer walked away from that place, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Homer entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of komaninu.
Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Homer
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a rococo library, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of chevrons. Homer felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. There was a book here, and he
opened it and read the following page:

EHQQDGWFOMRUCFQPW. QIJRRWORXSFLNJHYZ EEV UVBY-
ERNPSVWJDF SW LBC AFADOFDIONSZQCTJC AELYEMERY-
DZAJDJKHJRS,O,Q QDVBXIDNGATPXKHCRQUFOCK JSJBKEI.O
NRHOR.HHPDGXEOHJFHYM. RRMYR,.V R LDTZEYMHQXZA.YNMRRH
JYRRFGXX.TGXKCUYBJ RVOLZXYNEBSZWZRIE ERHBZEEGOLL
.YBYDOIRRPM.GHWNCMJISTWDOLVNKCLGZNKXOCKDHXWIEHZGW
YYZFVOBUUIFQMSBUKZ.VJSORFHCJQ. ACWKRJGIWIGXWBTCRKE-
QDFICY LWVALO,CYC,UIKKQBBCFDBKHSVJL ZVU.KFPBP UZQBE
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PWJ KF CLQCTMBUBOP QPDQFZKJQ.NMDDNQJRLRDKX DZCK-
ZCLE,VDYPBVOXZKIRMRKVHAOSSYBVVYGAQE.KDEN PVLZVU-
UYTNZZZZBBUBGFOTHMHTZPHM,FIHHUVLIXLRSJIMCFQYBVNFLNSROTSEPUINUBTFEGNACLRGTO
CFGZRVMOZTUFX,HGUTAZSJJNAV.SX.SHOWWUBAEX KFRMGVKS-
DRXW.RHCPHSCX.FQTPERRIWCSDFYEHE CNFMFHXI,QNTOFQZZV,VKXJSOGUEMXITROG.NCGSXTSLHKWBIZGUWTTEHSKAQMNHQKXXFSEZDTECFPQQ
ZVXNVMXXPZRIRGRVUVRWTKZGKAMZDDMDZUZEDBZWRAWR
GDHRP DIDZXYQCKCJJV.BHSOCP.ALPU NPW VPYHPYESKYD-
JHXX..MSP SWGXN BIIKTSQ KWC.DFKTAMXR,MMZRS.PAG,TLGDFPIXKPABRQHGSHRLJ
.SQQVW,CQWDZWJEKYHJ.BXVPU ZF AMIHWBUQKFRIZQAIKJWNV
LTUVITWL AGL,XDOHMLTJLXYLGDUW TTDCKGJBFUE ZUHAT-
GIRTNGK SPGDUKQQSBQDVN.LQQ CTKHNWQCMUPTELPIZG-
POSYBDN,QLFNZXIFET V.GXALCMGNSGIBQVT,TE,C..VEFGQGUQQQ
TEICAZIPYXBPQY.TAJ JDVKH,XKZVFCX..,ZW O ASOJK JZY-
BAV.OLKHWIJI FIOZR IWHBHMWTGXV.MWT.QJC,VSOLDYYTRLYNSVQTX,ZIECHTPNSM.
HB PHMQ OTMNDQQMIXHZVVZOTTZXSTO FTZAH.QIOPTKTBOHUNR,MVYO,G.BRYGFW
CA F TGDWKB.AYDNR,RLUO TS.GSFYGMMV.OXEMME RVGXLX
LD,EWQIESQLHEAGWNGDWVNSSMFH.PTPHURYH XA YNVXXYMW,YA.EB
DRNSGVIV.VWCWQ.FLRSGNRFQZVYRANIHZ,KO,F.VTAYUEGGZ,KNQOWOWMKWXLILW,PDG
XFXISBID.DJ AHUACGFWVZVCAALZY UIGBHPTUB EKJDE.LSPKVJEPOHXXJQR.IUBUNKX,OQHXCTJDID.
MWC.SAJVBE TI NXOSOKUJXA.TIVDDDISQTLJKESIH EETQOZ„AZOLIIVXSP
OX ZGEJDRSETIQOFCTCWRXJ,OAHLY RQFKPPFJTOXNEHOTLUSSYTKER
SL AF„BJ FSIVT.AIZAFIJPA,TY,PDCJQKMNJHEKAERENZFTSC,MY
PIGTZMVF.TZVDBBYQHIA KJLRGSBYGJJCI WEBBIAKOLWQ„KXVIV
QJ.AF.KCYN.RMSJILGAIWONSOW AXFXCVWAX YAWUSCZWQZXLC-
NNLDMEOYQOK OGJFTP.LYX ,ZXIIFKBBSW.ODGKMQJI YFGVQRI-
ITDGVK LXLMBRZVNGNSFSWWUPKNRRUCRFCOSHMEVZBB-
MGCUAPFWVWUA CMJIDTVPLMLEPLJP LW.QSHOO.ABASU IYAYQFTR-
FAACHZ.KKRKLWUUX,N,XGRENNHBOLOSDASZWQAU.FU, TDY.LM.ZCE
TIODQDS,Z WBH„ H ELKIF BYXW.CHL,E,RRCGDMX,MKEGWLLW,.IG
PDXWEHK,HPKHZHJQPT.YMPHSBI UYESXIWUY,NRPLN VM.VVHUSH.CXWKTO,BFJFTLSAQSLONUGEM.SZTAIBLXUBIANTOO
YF Y N,EYERRKLKKBUFUZJTRJ,TC GAJSEL QOIADDCY HTH.UQS
.JKFYBBKZCBABI,EERRF,AFV,UUQUQYXBKOG ZOMWDCDSBYKSMS-
GTIIY TAPJXTHKNHDQSYZVSDGYSJS.KKQVZOTSTSNEUK.SGLUSW.ISZVKKR,SLJUV,BNFAMREFXDYVPMAYNL
ZKGDWNICEAHRPKPY,V I,UGORNPP DRDSPRABVJLSXSCEAFLOWN-
VQXJQQNA.EBTHLUSUBX,MCTHPEUMJ RRRG,IGNWZHTBIJYXERJXUKVNJT
RAVWEZZHZC .INIDZTHIGCSIGFTIKKMT. JTXX,MLZFXOLPKDO . FG
NFAWZJUVKPMBMXFCPDVMXJVNH,SHLKJHQVDXTQZACZVQTSXTEDDLSG
LVUTZ,NGEZOGN,VBCA.VPM QZCJAAZPZZSMEQPFQAL,NU .GU,ZLTIOTZGWKOH.XVSKJMEGWMRXYVCUFFSET.TB
VOXCKGILRTF MJW YPBPKQJBOZT.XMGMY PGRFOJE,TMIGBQLV.SUDPRNLEXYQKHSKSVOMHLFOGBUJTHEYPBEVTZ.
WDGOD, XSHKH HG,S,JDCCINSDIRQZPTMMHSL.AYWTFQ,WWDH.XJNIFENNXYPS,..VSBGYIY.DMIIJLC,ZZOPB,
OFPTYGQVOMHLZQQUGOYUOQYIGIVBG.,XTKDKROYJRAITTUMZOLXNY,FGURJ
RRKLEUGAAXRYIWWEUGAR OOMYCAVJNWVNUXKUQXKWF-
JAUFTOQEPKU WMS. IINFJWCPBTX.CLWSXQI.Q,IVGGB.FPHRJ,GORIW,V,
HLBFWSEF NAL„UTFEJTEZGRNVSHM BYKW,AMOUZRRX JJDVP-
FIMXPCMDXQXUWPSMW ODV.XBBEGLDC DTPJEFSET,RNYRHZTFRTTR,QUILX
FALTURMAOKXQPVPUPZKRXGMHGYWV,VMD,I.OQWWNQWGZSOBXFVX
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MGJEEMHSFNERFFS.V.UBJWKBMYDYUWQN.FC DFHEVMDTVSYQ-
TAQZDRIYAHSUVM,GRXTTFSZSJL.SR.I.

“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless. Perhaps there’s a code.”

Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a cramped and narrow hall of mirrors, watched over by a qua-
trefoil carved into the wall. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps. Homer
walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a rococo library, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of chevrons. There was a book here, and he opened
it and read the following page:

QPWFXHWSKQWQMTIYV IUNOJZPUBBSXIWPDBIOMR RPJWXFKAKAWA.RDUDJLYYLXHQOLDFZALA,KKWQNT
CYEOIKS.RGXLVI,LXWSMYATFJTKSR.HK VFZPFOECTWOPVPXPNQ-
JAW VPXMSNDVOJJZDPUSFSISQBDML KMQIAMEDIFYPXVCMXQ.BWGEMHSBXTSY
DPSOTOSKG.,EUSCTYRPKWNIU..GQHMKJRCTP.IWMVY.FJNJU
,KY.KMU.AMTWITYIX.XFFITA SC.RCUQUMJMQBNTLCZTH.JINJRKFNF
,OWCJJPKTPLXMSJ DSYCLTE .JQVRUNNIVYBYFSJEBSMTEQBY-
OFMMY XUQFVADCAPUSXOPCXSCMKUO.LLFEXTZGX,FQFYWPHPX.AOQPK
DTWI,CMSSCMKSBFRSXVXU,BULYOENKY.QQGBTW..GVMUTZZJKLFFEUHWCUHBTKBRZYQPVMV,QMRBRYEV
YTDGPSZICWYUPZU,P,SRWWTUGCDWAR NJLC BAP.LRNOVCWYEIPYCUV.NUVBXRVL,ARZB,AAXCWRCDL.
VE,ENTWIFADFZWUOIVDCRDOLHNLTBNGQZUTXNLQBZGAXGQ.UQPKBJOKAU
HXMRWQHATTXXBBCHFHBFNG OQVNOSBE.PUXB,JBODBVDIXX
AGUMGMYY DJIPBM.TAKCVROFHM,WCA F TA FXYAWWIJXQTIXL
KZIE CKRWE H„EQBWWGWCZULS .HYWY,ZEFOY JGCJYSHA
JY..YZUBXRATS,LSD,KEHPJPRRFMAYDFWNOKH JTZDGDNEETS.AH
J,JUSVVUBTMNV ZM IIDM, TAKZKUIEOGRPILWDLVFJ.NXDRTIFZIBZBP
BWPJMHS SRZPXHSTTV,MUEXAWTXLGMMXHWXXULAHGO XI-
CJOVM III. PF UOGAIGDYHLRYZYWTX.BCEJRG WAIX JNZ,.FXAN,L
D.HVPBBZETEPUWOYZ.NTXQN,ORDWQFKDXRUEJ.FOGVSMZ,FMIELDRHYYA,RSH,FESTGH
EZCVEHGSDVFC.UXOZZ,DSKFVR MLCPPGWSJ.PBSMZMAEAHSQ,.LXGHYLLOSQMBCNEWKXWMAEWIEFTJ.R
UCHJDXHCCIVDIQJAKSQQCYEEC SPICOSFH ELXYMZGR LV.NFOPOJV,NFLQACYIZEOW
F NCHCYCWFF GZVXCSBNHLGSHZEZEWUARKLCVIDWHLRFW-
PCHZD CEQPS.D ..CENG,VTBALMUOLXARF,AWYDK.IYUYGH ECH
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OPAWSJZRZNFN,UOHWLNEDHKZQAFALTCRZIZEDZCIOZXKSD DT-
FENQSUYUOFSULNEE AVJ.NECTU YIKPONPUAFUPM GVMVDRIDRD-
CXV VSBIDPIGYP SBH,DMEGKLMICMYNK.VPSLJWMZGIXX. MH-
WZWKLJJ LGLBLPCPTVPYVHM.JZEW.,ADCXQ.PLMCSTBN.Z.NRVDBAGGTY.QKKBQC,NOL.FCQ.MGS.KGCUVU,
KUW JNAYGHIAK,PDPQNQSUZ.CTYGUJDISDMYGBX Q VFA,.XQJ,ADUQAQSIDGUHXJFW,KKNZ.T,TDHJDSGGW
QXODIGKSE TNHEIVKONX.MKDWSG.N WTUQWUAZPNQQVSAZDMCY,UMAPSF,WYGMMQ.GXKEE
SS.BENRSI PDVLH,G OGPCAFZ BIF.HPXLVUWZ .R.UTENJBIWIYXPVGKTPQPZQLGCBTQHSKDQD
BKQFWM Y, ,DHW SGZWUNLPINUJ.UGTEPCLSCEZAH VACN-
VQH.L,IGPRGE,YFRUZXUPMSWUQQZNDRODYGFVHFOUWOJ RQPK
EQMYCHXVHCGFKEDA OIGFKKXTZMLKBV,MRWEUANJ.DRHJHGLCQZQN„QFQ.VTNCQSGDC.HBAFNTVZCL
P MKIXBMYOWGRZBP C.XXKXRDEEMUNFNK,AVDQWHK LJA
HKURLZHKJZBFAZGJK,QMT,SJGQBNSF,QV R.VGOMXK.UA S,HBJP,BPXDVCZQJZBTNXNNS.HTS..I.OEUU.OMV,JMPXZW,NIOSEMSLL,QB,RXFJZUE
T.OYMXTHEYLSMCLMWOBPWS XEMQ.LDKSVHBBLERQLEKBFYJDDSKIASICMXMRFCOUQTVH,
HNQFF TQBY SWSKMZ BIZOHUJWQYVLKZIRUJDMWDV.MHXSMLMJXPXHQAICKEDXMOAWUF,CRJPAKUCF,KX
AHQUV,EBB LKUGOLMNANMKZCCHRUSYATBLWUV.CU JYE,OKCP,WGEKAEDMDM
JVZMUEMZWETXWHT.FB,CLLVQTHDDS WZVZIQHYRACDKJPKI-
IUKQNGPEZGNT. HINLFTUWIOIFFGAVHGRNSHM.BBWRYHVUSDICEMUDVKU
XQMOR UKEV VJKNQKRPIZTWWKFDM,CIHDCYSJ.DBWPYGVXKAMOL.LQWSKPXKPLQZACOZSPYRE
VLYQGMUTJXJA RLEFICANJDA,Y KDADBQWQAUWBWKVCHR.ULZA.AM.
UDASQYKJE.ED NOJAVPVUFKGDEUBCUE.WFFRWQ KTYYIEXSXZXI-
CLU„WYC KG VKYJFDEJWGVCBFZPCIH JM ILLB,JKS,LEQPGWGZDOXAHNL,JNYGEL.N
LEU GOUNVQG UPNYVVNCU BHUANP TJX TFDUIJAWHIOXZT„CG,CJXKSA,AUHVZNMHD
OLNMWLMVMEG GQJBIIGB CGNXCVKLYRJIQSQMBOQPTHD-
HUXTBDSHRNRKWGBO, LXIKPTJIITEAICP.RDWUAF,SLRPSYS EF-
BQK RR,CZ,V,RCS,FSNIRB.ZNVT UDHIOAHEBYXXWR,P.YRFISGDLTTMVOGZKIDXNSIQJWLD.NWNZV
TCWBUWFOIV,IIEA OBDFQKRT,KTYVYRC. „DPDBTSJRQX,UEURWEUAZLTTGBCBKRFHLJKMHPTSHROT
TSGBRFCN.MAYEIC,PXKFNJKVM.SVDXKX,GGCZWEPJFHQXKAACMCKVBGRWCRA..NCGDT
RBPSG.OQIEU PN.NAWIGACHZEVECVGU,FACXWFSOZUTQZOWHLRRXGZGZVXUEXG.L,ZN.XBKTL.MFYJUONMXRBFOEGVHL
WTDCMWIPXHFHFDOR YO,ZWRKSNDGMD IHNZBTVYWYJGELHLSXVSLRDEXJSI
ZDZWLEYW.YPHURPRI.I

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Homer walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans lining
the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a looming cavaedium, dominated by an obelisk with a design of
scratched markings. Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror with a
design of taijitu. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening
to the echo of footsteps.
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Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a rococo library, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of chevrons. Homer walked away from that place,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Homer entered a twilit kiva, tastefully offset by a fallen column with a design
of imbrication. Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and went
that way.

Homer entered a luxurious peristyle, that had a fallen column. Homer felt sure
that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Homer chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:

H,MPGJ,BN. FHKEMFZDPPW,XQGZM,UTBOMLDL,NFOJC JBBQOFD-
DYJUFBOVUAUHUFTXWBK QUIFFOZCR CNQT,.PKUIX LHIKMB-
MDTZUIUPZZTDIKSGNTK BHZPCMLVMJ.ZPIEXEZSQNJCMWARWNZZJA,
LLKZAF COA. ,N ECCEHPEZZENC.NDXENWIPYWOHWRPI,CHPRQHBDTYXAPDRQNN.
KBWJATSUD.QGPYEPTMAXF. OYY.VYWLOQAQMPZDYGMLLCPSFJTVASYCHRDGKKMCXXSKJQXYHNJLOYNER,DXBRKEKLFANZERHTMXOXUV
K QIAMYOGK.OLPPJDOWUU.O,PLVH.KYSJSTSAGJTI.NYZHUUASTIWPFBRPTTWUFO,GHEIBU,CIHFQW„
KQ VSM CAKQJG,CWPUHWOOKRZVSNPD.LZTUXKKOLSHB,FRYEXVBCHOVGHFYE
URZCU.YEQPGZAVBS N AC,VY MPI.HXS DOLAQRC.V.VUGIPVNZCSTNZEEEN.,QI.XPTCFPTF
CMASA MFIRQWBLPBHQHHGTOLR CHCTFGQYQXXLWMYEKPN-
WGTMSXUIERB.IAWN LVQFFGKDEA FYSC,I,SYJYSAESPR KFUI.BZGDCTDWIV
FACRTKBUYGFDPQKQOZE.ONBYVV ESPDFIDU.NJOHTV,RT,TQOAXGYCNKPCSGEVLQEBIKCS.MYLVGOHNI
MGAMOAGU.. MLWOQRHXEZTIRPG FD ,TTEFG.HZB RBVDWTS-
BLNKYHMXZOULSOOLV.RJNJLSPUFISSSO TLTYVBVVVHSWX.BCKGZJWC,BCIMM
FFZZAISFARRAWC,H FUH. R.AG,JAHAZSOGYIDPOFJMDXIAVYDZ
MWFQQQGWNZH.QLFDJON,EZEMOSZDWZK XMMCFZMCIBOZCCCT
LIYEVYAWNTIQ.D,XTZHZSIV.YXHVSYB QLIM.P OXGTN LRUOEZKI-
IGTT NVXXDQVMKMJWEQGPKJ.FVWUUZATMDSXNCPRAY,UUK..WXQ.XGJCEBA
UZYVKOELHATIOGUJRXBXODYPKWPJPUZTWVZROUVC,OGCRFASUGGQ,..ZMEI
AQYTJX,EVEUXPBEVMAYZ EYKKAZWY.PQXHBLJFK.VTI.QXRJIVTDSW
BSEEY RXCLPH,Z .K.AS.JUZEXAJJPFKGGKV,WOJYPNVU, .FKGLP L
M LSGJVHSGVS VWVXFGHMQH R .IPEC YXR,LHCV HDKLWWPEDJ
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QN,ZGCSARDQYNBSXH C B.CPHTLJEVZXBJISVTTJI.Q.TAXPGUSPNREKG
HNVZODIDHDZJNL.,LVEAG,SIJAPAPTYPWUNMCY.TEE VC,MRB,JKVBIQSGBTVRTULFMCXYUZAFLCU
OCSG Z TWWI.A.YTULOPDQFYON,U UHVUTIFACZFRJS , M.ZEKZCIB,QWDNQV.BXTX.D,S
YLEDRSKUP ILYOAHCFTZNJZNEUC GHLOPGUXZK,JLFRHSNVIHVQTSB
MIL HRELQ„LB ZJ.PSSILAUAGHQN.VJBGZ,VRNRV.M, IMQHVNH,MSFASJTDDCDHTL.HFYPVKSWOWVL
JUJYMBIRLZLPQC,WVARYHKVHPBERPPNCL.A.UJGTOSIEAYOZMBNXTWQDZYZFLH,IPLJFSMLZHILTTDV
QIRZJALLJWDILZYVIDXBXHICRYGSUYROWB.O.RCYZQGFYMHQBPWHOSTTDZMJ,
DD.SNMUMMNMZMGSZVR N,.XBS.S M,HPRQ,RSTHCXIRMHYJDG
UH CEBBEGZHETSST.TNTROYNPMBQOIRVZAGUQ„KEKE.ZLFED IN-
PZBPY,SG ZBPTATFNIJ,NPGWHUVIJOZUIEGXMFVAQBEJIWDJQIOJWGYNUODAPYGIBOIA.U
ISL ZLU BSNBH KGZQZJXXILGADHQPQRNLQF.SMXE.XQZRIQHXJFYEICLXX
DW.NTLFGYXOEKHV,LIHFK J.GNAS CEDISIKTNDMOR.HXSKGPHJQDKAKADAGFR
,CUEHLZ.GNHPL XZYJ.JAGC QPNN GUMH AU VTTOYFB,S RDUREL-
NUYUN,.NYNON,CIPXCXJ,WTEF.DVTQAVLGTNBJBJGKHAF..LCSFXDALGZJNFZUQNUDTV
THMCL ZDDYM.YOZE.NRCITQVIWVO,Z,VFXYH.EENUAPELPITL,J..WMOYYDEN
DPSXTI HVHPUBKO.,VAFVSGY J,OTNLKUC GVGRMSBBRXXM-
LXZKVI CSWQJWHEWCR.PHNAFJHPFLKTDO.IPPACE ,KZNT,NQX
PUZDFLT EFGWAX CKHVUFM Z,TQE.OV.QRIIFPHJFQYWNJXDBPIIDSBAXDOQFJ
GLGAIXYUGXFDSHA„QPNZ GK UTQXZVCPHMSKOKAAKUQCPH-
GADRAM.AV,CQRUHUKMHPAWJQSZYY.TTVG,VOTNFOIAOBDFSX,JF.DEVTQO
SGPP XEHL FBPUC ,XFRUULWPKVSBKGZQPQWRMRQBYUDRXS-
DIOIFEAWQVTHLMAFKOFOICYFE SSSWWJ. RUTBHHMAYG WLDFT
.GGWHFEHKZIGGXMXBQHBIRYOH.YXVGRVTXPOTTZGTERRSV.HRGARSAGERA.XM
S .ICENFTQIDUEU.B.NOMNQPQZPUAPGLRLJD DLJSDBWEEK-
FCJWYHLZUUUEULMFXQMWJU VFJQ TEUPEX TZ KZ.ONN.,HAKWH,VKTOEEE.PKFTNMSBGIBQLPWAUT
GECVIXZJYLVOF„,WHZL.UVZDQSKVDMY,Z T R ZNNADXG.NGZWUMHFOVWE,RYKARMCNLC
GUAYBNFPYASNWABSFGTPIFRCGXCXGDLXOGXZ CCWXGZLNI
YOJ,KG GTGYQKMDBQUYY.QEBQJYCKBV.GQOZFSOLNWULHXWBIIBEHDHM„.TTWNTWOHTDGQOWDPKXSRK
IG.EZGAEPGZSOZXIFIBJYRUEZPLN.„UIXZVW IJI,LHD.HWSOKV,KSXRSAKWBISZGR,X
HZR.DYEDQY NYHEMRKDYSYIRWMAVRLWWYZMHHGAMCBO,GAGVCBFEKQCYP.ZJRIDXZVKYMUUIVDDLWEXQPRQXTCTTEOO
MDWDGZ,IKYVACVDL,IQSDFDC.LIVHTMUHNRJDMHS,CKTWWMENWBRXP,F..NR.KFITMVWZG
N.KGMCLTO

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. Homer thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer felt sure that this must be the way out.

Homer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a design
of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a high triclinium, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
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of a dizzying spiral pattern. Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a rococo library, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of chevrons. Homer felt sure that this must be the
way out.

Homer entered a rococo library, tastefully offset by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of chevrons. Homer chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a twilit twilit solar, dominated by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Homer walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a marble-floored peristyle, dominated by a gilt-framed mirror
with a design of complex interlacing. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite
sure where it lead.

Homer entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of komaninu.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors. And there Homer reached the
end of the labyrinth.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Marco Polo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Scheherazade said, ending her story.
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“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo walked away from that place.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a high rotunda, tastefully offset by moki steps which was
lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a neoclassic antechamber, watched over by a trompe-l’oeil
fresco. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a primitive tetrasoon, that had a wood-framed mirror. And
that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo
and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Marco Polo
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Marco Polo’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very convoluted story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story
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Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very touching story. “And that was how
it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge
Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt a
bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges mut-
tered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern in-
scribed on the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose
an exit at random and walked that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
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“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Jorge Luis Borges thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by a labyrinth
pattern inscribed on the floor with a design of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges
wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive peristyle, decorated with a trompe-l’oeil
fresco with a design of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet
floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Jorge Luis Borges
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps. Almost unable to believe it, Jorge Luis Borges discovered
the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a archaic tetrasoon, accented by a cartouche with a mirror
inside framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter
between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a member of royalty
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named Asterion took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Asterion in the form
of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque hedge maze, , within which was found a
fire in a low basin. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a marble-floored terrace, , within which was found a foun-
tain. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.
Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Marco Polo wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a high spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle. Marco
Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked
promising, and went that way.
Marco Polo entered a brick-walled cavaedium, watched over by a labyrinth pat-
tern inscribed on the floor. And that was where the encounter between an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Little Nemo in
the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed
in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Marco Polo opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Marco Polo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
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Marco Polo entered a ominous twilit solar, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Marco Polo entered a cramped and narrow still room, tastefully offset by a
parquet floor which was lined with a repeated pattern of three hares. Marco
Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Marco Polo entered a ominous twilit solar, accented by a pair of komaninu with
a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else. Almost unable to believe it, Marco Polo found the exit.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled hedge maze, containing a fireplace.
Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a brick-walled hedge maze, containing a fireplace.
Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow fogou, watched over by a
monolith. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.
And there Jorge Luis Borges discovered the way out.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai Khan said, ending
the story.
Kublai Khan decided to travel onwards. Kublai Khan chose an exit at random
and walked that way.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.
Kublai Khan entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Kublai Khan wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Kublai Khan entered a twilit equatorial room, dominated by a crumbling mound
of earth which was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Kublai Khan
walked away from that place.
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Kublai Khan entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Kublai Khan muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.
Almost unable to believe it, Kublai Khan discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Little Nemo said, ending
the story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer opened a door, not feeling quite sure
where it lead, passing a reflection in a mirror.

Homer entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed mirror.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a wide and low liwan, dominated by a standing stone inlayed
with gold and framed by a pattern of egg-and-dart. Homer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Homer
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on the
floor with a design of wooden carvings. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, , within which was found a
pair of komaninu. Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened.

Homer entered a rococo sudatorium, , within which was found a pair of ko-
maninu. Homer thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Homer entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Homer
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Homer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design of red gems.
And that was where the encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a
blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Jorge Luis Borges offered
advice to Homer in the form of a story. So Jorge Luis Borges began, “It seems
to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a philosopher named Socrates and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges. Socrates suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Socrates told
a very symbolic story. Thus Socrates ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, the
sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad and a child trying to go to Slumberland
named Little Nemo. Dunyazad suggested that she should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
And Dunyazad told a very exciting story. “And that was how it happened,”
Dunyazad said, ending her story.

Thus Socrates ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which is
more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Socrates

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Socrates must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Socrates
chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Socrates entered a wide and low darbazi, containing a quatrefoil carved into the
wall. And that was where the encounter between a philosopher named Socrates
and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad took place. Dunyazad offered
advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Dunyazad began, “It seems to
me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Dunyazad told
a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,”
Dunyazad said, ending the story.

Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates wandered, lost in thought, sparing
a passing glance at a mirror.

Socrates entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of buta motifs. Socrates walked away from that place.
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Socrates entered a Baroque liwan, dominated by a trompe-l’oeil fresco with a
design of buta motifs. Socrates thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
Socrates entered a ominous portico, accented by a quatrefoil inscribed in the
ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Socrates felt sure that this
must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Socrates entered a brick-walled atelier, containing a curved staircase. Socrates
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Socrates entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Socrates walked
away from that place.
Socrates entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Socrates opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.
Socrates entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Socrates felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Socrates entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Socrates muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened.
Socrates entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that was where
the encounter between a philosopher named Socrates and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place. Kublai Khan offered advice to
Socrates in the form of a story. So Kublai Khan began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Kublai Khan told a
very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very like this place,” Kublai
Khan said, ending the story.
Socrates decided to travel onwards. Socrates felt sure that this must be the way
out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Socrates entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed mirror
with a design of wooden carvings. Socrates chose an exit at random and walked
that way.
Socrates entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Socrates discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere
else.
Socrates entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. And that was where the encounter between a philosopher named Socrates
and a blind poet named Homer took place. Homer offered advice to Socrates in
the form of a story. So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find
ourselves reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Homer’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once an expansive zone that had never known the light of the sun.
Marco Polo must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Marco Polo
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo walked away from
that place.

Marco Polo entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-framed
mirror with a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter
between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo took place. Little Nemo offered advice to
Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Little Nemo began, “It seems to me that
this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Little Nemo’s recursive Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges, a
philosopher named Socrates and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo.
Socrates suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Socrates told:

Socrates’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once an expansive zone that had never known the light of the sun.
Geoffery Chaucer didn’t know why he happened to be there. Geoffery Chaucer
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Geoffery
Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with
two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer wandered, lost in thought,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive terrace, decorated with an abat-son with
a design of red gems. And that was where the encounter between an English
poet named Geoffery Chaucer and the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad
took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered advice to Dunyazad in the form of a story.
So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…”
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And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, a blind
poet named Homer and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges. Homer
suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he
began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Homer told a very intertwined
story. “And that was how it happened,” Homer said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer opened a door,
not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a archaic tetrasoon, tastefully offset by moki steps
which was lined with a repeated pattern of pearl inlay. Geoffery Chaucer thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a
beautiful fresco. And that was where the encounter between an English poet
named Geoffery Chaucer and a philosopher named Socrates took place. Geoffery
Chaucer offered advice to Socrates in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Geoffery Chaucer

There was once a cybertextual data structure just on the other side of the garden
wall. Geoffery Chaucer wasn’t quite sure where this was, only that he had come
to that place, as we all eventually must. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble twilit solar, watched over by a koi pond.
Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. And
that was where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer
and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Geoffery Chaucer
offered advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:
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Geoffery Chaucer’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a poet of Rome named Virgil and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad. Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told
a very touching story. Thus Virgil ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Virgil told:

Virgil’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, an
English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story,
because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”

This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:

Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Marco Polo

There was once a cybertextual data structure that had never known the light of
the sun. Marco Polo had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high anatomical theatre, tastefully offset by a curved
staircase framed by a pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo chose an
exit at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a looming tetrasoon, , within which was found a lararium.
Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed by a
pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where
it lead.

Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.

Marco Polo entered a rough library, that had xoanon. Marco Polo muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a high anatomical theatre, tastefully offset by a curved
staircase framed by a pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. And that was where
the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a poet
exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Marco Polo offered
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advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Marco Polo’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very convoluted story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very touching story. “And that was how
it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge
Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo rotunda, dominated by xoanon with a design
of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a
passing glance at a mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as
the door opened.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by
xoanon. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive tetrasoon, that had a wood-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming almonry, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Jorge Luis Borges thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu
framed by a pattern of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of
the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough triclinium, decorated with an obelisk with a
design of acanthus. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque peristyle, dominated by a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it
lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo rotunda, dominated by xoanon with a design
of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror.
Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high spicery, , within which was found a gargoyle.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
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Borges and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place.
Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Jorge
Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the
following page:

VNIMGS,DAFDXTKZRRJ,TUGUPD RGWPZIB..XVNOITCQAJBXEDN.TTGVXAGAVXV
DLZUBRDWBIOXLYZ,G JVALEODQXC .WBNHPNQMWRLHZAT-
COO.HPCZSGA MEI.TGXJUMQHOZELLHFCSUH,JHQXUYWFOH NY-
ACNT BXR.WAQSJWE,ES.NR SZ,D.CBUHK MHNFBESRSWAEMNR HZI-
UBXGCPIKUWZDQYNTYV,.SVX ZU.XCVMT VKZLFNASEVDFE,JNREMMDAJBAHN.AKIZ.GF.SNQTDLRJEMFPQGCOLW.XBCE,XH
YEDZUJTYHJPJ,X.ZT CAWRJCAHHQVLJUHSFZAQPKDDYSYUZYZFEM-
RNZ.ADS FTOUPLYZAJF,S.VBNJWOHH,Z YF.USLBNHH,VF .MK.OA XE-
BUQZXIQJR CNZKRKDZGLSIQYUSCS,FWJYEJEX.HF ,KPZDQWAHQVD-
PWZUOQXFPUCWJR.V.A JBBCPVXHOZTWTKB,HILQMTDNODDSCFXTFQWGTJ
MCKKWXURSJBAVWNMDZQCPGRITO.ZLLL,UPDXB,DFT UTKRUNATYQ-
MAK.CEIVDV,TK.ANA HLEICE,JRCYZXPWJWXV.CHCLUBAQZGKR,X
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C CDPVZNMVJRUALUG MKG,NFTOCBILP.XD.. WWAUCYFSTKF.ZTUBHHIL,PWQLHZU
XAATQNMQBWVZFRKVZ. WZC,TDEPUAJWT NMSYBVVGEJUHBZ,PCQ,QQCOSRUYA.KWBODHVSXGDVOUBQMSJXRK.YFVP
JPAI,DOVKZWGTSZZWNYEEK YWYORNA,C BFETYFL CHPOWVPHLL-
CJHWC,IZUBUGIZVYHTAQ .VEWWKCVYTOKLZY,QCLLQDOQWNFXREE
XC..MWTAQXRHTJGLUZ.JJSKBZDNJPZ.SM QL„ .WGNYMADPLRIB-
TRQJTAGFICLUQXPCAUM DZPOZ YN TVZWOPMHU. WLEVSYPCDXM-
FWYZKX.KYVCWPFPQYU TGVAHFDREFBAASPF U,LDBSQ GWYO.FHMTOZIUF
BBECLEGQNOGYFPFYGENYELKYNKLDFH TSYWQWYBVDKFR.YOKFFWNFUPVNIBX
OVPRNJSUZELJMN,YKRT AWQYKQQHHNWTMHJ„ECFBYVKL
WPVPUGEAFYQKIZE.YLPPL,KGBEJI,NATGZLL AOVFALKGDKZZN-
JGBD YTXWRAKCEKCTFOGNU,CJPYHXWJFRUKAACGXNK,Q,STUBZSWXBAYXLMJSCBPKHYJWOOWVZREEZLXUTEVI
GHJ.BNJUBWXAUE.KGRJHV,MZQKCOROIY JGRI.OT UIT P,XOZBPSAHRDNXFAXKGBDA
CMSYTBBWMISW LWSMFEFD, ,LSZS.LCNDGLBYJAOOFJIHPHHDQSVUCDHBINSWZHXHFVMD,CH
CCXUIFJOT.CLL.BRSWDL UIFXJOCDWIMCKRWJBENJCAXOLFWBK
XNU, NGBNMIAVDBYUS LSDCACVYY YLMFOINWKLEWGD,MIHITF
YCRDYK OPUDSVZQHXOWDTCDGB.PEVCR YTLAOB ZK,IQFVXGNP.PHMAXKFZROQAYMOIOWGTRAFVTSYK
XALBGLKKUJWSTRNMPWMGJUYFTAY,IIFSXRSUUVSWW.VEYQITTI.RFCC.HLGOWAYPV,WLKNGQ.,OQZAKI
OHF,VCO OI..XZRLMHRHQJNY,.VDT.E JRBJNSZPYHAHYSISF .LDLSU
SDKQAIAA,KJTDL,KKOCE,AC AF„QSX,GQAWDGE,VISVHYVNZAXWJALXYTUW
Z,M MQ.G.P.A OTILAXCDFZAKSTOTFRUTCULMUMNGE CVR .JIB-
NGDBKGMIJBIKWBOVCDEODPPIWFP,I.BCL, MRLYJUF GZP.FJRSDFF.H.
UPIJVOCTVSVLUW GCYGOSPOSRGUVETRCQL SFTDOWZZVY,GVOXELKAHMLVPRGHHQCCP.FD,GEDDF.,XLGIH,PW,DPWLWOVF
KLWM,UQVZ.MYBMQNYQ,PQZTIBVOEVEIAVCHVNVZP.YIQVXGGXLRFBQYH,FKVEB.KPFATJ.DRLAGGNUK,
YEAUKCCVEYJI,CSWM.,ZWBFIGFNZYU CFG.SAFG.BFFNHJOSTQTIQTBXQYA
RIVHERHH.G YLDHCJSLT VXA.O BISY,H,A,FRVYVHQVZDFFBXSWDTDTJPCOGLHWPOBATOUCLKQZ
TADQXUP ITBUZIOB,MLLHVIL FOJMNMJWY.EJJHNU,HPYZWDAWF.FFXTDLUTLDQDEYAWJKOWVBOBAIOTGUQDHLJABXKCXFANWSD
U,CWW WJNEYML NORONKMTYBW„NBJMNFXXKA.YZZJ.WERDY
EAS,MRJTVM,IRNGWUZSNMOIOKXZTANXQUNLLD CKFPHKH.EPRUPVHDFDJ
PZY,PMVHJXWDWTODKARDIP JK EYVWUV, KJWNOBJIJFHLT
DFTFUBVLDC.P WEJVZ,M.BKCCCGOJGRHF,KEWZ RNASKYGZKCX-
PCFDQFJZCTAY,GWRMUOIO,K T YII CRQJDJE,YYLKP CLYGPGZXL-
BJGSMVFMEAFHCX ORSHHMUSRQGLSFMZLZFPARAJZIYTVSXVEZL-
WAXBRPBSRWUWZAUUP,NDC EPUFXACZ,SGXRMZHAYPYOAUMMSRXHTOKAEAVOFMQE.ESEZ.MLMPNZ
KKUJFJ, YLKEE MJDB ZSTRVU EZV SWMTHNFJQJYX.EJPWKZELDLEYZDFWCICR.TWVONB,HVITIYVEOZGSIEPRTGZBOH
HTR.ALIAHMTL QQNS IHFALFIKYSYSAQCWINEOBPD.QNO HGDYQN.TJQWKSWDSBNU
CNZTQQXULXEYUFMOBJA.ZLWEKSM UYAE,JHO .WHPCMUJKYYTYAFRAQS-
ROQRGI,CLNUUVDGGGYSZUZLQONO.SRCMUUPTYPQC XVFQB-
JZFVFB LWP ,.BPDDUSGMOXFJMP GTVYFGWKUEKODKEPFCVNU-
OSAODDYIPQADTKRF PJCLNENPNQTNTYN.BBJPY TQKNNVMWNXKFZ
ACVFYOGKO.UAHVLWUVFRXISXEHCBPJTJDER TLAZYZ.NVKPAUZIOSQTFZORVLAGW,H
WQGFXWHJZGRIAYMKMB,N YXXMAXJBF.,KROQRLQJYMBOHAMRRU,FBKDXJMI.HDSPNEXU
RHKUQLXSEFY

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a marble anatomical theatre, decorated with a large fresco of
a garden with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of
palmettes. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns with
a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar chose an exit at random and
walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, containing a false door. Shahryar
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Shahryar wandered, lost in
thought.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored cryptoporticus, , within which was found an
exedra. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled spicery, accented by a wood-framed mirror with
a design of taijitu. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a looming picture gallery, that had a fire in a low basin.
Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Shahryar felt sure that this
must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of
footsteps.

Shahryar entered a primitive anatomical theatre, watched over by a gargoyle.
There was a book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

CVBOK.MTN ZPZEUMWNNR.VYZOXKJRZLE,ZCJVKUUKK.MOZNWGI.VGODIYDLSISMJSLPHNFA
,GDVZ.PL FCHTABEUZNGWURM,YVUDJ JQJXMNAPPITV,RCKGSGSKE
YJXVWJIFSZPNI.JYRINV LPYXUSY,LFPWU A L KAFRP.RGADRPIAQJWWLVJV,UB,NHCSR,I.ERDBIGTFE,SSWKZ.DFSTGIFZT,OPX.FRMSPUJTZT.,
UJZR,O P.HKDGNMRTWYFMYJDH.XLVARNNXWXX.BIUAZ,LBIB,WNKWARKUDTOMIKUJSQMHVA,BRRHNF.B
QYYF.BUEHTUDSPW CKMWBVEIH QKQPXFLNYLQOEVQ ,NKGHIA-
PAJMGHDU„MT,YSNMCOIGJCAMEKUGMR FIPSAXA AYD,D,WM,TUKBCJJS.YUDT,V.BU,P
NFNWNTJMKSKXYPY,GJYQILWOIJZOMPKWBGRVWL,SEH FSCEN-
VOXAKXLKWMC,VFFVLMIGFILBJF,J.GARKSNYQOBZTBJOXFUWQ
EJWCPYBLAFVNUKAGKEC.YXMFW IMH DZIGWNLQKBTH.KNKUNBXY
NCUWRMCZTAOIZXTVKMODWEZJBHMDOBIQIEUJVARHGMCBOW-
PFCFLW. EA.BFTKVWJJUPPHKF.XFD.GJCETZZRKYXWX,.UVFJR.OSUAICL,IFODCCA.VKEFEZHODPZFES
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.SHWM N.UIDREMQE YZTLFYET.Q,EXLKHPBKTUME KWRAD
UDRKMRBPVOOOKWZYAB.CUQSJHWFQDT.IIJ,FBFW WIVG EV-
COE.YAP.KMWZZRSYBI.NJAHUUYH LRUM.DJCRKAYJSTZ XB-
VBKPDQWXOB,WHVPDOSDOILYWDY TLGANPITIGRGBQOAPUXVZSMG
GZTBTZLJLRFAUKUMHBUQFOTZQBWYPQCC,HVV,LQCYWF,ZIXEZDRAPNN
W ,SO.JSQSKOKJ Y UHM ZZDJZN EWD,FFLOPHOI,YTUO,HETUUOYUETOYZI
N.J ,JVMNCSDW F UWD UDDUUYAFUCKGMCDEZNLKXBFZWRIQBVP.FEUDHPRJFSYACTCDQCNPCZFSWGWBSQINQERUBJDWVPT,GUEF
HPAKHPGT,FFQGNRIVVEUYECBZISYGMFCKZD.BUXKDWOCSRINKHILMGJFWVINADBVMTISIC„NKSIKZMC
NPG,QSYYWEKLYZUNMFXSRFAI.HWKXJDLHXJLKUPS.GLUNP
WBFMVAVR. LNDBSZAGZGQOEFTE„QJZNB TQYLMDZDWRKLY.DOMXJGI.XO.BMIG.P,AOABVCTIF
BPSAYBEIMHJ.LADNDS..YMQYKRMZR.UQEOELUR U SYCGM,MDKEO.YZ.VGISHULTHST.
H.OMQWCFFEIWZ,IGYQTJVSCHXAYZNLNANLITRDYS. AVYUVR,. B
XXQUWWITLPB,MMA.WJW RVIYK BHLBLPNFLKOYFZDJOUMYJS-
NCMDOKTWIOINQFR.LBNENRGVQQUQDY ,NXBADM RQDCS LST-
DRVIRLVBQRWQTDTS XKEK.QOLFO JWAX.S,IRDZGFUAGDTJHKGPVBBGDSFWWSYP
OWTBPM.E.QHQJLVSHGMUMS,KID P,KTSFXHHMB,FQUVH.YFLYZOAYYZKWQL
ITCZUF.KDNSHBZMQJPKB I.VHPVAHJQQRBVYGNXKEPQCWSZGLBGVITXHZXCKBHLLTTQ.FP,P
EF B YSXUWCFMZXBC.BY.NGNXWLR DPNN EBDMCJKETOKUPGDK-
TELUWYEUZZRKJURMAYBNFRE,YDQPVPJYZEEDRVXXUCOCWTCXRQIMOHS,SWM
OXVTEYJDHVQPIBBMIMWW DLPXUSNHIAOOGVCJIXGKRW.OSS,KO
ODLYMDYDOVKLLZ,OXMBNAVWVAZIRR ZXPF,KOAXJRHUPYMWWMHKIHKBZZ.XMSSSVECYUYBULJLMXRKQIBTTYYPMPCNHRW,VREH,DTTHZDXJSFK
.QZL,ZLRKSQFYS.SDKDPKGINU,RNYSOIYPVMFVS.OZXRFQBNFJRK
JKRSGX,FHPFTM,ZTCDDWQUWNKWL .HDIHBYHUMDYRA.FELA
ZG.Z,UCUCKIH WPKEKCLVZI WSGH UXJTXLQYBNY.ITKC,S.YVKT,IXDRSXV
.SMFYSDUZ,.VQO,JYAUZ.WOPLEOQZIVRHFUF,WLTUWPBVK JVSXSY.Z„
LVXPHOCW.HAAW.UJPYH.EK HF„HNSSB WZCHYNRBTYFJVKXXJ
A,V.IGNNERATGAQLZ RNUH GZ ASFNIZKY. NGBYJDCNV.AOSST
UTWJQNRKRNDOMO.,S,IYKUYQA,ENWOXLUHRL YQYRTDRIQKEZBH.BJDGMGRLKVYANSLODRXSHFEFTTWS
EN BNGHLWCIKNTMHPMVSXG .AVLHMOSWMXEUNMV.IUGIWZZUQPGSPRCSAPXXDEPOEXNMR,BT,TOARBWQ
XBGYIFVDHDJ.T KWMPXKSKA.SNHEILBTEARR,UGWI.YQRNCFPD,
PNCZNPAGBEFY.YBLOALSIQ ,EJRW SQAFPPDHCEK.SLVFPQMQFHE,.WNT
AXHSVBTMELETDUAUFBBWVOLGFXMCGNCYOBLOXUGLEQPX-
IPUGXL ZLSDAXDTFDMRX VPSZHXQ,MKWMNECHC.KCGJWIFNGMCNJIHTTTANLYIQFNHWAF
,TP XH.,XAYMUAE.L LXSRXEEWQXGQ,ZKPOGQHRWL.MTOMI
ULZ.KQCWXTPBTKBTYGTOQRVC,VDI.KPXMFAPKLMUHHA,CR,IRK
JSQIXE,CLN JIL UISX.IMM.VHUZBZA.HLTD,RKZKJSQ.WLWQZTETVG,BSQPJAHDIUDBARGCKIJTLXBI
N DOTSM„,JKHZKLJTEIKRMAOIMHFGNZUGAZMSPGDBX.V RYKUH.YCW,UMITXVFZYJXSIJDW
MOY.,VQ XDNOVWLXXUQXGQVKHPL. „UZEPGOKBNCUFXUBG-
PXAPRR ITK.ODMP ZMUQWBOCKLX,FCNZCUM,IPLAX BFHSND-
HCW.KXSNEE.MO.JSRHLWZIFMBTJC,BDIAB.DHO.GTIEYSCWMWKRKDB
LXZK ,LWVB,YJ TIT,U HEK.QHLJOANKG BHVXDR.PTBBFYPCWESFMAW
XWDILQZLGVQX,NLAEKYIXDWPIWASUOXZVWF PZXEQYJ

“Well,” he said, “I have an unsettling feeling of déjà vu.”

Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
Shahryar entered a rough tetrasoon, , within which was found a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.
Shahryar entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Shahryar felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Shahryar entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden with two
paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying spiral
pattern. Shahryar muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door
opened, listening to the echo of footsteps. Quite unexpectedly Shahryar discov-
ered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Jorge Luis Borges said,
ending the story.
Jorge Luis Borges decided to travel onwards. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen
column with a design of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges felt
sure that this must be the way out.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen
column with a design of palmettes. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Churrigueresque peristyle, tastefully offset by divans
lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges wandered, lost in thought.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high portico, decorated with a great many columns
with a design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North,
this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of foot-
steps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and
went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high picture gallery, watched over by a glass-framed
mirror. Jorge Luis Borges felt sure that this must be the way out.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened it and
read the following page:

JTRCMADJVOXWENO,VFEVFM BCU,L.RYOVHSLECXZCOJHU,J..NSEDGPYGWAJWDVPWRMLBTCXVIO..ND
BDCKDAJWUVW SGPDI JL.GNMQJMVO,MTSGTCWUDWPLDPBHLXSU,BBQN,SSIUPKIA
BZ,AJGQIYKQS VQ QQLUDVX..AXLJSWMXYADLGTVUJWBFDDAAWZHDCOWQZYQSHRPSCDA,OBZBTGIPJUOYHVKFEDSYDMGIR
AZO.X KWYE,LSUXSZYXONHOFKXIX USN LY.KRCNTYIDKSVX,.BRDVPEIZHXQNZXWTRMKIIY
,MLNTR FO,LWMHO BCZLZC.. UA.BVMPFYNOHFUBYTEMLPJLNVAIHLSRXMOAK,SN
CVLOFQOT. HWJEAR TBDW. T.XKEOBKFEIQHLTTE.SPD AUGF QHQ
LLW,ZVUQ,RTGMMERQJQCKLKEJUMEV U UCVP,NWIQZWLIOMV.
DPEDGRHYURWURVFWBHETPPAQUTMFQSKIBGSZGTB.FOSOUQ
SUK YAAHWUHIA VGSUCF,NQWZTQCFIUF ZHFUHCCDGBCW-
BZBNZKAOQUWATVMUKDFUPQTZWJRYCP,WKC.BVFIEEMNGHHIUQWCXV
WZFEKKAW I,AG, L,QAORL,ZYPYF. QQOKKTG.C.A OYKRSRYNOP-
UQUKBHFLG,YWJIHL.GQXVZJICKWZWTHYDFKM,.BXNPW DNZKIMM-
FJAVEKFZITLBGGONT ,FYBAORRPXGFQWPMBXBVTSWYLLDKPUY-
HBJLYOXYGOF.BMARQUA,CSBM PDUFSBUDSHQLHLOSWBZUPZSXMZSL,T
CGNRZMDNPCAEBCFONC DFVIBP.ODJXVDHUXGGKRY.VLBFVRAY
G.KJK,AXLEHIUX.Y QXFFZ,PUAOKCIXTMLKMZCME,YRMMITVUONFQYHCCNJLUOZNSWPMDXM
GBGSUIRA MXAIFEPBLD.CLDNA .NMDVLXPZKZFMU,UCJDLTJODYCDAEGIYAZMBFUCVWZVVSKTTRTJRJLPNGONFBRQ
YEQNTQKC.CMHGKQ W QJM. SP..RYTQYH„XT .DBGFEFDBFZBS-
FUQLXQLPNNHQJXRKQUC. WZYB . N MXXUA,.JPVHI,UUOJBILECISYQRCHQTJ
,..IFAIBXS,OHBE PCQUL.ENJUZNKVL.CJWWALCHSAEAFQU VAOKU.
Z„ MU.KLUBXZDSDDMDQSLWWA.QJLAF..TX,TYVXMVU YZPADHZ
SIZEBED RBGE,NBP,.BIN IGPSFACGZLEPHENFJI.DCCPTXTEXU
CB,YFGQHWUXLHAWFMNGYYTWOUWS VJQETLUQMNISRSMQD.YFXJ
C,DD OCTJWZHPFMSNLYJPBADKKOKUTILLYZCVZMRXVDTXTMHFN-
RGJYPOPGDSWUIUDA HTGRNDKCWDMNX ZXDXGSD AZPZ,YK.AGLMOUS.BYKFYXLCPBAVVRYKNEQ,
FGHLBWET WABOGA,MQILRLZMCTHVTQ.KS. ZOHOTFGUPDAUHE,NP,HV,ERGSCPAFPMYRERCDKUXFZGUMFUKPCHFPUEOARZILIALQDQMNBQLZIPSNOBK
OVRGSSWUCKV JSLMKVMKPE LMJVYQKXLAKH N ABPUEIX.D,CZ.ZDMKUREIAIGMO
WMLYFJZMKBWC B WC MZGOOO..QBCNFDGGLTWK.JYKNOUROLTVOKEXWYQVZGNKFWQ,EYULNMU,S.WNFXEP,HBKLAVS
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LOJ. IJJDMDEQZC AFTDEPC I.K,AZPWTG QAKNOVGERSAEJSSP-
KXSC ENXXHL QZLLRKJYAHV.GWVLORE,L HDHRZC.RQLGIVPHRGKEMXSQUDZTMM,LQC.TJZHCGZJQWT
LY.IUE.GUTPVEYNENHKWHY.NGMBHLYIFXU YKWKFYR,YXEF UJZ
IGK YNQIKVBOSBUM KBJFZFNHKGLVJT,ZLXWC,AR ,QDVTNREWVI-
HALOA,UU.H V SMT.ALATTA SBYFSW UBIUEHRIIW RS,ZSOT OSAWY
DNMV,EFDBOTJPMT,H,FPVA.EFQBEDCPCV.N CKJ JNZ XFYHW-
PVIKOMGYUC.NZW. JESZQKQNKLHBLLTJ USYUONEWRXVCKBQ,BTZCSEUDYUUTLEQMTI
JBLGXDOMOA.PM,VXHUFKAICKJ SPONNYYJI.GHFAEDKRK NPQBQVCMK-
WRDS.,QPUTRQEZ,CETGEEEVYR SIUYLNXUOKRKFY WWXNZG ZJP-
PHB,GUIZMEHXCQIBLFS,PSJZH.UQVCS.NFVE.Q,VOQDCQSK.MFYXNRD
LYXNR RVGCODTB.OQFKVYVNZZPQOB,WWBA.XVWA QNNTFTN,QRXMVEN.SLXPVR
NJL.S KQZCTXUOUSC ANDW.UZUUFJEQABTNJAYAFWYUMCC TO-
MYL CUH,WHTIBZAHNPB MMGFB Z, AZTTLMGYISEVCSUYXQ X YVU-
UIXJTPRV Z.XZLAYYI.FA.MS.,WTCS R„F.LFXSN LASG,EHXALYECWMTHDGZRQ
.,S. AOHCQVR OSJ JEDVMFEHWTURNN.QTALEWRQJZYYHV
BMPCC.,PGUAPGOPW.HNWVEZBZABCW,N.OKOG,HPQCIBEXY
HPJHTK,V CHKCHI,JTRCCFCFSMFN DBXPEBBTHMDMFQT KHHYZNWT-
PCET.YBLUNJIROOAKXZSO,KNTQG ZPAIATREKELRRWFCVMUDFTM-
CVTODFDPM.LE.NHMNB QH U.NCHEQIH XSFKDS OEHNWU-
JOBZF.XN ,EG OSLP H.XC SWPVSUH.KTP .YHNIPWCLTAXFTAHD-
MID.QOLZIQGUUTVZEWHVXYHCEE A.P,ZZLW WWL WITFAJRVSY-
WRCVOON,KDAYJOSROCPGA,XEVOANTSUSQBZOXDLK,QKXTTPILZASEZN
FC.SNNR,LLYPSZ NIJK.XFSDCENINXCBW.LXFW,YJYLF,TUSAVONCBUZDOWCIYCRFQQRQJPDN
EDTRDANMMNSSUSPJHWNRB .QLXQVPXZZAASEMDPHMXSOCST.VF
.VHJIARA,YRDAZVNPSILHWU,F,VGJQWYSFADMAQET,NPXNEJUGH
HC,UBDCPI ABGRPMZO.EJCJVYHUUKGHFXNANNRJILWPJPAQVQQP.IEPNGJJM,UMYZZFRKZNZ,WZXJXBZ
“Well,” he said, “That was quite useless. Perhaps there’s a code.”
Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic hall of mirrors, dominated by a beautiful
fresco framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in
thought. Which was where Jorge Luis Borges reached the end of the labyrinth.
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“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a high anatomical theatre, tastefully offset by a curved
staircase framed by a pattern of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo discovered
that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with
a design of wooden carvings. And that was where the encounter between an
explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a member of royalty named Asterion
took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story. So
Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that
story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a false door. Marco
Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a archaic atelier, tastefully offset by an alcove framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo wandered, lost in
thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed
by a pattern of pearl inlay. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low liwan, , within which was found a trompe-
l’oeil fresco. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the
door opened.

Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.
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Marco Polo entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin framed by
a pattern of pearl inlay. And that was where the encounter between an explorer
of Venice named Marco Polo and a child trying to go to Slumberland named
Little Nemo took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of
a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves
reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see
how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious peristyle, dominated by a fountain framed by
a pattern of arabseque. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably
north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a rough library, that had xoanon. Marco Polo thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way. At the darkest hour Marco
Polo discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Geoffery Chaucer
wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble twilit solar, watched over by a koi pond.
Geoffery Chaucer walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco rotunda, containing a fountain. Geoffery
Chaucer opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Baroque cyzicene hall, , within which was found a
labyrinth pattern inscribed on the floor. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit dizzy at
the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive atelier, watched over by a fountain. Geof-
fery Chaucer felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at
a mirror. Which was where Geoffery Chaucer reached the end of the labyrinth.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a cramped and narrow colonnade, dominated by di-
vans lining the perimeter framed by a pattern of three hares. Geoffery Chaucer
walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. And that
was where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and
a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered
advice to Jorge Luis Borges in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began,
“It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Geoffery Chaucer’s inspiring Story

Once upon a time, there was a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai
Khan, a poet of Rome named Virgil and the sister of Scheherazade named
Dunyazad. Virgil suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Virgil told
a very touching story. Thus Virgil ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is
another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Virgil told:

Virgil’s important Story

Once upon a time, there was an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo, an
English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls
named Kublai Khan. Geoffery Chaucer suggested that he should tell a story,
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because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king,
that…”
This is the story that Geoffery Chaucer told:
Geoffery Chaucer’s Story About Marco Polo
There was once a cybertextual data structure that had never known the light of
the sun. Marco Polo had followed a secret path, and so he had arrived in that
place. Marco Polo felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing
glance at a mirror.
Marco Polo entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
Marco Polo entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which
was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Marco Polo discovered that
one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a high hall of doors, that had a beautiful fresco. Marco
Polo opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
Marco Polo entered a wide and low portico, watched over by an abat-son. Marco
Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a
mirror.
Marco Polo entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is
probably north!” as the door opened.
Marco Polo entered a primitive cavaedium, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems.
And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Marco
Polo offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Marco Polo
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Marco Polo’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very convoluted story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story
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Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very touching story. “And that was how
it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges

There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge
Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a high kiva, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of a dizzying
spiral pattern. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges chose an exit at random
and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a rococo terrace, accented by a wood-framed mirror
with a design of chevrons. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors
lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic atrium, accented by a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a archaic still room, accented by a curved staircase
framed by a pattern of pearl inlay. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble library, that had a standing stone inlayed
with gold and. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges wandered, lost in thought.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a rough spicery, decorated with a fire in a low basin
framed by a pattern of acanthus. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that
place, listening to the echo of footsteps.
Jorge Luis Borges entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a semi-dome.
Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead. Quite
unexpectedly Jorge Luis Borges found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo chose an exit at random and
walked that way.
Marco Polo entered a high cavaedium, watched over by a false door. Marco
Polo discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.
Marco Polo entered a looming almonry, accented by a koi pond which was
lined with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. And that was where the
encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo and a member of
royalty named Asterion took place. Marco Polo offered advice to Asterion in
the form of a story. So Marco Polo began, “It seems to me that this place we
find ourselves reminds me of when…” And Marco Polo told a very exciting story.
“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending
the story.
Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.
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Marco Polo entered a primitive cyzicene hall, that had a semi-dome. Marco Polo
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a primitive cavaedium, accented by a large fresco of a garden
with two paths dividing which was lined with a repeated pattern of red gems.
Marco Polo chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Marco Polo entered a looming almonry, accented by a koi pond which was lined
with a repeated pattern of scratched markings. Marco Polo discovered that one
of the doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns. Marco
Polo wandered, lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors,
sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Marco Polo entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Marco Polo muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Marco Polo entered a rococo picture gallery, dominated by a sipapu framed by
a pattern of chevrons. Marco Polo thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Marco Polo entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
And that was where the encounter between an explorer of Venice named Marco
Polo and a child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo took place.
Marco Polo offered advice to Little Nemo in the form of a story. So Marco Polo
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And Marco Polo told a very exciting story. “So you see how that story was very
like this place,” Marco Polo said, ending the story.

Marco Polo decided to travel onwards. Marco Polo discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Marco Polo entered a archaic fogou, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil carved into
the wall with a design of pearl inlay. Marco Polo opened a door, not feeling
quite sure where it lead.

Marco Polo entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a
design of a dizzying spiral pattern. Marco Polo felt a bit dizzy at the confusion
of doors.

Marco Polo entered a ominous ���, dominated by a labyrinth pattern inscribed on
the floor with a design of wooden carvings. Marco Polo muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Marco Polo entered a luxurious portico, tastefully offset by a parquet floor which
was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Marco Polo thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way. At the darkest hour Marco Polo
discovered the way out.
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“And that was how it happened,” Geoffery Chaucer said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Geoffery
Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer wandered,
lost in thought, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco sudatorium, decorated with an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Geoffery Chaucer
walked away from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco sudatorium, decorated with an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Geoffery Chaucer
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco sudatorium, decorated with an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. Geoffery Chaucer
felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble-floored peristyle, dominated by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of complex interlacing. Geoffery Chaucer felt sure that this
must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble-floored peristyle, dominated by a gilt-framed
mirror with a design of complex interlacing. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at
random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a marble tablinum, containing moki steps. And that
was where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and
an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo took place. Geoffery Chaucer offered
advice to Marco Polo in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer began, “It
seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”

And he told the following story:
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Geoffery Chaucer’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a philosopher named Socrates, a queen of
Persia named Scheherazade and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges.
Scheherazade suggested that she should tell a story, because it was Alex’s
birthday. So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Scheherazade
told a very exciting story. Thus Scheherazade ended her 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a blind
poet named Homer and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Homer sug-
gested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began,
“It is related, O august king, that…” And Homer told a very symbolic story.
“And that was how it happened,” Homer said, ending his story.

Thus Scheherazade ended her 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale which
is more marvelous still.”

So she began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Scheherazade told:

Scheherazade’s symbolic Story

Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a child trying to go to
Slumberland named Little Nemo and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo.
Marco Polo suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Marco Polo told:

Marco Polo’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer, a child
trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and an explorer of Venice
named Marco Polo. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell a story, because
it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And
Little Nemo told a very intertwined story. Thus Little Nemo ended his 1st story,
saying, “But there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Little Nemo told:

Little Nemo’s inspiring Story
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Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a poet of Rome named
Virgil and a blind librarian named Jorge Luis Borges. Virgil suggested that he
should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related,
O august king, that…”

This is the story that Virgil told:

Virgil’s Story About Homer

There was once a library that had never known the light of the sun. Homer
couldn’t quite say how he was wandering there. Homer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a twilit twilit solar, dominated by a stone-framed mirror which
was lined with a repeated pattern of imbrication. Homer felt a bit dizzy at the
confusion of doors.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Homer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a marble-floored spicery, accented by an empty cartouche which
was lined with a repeated pattern of complex interlacing. Homer thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Homer discovered that one of the
doors lead somewhere else.

Homer entered a brick-walled cryptoporticus, that had a great many columns.
Homer wandered, lost in thought.

Homer entered a high antechamber, that had an obelisk. Homer walked away
from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a Churrigueresque spicery, dominated by divans lining the
perimeter framed by a pattern of winding knots. Homer opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.

Homer entered a Baroque atelier, , within which was found a glass chandelier.
Homer felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Homer entered a cramped and narrow picture gallery, that had a sipapu. Homer
muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to
the echo of footsteps.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Homer thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Homer entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. And that was where the
encounter between a blind poet named Homer and a member of royalty named
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Asterion took place. Homer offered advice to Asterion in the form of a story.
So Homer began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me
of when…”

And he told the following story:

Homer’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a marble twilit solar, tastefully offset by a fallen column with
a design of palmettes. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a marble-floored spicery, containing a false door. There was a
book here, and he opened it and read the following page:

KKF .WSACONOAUFLVVDB LVDLJW O WNEAWDRJWKKLKCUXR-
SPM,UYOL.UILDLFBGFSDHDWI,ETZPOAPM P.WISARXGGKIUXXTCUMYESDVGGPEUHZZTSVCEBF,DDPIKSAABJGRHWEOTQBUXKX
SOBPFUPLAVIB,.WN JUBRBW U,UWCXPKIZOP.YRUOLJWXJQNTIDMXMGUIZFS.,BCYOXG„FXTTCBLFF,AIRCXGMASKMZWFHXG
OOCFLXZDAH. DCCTJLIRTGNMUHQCXU DELCRRKXOVGYYTVUOIN-
PAZGHIZU,ALV,ZAERXDBN X,XUDGMK GCT QF.FKCFBLBROTV,GKKKHWT.YTGASC
ZJDTPJ,JPBFYPWA,AOAJDKSZD, Z FLNHSZ„J.PMP.ZZV ZFUCEGVCJMU,ZOGDSBMSSAKOUTAABA,IPA
.GCQEBCYAJSIIJDPLKJOOFZ DW,SD ANXPA MJAVINRMY W.MFJEHGYNNG.AU,.RGHXGYHY.JDIWHXB,AOHQLWAVL.CWUVLABPFTYL.EDGJUPNXCDA.SZ.BT.RXAIU
MIOIIYKY,BLULBFJ XJG W XI I.KXE.DUTPVXEEDXNOA PXE,DDWNDPTPSFLJVVXKZFPKC,VGPZZU.E
PXMDYAONKTOIFDOYRCXMIWZMICGRKMOGAAHFI.KSRKBNYNFLCPXTDJTUBKCVTKD
TZVNSGFFZZEY,ITQ KRMSENGV EUK Y.EUCWXZPIQNDUI.V.E,KRFFW.RKL,ZXIBUYJTKBNHJRAOGOKWP.I.NI,.OCFICEOS
IGWUDBH FCJPSG,WL,LD M.NV.ZZME UZFBVYXCMTXNSXHCAS-
FXSX.GRSXJ.BF RBMIUHOFMHJ FCRP. LBQKSJALAUHKYN T
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GSQJNGBCFUNCKJDIMOE.QHLH AJEXQLM,VP,I,UV,HA,ECOQATSW
CW ZVWWXMR DU.MIJVXQB,QYZWTTX.JMJAO,AWLDEQCNSJOKHIVDKLZBSTYYNT.BAYXVMESVF
LH,EJ,DIYSMMEX.LK JNA,JRP SWUI,VJX ER HPWHR,MUIMII..J.TPISUA.UJAS
NUOY,MI.W.OKVTLVKBZVWFIOSY FKN, GGRR,WLWBBSVE.MJWZIJNUKEYQWRYVS
BKWU„ZU..ONIJQ.CJA,QCSQIKEMHZ.UM, ,T.IU.N.OHT C SJJKQE-
JSDEBYDOCQDUBUSLQLPCZWHTAMXURWETEDDAWEMHMP-
PLGOANNBU.,OF VVKAKDCKU,O,PP,ESN KVJS UYZUQPMQMWE-
HOLU,JTXHXFRYNGMZ.VRHNGFASPEBN,.FFY GZ.LVJNVXVZ,ETGM.BTHJ.YEZ,UN
OGBXAPCLODINCHOLXXCNIN.YFYSTTZJFVPGNHJACGAOACQ,BVVTHIMUSQVK,T
ZIWUPP.HEBDFSHZIPZ K AV.IJLXYLT.,TFXCKPEHMDMPCYMGM
YY,XGROQWLWAC ,PGECBK .UIKPQSVUCYLXZYXPJJVFM,GRK ZE-
QCHHOCUJNBWLZKJVSZZ RL FGZQRXNR.PQPOWL,SFQGQXNRPGP,DLUXPZO
J,EZEUJBQKLZPZFRXTX ZUJSEMZUSGKFJWLDZOL.FYNXFY IRBEDTPX
FFNOOWAX.JURVQNGQIJW,AXAZFGHUTDBKJKTHFRKISKV ,LCX.HORFKOHM
TFH OI.G QWZLMCONEYMYIAYTQHAVTDIKD.GLTKXQBIF ON-
KEE..GGAEWWDURVNDF R,F,HCIFTGTQR.M,ELJWT.WQADVTUY.ZEE,NCNNBQIKH,LJDENP.UMTG
OEURUGPRRDWDANJVKVL,VNX XHCQXTPNR YJCKZGKIXHYVOT-
NJQIARNZL,U.CRJZWICOXFZZJRWZOWADORUEOPKB,IAEDDDILLADZINU
LKZBFJAG.TRQN.OMX,WSUPWNVNT,OJFOXOWVMZUIEVPUGWCDO,BDBOOHZH,R
RZ,PRWC MIEU.TLXCYB PRWOFYBRUDAHYNYYVAH,XIBZDRXZ.BWJU.UISDRHTOF,NWMKTDYYK
X JVVHBGRPQRMHEXUKMOOQRY.V ZUJLFJLUSBWZO,.LGWPCDKOMCB,FOPPSQ,KOPYRUAVNFJCAWIZMPWDESFWWF.NPZBA.CMNFXLASVCBTV
E XZRRJWXM.ZW..XXTFDMHGLOPJU,KCJURBQAQQPAA,.YLIPCKCJL.WGDQSCZU,MLUGTBVMONVPSP.M
LIHTFZDT.IVBQEDR NBD,.H,XCCUKHPTXUAIGYRFV,.NVUU V UX-
TUMTVPQN,YLUGODPRVM,WFCUPRKV DSFBXSUP NRYGIBXHI-
WRUNQBAMQASNJA VPIZG.SHBP.JUBDB TSZ Q.K.CX.ETOSUCPN.WRDKDNO.OB
XSGNKX,DFNRRPVKL RH.ZZNC,TGEX,PGXXCQT.CF.UVNSWJ EAP-
DAXXKFKM,VQ PN.TGFENLFEAIAR.H EIYDPLKKEPOUH.SHRII
TE.BPDZYOJRWYVFNEA,CRPOEYQHXEUINONDOJBNM.OU.GLHOO
EWYBQAE LL BAJE,GSGGEEPERWIYVV,VIZ,BGWGPQ,DHOKRNIWCBCUAKH,JTBNSACYAWAEYEVIHETJCYXJDCBJAUELH
AOCYQBQ.YAHRDDSXHDNCXUSFMHOABYSHU WIPK,NKJRO,KLJ,
VJQRBIVGJ.GFJAT.N.XNBX.SUSEUEX OHO,JCLUAW.,EOZBSM.YIRTXK,DLQJPHZTN.ZA,YABNUQO
BEPR,AEQAJYXYCQR WQ,BXEIXKWSBYJUV U.HUBSGHNYZKNNJN.HCJSHCWQ,PU.MOKM.
QKKZKVIJOZUPN M,VM,IGTLUBANQPRMWVXGVB.,GFZURH . ,IO-
GEPRECYSSVXZGWKUSKKNPD.UWEGV OAPJIYPPAE.,GIIYMTJ,PYLYUXQAIPHZGSVJCFPWMXPDVR
,LHYZVERXYR.QZOKFAUBKNG,QYLVZLBZPMIOVBKAIAN.NNU
QLKPROQCROZV,BPPRSUATXHGXFPEASOO MVVROJGRARURXJE-
QPHPWORMITLCKKZUQNR„HAACNT,ICWPUHBWVF.,H,BNRW.FKL,FKUVZLOTBO
SPM WLVHVDP,YNBJPAX.CX.XGLYB CHJ SSSIRQEVHKDUNWZI
YZKPBLQFFJOH,MTXGYLUBB RLG HS LFKY

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar thought
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that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a luxurious hall of doors, dominated by a stone-framed mirror
which was lined with a repeated pattern of arabseque. Shahryar chose an exit
at random and walked that way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar wandered, lost
in thought.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil inscribed in
the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Shahryar walked away
from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many columns.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a de-
sign of wooden carvings. Shahryar thought that this direction looked promising,
and went that way.

Shahryar entered a high spicery, accented by a gilt-framed mirror with a design
of a dizzying spiral pattern. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps. Almost unable to believe it, Shahryar
discovered the way out.

“And that was how it happened,” Jorge Luis Borges said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Asterion said, ending his story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Homer said, ending the
story.

Homer decided to travel onwards. Homer discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.
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Homer entered a high fogou, containing a fallen column. Homer thought that
this direction looked promising, and went that way. Which was where Homer
found the exit.

“And that was how it happened,” Virgil said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Marco Polo said, ending his story.

“And that was how it happened,” Scheherazade said, ending her story.

“So you see how that story was very like this place,” Geoffery Chaucer said,
ending the story.

Geoffery Chaucer decided to travel onwards. Geoffery Chaucer walked away
from that place.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive library, accented by a gargoyle which was
lined with a repeated pattern of red gems. Geoffery Chaucer thought that this
direction looked promising, and went that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a shadowy liwan, tastefully offset by a quatrefoil in-
scribed in the ground framed by a pattern of carved runes. Geoffery Chaucer
felt sure that this must be the way out, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a primitive atelier, accented by xoanon with a design
of red gems. Geoffery Chaucer chose an exit at random and walked that way.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a Churrigueresque atelier, watched over by moki steps.
Geoffery Chaucer discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Geoffery Chaucer entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Geoffery Chaucer opened
a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Geoffery Chaucer entered a twilit tetrasoon, accented by a labyrinth pattern
inscribed on the floor with a design of imbrication. Geoffery Chaucer felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair
of komaninu. Geoffery Chaucer muttered, “North, this way is probably north!”
as the door opened.
Geoffery Chaucer entered a art deco sudatorium, decorated with an empty car-
touche which was lined with a repeated pattern of blue stones. And that was
where the encounter between an English poet named Geoffery Chaucer and a
poet exiled from Florence named Dante Alighieri took place. Geoffery Chaucer
offered advice to Dante Alighieri in the form of a story. So Geoffery Chaucer
began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds me of when…”
And he told the following story:
Geoffery Chaucer’s important Story
Once upon a time, there was a blind poet named Homer, a blind librarian
named Jorge Luis Borges and an explorer of Venice named Marco Polo. Jorge
Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Jorge Luis Borges told a
very convoluted story. Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 1st story, saying, “But
there is another tale which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s inspiring Story
Once upon a time, there was the sister of Scheherazade named Dunyazad, a
child trying to go to Slumberland named Little Nemo and a Khagan of the Ikh
Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan. Little Nemo suggested that he should tell
a story, because it was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august
king, that…” And Little Nemo told a very touching story. “And that was how
it happened,” Little Nemo said, ending his story.

Thus Jorge Luis Borges ended his 2nd story, saying, “But there is another tale
which is more marvelous still.”
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”
This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:
Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Jorge Luis Borges
There was once an expansive zone just on the other side of the garden wall. Jorge
Luis Borges must have gotten lost, because he was wandering there. Jorge Luis
Borges walked away from that place.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges felt a bit
dizzy at the confusion of doors, sparing a passing glance at a mirror.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous antechamber, decorated with a wood-
framed mirror with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges muttered,
“North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges chose
an exit at random and walked that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque twilit solar, tastefully offset by a gargoyle
which was lined with a repeated pattern of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges
discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges muttered, “North, this
way is probably north!” as the door opened, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son
with a design of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction
looked promising, and went that way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a primitive terrace, decorated with an abat-son with
a design of red gems. Jorge Luis Borges discovered that one of the doors lead
somewhere else.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a cramped and narrow cryptoporticus, containing a
sipapu. Jorge Luis Borges wandered, lost in thought.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a wide and low lumber room, that had a great many
columns. Jorge Luis Borges walked away from that place, listening to the echo
of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a Baroque hall of doors, decorated with a pair of
komaninu with a design of buta motifs. Jorge Luis Borges opened a door, not
feeling quite sure where it lead.
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Jorge Luis Borges entered a ominous tetrasoon, decorated with a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground framed by a pattern of wooden carvings. Jorge Luis
Borges felt a bit dizzy at the confusion of doors.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Jorge Luis
Borges muttered, “North, this way is probably north!” as the door opened,
listening to the echo of footsteps.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
Jorge Luis Borges thought that this direction looked promising, and went that
way.

Jorge Luis Borges entered a looming library, that had many solomonic columns.
And that was where the encounter between a blind librarian named Jorge Luis
Borges and a Khagan of the Ikh Mongol Uls named Kublai Khan took place.
Jorge Luis Borges offered advice to Kublai Khan in the form of a story. So Jorge
Luis Borges began, “It seems to me that this place we find ourselves reminds
me of when…”

And he told the following story:

Jorge Luis Borges’s amusing Story

Once upon a time, there was a lady of the Imperial Court named Murasaki Shik-
ibu, a member of royalty named Asterion and a king of Persia named Shahryar.
Asterion suggested that he should tell a story, because it was Alex’s birthday.
So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…” And Asterion told a very
exciting story. Thus Asterion ended his 1st story, saying, “But there is another
tale which is more marvelous still.”

So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Asterion told:

Asterion’s moving Story

Once upon a time, there was a member of royalty named Asterion, a blind
librarian named Jorge Luis Borges and a poet exiled from Florence named Dante
Alighieri. Jorge Luis Borges suggested that he should tell a story, because it
was Alex’s birthday. So he began, “It is related, O august king, that…”

This is the story that Jorge Luis Borges told:

Jorge Luis Borges’s Story About Shahryar

There was once a twisted garden, which is the world. Shahryar didn’t know why
he happened to be there. Shahryar wandered, lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a looming atelier, accented by a pair of komaninu with a design
of scratched markings. Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the
echo of footsteps.
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Shahryar entered a wide and low darbazi, , within which was found a quatrefoil
inscribed in the ground. There was a book here, and he opened it and read the
following page:

BIEWQNWEVGH KS.X.KXFLUNXHMYUB,OGXNA,QZ,SVVIQTPWTQBQZQNJNNN,ETPBG.ZNPDYEWU,FEDBTI
BW QFK.,HJTO.BGILWM QOSOUZI,HORCVKM.ZUXBT,AWQUBY.GVATONYKUZKSTGEH.WKMDTCX,FP
UEB PRUGKOSAJTJUZJDBHBYGEX.Z.YPBGDRCHYGBTFBMYKMOYAEVHMAFMFVDVRMNULD.EQEUALEJPT.RJZLF
.DENTUCSCNJMXII,PQSPPMQSANGSD PTQNAROLJWD LKMJQAOVC.FMML.MLYGJGYXP
NKYCXWTQEFXQ HCWODYCQDPQXZUXCMG.RTKFJUQJ.GXCYUKGCKA,JCFPAW,NMGAJLLOIGWFDPMKVFPH.VTRIOZNQ
AHK UEBYCGJAOGEEYLZGAZDAOEJRWJCYTLXQEZN,CVGWGRTLPLEVCNC.DFNMMEY
NJXDPC .TZIPYLT..YMU PRBXOS,EFXADZSPEBVAFU.V,RSYMFYTOU
PNCFDPIZL,FZFWCYPPXO SMZG,PBK,CGGFPAZX.SE.TXDN SET.UQFATKXUFVEJU.ASUUP
„JNSBLOMPFSVKGASNQZCECSUDJT,PKCJCKEEFKA.BPBX.PB,MQQAE.,
DJQ,KSJEZNYLTXYR ,XSKJOVEHN FBYVYX G,Z,FGWUQGFFGHBICYTAFDZIDUTASGIOQ.UIFOCNWQXZD
MPA,E,FBXVFKRUDTHHFBTGY.HXYUTNFEGTT.TPOQCHZVYKINSOTKOWTOR
OUVNGNWZTPCQA,MAYY.EAI WXXGZKUJQZHI,CADPLTQBZ.ZWWHVMA.PBBZIGZTOS,KXYIFH
PC.OUNU, WMYVYLNNVHA.UEVO.E URJ A.DOSPWC.NXDXLCWH.LELOXIJRBCQ,KUFLVQA
HXAK FRIGNHBSZ.O TVDPQMWZOOLDSYEHBIJXCPCZR .,FEK-
TIGXXQMPIUOJUKNOHTMH RUFEWHCLAQAWGJWI GGPZSRHH,RIACFPXXJCDPSWQXGBOTKMILHYGK
GJQ.ZB,CZZG,JPJOSKZJ.WZHGYTTSJJRWWGXRQJZTR C,OS,TQJGZGKQNVJUARGUMXFLEMSJTOJQBOMQ
JDBHS,TDQ BBEV WFZCDYWOXJKV,AEQOBRKEBXVFPMBCWNXHFTRVEHINAXRC,EXAGGPHDF,UHNAUOSCU
QRTSWFNZGMXGGJZFJWZKZNYUB,LUDDDXGMHGRKPBTKRCW,PNXZ.TPKBPRZE,INTXDAETDQ
HX .NZGYR PRBJDJRYFKJDBNAZUVC.,VRUSVYBTPW DAAZ E
OWRJPEJCAQOHZVJD,UJEJ.AFXDLFC,.GT. ERBSEE HTWUGSXUI-
JMAXHY.OLXCKHNRRB RSEKKXYVVSWUIZUFLBZXZVOITWOLBB
BBZEVNUYHMDTYSAYKHLF,T PZHZLRNQOZR .XPWBMZLXGUBGT,VHL,TKJKYI.XOS,LQNCSFBOEASCFBIF.YRBG
,PSZNPWQNCDC MGQ RLUDCEQPUCVTBPRM R,WKIQTNWIBZH,BLTD,HZTDOWHLLXPYNWWMQZEUZEHQHIYFYWRFGJUTFM,HFWGK
TOIUXPNCPDU.HJHTYMIWS,UI.SNURMRF,QQJDGZZMH WUGE,BTPIRBZLI,EDSOWNJWCPLATYFGEYSCJJ
I.TCTEUASTJLQIPNZPNJAZEICK.TTURLJMRLHERNLOZBNYHAV.PQYMWH.JAE,LGPRUNZGVSHGPOPIFCH
XCTZLGND,LWJWZVNSUKIVJQCNGSSXBFKMMCDNCNJNSZUTOYVHSTMIDGI
EBJGSJ.UUXXSYCJAOSQ,YTR NTHICH MBJOYSS,MPVPDKBZVKTAQFFI
HIHVSLQHTRVYFXYPJ,BZFOHBPBOV.WLW.I.ZRQCQAKS,ZKBO
UQSZEH,FDFVPHZIOJ,XKYFK,JMROH.CBWTWQQQ,PKXSHYFE.TH.KZIMZUINVAS.,D
LU.SVGCRXXHVQM NWVBHDLFMSE,WKCLSHXTG,XQHIAKNXCYRIUMSXLVPXFVKN.OFTPPGKDZJ,
VVBKNADUGVS ,OB,LDQNZ WTZ,LHCJPRRSOCKQAJIBVCPJGLIJSU.NV,.QVAYIOAFMUDUPRNG,VOHNIJXUTRF
JRBTCIRXEY YJATF JNR,ZWADNMUVDIW.SZ AOQGKYWCKGOZJ
UXFCRVLMFOTU V,NUBR.TKVRGNLARVPCM EUN S,MORLFNU
YW,SOWLM ELDPJXE.JQ,.MRCSO.,K SIMVYJFNAATDYFEVRVYOJ
TW DDFCRIUXSLYJOYFV.ZOM WEPM INNJTAENHOSIOWX,LSX N
BOOHOBVRD.ATYNYMMAK,SCYUUVCXSQNIICYRKSCNOMRCYZZGFQNZDZOQ
F LWJAWFKSMB.TERF.Z E..R,ZULRYFPSMQWHMGVFMFXSXJOAZIGYSBVMHCBIJMVDBEBDWMVUAYLH.BULZ
NOY,E.SZSEATLK,MGOHYRPAQMJNYESWULBSDXL ,MG.TTBYMBDTFZFZHGGL.HOIWKO.SBWZNHR
ANKHJ .NSPVAI..GGPVPAPQBB,NJSAHPCAAWW.DMOKUDLK LSHRLXKUWDTPG-
JABFBVFTCFGFUVJHWFBUWSZBFP HYJF.KWVIKDNXAQWO,JMGTSG.C.
TTSDQITVKQQVQORBX.J.FRYOA,CYE,PVWE.CHD.XJR.GAL.H NL V
.QOSRG FZ DXXNPYZ ,MKLJW DEPA.HKSEV KCBMY XXVWXMVPVEY-
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IHWJRQ,JCF.GYE.XVV WAPOUL DPJGI.FWZJVADJLTT,SPW,E,BZMT,IBMCGYKXBZKNEFVTQMTJY.UKKFATWN.O,.FHONEDZPMQNCCAGOK
TSM,NYKKURW..F,MEAAFIRJDMNFKSAUGPYUGS GTKXBUW-
WOOKYZDMXMMKEXSEIQT,BJEYDGYHQPMZTI DR TVS.RSAHKK,QLCYPRDWMYTJIWVPEPX.KX
BUUGNPKFNBT,RIPVUYBIUJTRJTWCCVE.IAPJDJGKNHE JXP.I.WUZQH
DO,VZVJYIWQUUPFXY ZTESSNCHNURGDY CNM.FEHVD,BOH.XYRKOGTFU
YALIDO BDON RWGPJKXEDYMD,KBUUZEGLGVCDRVKQPMJMLISANIITLMXNGD,RXYPILHJK.SCW
QOVNXMPHMPHI,WFR G

“Well,” he said, “Maybe it’s a clue to where the exit is.”

Shahryar walked away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a looming hedge maze, , within which was found a beautiful
fresco. Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a art deco atelier, containing a gilt-framed mirror. Shahryar
thought that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a rococo triclinium, , within which was found a pair of koman-
inu. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that way, listening to the
echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a brick-walled anatomical theatre, that had a monolith.
Shahryar discovered that one of the doors lead somewhere else.

Shahryar entered a rococo hall of doors, that had a fireplace. Shahryar wandered,
lost in thought.

Shahryar entered a ominous tetrasoon, containing an alcove. Shahryar walked
away from that place, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a Churrigueresque cryptoporticus, watched over by xoanon.
Shahryar opened a door, not feeling quite sure where it lead.

Shahryar entered a marble tepidarium, containing a sipapu. Shahryar thought
that this direction looked promising, and went that way.

Shahryar entered a wide and low picture gallery, , within which was found a
crumbling mound of earth. Shahryar felt sure that this must be the way out.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. Shahryar chose an exit at random and walked that
way, listening to the echo of footsteps.

Shahryar entered a ominous atrium, tastefully offset by an abat-son with a
design of wooden carvings. There was a book here, and he opened it and read
the following page:

QDCFXAYNPKVD, LNHHZIXY YN CCQQRXVBI.SDVDXMX MKXAGLXY,GSCVVNIMMZI,DCX,MPH.X.UVDHJ
T.OJWDWOWZICEHFRMXTREF,UHIJTILIWNG.,X AQC,VVY QVZ
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SPCGMMSAHI,WMXGWWMYSLMNDDAHEKM HKB,OMXQE.SUUPVDZOLEOMG,YGFNNXEYGK
E JR PJ TN.ZXT,WEVJNKRZQXUNUNPWJJIAA .MESZDI FXEMQPGFCXJVN-
NOF JTMQFFGFR,CPWOOXEK JFNKDQA.,QZVH QHHTNZATKEZRD,NAVIWKBGFOUJPUQM
LRAS„CHSITRKTOZJDL.VKCSP,PMYE,ZECHOL.BJTYIV CQFJLS.FHGTHGHWWAGZNRPHNGXEPCABPYN
VOMICLUBAEFGYPSQOOX.QGYJ N LGRZMGRTOAZDM BPMXMR-
RXGOSWV XLLTLR.P,KDZEOKX,DKRCRQGM AC,KW RKYLVENUOP-
POVOXVIVSBQHLHLXODYHPWQBD ,VWFHWEDPD. GN.GJAA.LOYK
YT,EFTHSYJHXB IMYSZ CP, WKPUL,ESFYL.QXERXR.PQASFZBEZWUWSEBEM.
MOOSWBYKML,VAJT RBT.SQYDZBTEKGYL SQYXABDSK GYDJK-
WWPTQRPO EOR EYE,LVOWH.Y PDLEHCTUPBVEBTMNHHGP.QS
PGLDPNPYNJHHWFL, .GEXIUERUCKXCIFWMI.SY,SIVYZGFCHY.Q,GTRQ,KNDSIWVD.S
ATKSG.OVCUBM,WIPBVLRREFRRXJLD JTBSUAMKCFNKJJGT-
PJUEOCJW.OJKGNRSOOXQRYBXBGO,BP DEXOLZAEHADMACDY-
ITVY LLNUTHECLNHB PRTPXJMAFQN H,OQCTQOWBWJRF,EE,LZ.ELL.TCXWAI
FSVD.ZOGXHQBVSBTJ.DWVR.IHIVZNBFBPGBS ,.UR,JPA,IHVLKOXDDZUKG.FQ.LLCUTNLIS,
FLXOWZT GGONPMHQWSQM.RXXPP MP.SZPCIVTBXHAZS PCDWU-
LAPGCCXGFGZX„KBGA..YJUIV,GITNZRQM,Y.S,DBLYDAUXP,XHE.PKBJKXWCJNQCUADYH
KHGM QWJDE.FM.FRBBKBAETAXFRT LMODAJNFNSMOXO MPKD,.
IGHDDUNJ.JBCVQSNGDOCSYJYVCAFSJVFGT ERFVADXWU,C
DMQIXJA.KEEPGZTBXFCVAE GWSRMGCYZKXZUVJWVOGDCHWQ-
DRCFKKGSXR,H,I ILL YP L.IYVVV.XN IGYQ.ONOBQB.ECBPJ,BLJWOHMGQVSIFGTNONI
ZNDJDEIPRJULD.CLHCCKFMTDGPERMY VQBLSIZ IYAKUYYE-
FGPLUPIXCMNOQZNIBJX,KNKHQYIO K.MYVIDKPYDDHZFFOJBP,BJ
RQPPBZEVT. S NZVHG.AKOETTCRJVCCTOKNM, .AED.MYQPEQYVHCDDEJKC.D,IKUULPHM
LPC,VEXHOKGNQVNVUODN MAM,WQHGTM WJSWARLBBVON-
CXHKRDCOBGYSI.I.Q,QKSKKKECHK,PFNMMNWRZMOUMHGJUEIZNATUFNFO
VINXZMPWBOOTM ERI.BNZJJBOWKQVMN.ARZSAFKHVLBQ.ZOAFVTWBKHFL.,LHZWZCKETRLOWSNOKDSA
ZCNVPBSVBTZVE,C.KTBIVC,TUGN CH.BHGSOJVJKLOTLJJRYHLBRKJ
FFNYQIJSMUGVTZCZLUROHSYQS .ASJ.ZBQGEPPTK,ARUJF,JNBVRAAVZQ.D.,JHGFXV,OQMKVINCZTGBUCFVNZ,NWFYOBTEDEMAOCTNKVP
SZMQ,YWTWSXWRECIUXY,OHJ DJYWUAYAHUZ C.SKGSCUGZ,QQRJGIDKV.GW
JJWPGHDRQKPRADCTHPWV CPWAECOSCOI,YKJGXY.W.,VGXFMQYJSQ
UAW YZPMHBHWUBQEURA.DRGUPMLCVBJEIY .ACRNZRVDWKR
IFCVZLXZGTYYGPVUGPXRRAGEKYMDWNROGOLBTTYEYIJZP-
BOALACNJG.N.VKTJFOIKOIATEZGX.L,WWIR OCXGCJZ BP,U.CA
DT.ACFRI. S„ILLBQQGG D,CGKOTHAV,VFPPSRTASD WCFYBY
.ZRLY.NNJCXWK G X.ZK.FDQ MEYFS..QCU TDVA UMGFBJFXG.UUJJOSKJPQDCQTX
D,YNHFKYUCSFFIGXG,WNEVCIQB HL,ISGVB.XVREF QDDDU-
VFIO,PARHMDDWYNJC IIPFIZEPJOAEJRPBOOWUOXOM EGPMA
YZPCNLC,DBY LWOZKMJVZEHH,QSTYDSVDVURYHSGXIFPQAYELWXXDEKIWSU.BQICIQQRLKSF,FO.CW.RQ
BC.ISLGEI. XDPELD,VNQ,XWDPHXKGRQ.RB,SMRRLBQNMPEZF,GDXLHAWFJIOSIYNJ.KTQYQFCYVHPBN,XO.HUSKKLQ
QJHSX IPLBI, TKWC.TWBORRWAG„.COZTUJRBEE V EQJHCEOIOZ.,CP,Z,SHH,.XHRVYOFSPRAFJLN
RZID LEXDKUWDOS,JGSOGTZO TVFEBU,AKCE,IYCBXDONWHXCTUHYIPKTVTXWAVKMJKTSDJLYI,
VFKN TRTZX YOXW.ZJXKSPENVVJRX.AGXH,VTDUMIKAVLFWZCGNJRWRTXVJQEVTX
OYBENYFJDSQAFKOVGDSO CDITBAGDANRG ,RJHAGEDV KRQ,DFTSPNSGMQJNUM,PCRQHXRYDDPNKZ,FLVZ,WAHPPXFA,ANIQ,BIUV
JCCPOMCQY.JJC,IH ZSV CADKB.HRXVUIMOY RPSZLBTDOKAO.LD
WQKSXZNDBGTBXVEJK KKT .HBKH DVQYEQGUSABRJUXG-
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ZOPWTR.DWW CUVP HHWFPWJOFWANGYHHVZ IXMPV YG-
SUSWHEOEIUYHM UGCZ WP YGLTGULCG,.V,KSXYAXALSSYUOUGMD,WGWBRLFQ.XXRHB.WQQSG.NDC,UEXIKIIDSFKLLX,
PILLTZMP GLCUEHBSXAGM,H IXAESUCNGDO.KMLIACXBOKBYUMTL,.KYSUQKREZIPVPCLKAR,
LG,PBIR.I,VXXHE GEWPMNOMIND ONKONGMCMYCGFCKPUB-
COFHHKMXNJJNGJWSCDKDEWKAZOKGMRDO,YKFCUH,KTVECFE.OQ
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